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University of Washinr,ton

Abstract

A HISTORY OF THE WASHl'lGTO~ STATE LABOR ?10VEHENT,
1885-1935

By Jonathan Dembo

Chairman of the Supervisory Committee: Professor Robert E. Burke
Department of History

Over the years, historians have produced a number of fine

works on various aspects of the Washinr,ton State labor movement. Un-

fortunately, they have tended to concentrate their attentions on a

few incidents, organizations, and issues. In particular, they have

examined and re-examined the Indus trial Horkers of the Hor1d, the

Seattle general strike, and the prevalence of political radicalism in

the labor movement. The purpose of this paper is to add continuity

and perspective to these scattered efforts and, with original research,

to fill in the interstices in our knowledGe of the early history of the

Washington State labor ~ovement.

As understood in this paper, the labor movement is not limited

to organized trade unions. In its earliest period, the trade unions

were not the most important elements of the 1ahor movement. The labor

movement consisted of numerous, diverse, mutually exclusive groups and

only gradually did the trade unions come to dominate. Even then, the

labor movement remained divided. The trade unions were split by bitter

conflicts. Indeed, conflict for supremacy within the labor movement



prevailed from the very beginning. This paper attempts to identify

and define these various labor groups, to trace their political al

liances, and to explore and explain the causes of their behavior.

This paper examines the labor movenent from four basic per

spectives: chronological, economic, political, and ethno-cultural.

Chronologically, it divides the early history of the labor movement

into four periods. In the first period, 1885-1918, the diverse ele

ments of the labor movement came into being; the trade unions rose to

dominance and split over the issues of craft versus industrial union

ism, non-partisan versus third party political action, and over affili

ation "ith the American Federation of Labor. In the second period, 1919

1925, the conservative craft unions affiliated "ith the American Federa

tion of Labor "on the battle for dominance of the labor movement, ousted

the radical third partyists, and unsuccessfully sought to create a pro

gressive, non-partisan political coalition. In the third period, 1926

1931, conservRtive Republican domination of state government prevented

the passage of reform legislation. The craft unionists failed to take

advantage of their supremacy to organize the unorganized and the labor

movement became mired in apathy. It "as the onset of the Depression

which, by discrediting husiness leadership, led to renewed interest

in reform. The failure of the craft unionis ts to respond to the de

mands of industrial workers for organization, however, set the stage

for the break-up of the unity of the labor movement after 1935.

In each of these periods, moreover, the attempt is nade to re

late changing economic, political, and ethno-cultural patterns to the

numerical and structural gro"th of the labor movement. The rise of

the national market-place, the conflict bet"een conservRtives,



reformers, and radicals, and t~e antagonisms within the labor move

ment, between the old, already-established immigrant groups, and the

newer, ethno-culturally distinct, immigrant groups, are the inter

related dynamic elements of this evolution.

Throughout this entire period, the struggle to attain and

protect the unity of the labor movement had produced conflict not

peace, weakness not strength. Ironically, the ultimate dissolution

of labor's unity, after 1935, strengthened and envigorated the labor

movement. As a result of the competition between craft and industrial

unions, aggregate trade union membership and influence grew dramatical

ly. Even as multi-state and regional forces came to dominate the

Washington State labor movement, especially after 1935. the average

work~r gained much-improved economic, political, and legal benefits.
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PREFACE

This is the story of the origin and growth of the Washington

State labor movement. It traces the evolution of the labor movement

from its earliest manifestations in the anti-Chinese crisis of the

1880's to the passage of the Wagner Labor Relations Act of 1935. As

defined in this dissertation the labor movement refers to a diverse

pattern of groups. It focusses on the trade unions but it also en

compasses numerous socialistic, religious, agricultural, and indus

trial groups and communities which had in common only a belief in the

injustice of the existing form of society and a need to cooperate to

secure relief. Only gradually did the trade unions emerge as dominant

organizations within the labor movement. Even then they were faced

with serious internal conflicts over their appropriate role in the

labor movement and over the proper forms and methods of organization

needed to achieve their goals.

It is the thesis of this dissertation that the labor movement

is and has been, despite its internal conflicts and often-voiced

alienation from the status quo, in basic harmony with the rest of

society and that, for the most part, labor did not object to the

fundamental nature of that society. Despite the presence of numerous

radical, socialist, and revolutionary elements, the Washington State

labor movement never defined itself purely in terms of class interests.

For this reason the attempt has been made to define the labor movement

in other than merely economic terms.



At each stage in its history the Washington State labor move

ment has had close ties and relationships with other economic and

political organizations. The wage-earners. themselves, have also been

active in numerous religious. civic, fraternal, political. as well as

economic organizations. An effort to s.tudy the labor movement solely

from the economic perspective is bound to miss much of this richness.

Thus. the attempt has been made here to examine the labor

movement from three different. but inter-related. perspectives: the

political and ethno-cultural as well as the economic. Each of these

perspectives reveals different aspects of labor's history.

The economic data show how, in the period 1885-1919, rapid

but normal economic growth inhibited the development of trade union

ism while conditions of economic stagnation. depression. and war

spurred unionism. The data show also how the sharp post-war depres

sion in the period 1919-1925 led to the elimination of many of the

gains made during the war. particularly those by the industrial union

ists, and bow. in the period 1926-1930. the return of economic pros

perity failed to bestow its benefits on the labor movement. It was

only during the depression of the 1930's that labor began to grow

again and that a strong industrial union movement took root.

The parallel political evidence shows how in the early years

of the labor movement, 1885-1919. the conflict developed between the

relatively conservative craft union forces and the relatively radical

industrial union forces over control of the American Federation of

Labor. over structural and jurisdictional reform of the AFL. and over

political policies. The craft unionists supported non-partisan
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policies while the industrial unionists tended to follow Left-wing or

third party policies. In the period 1919-1925 failure to agree on a

political policy led to destruction of the more radical third party

elements and the isolation of the most conservative non-partisan

forces. This split led. in the period .1926-1930. to a near-complete

collapse of labor's political influence. It was only when the depres

sion destroyed public confidence in Republican policies and the New

Deal arose to champion the rights of labor to organize and bargain

collectively that labor be~an to unite politically and grow in influence.

In each of these periods it is the ethno-cultural evidence

which explains and enlivens the other data. Primarily, it was the

conflict between established "old" immigrant and native-born groups

which derived from Protestant northwest Europe and the unskilled.

poverty-striken "new" immigrant groups which stemmed from non-Protestant

eastern and southern Europe that divided the labor movement. The old

immigrants dominated the skilled. better-paying jobs in the craft

unions; the new immigrants mainly worked in the unorganized mass

production industries. The old immigrants supported conservative,

non-partisan political policies; the new immigrants supported Left

wing socialistic and ~ird party political policies. The old immi

grants endorsed the organization of the AFL along craft union lines;

the new immigrants demanded reform alon~ industrial union lines. In

the period 1885-1919 as waves of new immigrants poured into the nation

and state, their influence in the labor movement, both organizationally

and politically, increased rapidly. It reached a peak during and

shortly after·World War I as a result of wartime recognition of
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industrial unions in government-supported industries and as a re-

sult of the Russian Revolution. For a while it seemed that they

might take over the labor movement. In the post-war period, 1919

1925, however, internal divisions, opposition from entrenched old im

migrant and craft union forces, and economic depression under-cut the

industrial unionists and led to a purge of both radical and industrial

union forces from the labor movement. In the period 1926-1930 the

AFt made only weak and uncoordinated effort to organize the new im

migrants in the mass production industries. Again, it was not until

the depression of the 1930's that the new immigrants. aided by the

New Deal and led by their own militant rank and file leaders, were

able to organize strong industrial unions. Thus, the story of the

labor movement in Washington State in the period 1885-1935 largely re

volves around the efforts of the new immigrants to organize and win a

place for themselves in the economy.

In line with the chronological divisions already noted, this

history of the Washington State labor movement to 1935 is divided in

to four parts: 1885-1919, 1920-1925, 1926-1930 and 1931-1935. Each

part is further chronologically subdivided into chapters. In each

chapter the attempt is nade to define and account for the impact of

changing economic and political conditions on the labor movement and

on the trade unions in particular. Further, each chapter seeks to

account for the evolution of labor's political and organizational

policies and the controversies which surrounded them. Where possible

each chapter focusses on developments in the Seattle Central Labor

Council, the largest and most important in the state, and on the
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Washington State Federation of Labor, the central political and organ

izational authority for the state labor movement.

Part One, The Early Years, traces the evolution of the

Washin~ton State labor movement from the mid-1880's to the conclusion

of World War I. Its major themes incl~de the conflicts between the

trade unionists over organizational policy, political affiliation,

and ideological alignment. It also deals with the rise of the popu

list and progressive movements, the increasing radicalization of the

socialist parties, and the rise of radical industrial unions. Chapter

I, The Formative Years, traces the relationships between the trade

unions and the alternative agricultural, political, and ideological

organizations up to the formation of the Socialist Party of Washington

in 1901. Subsidiary themes relate the ideological controversies be

tween these groups to the ethnic-and cultural differences between

them.

Chapter 2, Labor Reorganizes: The Choice Between Socialism

and Progressivism, deals with the reaction of the trade unions to

the formation of the Socialist Party of Washington. It begins with

the organization of the Washington State Federation of Labor in 1902,

and its affiliation with the American Federation of Labor. It examines

the disaffection between the pro-socialist industrial unionists and

the pro-AFL craft unionists in the WSFL. t~ile the pro-AFL craft

unionists sought to avoid becoming tied to a political party and

sought to win political advantages from both major political parties,

the pro-socialists were divided. Some wanted the WSFL to endorse the

SPW. Others wanted the WSFL to endorse the Socialist Labor Party.
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Others believed that labor should abstain from all politics and con

centrate on improving its economic strength. Chapter Two concludes.

in 1908. with the end of Washington's long-term pattern of rapid eco

nomic growth and with the rise to power of a pro-AFL faction in the

SPW.

Chapter 3. The Radical Challenge: The Rise and Fall of the

Progressive Coalition. traces the growing dominance of the pro-AFL.

non-partisan craft unionists over the WSFL and the impact of their

political alliance with the various middle class reform groups--the

Progressive Movement--between 1909 and American entry into World

War I. During this period the labor movement achieved some of its

most notable successes including the nation's· first state-run compul

sory workmen's compensation system. This chapter also deals with

the rise of the Industrial Workers of the World and the growth of

foreign-born "new immigrant" elements within both the SPA and WSFL.

It also deals with the divisive impact of World War I on the socialist

and labor movements.

Chapter 4. Discontent: Labor and the War Years. examines the

traumatic political. social. and economic impact of World War I on

the labor movement. It focusses on the relations between the trade

unions, the socialists, and the progressives. By creating thousands

of new jobs in industries dominated by pro-socialist industrial unions.

the war enhanced the influence of the new immigrant radicals within

the WSFL and weakened the non-partisan pro-AFL craft unionists. The

political radicals encouraged by their new strength pushed for en

dorse~ent of a third party and for reform of the AFL along industrial
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union lines. Even as political and organizational differences split

the trade unions the issue of the war came between them. The WSFL

supported the AFL's pro-war policies; the pro-socialist radicals, who

dominated the Puget Sound central labor councils, opposed the war.

Wartime repression of political dissent and strikes led many middle

class reformers to abandon their alliance with the trade unions. The

Russian revolution excited the state of public opinion against labor

radicals to hysterical levels. While business and conservative

political leaders effectively turned fears of espionage and revolu

tion against trade unions in general the WSFL leadership found itself

in a nearly impossible position. The more the leadership attempted

to straddle the issue, the greater grew the power of the pro-soviet

extremists in the socialist movement. Part One concludes with the

radicals planning a coup against the pro-AFL leadership of the

Seattle Central Labor Council.

Part Two, Labor and Politics: The Struggle Over a Labor

Party, focusses on the immediate post-war period from 1919 to 1925

during which the pro-third partyists in the Puget Sound central labor

councils and their political allies attempted first to take over

their councils and then. when that failed, to take over the WSFL.

Chapter Five, The Clash of Ideologies: The Year of the Left-wing,

is subdivided into four sections. Section One, The Seattle General

Strike, January-March 1919, relates the efforts of the radicals in

the Puget Sound central labor councils to turn a strike of metal

trades workers into a general strike. This, they hoped, would pre

cipitate a revolutionary situation and the overthrow of capitaiism.
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Section Two. The Open Shop Hovement. Spring 1919. deAls with the

employers' reaction to the rise of labor radicalism and their prepara

tions to destroy the labor movement. In doing so they applied all the

lessons learned during the wartime repression of dissidents and trade

unionists. Section Three. The One Big Union Hovement. Spring-Summer

1919. deals with the efforts of pro-industrial unionists to drive a

wedge between the WSFL and the AFL by securing the adoption of an in

dustrial union reform plan. They nearly succeeded. Only the loyalty

of the trade union leaders in Seattle saved the l~SFL for the AFL.

Section Three. The Centralia Massacre. Fall-Winter 1919-1920. explores

the impact of this outrage on the statewide labor movement. Section

Four. The Open Shop Offensive. October 19l9-September 1920. describes

the (purse of the employers' open shop drive under the binner of the

"American Plan" of company unionism and welfare capitalism.

Chapter Six. The Conservatives Lose Control: The Rise of

the Farmer-Labor Party. traces the unsuccessful efforts of the WSFL's

non-partisan leadership to maintain control of these violent tides

within the rank and file. Their efforts to recreate the progressive

coalition in 1920 were stymied by the third partyists when radicals

convinced the rank and file to endorse the new Farmer-Labor Party.

This placed the l~SFL's leadership in another nearly impossible posi

tion. It destroyed the non-partisan progressive coalition so labor

iously established between the WSFL. the Grange. and other reform

groups, who refused to join the WSFL in the Farmer-Labor Party. The

division within progressive ranks led to a clear victory for the con

serv~tive Republicans and the virtual destruction of the Democratic
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Party. The FLP succeeded in becoming the major opposition party in

the state but the leadership of the tJSFL continued to work against it,

spurred on by the AFL. The failure of the FLP to win political power

was made all the more poignant by the onset of the postwar depression

in the second half of 1920.

Chapter Seven, The Radical Coup d'Etat: The Labor Capitalism

Controversy, 1921, relates how the radicals sought, once again, to

take control of the Seattle labor move~ent by discrediting its con

servative AFL-loyalist leadership. But, with the help of the l~SFL

and the AFL, the leadership decisively defeated these efforts. This

was the last time the radicals threatened the control of the pro-AFL

forces in Seattle. They persisted longer in the other Puget Sound

councils but the backbone of their movement had been broken. Economic

depression, which nearly destroyed the radical industrial unions, and

internal splits which did destroy the socialist movement, paved the

way for a conservative resurgence.

Chapter Eight, The Conservatives Regain Control: Back to

Progressivism, 1922, primarily concerns the renewed efforts of the

WSFL to conduct a non-partisan progressive campaign to elect candidates

in the 1922 congressional and state elections. Due to continued third

party opposition and the political intransigence of the non-partisan

leadership the WSFL's efforts to secure a progressive nominee" in the

Republican senatorial primary collapsed. The personal conflicts be

tween the non-partisan leaders threatened to destroy the whole progres

sive coalition. For a change, however, fortune favored the labor move

ment. The Democrats nominated an acceptable progressive candidate,
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c.c. Dill, who went on to defeat the conservative Republican incumbent,

Miles Poindexter. In addition large numbers of progressives won local

and state elections and labor helped defeat conservative efforts to

limit development of public power.

In 1923 and 1924 the economy began to recover from the post

war depression. The labor conservatives with the support of the AFL

and the international unions took the opportunity to go on the offen

sive against the dissidents in the l~ashington State labor movement.

Labor leaders received unexpected support from Republican Governor

Louis Hart. who appointed pro-labor officials to the Department of

Labor and Industries and supported ratification of the Child Labor

Amendcent to the Constitution.

Chapter Nine, The Conservatives Counterattack: Bringing the

"Reds" to Heel, focusses primarily ,on the successful efforts of the

WSFL leadership to drive the radicals out of the labor movement during

1923. Chapter Ten, Disillusion: The End of Ideology, concerns the

efforts of the WSFL leadership to rebuild the progressive coalition

in time for the presidential election campaign. Due to internal di

vision, organizational weakness. the gradual return of economic

prosperity, and the reemergence of third party forces, however, their

effort foundered and fell apart. Conservative Republicans swept to

victory.

Part Two concludes in Chapter Eleven, New Directions: Labor

and the Rise of Dave Beck, and focusses on the final purge of radicals

and communists from the Seattle Central Labor Council and the accompany

ing rise of the non-partisan craft union leaders to undisputed control
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of the labor movement. These leaders, typified by Dave Beck of the

Teamsters, had made their peace with capitalism. They sought only

to "sell" their members' labor for the highest price in the market

place and to obtain constant price increases for that labor. Having

triumphed over all opponents within th~ trade unions they turned

their attention to the business of trade unionism. For the most

part they failed. Except for Dave Beck's Te~sterB the labor move

ment stagnated and declined. The administration of conservative

Republican Governor Roland H. Hartley peremptorily 12jected all ap

peals for labor legislation and worked assiduously to under-cut

existing legislation. Limited by their own ideology from proposing

radical alternatives, interested primarily in gaining acceptance

from the Establishment, the labor leaders were nearly powerless to

effect changes.

Part Three, Under the Old Regime, traces the evolution of

the labor movement in the later 1920's under the guidance of the

conservative, non-partisan, pro-AFL craft unionists. Chapter Twelve,

The Search for a New Identity: The Hartley Recall and Shingle Tariff

Campaigns, focusses on labor's efforts to build a new political co

alition. It also deals with labor's efforts to secure relief from

unemployment in the shingle industry by joining the business leaders

to secure a hig~er tariff. Neither of these campaigns solved labor's

problems. Their organizational campaigns suffered from mis-direction,

inefficiency, jurisdictional jealousies, and rank and file apathy.

The unwillin~ess of the leadership to attempt to organize the un

organized hurt· morale badly. Bitterly, the labor movement fell back

xv
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on anti-immigrant. anti-oriental nostrums.

By 1927 time had run out on the leaders who had defeated the

radicals. WSFL President William Short (1918-1927), who had led the

fight for the non-partisans. resigned to become an officer in a labor

owned bank. "His temporary successor. H~rry Call, lacked a power base

within the WSFL and was'too weak to assert leadership over the

powerful local leaders. Chapter Thirteen, Changing the Guard: The

Regency of Harry Call. focusses on the bitter struggle for supremacy

which Short's resignation unleashed.

Chapter Fourteen. Labor and Government: The Yellow Dog

Contract Fight and the Election Campaign. focusses on labor's in

ability to deal with the conservative-dominated local and state

governments. Neither administrative nor judicial branches were will

ing to tolerate ~ade unionism. The chapter deals with the unsuccess

ful efforts of Seattle Teachers Union Local No. 200 to win recognition

from the Seattle School Board. the board's retaliatory issuance of a

Yellow Dog contract. and the local's unsuccessful court battles to

over-turn the contract restrictions against union membership.

These failures led to increased frustration. The fabled

prosperity of the 1920's had not benefited labor very much. Politi

cally and economically labor was ever on the defensive. Chapter

Fifteen. On the Brink of the Precipice: The Anti-Filipino ~mpaign.

relates how as the economic future became bleaker, the labor movement

lashed out in its futility against immigrants perceived as taking away

jobs from union members. Still the leadership clung to its conserva

tive craft unicn principles and political non-partisanship.



Part Three concludes in 1930 as the Wall Street crisis expanded

into a global economic depression spreading waves of unemployment and

economic despair :In its wake. Chapter Sixteen, Labor and the Economic

Drisis: Unemployment and Public Power, discusses labor's first reac

tions to the depression. These consist,ed mainly of efforts to get

local, state and federal governments to provide unemployment relief

through expanded public works. Labor turned to the initiative to

avoid the roadblocks in the Republican legislature and was remarkably

successful through a renewed alliance with the Grange. Labor's suc

cess in helping to achieve passage of the Grange public power bill

and the legislative reapportionment bill in the 1930 elections did

much to break the power of the conservatives entrenched in the legis

lature. Labor still lacked the strength or will to organize effec

tively, however, and spent the bulk of its efforts attempting to use

the Filipino "menace" to prop up employment of its membership.

Part Four, The Depression, traces the response of the labor

movement to the economic collapse of 1931-1935. Chapter Seventeen,

The Great Depression: Unemployment and the Search for Relief, deals

with the efforts of the labor movement to seek a cure for massive un

employment, politically and organizationally. Again. both efforts

failed. Due to political opposition from conservatives at all levels

of government efforts to secure relief all failed. The le~islature

even attempted to over-turn the reapportionment bill. Instead, local

self-help efforts, such as the Seattle Unemployed Citizens League,

arose to fill the gap, and for a while wielded considerable political

and economic power. And, although the economic crisis led to
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increased cooperation be~een the WSFL and the Seattle Central Labor

Council, it weakened the ties between the WSFL and the Grange. Lack

of organizational progress did produce, at the 1931 AFL convention,

the first signs of the reemerging crisis over industrial versus craft

unionism. Although the AFL leadership ~aRed to paper over their

differences, labor's splits over organizational structure continued

to grow wider.

Chapter Eighteen, The Democratic Alternative: Labor and the

Roosevelt Coalition, examines the plight of labor as the depression

continued to grow worse. As political pressures grew to force govern

mental action, however, the Republican conservatives resisted even

harder. Still the labor leaders did not want to abandon their

Republican ties and non-partisanship. They were encouraged when

both major party gubernatorial candidates appealed for their support

and r~vernor Hartley was defeated by a pro-labor candidate in the

primary. Thus, while the WSFL strongly supported Roosevelt and the

national ticket, it also endorsed many progressive Republicans for

local, state, and congressional offices. When the Democrats went on

to win by a hndslide, however, this left the WSFL in an ambiguous

position. ~eanwhile the organizational crisis within the AFL touched

the WSFL for the first time. Although the AFL's craft unionist

majority conceded to the industrial unionists on the principles of

a compulsory state-run unemployment compensation program, they re

fused to allow the reor~anization of the Federal Employees Union along

industrial lines. As a result the Federal Employees Union, including

its three small Washington State affiliates, seceded from the AFt and
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set up a dual orRanizat!on.

Chapter Nineteen, Unemployment. Relief, Recovery, and Organiza

tion: Labor and the New Deal, discusses labor's frustrations and suc

cesses under the early New Deal. While economic recovery did begin

and the actions of Roosevelt's First Hundred Days echoed many of

labor's deepest sentiments. in practice they did little to improve

industrial conditions. To a significant degree the early New Deal

actually complicated labor's problems by providing support for organ

ized employers and the rights of company unions. On the state level

labor was more successful. Despite having remained neutral in the

1932 gubernatorial election, labor benefited from Democratic Governor

l~rtin's administration and won passage of much of its legislative

progl·.~m. Labor also benefited directly from strict, equitable en

forcement of existing state and federal labor laws. On the other

hand, the jurisdictional and organizational controversies within the

AFt undermined the unity of the state labor movement. Upon repeal

of prohibition the industrially organized Brewery Workers Union

claimed jurisdiction over all workers in the new breweries.. The

Teamsters. however, refused to give up their claim to jurisdiction

over the beer truck drivers and won AFt approval for their stand.

This led to a bitter jurisdictional controversy between the two

organizations which was not settled until the 1950's.

Chapter Twenty. Revival: The Longshore Strike and the Rise

of Industrial Unionism. discusses the conflicts within the labor move

ment attendant upon economic recovery. It focusses on the efforts of

longshore and lumber workers to establish industrial unions. and on
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the struGgles between local and international union officials for

control of the unions. As a result of the longshore strike of

1934 new. radical industrial-minded leaders won control of the

Pacific Coast Longshoremen's Union district and imposition of a

coastwide contract. More and more. 'lashington State labor relations

came to depend on individuals and events outside the state. At the

1934 AFt convention relations between the industrial and craft

unions reached a new low point. A final rupture was only averted when

the craft unionists made general but insincere promises to satisfy the

minority demands. The chapter concludes with the passage of the

Wagner Labor Relations Act in mid-1935 and the creation of the Commit

tee of Industrial Organizations by the pro-industrial forces within

the Aft's executive council.

Chapter Twenty-one. Aftermath. summarizes the course of

post-tlagner Act history in Washington State up to 1940. Again it

focusses on the lumber and longshore workers' efforts to establish

industrial unions and their conflicts with the AFL unions which re

sisted their efforts. To a degree unprecedented in the history of

the Washington State labor movement these events were governed by

forces beyond the reach of state and local labor leaders. Just as

economic recovery was beyond the ability of state and local govern

ments to resolve, so too were the organizational and ideological con

flicts in the lumber and longshore industries beyond the abilities

of state and local labor leaders to resolve.

Chapter Twenty-two. Conclusion, consists primarily of an ef

fort to draw together the various themes presented in the dissertation
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PART ONE:

The Early Years, 1885-1918



Chapter 1:

The Formative Years, 1885-1901

The decade 1880-1890 revolutionized Washington Territory. In it

Washington evolved from a basically rural to an urban-dominated area.

The rise of the urban population reflected the growth of Washington's

manufacturing industries. Between 1880 and 1890 the number of persons

employed in manufacturing increased from 1,147 to 20,366, ~ rate of in-

crease many times greater than the national average. It was this

urban-tndustrial shift which set the stage for the rise of the labor

movement. 1

Perhaps the most important reason for this growth was the con-

struction of the transcontinental railroads. These massive projects

attracted a steady stream of low cost immigrant labor from all parts of

the United States, Europe, and Asia. They offered high wages and steady

lpr10r to 1880, most immigrants to the United States were of
northern and western European origin (chiefly from Germany, Sweden,
Switzerland, Denmark, ~orthern Ireland, Irish Free State, Canada (French),
England, France, Canada (Other Than French), ~etherlands, and Scotland.
After 1880, the sources of immigration chan~ed. Increasingly, the "new"
immi~rants came from eastern and southern Europe (especially Austria,
Finland, Russia, Poland, Lithuania, Italy, Hungary, Rumania, Yugoslavia,
and Greece). Thus, in addition to the traditional conflicts between
earlier and later immigrants, and between Protestant and Catholic immi
grants, there arose a whole series of ethnic, or cultural conflicts.

Dorothy O. Johansen, Empire of the Co1uMbi~ A History of the
Pacific ~torthwest, (n~-l York: Harper & ROt·" 1967 (2d ed.», pp. 278, 316,
329, 331; Robert D. Saltvir" "The Pror,ressive ~tovement in l"ashin~ton"

(Ph.D. Dissertation, University of Hashington, 1966), pp. 1-2; Oscar
Handlin, ed., IMmigration As A Factor in Aoerican History, (Englewood
Cliffs, Ne", Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1959), pp. 1-42; Maldwyn A.
Jones, American Immiqration, (ChicaRo: University of Chicago Press,
1960), pp. 177-246.
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work. Other immigrants found jobs in the coal mines, lumber camps,

and mills which relied on the railroads to export or purchase their

products. This wave of immigration led to the rise of an industrial

workinR class, which, by the early 1880's had begun to organize unions

in the urban areas and in both the lumber and mining industries. 2

Following the completion of the Northern Pacific ~ai1road on

8 September 1883, hm~evert a severe depression ravaged the Pacific

Northwest. Several thousand laid-off railroad workers flocked into

Seattle and Tacoma looking for work. Their presence transformed the

Pacific Northwest from a labor deficit to a labor surplus region.

This inspired employers to cut wages and conditions of employment.

Meanwhile some employers continued to hire Chinese immigrants. They

worked longer hours for lower wases than European or native-born

workers. They did not complain so much about poor living and working

conditions. Many native-born workers reasoned that the way to prevent

deterioration of their economic conditions was to resist further

Chinese immigration and to expel those already here. In 1882 Burnett

G. Haskell organized the International Workingmen's Association in

San Francisco, the first organization to oppose Chinese immigration. 3

21n addition, urban workers organized a number of trade unions.
~Iost were employed in the construction or bui1din~ trades. Some af
filiated with international or national labor unions, like the Inter
national Typographical and International }w1ders unions, but most
remained independent until after 1900.

Johansen, p. 348; 831tvig. pp. 1-2; Harry'''. Stone, "The Be
ginnings of the Labor Hovement in the Pacific Northwest," Oregon
Historical Ouarter1v 47 (June 1946), p. 159.

3The It-lA should not be confused with the InternAtional Working
People's Association, or~anized in Pittsburp,h, Pennsylvania (c. 1883
1885). The IWA rejected the Il~A's emphasis on propananda of the dead
and violence. For more on the IWA, see: Johansen, pp. 311,348;
Sa1tvig, pp. 1-5.
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These growing racial tensions also interested the organizers

of the Knights of Labor, a rapidly growing national labor federation~

The K of L divided the world into "Producers" and "Non-producers" and

accepted employers, small businessmen ~d farmers, as well as wage

earners, in their membership. Their object was to create a farmer-

worker "producers" alliance. However, they were opposed to pure trade

unionism because the trade unions were organized to protect the selfish

interests of the workers not to promote the common good. The K of L

believed that "when bad men combine, the good must associate, else

they will fall, one by one, an unpitied sacrifice in contemptible

struggle." The K of L, who were particularly influential in small

towns and among part-time farmers, initially proved more successful

than the trade unions which remained for several years on the outskirts

of the labor movement. 4

Like the IWA, the K of L blamed white unemployment on the over-

supply of cheap Chinese labor. They reasoned that to increase "White"

employment and raise wages, the supply of labor had to be reduced. De-

spite the opposition of business, civic, and political leaders, the K

of L helped organize a "Chinese Must Go" movement in the Seattle-Tacoma

area. Between the fall of 1885 and the spring of 1886 their actions

inspired the unemployed workers to burst forth in violence in an effort

to expel the Chinese workers. 5

4Johansen, p. 346; Sa1tvig, p. 17.
SPor more on growth of anti-Chinese movement and martial law,

see: Johansen, pp. 348-349; Sa1tvig, pp. 1-2; Robert E. Wynne, "Re
action to the ·Chinese in the Pacific Northwest and British Columbia:
1850 to 1910," (Ph.D. Dissertation, University of Washington, 1964),
pp. 173-283; Murray Morgan, Skid Road: Seattle, Her First Hundred
Years, (New York: Ballantine Books, 1971), pp. 79-97; Roger Sale,
Seattle--Past to Present (Seattle:
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Although many civic leaders opposed the anti-Chinese movement,

the leaders of the new working class favored it. In the wake of the

anti-Chinese riots Jacob Weisback. a labor leader. was elected mayor of

Tacoma on an anti-Chinese ticket. Later, in the Spring of 1886, the

Seattle K of L chapter began to organize a "peoples party" to elect a

labor-sympathizer. W.H. Shandy, as mayor. The Peoples Party represented

the first significant political reform movement 1n the Territory. It

was a coalition which included trade unions. middle and lower middle

class elements, as well as anti-Chinese elements. It disavowed social-

ism and ana~chism. but attacked machine politics and monopoly control.

It claimed to represent all members of the "producing population" and

invited all "producers" to join. Thus, the Peoples Party organ, the

Seattle Daily Press, tried to avoid the sinophobe extremist label and

warned party organizers that, "no party can long last which is based

upon the spirit of caste and class distinctions, for the inevitable

result will be if pursued (sic) in, either anarchy or despotism.,,6

In response, Seattle business, civic and professional men or-

ganized their own political organization, the Loyal League, to uphold

"lalO[ and order." They insisted that the main issue was loyalty to

the Constitution, though they were probably more interested in

propping up the labor supply and keeping dOlm to1ages. The Loyoa1 League

tried to brand the Peoples Party as radical.

University of Washington Press, 1976), pp. 37-49.
For more on business-civic opposition to the anti-Chinese move

ment, see:
Sa1tvig, pp. 3-6; Seattle Times 5,7,10,12 ~ay 1886; Seattle

Post-Intelli~encer 6 June 1886; Seattle Daily Press 9 June, 25 Sept. 1886.

6Sa1tvig, pp. 1,3,7-8; Johansen, p. 348; ~ 26.30 June 1886; See
also Wynne. Ope cit.
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The triumph of this ticket placed before you by the so-called
'People's Party' means nothing less--mark these words--nothing less
than the triumph of an organized conspiracy against our system of
self-government. It means that the white card members of the IWA
in America will ••• take charge and govern the city of Seattle. 7

The People's Party responded vehemently to this attack and, in

return, described the Loyal League as a "concubinage of caba1lers and

virtuous dupes." The Party declared that the real question in the

mayoral campaign was "shall the people rule or shall the politicians,

lawyers, and other adherents rule by dividing the people on false

issues?"a

However, the K of L organ, The Cooperator, which endorsed the

People's Party, made it hard to dispose of the radicalism and sino-

phobir issues when it endorsed the Haymarket Square bombing in Chicago.

"The dynamite bomb has entered American politics and the more injustice,

the more frequently it will appear.,,9

Nevertheless, the People's Party proved to be an immediate

success. In the 1886 Seattle municipal elections, the Party's mayoral

candidate, W.H. Shandy, defeated the Loyal League's candidate, A.A.

Denny, the Seattle pioneer. Soon after, the Party set out to attain

Territory-wide influence. In the fall, the Party endorsed Charles

Vorhees, the Democratic candidate for governor. Vorhees went on to

victory in the November elections. In King County ten of the seventeen

People's Party candidates won seats.10

7Sal tvig, pp. 6-7; !=l 30 June 1886.

8Saltvig, p. 7; ~ 30 June, 15 July 1886.

9Saltvig, p. 8; !:I 11,12 July 1886•

. 10Sa1tvig, pp. 8,14-15; ~ 29 July 1886; P-I 2 Oct. 1886.
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In 1887 however, a split developed in the labor ranks which

led to defeat for the People's Party and which colored the entire

political history of the Washington labor movement. Some trade tmion-

ists opposed cooperation with all "producers", feeling that non-labor

groups would sell labor out in a crisis. In Seattle and Tacoma a labor

faction broke away from the People's Party and formed the United Labor

Party, based on Henry George's National Union Labor Party. Refusing

to compromise with non-labor groups, the ULP demanded government own-

ership of railroads, more paper money, free coinage of silver, abolition

of cqntract labor on public projects, abolition of child labor, and a

graduated income tax. The lack of unity spelled disaster for the re-

formeys. The Republicans swept the elections. Following the elections,

the Seattle trade unionists vowed never again to organize an independent

political party. The national election results had a similar ~mpact on

the leadership of the new-born American Federation of Labor, particularly

on its president, Samuel Gompers. For the rest of his life, Gompers

campaigned against creation of labor parties, arguing that they only

served to divide the workers. Instead, he endorsed a non-partisan

policy, a policy of endorsing pro-labor candidates in the major parties,

which he described as "ret"arding your friends, punishing your enemies. ,,11

Chastened by their defeat at the polls the two labor factions--

the K of L and the trade unions--turned their attentions to their econom-

ic organization. In April 1888 they joined together with the Cascade

coal mining unions to form the first central labor body in the

llSaltvip" p. 15; Irving Bernstein, The Lean Years, (Boston:
Houghton ~·tifflin, 1960). pp. 90-94.
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Territory, the Western Central Labor Union of Seattle and vicinity.

The trade unions represented in the WCLU included the Cigar Makers,

Printers, and Iron Molders unions. The two main organizers of the

WCLU were two young civil engineers: Otto F. Wegener and C.O. Young,

both of whom had been prominent in the anti-Chinese movement. Wegener,

an ex-socialist, who served as the first president of the WCLU, had

joined labor's cause after coming under attack from Seattle's civic

leadership for his role in the disturbances. Young had arrived in

Seattle in December 1883 and found it impossible to secure work because

of the presence of the Chinese. As a result he joined the K of Land

played a large part in the expulsion of the Chinese from Seattle.

Though Wegener soon dropped out of the labor movement, Young remained

in it for the rest of his life. After the formation of the WCLU he

joined the Tacoma Steam Engineers Union and served as its legislative

agent. He later played an important role in the creation of the

Washington State Federation of Labor and served as AFL organizer for

the Pacific Northwest from 1904 to 1944. 12

12The trade unions paid a high price for labor unity. By this
time they had a larger collective membership than the K of L, or the
mining unions, but they were still under-represented in the WCLU be
cause of the unit rule. Each trade union, or K of L assembly, was
granted three delegates in the \-lCLU, regardless of membership.

Carlos A. Schwantes, "Left-wing Unionism in the Pacific North
west: a Comparative History of Organized Labor and Socialistic Politics
in Washington and British Columbia, 1885-1917," (Ph.D. Dissertation.
University of ~ichigan, 1976); Carlos A. Schwantes. "Leftward Tilt on
the Pacific Slope: The Struggle of A.F.L. Hegemony in the State of
Washington," (Unpub. article in the author's possession. 1976), p. 6;
Melvin G. DeShazo, "Radical Tendencies in the Seattle Labor Hovement
as Reflected in the Proceedings of its Central Body," (~.A. Thesis.
University of l-lashington, 1925), pp. 4-7; WilliaM J. Dickson, "Labor
in Municipal Politics: A Study of Labor's Political Policies and
Activities in Seattle." (M.A. Thesis, University of Washington, 1928),
p. 13; Hary Joan O'Connell, "The Seattle Union Record, 1918-1928: A
Pioneer Labor Daily," (M.A. Thesis, University of Washington, 1964),
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Similarly, in other regions of the territory, the labor force

reorganized. Late in 1888 William Galvani, aK of L organizer and

also a civil engineer, organized the first central labor body in

Spokane. Here, again, the K of L predominated. The trade union 10-

cals were a small minority at first. Until 1893 few AFL building

trades locals affiliated. The K of L retained its control of the

organization until after the turn of the century, long after the AFL

trade unions had won effective control in Seattle. 13

Thus reorganized the labor movement reentered politics, but,

in both Seattle and Tacoma, lost to Loyal League candidates. In the

King County elections Republican candidates won. 14

One of the primary reasons for this failure was the renewal of

strife between the K of L and the trade unions. In January 1888 prior

to the formation of the l~CLU, a feud developed between the K of Land

members of the }tlners Union at the Newcastle Mine on the eastern

shore of Lake lolashington. Approximately 50 or 60 "discordant" K of L

members struck the mine, but 150 or 200 Mine Union members refused to

join the walkout. This led to a confrontation between the two sides

which left one dead and as many as nine wounded. The other companies

p. 1; Paul B. Bushue, "Dr. Herman F. Titus and Socialism in Washington
State, 1900-1909," (M.A. Thesis, University of Washington, 1967), p.
39; Harry W. Call, comp., History of Washington State Federation of
Labor, 1902-1954: Fifty-two Years of Legislative, Or~anizational and
Educational Effort and Achievement on Behalf of the WaBe Earners,
(Seattle: Washin~ton State Federation of Labor, 1954), p. 56; Year
book of Organized Labor of the State of WashinBton, 1927, (Seattle:
Washington State Labor News, 1927), pp. 11,27.

13Schwantes, "Leftward Tilt ••• ", p. 78; Spokane Review 2 Nov.
1888, 6,13,15 Feb. 1892; James L. Hunt, itA History of the Central Labor
Council of Spokane, l-lashington, It (!·l. A. Thesis, State College of
Washington, 1940), pp. 3-4.

14Sa1tvig, pp. 15-17; ~ 3,7 July, 2 Oct., 9 Nov., 1888.
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took advantage of this union dispute to bring in Black strikebreakers

and other non-union conditions. 15

Follmling the outbursts in the mines relations between the K

of L and the trade unions in the WCLU deteriorated further. The

trade unions were Rrowin~ in numerical strength, while the K of L

was in decline. Yet the K of L retained its over-representation in

the WCLU. The failure of the K of L mine strike and the subsequent

employer assault on the Miners Union exacerbated the tensions. Na-

tiona11y, too, the K of L was in decline. After the failure of sev-

era1 K of L-endorsed railroad strikes its "One Big Union" philosophy

became less attractive to the trade unions. A growing minority of

them preferred, instead, to affiliate with Samuel Gompers' AFL,

which did not include employers and professional men in its ranks.

Thus, when the K of L recommended that the WCLU organize an independent

labor party to unite farmers, workers, and small businessmen, the trade

unions objected. Having foresworn the independent political route.

they wanted to concentrate on economic organization. They were engaged

in a difficult struggle just to maintain wage levels and conditions

while remaining on good terms with employers and the political

Establishment. 16

l5Johansen, pp. 349-350; "Trouble in the Coal Mines, 1889:
Documents of an Incident at Nel,-,castle, W. T." Pacific North~,-,est

Quarterly (July 1946); Alan A. Hyndin~. "The Coal ~lines of 'o1ashin~ton

Territory: Labor Trouble in 1888-1889," Arizona nnd the West, XII (3)
(1970): 211-236; Harry tol. Stone, "The Be?,innin~s of the Labor Hove-
ment in the Pacific Northlolest," Ore~on Historical Quarterly. XLVII
(June 1946): 155-164; Alan A. HyndinFh "The Public Life of Eup,en
Semple: A Study of the Promoter--Po1itician on the Pacific Northwest
Frontier," (Ph.D. Dissertation, University of Hashington, 1966), Chapters
on the Coal strike controversy.

l6Saltvig, p. 18; Dickson, pp. 13,16; Schwantes, "Leftward Tilt ••• ",
p. ~.
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This split intensified during the building boom which followed

the great Seattle fire of 1889. The hectic pace of reconstruction

especially favored the building trades unions over the K of L. Union

memberships grew rapidly. In addition, with the demand for Washington

coal increasing, employers grew les8 hostile to union labor. These

factors worked against the K of L. By 1890 the trade unions were nu-

merically superior to the K of L. Finally, between the latter part of

1890 and the spring of 1891, in a series of purges, the building trades

locals expelled the K of L assemblies from the WCLU. This left the K

of L free to foll~ its own political predilections and the trade

unions in unquestioned control of the WCLU. The last important co-

operl~tive effort between the two organizations occurred in April 1890

when they joined to organize the Tacoma Central Labor Counci1)7

The Seattle and Tacoma trade unions were organized along craft

lines. Like the AFL's craft unionism this was largely a response to

the tendency of various immigrant groups to dominate particular eco-

nomic niches. In each town the immigrants from a particular European

country, of a particular region thereof, or of a particular religion

congregated together, forming their own neighborhoods, belonging to

their own religious, cultural, and fraternal organizations' As a result

l7Dickson, p. 13; Schwantes, "Leftward Tilt ...... pp. 6-7;
DeShazo, pp. 4-6; WCLU Minutes. 11 July 1894, Box 8. King County Central
Labor Council Records, University of Washington Library; James A.
Halseth, "Social Disorganization and Discontent in Late Nineteenth Cen
tury Washington," (Ph.D. Dissertation: Texas Technical University,
1974). pp. 133-139. passim; Thomas R. Brooks, Toil and Trouble, (New
York: De1acost Press (2d ed.). 1971), pp. 52,75-77,104-105; John
Higham, Stransers in the Land Patters of American Nativism, 1860-1925,
(New Brunswick: Rutgers University Press. 1955), pp. 50,71-72,112.163.
183.189,305-306.313,316,321.
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local unions tended to represent specific ethnic groups. In the late

nineteenth century the Irish. generally. dominated the transport unions;

Jews the needle trades; while Italians the construction trades. In New

York City. for example. §tone masons were mainly Italian-born; brick-

layers, carpenters. and plumbers were mainly English- or Irish-Americans;

heavy beamsettin~ was done by German-Americans; and the delicate.

artistic work belonged to French- and German-American artisans.

Both employers and the AFL used these divisions for their own

purposes. Employers used them to try to inhibit trade unionism. This

worked especially ~ell in the South, but also throughout the nation.

It worked well among unskilled poorly-paid industrial workers,

gener:lly. On the other hand, Gompers proved that it could also be an

effective organizational device among the better-paid skilled workers.

It gave union members a common bond beyond their union membership.

Gompers also found that the ethnic and religious feelings of the immi-

grant groups were useful in fending off socialists and their efforts

to reform the AFL along industrial lines. Professor Marc Karson

points out in his study of the Roman Catholic Church's influence on

the AFL, Labor Unions and Politics, that

••• the weaknesR of socialism in the AFL•••was, in part, a testi
monial to the Catholic Church's opposition to this doctrine.

Aided by the predominantly Catholic officers of the interna
tional unions and by the lar~e Catholic rank and file in the AFL
responsive to the Church's view on socialism, Catholicism
helped to account for the moderate political philosophy and
policies of the AFL, for socialism's weakness in the AFL. and.
therefore, for the absence of a labor party in the United States. 18

In the Pacific ~orthwest, however, there was a p,eneral lack of

enthusiasm for the AFL. ~ot until after the turn of the century did
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the AFt be~in to penetrate, deeply, the regional labor movement.

The lack of enthusiasm for the AFt in the Pacific ~orthwest can be

explained in three ways. First, most workers were employed in un

skilled industrial jobs and were not good AFL material. Second, the

vast majority of workers in the region were older-immigrants from

Protestant northwest Europe. On the one hand, they tended to see

the more recent Catholic eastern and southern European immigrants,

so well represented in the AFL, as dangerous aliens and Un-American.

On the other hand, they did not have the stronR force of the Church

deflecting them from socialism and other radical political organiza

tions. Thirdly, there was far less diversity in the Pacific North

west's labor force than in the older cities of the East. The advan

tages of ethnicity in organizing local labor movements derive from a

proliferation of such groups. In the relative absence of these

divisions industrial unionism and socialism seemed more palatable and

less artificial. AFL sentiment tended to be confined to urban craft

workers. 19

Among farmers in the Pacific North,~est. similar conflicts raged.

Washington's farmers had suffered severely from falling prices for

their products and rising prices for their costs. In the 1880's many

of them, like the workers, joined orp,anizations which promised relief.

Among these organizations were the' Patrons of Husbandry, also known as

the Grange (1866). The oldest of the farm organizations, it supported

a non-partisan political policy and adopted a structure based on the

~sons. It also performed nany social and fraternal functions. Also

19Ibid.
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popular among t"ashinp,ton farmers were the National Farmers, or

Northwestern Alliance (1880) and the Farmers and Laborers Union,

or Southern Alliance (1884). In Washin~ton these organizations

grew rapidly and began to develop cornmon political programs. But,

like labor, they found this difficult because of the contradictions

between them. The only thing which united these organizations was

the presence of a common enemy: the railroads.

The power of trusts and corporations has become an in
tolerable tyranny, the encroachments of the land grabbers
have almost exhausted the public domain, and the corruption
of the ballot has rendered our elections little less than
a disgraceful ~arce.20

The farmers' antagonism to the railroads and political cor-

ruption suggested basis for political cooperation. In March 1891

the Alliances and the Gran~e founded a new political party and held

a convention which approved a legislative program similar to that

of the People's Party (1886) with the addition of a free silver

coinage plank (to cause inflation) and a plank to create a State

Railroad Commission. The Farmers attempted to interest the trade

unions in their Party but the unions refused to endorse another

independent political adventure. Instead, the Farmers turned to

the K of L, seekin~ to repair their damaged fortunes, the K of L

accepted with alacrity. Their leader, Robert Bridges, chaired the

unity convention. 2l

20Johansen, pp. 346-347; Fred Yoder, "Farmers' Alliances in
Washin~ton--PreJ.ude to Populism," in State C01lere of t-1ashin~ton Re
search Studies (.')pokane, Sept.-Oct. 1948); Gordon B. Ridgeway, "Populism
in Hashington,." Pacific ~orth':o1est OURrter1y, (Oct. 1948), passim.

2lSaltvip., pp. 18-19; DeShazo, pp. 4-7; Philip Foner, The History
of the Labor ~ovement in the United States, Vol. I, (New York, 1947),
pp. 303-306; Johansen, p. 357.
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Meanwhile, the national leaders of these organizations also

decided to p,o ahead with a third party. In 1892 they convened in

~~11~ and founded the People's (or Populist) Party and drew up an

extensive list of grievances which formed their platform. The new

party attracted a large following in the Pacific Northwest amonR the

farmers already committed to the third party on the State level.

Many social reformers also welcomed the Populists as did those who

favored political action in the labor movement. In the 1892 elections

a number of Populist candidates rode this wave of reform sentiment to

victory. They won eight seats in the legislature and almost caused

the defeat of the Republican presidential nominee, Benjamin Harrison.

Yet the Populists remained in third place, behind the Democrats. One

of the main reasons for this was the division within the ranks of

labor. t~ile the recently-formed Tacoma CLC endorsed the Populists

the WCLU remained neutral. 22

In the midst of this ferment the depression of 1893-1894

seriously hurt the state's economy. ~any thousands of families, who

had gambled everything they had on lots or small businesses in such

boom towns as Everett. lost their possessions. In Seattle unemploy-

ment became a serious problem once again. In the winter of 1893,

sixteen hundred men were out of work. The '~CLU barely survived.

Only the Bricklayers and Stone Cutters unions maintained strong org-

anizations. The Street Carmen's Association, which had organized about

22Sa1tvig. pp. 18-19; P-I 21-25 Feb., 8-9 March 1892; Johansen,
pp. 358-359; See also: Minutes; 23 Dec. 1891, 17 Aug. 1892, Box 8.
KCCLC Records.
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twenty per cent of their jurisdiction, struck against wage reductions,

but this had little effect. The union died when the company declared

bankruptcy. 23

The depression which decimated the WCLU also reawakened its

interest in politics. Rather than cooperate with other reform organiza-

tions, however, the WCLU continued along an independent and non-partisan

path. In February 1893 it sent de1e~ates to a Washington State Labor

Congress which petitioned the legislature for enactment of reform.

The delegates--mostly trade unionists--asked for a mine ventilation

bill, appointment of mine inspectors, a prohibition of sub-contracting

on public works, the eight hour day for all state, county, and municipal

employees, a prohibition on alien seamen handling cargo, an employers

liability bill, free public school textbooks, and a direct legislation

bill establishing the initiative, referendum, and recall. Although

none of these proposals would have redressed labor's immediate econom-

ic grievances, they would have justified labor's non-partisan politi-

cal policy and made it seem aore palatable to the unemployed. The

legislature, hmlever, failed to move on any of labor's proposals. 24

At the same time, the depression did inspire the WCLU to look

for common ground 'with other Pacific coast labor organizations. In

the early 1890's it had sent delegates to the first convention of

the Pacific Coast Council of Trades and Labor Federations, in San

Francisco and contributed significantly to developing coast-wide union

23Johansen, p. 361; Dickson, pp. 14-16; Denzel C. Cline, "The
Street Car Men of Seattle," (M.A. Thesis: University of Washington,
1926), pp. 27-38.

24Saltvig, p. 19; State Labor Congress Committee, Address of
the State Labor Con~res8 Delivered in Co~ittee of the Whole House in
the Hall of Representatives, Feburary 9, 1893, (n.p., n.d.).
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contacts. The lo1CLU remained affiliated with the Council until its

demise sometime after l8~4.25 As an alternative the WCLU was forced

to reconsider the offer of a farmer-labor alliance. However, these

plans fell throur,h. l{hile the WCLU managed to reach agreement with

the Farmers Alliances pled~inR mutual aid they failed to agree on the

basis of a joint political party.26 The WCLU also began to think

again of a legislative alliance. In October 1893 it set up a special

legislative committee including delegates from the surviving locals

and even including Robert Bridges of the K of L to consider how to

get better leverage in the legislature. 27

Despite these hesitant steps, however, the WCLU remained

committed to a non-partisan political policy. This led to disagree-

ments in the trade union ranks. Not all Seattle workers understood

the WCLU's diffidence, especially in view of the active steps the

farmers and the K of L were taking. !~ny of the unemployed workers

demanded political action. When the WCLU failed to respond they

flocked to join the new American Industrial Brotherhood, an organiza-

tion of "bona fides workingt!lcn," which advocated political involve-

mente The AlB was a local Seattle moveoent, quite apart from the

WCLU, which charged nominal dues and behaved like a propaganda

club, leaning towards the Democrats and Populists. It required

prospective members to swear allegiance to the working class and be

25Schwantes. pp. 8-9.

26Saltvig. p. 19; P-I 11 Dec. 1893; Ira Cross, History of the
Labor ~ovement in Califor~. (Berkeley. 1935). p. 206.

27Saltvig. p. 19; !=l 23 Oct. 1893.
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nominated by a member in good standing. 28

Other Seattle \rorkers could not understand the WCLU's bias

in favor of craft unionism and against independent political action

at a time when industrial combinations were creating industry-wide

monopolies. Banks were failing, railroads were going into receiver-

ship, factories, oines, and businesses were shutting down, while

giant corporations were taking shape. To them craft unionism made

no sense. Craft unions could not compete against industrial giants.

In April 1894 over 1,000 of these unemployed workers in the Puget

Sound region joined Coxey's Industrial Army, formed a year earlier

by Jacob Coxey in ~·lasil1on, Ohio. They had neither practical pro-

gram, nor policy, only the feeling that the government should do

something in the crisis. They vowed to march on Washington to put

pressure on the government to act. But when they commandeered

several boxcars for the trip they were arrested. 29

At the same time, some trade unionists felt that by organ-

izing industry-wide unions they could achieve success where the

craft unionists could not. The strongest such effort was Eugene

Debs' effort to establish the American RaihJay Union, an industry-

vide organization. They failed to achieve success among Seattle

trade unionists for two reasons. They cut across craft

28rhe AlB was an ineffective response to the Depression, though
as late as 1897 it still had 700 members. After the discovery of gold
in Alaska and the return of prosperity, it withered away.

Dickson, pp. 15-16; DeShazo, p. 10; O'Connell, p. 2; Seattle
Star 28 Feb. 1928; Interview with Don Stetson; Bushue, p. 39.

29Johansen, pp. 360-365; Saltvig, p. 20; Charles Hoffman,
"The Depression of the 'Nineties,'" Journal of Economic History
XVI (June 1956), 137-164; Morgan, p. 155.
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jurisdictions and they endorsed the Populists. 3D

The trade unionists' opposition to political action was

strengthened when, in the summer of 1894, the K of L's mine workers

organization struck the Ore~on Improve~ent Company's mines in re-

sponse to wage cuts. The Company again hired strike breakers and

armed guards to protect the mines and strikebreakers. The strike

aroused great sympathy for the miners among Seattle workers. In

July a crowd of over 1,000 persons attended a rally to protest the

use of the guards. A King County grand jury censured the company

for usinR the guards and asked the legislature to ban their use.

By October 1894, however, the company had won the strike. The K of

L had suffered yet another sharp setback, one from which it never

recovered. 31

The failure of the K of L's mine strike finally galvanized

the WCLU into action. Perhaps the destruction of its most serious

rival gave the trade unionists more confidence. In the fall of 1894,

in time for the elections, Gordon Rice began publishing Seattle's

first labor weekly, The Labor Gazette. Although the Gazette was not

WCLU-owned, it was closely attuned to the WCLU's policies. At the

same time, the WCLU finally endorsed the Populist Party. The results

were quite successful. The Populists won twenty-three seats in the

legislature (1894). Nevertheless they continued to run behind the ma-

jor parties. Again the legislative results were meager. It appeared

30For more on the A~U, see: Schwantes, "Leftward Tilt ••• ",
pp. 11-12.

3lSa ltvig, p. 21; Herbert Hunt, Washington West of the Cascades,
(Chicago, 1917), pp. 345-347; Clarence Ba~ley, History of Kina County,
(Chicago, 1929), Vol. I, pp. 426-428; !=! 4 July 1894.
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that, if pro-labor reforms were to be enacted the Populists would

have to make much bigger gains, alone, or settle on an alliance or

"Fusion" with the Democrats. This produced an epochal split in

the reformers ranks. Equally it divided the labor movement. The

"True" or !'1idd1e-of-the-Road Populists believed that the party

was the only road to econocic and political salvation for the

farmers and the workers. They opposed any compromises with reform

Democrats or Republicans. They hoped ultimately to convert dissi-

dents in both the major parties to their side and were not ~illing

to abandon their hopes in order to win elections. The "Fusionists",

on the other hand, felt that a little reform was better than no

reform. They would make bargains to achieve some of their goals now

and hope for more in the future. They hoped to join with inflation-

minded Democrats and Republicans, and with moral reformers in both

parties, to win votes. 32

Though a minority defended the ideologically "True" Populists,

most of the WCLU's trade unionists supported the more practical-minded

Fusionists. Through their efforts the lolCLU endorsed the Populist

Party, again, in 1896. However, this proved to be another poor bargain

for labor. At the party's state convention, it was the farmers who

controlled the proceedings. The delegates voted to "fuse" with the

Democrats and "Free Silver" Republicans and mana~ed to produce a re-

form platform, but could not agree on candidates. The WCLU and

Spokane-area dele~ates favored Mayor H.N. Belt of Spokane as the

32Sa1tvig, pp. 19~20; Labor ~azette 19 Jan. 1895, Robert Bridges
Scrapbook, University of Washington Library; Johansen, pp. 359-360.
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gubernatorial candidate. But since Belt was not a farmer the agri-

cultural counties swun~ their support to John R. Rogers of Tacoma,

who got the nomination. In the elections the Fusion ticket swept

to victory. William Jennings Bryan, the Fusionist's presidential

candidate who was running as a Democrat carried Washington easily.

The Populists won control of both houses of the legislature. Al-

though it seemed that labor had finally found a successful political

formula, in fact the results merely justified the fears of the "True"

Populists. 33

The Fusion alliance. although successful at the polls. proved

unworkable in the legislature. Rogers failed as a fusionist leader

becav~e he was too closely tied to big agricultural interests. He

failed in his bid to establish a State Railroad Commission which was

the keystone of the Fusion platform. Some Populist farmers joined

the Republicans to vote against the proposal out of fear that the

railroads would manage to get control of the proposed commission. In

all fewer than six Populist measures passed which the Republicans did

not also support. 34

Meanwhile. another source of competition arose to challenge

the trade unionists. With the failure of the K of L many nonferrous

metal miners in the Pacific Northwest and the Rocky }~untain regions

began to move into the Western Federation of Miners. The ~vF}f was a

radical industrial union. Like the ARU. it endorsed the idea of

33saltvig, pp. 23-24; Johansen. pp. 365-366.

34The discovery of gold in Alaska and the return of prosperity
also helped to weaken the reform impulse.

Saltvig. pp. 27-29; Johansen. pp. 366-368.
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socialism and rejected the AFL's pro-craft union policies. In the

early 1890's the l~~{ achieved some remarkable successes among the

native-born miners, in the Idaho panhandle, and among the sme1ter

men, at ~orthport and Tacoma in Washington. In 1896 they even joined

the AFL beconinp, one of its few industrial unions. Soon, however,

the WFM quarrelled with the AFL's conservative leadership. The AFt

refused to extend financial aid to the miners in the Leadville,

Colorado strike and in December 1897 the WFM withdrew from the AFL.

Then, in 1898, the WFM created a subordinate body, the Western Labor

Union, to conduct organizational campaigns among western workers.

This established them as the AFL's main trade union competition. At

first the AFL easily repulsed the challenge and bested the WFM in

several cases. This did not daunt the radical miners who reorganized

the WLU, renaming it the American Labor Union, and extended its juris

diction over the whole of North America. In other words the WF11 in

tended to become a rival, or dual, labor federation to the AFL. The

ALU, like the WFH and the WLU, endorsed industrial unionism and,

after 1902, the political policies of the Socialist Party of America. 35

Again competition inspired the WCLU to take action. In 1898

it joined several other central labor councils and local unions, to

or~anize the Washington State Labor Congress, the first statewide labor

organization in l~ashington's history. Its primary purpose was to lobby

the legislature and so encourage enactment of the Populist Party's plat

form. Equally, the WCLU's craft unionists hoped that such successes

35Schwantes, "Leftward Tilt ..... , pp. 12-13.
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would blunt the industrial union proposals. The failure of the

1897 legislature to enact the Populist Party's program convinced

trade union leaders in many parts of the state that they could not

expect substantial iabor legislation wi.thout the presence of a full-

time labor lobby during the legislative sessions. They were con-

vinced that the politicans would continue to regard labor as a

"side show" and would not respond unless pressed. 36

In 1898 the Populists again sought a Fusion ticket. This

time, however, they could not even agree on the platform. With the

return of prosperity the Populist coalition began to fall apart.

The King, Pierce, and Spokane county "single tax" factions demanded

a plank exempting personal property and improvements on land from

taxation. Orthodox Populists, Democrats, and "Silver" Republicans

opposed this idea. Although they finally accepted it, reluctantly,

in order to produce a platform they remained dissatisfied. The

election results dismayed the Populists even more. The Republicans

carried both houses of the legislature again by wide margins. 37

Despite this the formation of the WSLC allowed the labor move-

ment, organized on the state level for the first time, to engage in

vigorous lobbying ,efforts att~e legislature. At the opening of the

1899 legislature the l-lSLC introduced its o\om legislative program, in-

eluding the direct election of United States senators and passage of

36Joseph F. Tripp, "Progressive Labor La~o1S in Hashinp.ton State,
1900-1925," (Ph.D. Dissertation, University of Washington, 1973), p. 14;
Call, p. 11.

37SaltvlP,. pp. 29-30; ~ 2,8 Sept. 1898; Winston B. Thorson,
"Washington State Nominatin~ Conventions," Pacific Northwest Quarterly
xxv (April 1944), 106-107; Johansen, pp. 367-368.
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a women's suffrage amendment to the Constitution. The WSLC also came

out against annexation of lands conquered in the Spanish-American war

and opposed the federal government's practice of sub-contracting its

projects to non-union firms. Labor. however. had to be content with

the establishment of a State Labor Bureau and an unsatisfactory labor

I ien lat~. 38

Also in 1899 several important developments occurred on the

local labor level. The Tacoma CLC was reorganized and granted an AFL

charter under the leadership of t~.G. Armstrong and C.O. Young. It was

the first central labor council in Washington to affiliate with the

AFL. Then. on 20 December 1899. John T. Oldham announced his intention

to b~~in a privately-owned labor newspaper to succeed the Seattle

Labor Gazette which was in financial difficulty. The WCLU gave the

project its endorsement. Thus began the journal which eventually

became known as the Seattle Union Record. Gordon Rice. who had edited

the Labor Gazette. became the ~'s first editor.

These activities undoubtedly alarmed Seattle's business com-

munity. which responded by forming the Seattle Metal Trades Associa-

tion. the first employer's association in Seattle's" history. The MTA

then affiliated with the National Metal Trades Association. In the

years that followed many other Seattle businessmen formed industry-

wide trade associations. Although they had other purposes. one of

their chief functions was to unite employers against the threat of

unionization. 39

3839Ca1l. pp. 12.20.
Schwantes. "Leftward Tilt ••• ". pp. 8-9; O'Connell. pp. 2,5.
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Thus, at the end of the nineteenth century, the labor movement

was beginning to organize on a statewide level. It achieved a modicum

of political success and became more vi~orous on the local level. It

also faced challenges on all sides. On the one hand, it was torn be-

tween competing national, or "International", labor federations--the

K of L, the AFL, and the ALU--which represented contradictory econ-

omic and political philosophies. On the other hand, Hashington State

labor needed outside help to offset the rise of anti-labor employers

associations. }fuat made these challenges so serious was the craft

unionists' failure to organize the state's dominant lumber and mining

industries. The craft unionists considered poorly-paid, foreiRn-born

industrial workers too difficult to organize. This opened the craft

unionists up to increasing criticism from industrial unionists. In

these and other un-organized industries the workers grew increasingly

frustrated. It was in this area that the ALU found nost of its con-

verts. At the same time it increased the frustration of those who

disagreed with the HSLC's moderate, "Fusion" political program and

led many "True" Populists to join the various utopian socialistic

colonial experiments which dotted the Puget Sound rcgion. 40

These cornmunitarian, millenarian, settlements proved especially

attractive in the Pacific ~orthYest. One reason was the unpopularity

of Daniel DeLeon's Socialist Labor Party, which dominated national

40James ~o1einstein, The Decline of American Socialism, 1912
1925, (~e1;-1 York and London: :·Ionthly Review Press, 1967), p. 1;
Bushue, p. 38; Ira Kipnis, The American Socialist ~1ovement, (~e~ol York:
Columbia University Press, 1952), pp. 19-20.
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socialist politics and provided the major alternative to Fusion.

Founded in 1877 the SLP followed a static, ideologically rigid,

Marxist policy. DeLeon kept the SLP firmly under his personal con

trol and repeatedly "purged" those who strayed from his teachings.

Because ninety-nine per cent of its membership was foreign-born and

could speak little or no English the SLP never became popular in the

Pacific Northwest. In 1891 only two members of the SLP's National

Executive Committee could speak English. Also, most of the SLP's

members were immigrant German and Russian Jews, while most immi

grants to the Pacific Northwest came from northwest Europe and

Scandinavia. Except for the Finns they did not find a congenial home

in tl:e SLP.41

Instead, the socialists in the Pacific Northwest looked else

where for their inspiration. They found it in the millenarianist

works of Edward Bellamy and the utopian communal settlements. In May

1887, following the failure of the anti-Chinese movement to evolve

into a true working class political movement, one of its leaders,

George Venable Smith, founded the Puget Sound Cooperative Colony.

Smith had been inspired by the need to rid the West of unemployment

caused by cheap Chinese Labor. He found a practical model in a

pamphlet describing the Topolabampo Colony in Mexico. The colonists

bought land near the present site of Port Angeles which they pro

posed to share in common. They began to publish a daily newspaper,

The New Light. Soon, however, dissension over property wracked the

4lIbid.
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colony. This led to reincorporation as a sin!,le joint stock com

pany. but soon this too fell into debt and disintegrated. 42 The

effort to create a socialist utopia. however. did not die with the

colony.

In 1896, when the Populist Party's National convention en-

dorsed a ticket headed by Democrat William Jennings Bryan, some

"True" Populists bolted the Party rather than ~o1ork for Bryan. They

had been totally disgusted by the Fusionist's ideological compro-

mises. Instead, they resolved to organize a national body to co-

ordinate the fo~ation of cooperative colonies akin to Smith's pro-

ject at Port An~eles. To do so the True Populists called a national

convention of secessionists which met at Ruskin Colony, Tennessee

in 1897. There they agreed to form a national or~anization "eschewing

politics, but to make practical application of the theories of social-

ism." The ne':-1 organization, to be called the Brotherhood of the

Cooperative Conmonwealth, then chose national officers, including

Eugene Debs. The BCC's chief significance for Washington was its vow

"to establish cooperative colonies and industries, and so far as

possible, concentrate these colonies and industries in one state until

said state is socialized. II Since ~'lashington already had a number of

such utopian experiI:1ents the ncc resolved to "carry the State' of

42Bushue, pp. 8-9,27; George Venable Smith, Puget Sound Co
operative ColonY: A ~'{odel Cooperative COM!"1onue~lth, (n.p., n.d.),
p.3; George Venable SMith, A Coooerative Plan for Securing J!ornes and
Occuoation!; at Port AnGeles, ~.7nshin~ton, (Port An~e1es, 1893); Harvey
O'Connor, Revolution in Seattle, A >feMoir, (NeH York: Monthly Reviey,J
Press, 1964), p. 11.
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lolashington for Socialism. ,,43

Of all BCC's. colonial settleMents, its most successful became

Equality Colony, near Edison in Skap,it County, l-lashington. The

colonists derived the name, Equality, from the sequel to Edward

Bellamy's novel, Looking nac~vard, the seninal Nationalist reform

treatise. Equality Colony attracted between 120 and 150 actual

settlers but membership May have peaked at 300. Shortly, however,

with the discovery of gold in Alaska and the return of prosperity,

the attractiveness of a refuge from unemployment faded. The

Spanish-American '-tar made Equality seem a poor backwater. As a

result its membership began to decline. The circulation of the

colo~:~ts newspaper, Industrial Freedom, which had risen rapidly,

dropped off to "several thousand" and the dream of socializing

lolashington evaporated almost as rapidly as it had materialized. New

colonists stopped arriving and internal doctrinal schisms turned

colonist against colonist. In 1906 the colony was dissolved and the

next year sold to private owners. 44

43The BCC also chose Hashington State because of the availability
of cheap, fertile land; the small population, which, they hoped, would
permit rapid socialization; and the strong "prop,ressive" elements al
ready in the population which, they hoped, would create a favorable cli
~te for their efforts.

Bushue, pp. 1-3; Houard Quint, The Forginp of Attterican
Socialism, (Columbia: University of South Carolina Press, 1953), pp.
234-246, 282-285; See also BCC Constitution, 1897, Box 5-19, Ault Papers,
University of Washington Library; and Industrial Freedom 18 July 1898.

44~-to other utopian socialistic colonies became prominent in
Washinnton at about this time. In September 1898 BCC established a
colony at Burley, near GiR Harbor. Its purpose, like Equality, was to
do away with the wa~e system. The organizers of the new socialist co
alition, the Social DeMocratic Party supported Burley, but it never got
off to a good start. Later, the SDP abandoned it. In 1903 the colony
had 275 me~bers, but by 1908, only 18 remained.

Another prominent colony was founded' in 1896. It differed
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The failure of the conmunal settlements provided impetus for

a more active socialist political program. The Seattle Daily Call,

originally a K of L organ, had supported the communes. After its

demise, the Puget Sound Cooperator, a weekly, had taken up the

cause. Still later, the Voice of the People, another daily, spoke

for them. All these papers hoped that the communes ',",ould become re-

fuges for the unemployed. After the appeal of the communes declined

they provided a focus for the rest of the socialist movement in

'.Jashington and set the stage for a new worker-oriented political

party. Beginning in 1897 a number of socialist leaders began to try

to bring the various worker-oriented organizations under the wing of

a single political party which they proposed to call the Social

Democratic Party. By 1900 the SDP included members of DeLeon's 5LPt

the People's Anti-Chinese and Labor Party (which consisted primarily

of K of L members), the HCLU, the AlB, and Equality Colony. It also

included a number of social reformers who had been alienated by the

from the BCC's experiments in proclaiming an anarchistic philosophy.
Founded by the remnants of a previous colonial experiment the Home
Colony ,,,as located on the Kitsap Peninsula, south of Bremerton. They
refused to adopt either rules or regulations. They published two
newspapers. The Ap,itator and Discontent e'10ther of Progress). The
latter was more concerned with "Free Lovell than econonic or political
doctrine. After an anarchist assassinated President McKinley a mob
nearly invaded Home and the Post ~Iaster banned Discontent from the
mails.

For more information on these and other utopian socialistic
experiments see: Charles P. Le'-larne. Utopias on Pu~et Sound, 1885
.!.2.ll. (Seattle: University of Hashington Press, 1975). See also his
articles: "Equality Colony: the Plan to Socialize Washington,"
Pacific ~lorthwest Ouarterly LVIX (1968), 137-146; and "The Anarchist
Colony at Horne. ~.]ashin8ton. 19~1-1902." Arizona and the '-lest XIV (2)
(1972). 1-5-168. See also: Bushue, pp. 4-13.38-40; 0,' Connell. pp. 15
16; The Socialist 12 Au~. 1900; ?fe1vy Dubofsky, The Agitator, Hone,
Washington. 1910-1912; The Svndica1ist, Lakebaym ~-lashington. 1913, in
Joseph R. Conlin, ed., The American R~dica1 Press, 1880-1960, 2 vo1s.
(Uestport, Conn.: Greenwood Press. 1974).
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the capitalist reformers. Chief aoong these was Dr. Herman Titus.

Dr. Titus, a physician and social gospel minister living in Seattle,

left GeorRe F. Cotterill's Citizen's Non-Partisan League to join the

SDP. Titus, who had converted to socialism after reading ~mrx in the

original German, became state orr,anizer for the SDP. The main weakness

of the SDP was its lack of appeal to trade unionists, especially the

WCLU's craft unionists. Although a few of them joined most still re-

fused to endorse a political party. Despite this, by 1900 the SDP

was able to field a "rather full" slate of candidates for state

offices. 45

Economic conditions in 1900 favored creation of a new Party.

Although less severe than 1893-1897, unemployment still affected

12,700, or 5.66 per cent of the state's 224,000 man labor force. Even

the overall prosperity could not prevent many workers from severe

hardship. (Table No.1) This, in mrn, encouraged pro-SDP trade

unionists and when the Populists endorsed a Fusion ticket with

Cotterill's Citizens Non-Partisan League in the Seattle municipal

elections more and more trade unionists became disenchanted with them.

When Cotterill then accepted the nomination of the Democratic Party

as well it was simply too much for many of the~.46

45Titus' political philosophy was akin to DeLeon's. Both be
lieved the Party should serve, primarily, to educate the masses to
socialism through revolutionary agitation and propaganda. But while
DeLeon advocated dual unionism, Titus rejected dual unionism and
hoped to vlork within the AFL. Even so, he denounced the AFL' s craft
union policies and non-partisan political line.

Bushue, pp. 23-24,38-40; O'Connor, pp. 8-11,13; Saltvir"
p. 100; The Socialist 12 Aug. 1900; .!h!h. 28 July 1900.

46Saltvig, pp. 40-43.
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The Democratic-Populist-CN-PL fusion ticket suffered in the

campaign from lack of labor support. Cotterill's well-known pro-

hibitionism and his support from the Seattle Ministerial Association,

a social gospel ministry, attracted more attention than his pro-labor

policies and drove many of them to support the SDP or not vote. Also,

Cotterill's intention to fire Police Chief Tom Hines for his "wide

open policy" on liquor and morality issues distracted public atten-

tion from the economic reform issues. The Republicans adopted a

platform favoring a city-owned light system for streets and public

buildings and swept to an easy victory. Although the SDP candidate

for mayor received only 96 votes, labor's disappointment with the

fusi~nists caused membership in the new party to grow rapidly.47

Other signs of vigor were also apparent. In August the SDP

began publishing its own weekly journal, The Socialist, and by

October it had a circulation of 1,500. Under the editorial direction

of Dr. Titus ~ soon distinguished itself by the novel use of car-

. toons "to illustrate the class struggle and the conditions of the

workingman. " In January 1901 .!! merged with The New Light and ab

sorbed it. 48

Fusionism and Cotterill's sense of morality also alienated

many other workers who, nevertheless, did not go so far as to join

the SDP. Many immigrant workers, especially the Catholics, hated

his prohibitionism but could not bring themselves to associate with

47Ibid., pp. 43-44; P-I 1 March 1900; Bushue. p. 55.
48Bushue, pp. 25-27;-o'Connor, p. 11; !! 23 Dec. 1900.
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DeLeon and his ~farxist follol..rers. They and the craft unionists re-

treated to the confines of the \~CLU from tNhich vantage they heaped

criticism on both Cotterill's forces and the SDP through the ~.

This outrap,ed the SDP which considered.it a betrayal of the working

class. 49

Thus, from the very beginning, tensions existed bet,,,een the

\-lCLU and the socialists. These had a serious impact on the SDP' s

political fortunes in the fall elections of 1900. Even though the

UR endorsed the SDP's platform and strongly supported Eugene Debs'

president ial campaign, the '-lCLU maintained a certain distance. The

SDP cOMplained that this was not enough and wanted a complete en-

dorsement from the l~CLU. \-1. C.B. Randolph, a socialist and secretary

of the Carpenters Union, urged the ~ to endorse Debs' running mate,

Job Harriman, as well, but the ~ refused. Editor Gordon Rice in-

sisted that "the Union Record is a trade and labor union paper only--

not a socialist organ. Not even our esteem for !1r. Randolph can

force us into a doubtful position in regards to politics. This

paper is no more socialist (than) a republican or democratic organ--

it is not political, in any sense of the word, as far as editorial

policy is concerned." Rice felt that the ~-lCLU unions wanted a paper

free from political ties and the !ill. should respect their wishes. 50

The election results revealed the distance the SDP had yet

to travel to capture the workers' minds much less make a dent in the

49For more on the ideological-propaganda conflict between the
tlo10 papers and its consequences for the labor movement, see: Bushue,
pp. 44-46; ~ 30 Aug., 7 Oct., 30 Dec. 1900; ~ 13,16 Oct., 17 ~ov.

1900.

50Bushue, pp. 43-44; .!ill. 27 ~farch, 24 July, 29 Aue. 1900.
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major parties' support. '~ile r~vernor Rogers won reelection as a

Democrat the Republicans retained control of the legislature with a

somewhat reduced majority. Overall the SDP and SLP forces (which

ran separate tickets) won just three p~rcent of the presidential

vote (2,872). An SDP candidate was elected justice of the peace and

constable of ~fuiteside (Burley Colony). SDP candidates for mayor

lost narrowly in ~~atcom and Fairhaven, but Dr. Titus, running for

Congress on the SOP ticket, got only 263 votes. Similarly, SOP

candidates for Supreme Court and the King County Council fared

poorly.5l

As a result of the 1901 legislature the splits between the

socialist factions and between the socialists and the trade unionists

grew wider. The Republican leadership, which retained control of

the legislature, played an important role in this. The Democratic-

Populist successes in Novenber 1900 alarmed the Republican leader-

ship. In seeking ways to limit the future growth of new parties

they proposed a bill which would have abolished party primaries,

caucusses, and noninating conventions. 52

The SDP and the SLP objected stronely to the bill ,~hich was

transparently designed to hurt their interests. Dr. Titus, however,

took a position which nade future SDP-SLP cooperation all but

5lThe SDP won 2,006 votes (1.9 per cent); the SLP won 866
votes (.8 per cent). John R. Ro~ers defeated his Republican rival
by a vote of 51,944 to 49,860.

Bushue, pp. 29,40,66-67; ~ 25 Nov., 9 Dec. 1900, 9,16,25
Nov. 1902; The Socialist Conr,ressional Ca~nair.n Book, (Chicago: Carl
D. Thompson, 1914), p. 19; Johansen, pp. 368,474,614.

52Bushue, pp. 41-42; TS 9 Dec. 1900, 7 Jan. 1901; Seattle
Time~ 22 Jan. 1901; ~ 18 J~. 1901.
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impossible. lIe suggested that the number of signatures required

for party recognition be reduced from five per cent to three per

cent. This would have secured the SDP but ruled out the SLP. Al-

thou~h Titus estimated the bill would cost the SDP between $280-

$420 in Seattle alone, it would have left the SDP as the dominant

socialist party. In exchanee for this Titus thr~~ away the chance

for socialist unity. The bill failed narrowly, but it served its

purpose by driving a deep wed~e between the snp and the SLP.

Neither ever trusted the other again. 53

TIle WSLC also fared poorly in the 1901 le~islature. Of all

the legislative proposals introduced by the labor lobby only two

passed: a barbers' sanitary la,01 and a "Horseshoers Bill." The

legislature seemed to i~ore the pleas of the to1orkers to redress

their grievances. In fact, however, the economic hardships of the

few were Masked by the overwhelming prosperity of the many. In 1901

the state's labor force increased sharply by 13.83 per cent to

255,000 and total ernp10ynent increased by 13.20 per cent to 240,000.

Although this caused unemployment to increasf! by 14.96 per cent to

14,600, or 5.77 per cent of the labor force, and although the unem-

ployed suffered severely, it was not sufficient to move the legis-

lators. (Table 1)54

In July 1901, at the SDP's first annual convention, the dele-

gates recognized that they had failed to ,~in over the trade unionists.

Their chief concern was to find ,ays to obtain outside support to

~~Bushue, pp. 42-43; TS 27 Jan, 10,17 Feb., 10 ~mrch 1901.
Call, p. 20.
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compensate for the lack of local support. Thus they voted to send

E. Lux, the unsuccessful candidate for mayor of ~latcom to a pro-

posed ~ational Unity Convention of socialists scheduled for 29 July

1901 in Indianapolis, Indiana. Dr. Titus, who had been active in

the organization of this convention, led the supporters of the pro-

posal. The SDP's convention also adopted a number of resolutions;

calling for the new party to be named the Socialist Party of America;

denouncing the public otmership of public utilities programs which

the reformers in the major capitalistic parties had adopted instead

a complete workers' take-over; demanding that the proposed national

party also be committed to a non-comprornisin3 socialist program; and

calling upon the national party to endorse TS as a party organ. 55

55rhe National Unity Convention met as planned. The delegates
succeeded in weldin?, together a broad, loose alliance of the major
socialist and radical movements in the United States. It ,~as far from
homogeneous. It contained such diverse elements as the native-born,
Protestant, farmers and sharecroppers, who formerly supported the
Populists, in Texas, Oklahoma, Alabama, Louisiana, Uissouri, New
rIexico, Arkansas, Kansas, and North Dakota. On most issues the farmers
supported the most radical elements of the Party. However, they dif
fered from the left in their insistense on tenant farmers' property
ri3hts and in their desire to reconsile socialism with Christianity.

The new Party also contained a snaIl, but si~ificant, Chris
tian socialist, non-marxist, non-class conscious element, represented
by a number of ministers and social gospel reformers. They were most
influential in Illinois, Iowa, Northern California, and upstate New
York.

In addition, the new Party contained a Syndicalist element.
These were especially strong among the Timber Workers and migrant farm
workers in the Pacific ~orthwest and the Upper Great Plains. They were
also strong among the Timber Horkers and l-lF! iron and copper miners in
Upper :'fichi~an, !'!innesota, and from Arizona to Butte, ~1ontana and
~orthport, Hashington. Hany of these tvorkers '·1ere recent Scandinavian
and eastern European immigrants. They tended to believe that only un
skilled, or mir,ratory workers were true proletarians. On most issues
the Syndicalists supported the Party's Left-wing elements. They sup
ported the idea of dual unionism.

Eugene Debs and \-1illiac "Big Bill" Haywood, secretary of the
l~FH, to1ere among the leaders of the Left-win~ of the Party. They
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The new party, naned the Socialist Party of America, did not

attract many new members in h'ashington. Fet.; trrlde unions endorsed

it. At the same time many former SDP members were not enthusiastic.

The new party had all the liabilities of the SDP and few advanta~es.

They "ere also disappointed that the SPA continued to support the

AFL and press for moderate, step by step refortls as the route to

socialism. \nth the formation of the SPA, the SDP renamed itself

the Socialist Party of Hashington, but othen,ise remained unchanged. 56

On t!,e other hand the SPH's initial political ventures proved

much more encouraginp,. In the 1901 I:ing County elections Dr. Titus

and John T. Oldhan, the original publisher of the UR, ran for

posit,i.ons on the School Board on a platforn advocating kindergartens

objected to cooperation "ith the AFL on the p,rounds
never abandon craft unionism, or endorse socialism.
sympathy on the Syndicalists.

The ne'", party, hO>7ever, was dominated by its Center-P-ip,ht
elcT:1ents. the so-called constructive ~ocialists, like Victor Herp,er
and !!orris Ilill~uit. These men dominated the socialist movement by
virtue of the fact that they controlled, or had influence Hith, the
AFL's industrial union minority. They -'ere pOl,erfully entrenched in
New York, Philadelphia, :HlwlUkee, Los Angeles, Boston, and Chicago.
They enphasized the importance of orp,anized industrial Horkers to
the socialist rnoveraent, especially those in the United ~·fine ~"orkers,

International Association of ~~chinists, United Bre"erv Workers, WF~

and the P.ailroad Brotherhood Unions. They differed most strongly frofil
the Left in their "illingness to cooperate "ith the AFL. They felt
that the AFL could still be reformed from within. They also disagreed
<lith the Left in that they wanted to achieve a socialist revolution
slowly, step by step, through peaceful reform. They arcued tl,at by
making a series of rational, "irmnediate demands" they had a better
chance of Hinning the support of reform-minded, non-labor groups.

Also see Bushue, pp. 28,47-1.8; TS 7 July, 25 Aug. 1901;
Weinstein, pp. 2-20,24-26; David A. Shannon, The Socialist Party of
A.':lerica, Clew York, 1955), passifil.

56The Seattle Iron l'orkers Union was one of the few trade
unions to endorse the Spl..}, althou~h many individual trade unionists
joined the reorp.anized party in hopes that its ne" national ties <]Quld
brinr. it more success.

Ibid.
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for all, more and better-paid teachers, a teachers' tenure law, and

the hiring of more union workers. They won twenty-five per cent of

the vote, a big increase over the SDP's vote in 1900 and, as a result.

Titus and the socialists felt they "were on the crest of a net., tide. ,,57

For a time, therefore, it seemed that the WCLU faced another

new and more dangerous competitor. Very quickly, however, the SPW

split internally along ideological lines. The conflict arose over

whether to compromise party ideology to win elections. It was, in

essence. a1'. ·dated version of the split in the Populist Party be-

tween the If ... 'Je" and "Fusionist" forces. This split, in one form or

another, crippled the SPW's political efforts for more than a decade

and m~"1V have allowed the trade unionis ts the time they needed to

consolidate their non-partisan policy.58

The event which touched off the schism was E. Lux's second

unsuccessful attempt to win election as mayor of l~atcom. In 1900.

as SDP candidate for mayor, Lux won 444 out of 1,000 votes. In his

second effort, however, he won a mere six per cent of the vote. Dr.

Titus, whose vote had improved, accused Lux of being too moderate

and of not being socialistic enough. He said that Lux should have

run on a "Square-toed revolutionary platform." George Boomer,

another of Lux's critics, analyzed the results in this way. The

••• effort to get votes is disasterous in the end, unless those
votes are won by clear, class-conscious propaganda. Votes won

57Titus got 689 votes; Oldham got 729 votes. The two
Republicans ~ot 2,108 and 2,190 votes, respectively.

Bushue, pp. 29-30; TS 27 Oct., 11 Nov. 1901; Seattle Star
4 ~iov. 1901. -

58Bushue, pp. 40,46,49-50; ~ 15 Dec. 1901, 5 Jan. 1902.
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because of personality or candidates, or because of sentiment
or a compromise of principles, will nlways be a shifting and
deadly quicksand.

The Right-win~ members of the Party defended Lux. Ira D. Fertig, a

"common-sense socialist", argued that the SP~ol should "administer the

public trust for the conunonwcalth..... even if it should mean delayinR

the Revolution. He criticized Titus and the Left-winp, on the grounds

that their npracticality would destroy the party.

lole have listened to your academic preachments of ultimate
Socialism with what patience we could cornnand; we have agreed
with you when we could and have tried to extend charitable
tolerance where we could not; but, if, as your comments last
week appear to suggest, excoDmunication and ostracism is to be
the punishment for the first recognition of practical common
justice in the Socialist Party, and if the National Sub-Committee
on Nunicipalities shall decree that the Luxes shall be seated far
back and 10t-1 dmm while the dreamer and his p,rafter shall be
placed in control of municipal social polity, then I predict that
the Socialist Party will very soon take its place beside the
vanishin~ S.L.P. of Boss Danny (DeLeon), and we, who believe in
Socialism in the present tense, shall rejoice heartily that it
died aborning and continue to hope and pray and work for some
thing better to take its place.

Lux participated in his mv.n defense and explained the genesis of his

mayoral campaign. He stated that the SPlol's Whatcom local had drafted

its platform hastily,

••• on the evenin~ of the convention, and I had no time to prefix
and affix the usual stereotyped phrases to it. lIe did appeal to
the workers from the platform, and in print, but we omitted ob
structive, obsolete phraseology. l?e appealed to common sense in
preference to class dor-nas t~hich have become a millstone hung to
the neck of the party. To affirm aller,iance to this or that
principle is implied in our party na~e, and we thus see no use
value in followinR traditions. Let action tell our allegiance,
where we omit words. 59

The split is confusing because, whereas the Center-Rip,ht ele-

ments dominated the national SPA, in \~ashington they were a minority

59 Ibid.
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and the Left-wing elements predominated. Only a minority of con-

servative SPH r.tembers \olanted "to turn the party into a middle-class

reform group" by appealing "to all who would vote the socialist

ticket, or sign application blanks, without a firm foundation of

Marxist or Titus' teachings." This minority sided with Lux in the

controversy over the Hhatcom party local's platform. They were

also closely aligned with the reformist, Center-Right "social

democrat" leaders of the SPA like Victor Berger, Horris Hillquit,

John '-lork, and l-lalter Thomas ~alls. They supported industrial

unionism, but opposed the dual unionism of the ALU because they

hoped to work within the AFL. They stood for what they termed

labo\t;' "il'U!1ediate demands", which they defined as the immediate

relief of workers' conditions, hours, and wages. They aimed to

bring about socialism without necessarily demandinR a socialist

revolution "right now." In the context of the SPlt/ they are often

referred to as the Rir,ht-\ving, the Conservatives, the "commonsense

socialists", or, more typically, the "Yello\"s". 60

At the SPl.J's left-\o1ing extreme stood those socialists who

rejected out-right the call for "immediate demands". This faction

was by far the largest in the SP~ol. They endorsed industrial unionism

and supported the demands of radical farmers. They denounced the AFL

and most agreed with the need to replace it with an industrial union

federation like the ALU. They opposed the efforts of the Center-Right

60Bushue, pp. 26-27; TS 26 June 1904; Barbara Hins1ow, "The
Decline of Socialism in \-1ashington: 1910-1925," (M. A. Thesis,
University of \-1ashin~ton, 1969), p. 4; Shannon, pp. 13-28; Heinstein,
pp. 4-15.
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to work within the capitalist system for evolutionary change "be-

cause no icmediate relief was possible for the working class under

capitalism." They arRued that no compromise -should be made with

capitalistic parties or groups even if they promised to enact re-

forms or help the socialists win elections. They were closely

aligned with the radical. Narxist, Left-wing of the SPA and its

leaders, Eugene Debs and "Big Bill" HaY'~ood. In the context of

the SPl-l they are often referred to as the Left-win~, the Radicals,

the Harxists. the "principled socialists". or. more commonly, the

"Reds". The Reds derogatorily referred to the Yellows as "op-

portunists" for their willinp,ness to compromise in exchange for

prac~tcal results. For their part the Yellows denigrated the

Reds, referring to them as "impossibilists .... "revolutionists," or

destructionists" for their refusal to make reasonable concessions

to political neccssity.,,6l

The outcome of the Lux affair demonstrated that the Reds con-

trolled the SPH. After the 1901 election the SP~-1 created an investi-

gating committee to look into the affair. Their report, which

stated that the Hhatcom local's "platform erred in not offering al-

legiance to the national platform••• and that the spirit of the plat-

form is Capitalistic rather than Socialistic••• ". confirmed that the

6lThe SP\-1's Red faction also contained a sub-faction. These
consisted pricari1y of industrial unionists, especially those affil
iated with the ~.TN and. later. with the Industrial lo1orkers of the
~lorld. Increasin?,ly. they rejected all forms of political action
either within the capitalist system. or a~ainst it. They held that
the only way to acconp1ish a socialist revolution was for the workers
to rely solely on building up their econooic power until the day came
when they could simply take power frOM the capitalists.
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The Sp~." s Yellmt1s t.lere led by another doctor, R. J. "Doc"

Brown, an "advertising dentist." Brown claimed that the party should

not be limited to working people, but should reach out to all people

interested in Rocial chan~e. He believed that fusion and political

compromises were necessary to win electionR and argued that one need

not believe in socialist principles to be a party member. 64 The

Yellows also differed from the Reds in their complete rejection of

~arxist philosophy. Their socialism was of an earlier kind, tinged

with Christian principles and rooted in Populism. l·fuile they agreed

with many of the ~'larxists' goals, they could not condone the concept

of class ~t1ar and vio1en t revolution. 65

With the creation of the SPW and the rise of conflict within

the labor movement. ended the forMative era of the Washington State

labor rnovenent. Despite its divisions, however. the SPl~ and the trade

unionists were united on a nunber of issues. For example. they agreed

in opposing oriental imMigration and civil rights. This policy may be

trAced to their COIllI!1on ori~ins in the anti-Chinese movement of the 1880's.

Similarly. although they generally supported women's ri~hts and sou3ht

their membership. they made few serious efforts to organize Blacks and

racial minorities. including Japanese, Chinese, and later Chicanos and

Filipinos. The social discon ten t and anxiety which produced 'these

ethnic-cultural divisions within the potenti~l Membership of the labor

move~ent nearly spelled disaster in the years ahead. 66

~~WinRlow. p. 21.
Weinstein, p. 4.

66'o1inslow. pp. 29-30; "'einstein. p. 66; Johansen, p. 608.
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Reds' influence was paramount. 62

From 1901 to 1909 Dr. Titus dOr.1inated the SPH's ~ed faction.

Together with his allies, Hulet l-lells, Alfred 'olagenecht, E. B. "Harry"

Ault, Sam Sadler and his cornmon-law wife, Kate, Titus tried to keep

the SPW on a radical, class conscious, ~~rxist, revolutionary course.

They believed that proletarians should control the party and that

the party should support only working class candidates. As publisher

Titus raised.!§. to become the Most inportant SPA organ in the \vest

and significantly influenced both the SPA and the SPH by this l!leans.

From this pulpit he carried on an aggressive fight against the prin-

cipa1 Center-Right SPA paper, J.A. t~ay1and's Kansas-based Appeal to

~.~'.~, lvhich lvas the ITlost popular and successful of the SPA's

English lanp,uaBe publications. Titus claimed that tlayland' s "Public

Ownership of !'10nopo1ies" platform was not socialisn, that it ll1aS

merely an effort to win over or placate middle class support for

labor's imcediate demands, and it was 3 rejection of the class

struBgle. 63

62The cOI!11!1ittee' s decision "'as not unanimous. At least two
members disap,reed lvith parts of it. One, Charles S. Wallace, refused
to go alonp, with the report, believing the committee had no right to
act at all. Some SP\l oembers resi~ed rather than go along, but most
Yellows stayed in the Party and fou~ht the Reds every step of the l-1ay
for as long as they remained.

Bushue, p. 51; 11 15 Dec. 1901, 5 Jan. 1902.

63Titus differed from his Red followers in only one major re
spect. lIe opposed dual unionism and supported the unity of the labor
movement. This was a great source of weakness in the Red faction.
While it did not deflect the criticisms of the Yellows, it caused many
of the Reds to distrust him.

Bushue, pp. 26-27,30,39-40; \vins10\I1, pp. 20-21; Kipnis, p.
291; UR 28 July 1900; TS 23 Dec. 1900, 27 April 1902; For more of
Wayland, see: Quint, Chapter IV and Shannon, pp. 28-30,33-39.



Chapter 2:

Labor Reorganizes: The Choice

Between Socialism and Progressivism,

1902 - 1908

In the decade 1890 to 1900 Washington continued to grow

rapidly. The population increased from 349,390 to 518,103, a rate

of growth more than t,~ice the national average. The percentage of

the population engaged in manufacturing industries also increased.

By the turn of the century more than 30,000 out of a labor force of

about 224,000 workers worked in manufacturing industries. During

the 1800's general industrial prosperity had tended to prevent the

rise of labor discontent. Only during periods of economic depres-

sion, as in 1883-1885 and 1893-94, had labor strife surfaced. The

dominant industries in the state, in terms of the value added by

manufacturing, remained lumber and agriculture. l

In the decade 1900-1910 the state's population more than

doubled to 1,141,990. The percentage urbanized also increased ra-

pidly until, by 1910, more than half the population lived in ·urban

areas. The state's labor force increased 232 per cent to 520,000

and the numher of workers engaged in manufacturinp, increased to

70,000. ~teanwhi1e the basic composition of the state's industries

remained as before. 2

1Johansen, pp. 607,611,621,627-628.
2Ibid.
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Continued rapid growth--the trends toward urbanization and

industrialization--Rreatly increased potential trade union member-

ship. Yet the movement ~rew very slowly. Although in 1902 the

t~SLC claimed 15.000 members, organized in 160 locals and five central

labor councils, it actually had only about 5,700 paid-up members. In

other words the '~SLC represented only 2.01 per cent of the state's

labor force. (Table No.2) !'Iany of these ,,,orkers were members of

the various international unions which had affiliated with the AFL,

but many others were affiliated with the independent P~ilroad Brother-

hoods and a few remnant assemblies of the Knights of Labor. In ad-

dition the llSLC represented several hundred radical industrial workers

organized by the \olFH. Probably most of the ~olSLC's members ,,,ere not

affiliated with any international union or labor federation. The

major problem was labor's inability to organize the state's dominant

industries due to employer opposition. lack of imagination, and labor

apathy.)

Another major probleM which limited trade union growth was re-

currin~ unemployment. As the state's industries became more inte-

grated into the national and international market, old fanily and com-

munity relief and charity resources became inadequate. The depression

of 1893-1894 had proved this. After the turn of the century'unemploy-

ment fluctuated considerably because, although the state's economy con-

tinued to Rrow rapidly. it could not keep up with the growth of the

3Call , Pi'. 11-12,14; Schwantes. "Left-ward Tilt ••• ", pp. 12-13,
16; ~1argaret Jane ThorJpson, "Development and Comparison of Industrial
Relationships in Seattle," C·I.B.A. Thesis, University of ~olashinr,ton,

1929), p. 23.
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labor force. In a good year like 1901-1902 the state's labor force

increased by 12.15 per cent to 286.000. employment increased by 17.08

per cent to 281.000 and unemployment decreased by 68.49 per cent to

4,600 or 1.06 per cent of the labor force. (Table ~o. 1) In the boom

year of 1906 unemployment virtually disappeared. ~1ore often. however.

unemployment averaged over five per cent of the labor force. In 1903

and 1904 unemployment reached 15.100 and 14.900. respectively. and in

the terrible year of 1908 reached 29.600, or 6.27 per cent of the

labor force. The constant presence of unemployed workers ready to

take any job ~akened the bargaining power of the trade unions.

Thus, dissatisfaction with the existing structure of organized

labor grew. The Populists had failed to enact pro-labor reforms.

Fusion. too, had failed. The liSLe had not had any great impact on the

legislature and had failed to take any actions to help organize the

unorganized. The K of L had nearly disintegrated. The international

unions were divided arnon~ themselves over both economic and political

policy. Those organized along craft lines did not wish to disperse

their slender resources in attempting to organize poorly-paid. in

dustrial workers. many of whom were recent immigrants. Neither did

they wish to repeat the errors of the past and endorse a single

political party. Those organized along industrial lines. like the

\lFM, saw this as selfishness on the part of better-paid workers.

They were supported by the recently-organized Socialist Party of

'~ashington. which hoped to gain the support of the labor movement.

Neither were the central labor councils united. Yet on one point

most trade unionists and their political allies could come together:
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the need to affiliate with an internAtional labor federation which

would help the state labor movenent organize unorganized workers and

to make it more effective in politics. The mAin question which re-

mained was whether the WSLC should aff~liate with the AFL, the ALU,

or the K of L.4

In January 1902 these questions came to a head at the lolSLC's

fifth annual convention in Tacoma. It was attended by 120 delegates

representing 114 locals and the five central labor councils. The

chief instigator of the reorganization effort was C.O. Young, who had

helped organize the HSLC. He, tolilliam Blackman, and lfuitney Stacy,

the WSLC's president and secretary-treasurer, respectively, led the

difficult fi~ht to affiliate with the AFL. At first, representatives

from non-AFL, pro-industrial unions, who opposed ties to the AFL, out-

numbered them. Although the convention agreed to change the name of

theWSLC to the Washington State Federation of Labor the delegates re-

fused to affiliate with the AFL. After three days of debate the sup-

porters of AFL affiliation managed to divide their opponents by

winning passap,e of a plan to submit the issue of AFL affiliation to

a membership referendum. The anti-AFL forces could not appear to op

pose the right of the rank and file to vote on the issue. 5

4Sch'olantes, "Leftward Tilt ••• ", p. 16; U~ 10 ~ov. 1900,
7 Dec. 1901.

5The convention also nOMinated Stacy to be the state or~anizer
and elected Blackman as the HSFL's first president. The chief function
of the HSFL ,.,as that, in addition to lep,islative lobbyin~, it enr,aged
in educational Rnd or~anizational campaigns in behalf of local unions
throughout the state. The success of these r,oals depended upon active
support from the AFL, or whichever internation~l federation the l-lSFL
joined. Soon after the state Supreme Court startled the labor movement
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The struggle to obtain ratification of the AFL-affiliation

referendur.l had mixed results. By Harch 1902 the lolCLU had approved

it, although its industrial unionists and socialists remained op-

posed. Others, who cherished the 1-1CLU's independence, or l-lho pre-

ferred the ALU, or the K of L, continued to voice their opposition.

The Union Record criticized AFL President Samuel Gompers while

praising the leadership of the ALU. Go~pers, who sought "industrial

peace and prosperity" rather than class war, had joined the ~ationa1

Civic Federation, a business-civic-labor organization, as a symbol

of his support for industrial capitalism. The socialists, for ex

ample, looked upon this as treason to the working class. 6

In Spokane the opposition to the AFL '-las even stronger. By

1903 only fourteen out of forty-seven locals in the central labor

council had affiliated with the WSFL. ~any workers there favored af-

filiating with the K of L which had do~inated the council since its

formation. 11any others favored affiliating with the l.fFH, l-lhich

greatly appealed to the unemployed, unorganized, and 10~'1-paid seasonal

and ~igratory workers in the forests, mines, and fields of eastern

Washington and Idaho's northern Panhandle. In addition the WFM's

anti-AFL and pro-SPlv policies appealed to these groups. By 1904, as

a result, the ALU's Federal Union Local No. 222 was the largest local

by up-holding the ten hour day for women workers.
Call, pp. 11-13,56; Schwantes, "Left\lard Tilt ..... , pp. 16-17;

UR 29 June 1901, 11,18,25 Jan. 1902, 25 Oct., 29 ~ov. 1902; San
Francisco Lahor Clarion 28 Feb. 1902; Thompson, pp. 23,28; Saltvip.,
p. 18; DeShazo, pp. 4-7; Yearbook of Organized Labor of the State of
Washin~ton, 1927, (Seattle: Washin~ton State Labor ~ews, 1927), pp. II,
27; Tripp, pp. 12-13.

6Schwantes, pp. 16-19; UR 22 Feb., 1 ~'farch, 1 April, 1,29 Nov.
1902; Weinstein, pp. 29-31.
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in Spokane. As a result, too, Spokane did not affiliate with the

WSFL en bloc until 1905. 7

The struggle for AFL affiliation Might have been even more

difficult had the SPl~ not been preoccupied to1ith its Red-Yellow power

struggle. The issue again to1aS "fusion". The minority Yellows

wanted to make local alliances with businessmen, reformers, and

civic organizations to help win elections; the dominant Reds refused

to allow such tampering with socialist princip1es. 8 .

The Red-Yellow conflict took precedence over all other issues

in the SPlv. At the party's 1902 convention it was the main issue.

When the Yellows showed signs of political life Titus complained:

The opportunists are ~oving heaven and earth throughout the
state to secure proxies and capture the state convention, and all
true Socialists need to to1ake up.

But he need not have worried. The Reds won a si~ificant victory

showing them to be in firm control of the party. The convention re-

endorsed the SPtv's 1901 platform which opposad all immediate demands

and other Yellow policies. The Seattle TiMes, looking upon the pro-

ceedin~s with a jaundiced eye, commented:

In many respects the gatherin~ resembled in its deliberations
and physical characteristics the early meetings of the People's

7For more information on the l-lF·1 in Idaho, see: Johansen,
p. 350; Schwantes, pp. 7-8,12-13,17-18; ~reeM~n's Labor Journal
20 Feb. 1902; L~ 23 Jan. 1903; Spokane Record 26 Feb. 1904.

For m;re information regarding the struP,81e to establish the
WSFL in Spokane, see: Freer.1an's Lahar Journal 18 Jan. 1901, 16 Jan.,
16 Feb. 1903; Spokane ~ecord 22,29 Jan., 26 Feb. 1904; and James L.
Hunt, "The History of the Spokane Central Labor Council ••• ", passim.

8Bushue, pp. 55-56,60; TS l6,3() ~tarch, 14 ~ept. 1902.
For more on the struggle, see: Bushue, pp. 31,54-55,64;

Apneal to Reason 16 Feh., 9 March, 12,19 April 1902, quoted in TS
27 April 1902; see also: T5 15 Dec. 1901.
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Party in 1892 and 1893, when small bands of men gathered in vari
ous cities and to,vns of the State, and believing themselves com
missioned to reforc the world, set about to reverse all the laws
of economics as well as most of those on the statute books.

To which Titus retorted:

It was not 10nR before those "small bands" of the People's
Party became big enough to do,~ the Republican army in this state.
And the only reason they did not remain big was their ignorance
of "economic laws," the very thin~ we socialists are strong on. 9

Even after the convention the intra-party contest continued on

a ferocious level. Thus it is extremely surprising that, despite these

schisMS, the SPl~ continued to grow. Party membership increased to ap-

proximately 1,000 and the number of affiliated locals increased to

forty-five. Party member George l~. Ficks was elected president of

Seat fO,te Typographical Union Local ~o. 202. And TS' s circulation grew

rapidly, reachin~ 2,500 in April 1902.10

In the 1902 fall elections both major parties adopted plat-

forms endorsing the WSFL's legislative agenda: an appointed State

Railroad Commission, direct election of senators, direct legislation

(i.e., initiative, referendum, and recall), and oriental exclusion.

This helped the non-socialist, anti-industrial union men, and

prompted the WSFL to continue its independent, non-partisan political

policies. As long as there was hope for reform within the major

parties and as long as the SPll was internally chaotic the trade union

ists could maintain their independence. ll

9Bushue, pp. 56-58; TS 1 June, 6 July 1902; Seattle Times
30 June 1902.

10Bushue, pp. 30,56,58-60; ~ 13 April, 6,27 July, 24,25,31,
Aug., 2 ~ov. 1902.

llSaltviR, pp. 73-74; Call, p. 43; Bushue, pp. 63,66-67; TS
2,9,16,23 Nov. 1902, 17 :-t~y 1903; Tripp, 8,14-15.
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Partly as a result the Republicans won an easy victory in

1902. Following the election Governor McBride appointed WSFL

President William Blackman as the second commissioner of the Labor

Bureau in an effort to gain labor's support. Blackman held the

post until 1908, but the l~SFL refused the bait and remained non-

partisan. The SPl~ received almost 6, 000 votes statewide. or ap-

proximately seven per cent of the total. Only the ~ssachusetts.

Socialist Party won a higher percentage. But the eastern Washington

locals, angered over Titus' exclusivity, did not contribute a single

dollar to the campaign. The SP''; got only 230 votes in Spokane,

while in King County it ~-1on 930 votes. 12 ~Ieanwhile the l';SFL con-

tinued to expand its operations slowly. The number of affiliated

locals increased from 132 to 143 and the number of cities with at

least one WSFL local increased from eleven to fourteen. (Tables

No. 1 and 2)13

In 1903 the relatively favorable economic conditions of 1902

changed for the worse. l-lhile the labor force continued to grow

rapidly the numher of new jobs failed to keep pace. The labor force

increased by 10.48 per cent to 316,000, but employment grew by only

6.64 per cent to 301.000. Thus, unemployment increased by 228.26 per

cent to IS.IOn, or 4.77 per cent of the labor force. As a result mem-

bership in the fledgling USFL declined marginally. The percentage of

the labor force it represented also declined from 2.01 per cent to

1.81 per cent.

12 Ibid •
l~lashin~ton State Federation of Labor. Proceedin1s of the

Annual Convention. 1907-1951, (Olympia, 1907-1951). Vol. 1919.
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In view of the '~SFL's weakness it is surprising that the 1903

legislature proved to be the most receptive to labor's de~ands. The

legislators approved an arbitration law, a bake shop inspection law,

a barbers Sunday closing law, a child labor law, and an eight hour

day for et!1ployees on public proj ects la~~. :Iost importantly, however,

the la~~kers approved a factory inspection law, which provided that

all dangerous industrial places be properly safeguarded and ~~hich

empowered the Labor Bureau to inspect the sites and recommend safety

measures. The legislature also passed a bill, long favored by labor,

introduced by Senator Warren Tolman of the Direct Legislation League,

allowing first class cities to amend their charters by the initiative.

None of these laws, in and of themselves, greatly helped labor, but

taken as a whole they provided sironificant encouragement to the con

servative, non-partisan wing of the labor movement. These groups now

had evidence to show that reform was possible within the capitalist

system and without class war. Although labor was a significant bene

ficiary of these new laws main responsibility for their passage rested

upon other groups. ~~omen's clubs, farmers, intellectuals, liberal

politicians, and many employers supported the reform program. In ad

dition, some social gospel cler~yr:1en ,~orked with the HSFL and the re

folT.l lobby. Their success confirmed the HSFL's hostility to the SPW

and inspired it to co-sponsor a resolution at the AFL convention

askinn the AFL to become more vi~orously involved in politics. The

convention proceeded to adopt the resolution, but did nothing further

about it until the 1906 congressional elections when Gompers enunciated

his fAmouS "Reward our Friends, Punish nur Enemies" policy. The WSFL's
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early legislative experience may well have played a part in the

evolution of the AFL's national political program. 14

The WSFL' s success and the schisms within the SP\o1 also en-

couraged the lo1CLU to take more direct control over its affiliated

weekly nelolspaper. the.!!!. In !larch 1903 the lo1CLU purchased the ~

from its publisher, John Oldham. for $350. The~, thereafter. be-

ca~e the WCLU's official organ. The lo1CLU elected a six-man board of

control and hired Gordon Rice as editor. Frank Rust. a conservative

AFL unionist noted for his business acumen, became general manager. 15

Labor's success at the legislature, hmolever, also led anti-

labor businessmen to reorganize. In November 1903 Seattle employers

formed the Citizens Alliance to oppose the spread of the union shop,

boycotts, and picketing. They sent letters to local businessmen

urginR them not to advertize in the~. In Spokane employers estab-

lished a local branch of the American League of Independent Workmen,

a company-sponsored company union, designed to inhibit organization of

genuine trade unions and promote the open shop.16

14Sal tviR, p. 103; Call, p. 20; Tripp, pp. 3-4,6,8,10-11,14-15,
35; ~orth~1est Church Life II (Aug. 1912), p. 127; III (Sept. 1913), p.
383; Puget Sound Conference of the ~ethodist Episcopal Church Journal
(1909), pp. 72-74; (1910), p. 67; vrr 13 April 1900. For labor's view
of the social ~ospel, see: UR 8 April 1905, 9 Feb. 1907, 7 Jan., 13
May 1911, 3 Feb. 1912; Seattr; Tines 16 Oct. 1910.

l5rhis action outraged Socialists in the WCLU. They claimed it
was in fact an effort to draw readership away from TS. Several SPW
dominated locals withdrew from the \~CLU rather than~ontribute to the
per capita tax assessment needed to pay for maintainin~ the UR.

O'Connell, pp. 2-3,25; Dickson, p. 25; DeShaz~, p. 35;
~tinutes, 18 ~1arch 1903, Box 8, KinR County Central Labor Council Rec
ords. University of Washington Library.

l6rn a "union shop" the employer agrees to employ only union
members; in an "open shop,1I the employer reserves the right to hire
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Meanwhile the SPW proved to be no real threat to labor's

non-partisan political policy. The party continued to waste its

energies in factional disputes. The fusion issue, which divided

the opportunists from the impossibilists, ruined Titus and ~ and

continued to wreak havoc on the SPW's political fortunes. 17

The disputes within the SPH might not have disrupted the

affairs of the labor movement, had not the WCLU become a bone of

contention within the party. Since the WCLU affiliated with the

AFL. socialists in the WCLU had been fighting a guerilla war against

the pro-WSFL and pro-AFL leaders in the t~CLU. The fact that neither

the WSFL nor the AFL conducted sisnificant organizing activites in

the Puget Sound re~ion played into the socialists' hands and was an

especially effective argument against the AFL amonr, the unemployed

and unorRanized. A good example occurred when the Seattle Street

Carmen's Union Local struck the Seattle Electric Company. The SEC

had recently been purchased by the giant Stone & Webster holding

company. When the new management unilaterally cut wages, the men

anyone he chooses, union or nonunion.
DeShazo, p. 35; Dickson, pp. 26-27; O'Connell, p. 25;

Saltvig, pp. 120,412; Spokane SR 13,16,19 April 1903; Seattle Star
24 Sept., 3 Oct. 1904. --

17Bushue, pp. 60-63,66; TS 4,18 Jan., 1,22 Feb., 12 Ap'ril,
17, 24 ~1ay 1903.

In 1904 even the out-of-state SP\ol organizations '''ithdrew
their support for TS '''hen Titu launched an attack on the "impossi
bilists", his own base of support, for not beinp, radical enough. Titus
then established a new newspaper, ~'lext, "lith the assistance of E.B. Ault
as business manager. Ault had formerly edited Equality Colony's weekly
journal, Industrial Freedom, and had briefly worked with Titus on TS in
1900. ~ lasted only a short while. Titus then attempted to revive
~. In 1906 he moved it to Toledo, Ohio, where he formed a partnership
with \-1illiam ~·tailley, an old SDP ally. For more on the impact of the
struggle of the~, see: Bushue, p. 33; !! 24 ~fuy, 19 July 1903, 26
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had reorganized their union. Ninety-six per cent of the 500

motormen and conductors then walked out in protest of the wage reduc-

tion. But, despite support from the Teamsters, the strike ended

after eight days when the company granted the men a two cent per hour

wage increase. Shortly after the men returned to l-lork, hot·,ever, the

company again reduced wages. 18

Dr. Titus, who vigorously supported the strikers, blamed the

loss of the strike on the company's use of non-union workers and on

the refusal of the WCLU's leadership to endorse his call for a general

sympathy strike of all workers to support the Street Carmen. Indeed,

the l~CLU had shown a certain amount of reticence. In view of subse-

quent developments it Might have been wiser to support the strikers.

After the men returned to work, the company bought off the union's

officers and convinced the union's secretary to send the local's

charter back to the national union with a statement saying that the

men had decided to withdraw from the union. This led to dissension

and lack of trust within the local and resulted in its collapse. On

the other hand, what the '~CLU might have done to help the strikers is

not easy to perceive. The SEC was a huge, powerful, influential

organization. To have co~itted the WCLU's slender resources to the

struggle mieht have led to its destruction as well. Still, the strike

was not a total failure. After it, the company never a~ain tried to

June 1904.
For Titus' role at the SP\~' s 1903 convention, t.,here the Reds

triumphed, sec: Bushue, pp. 68-70; TS 12 July 1903.
For More on the unsuccessfuY-Ye110w counterattack, see:

Bushue, pp. 70-74; ~ 19 July, 23 Aug., 20 Sept. 1903.

l8Sa1tvig, pp. 412-413; Cline, pp. 31-33; Seattle Star 24 Sept.,
3 Oct. 1904; Bushue, p. 68; ~ 5 April 1903; Seattle Times 26 Harch 1903.
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cut wages unilaterally. Instead, it instituted a sliding scale of

wages lo1hich guaranteed each lo1orker a t,.,o to three cent hourly wa~e

increase every few years on the job. At the same time, however, SEC

President Jacob Furth, as head of the Seattle Citizen's Alliance, took

the lead in campai~ning for the open shop and against union recogni

tion. The Alliance brought pressure on employers not to deal with

organized labor. This episode helps explain the labor movement's

vigorous support for public ownership of public utilities, including

transit systems. 19

In 1904 the economic slump continued but some improvement

occurred. Although the labor force ~rew less rapidly, increasing

by 7.91 per cent to 341,000, employment grew by 8.30 per cent to

326,000. As a result unemployment declined by 1.32 per cent to

14,900 or 4.36 per cent of the labor force. (Table ~o. 1) The

l~SFL now besan to show Si811s of real grol>1th. ~'fembership increased

by more than forty percent to 8,025 and, while the number of affili

ated locals declined from 143 to 106, the WSFL extended its operations

to eight new cities. It now represented 2.35 per cent of the state's

labor force. (Table ~Io. 2) Despite this moderate recovery the state's

p,ro'07th rate sagged. Prices for llashinr,ton' s exports sagged. The

decline in the gro,~h rate greatly affected businessmen and farmers

who had come to expect rapid growth. Allied with anti-reform forces,

they struck back against labor's gains in the political arena. The

1904 Republican state convention, under orders from James J. lIill, the

19Ibid •
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railroad magnate, refused to endorse the railroad conmission bill and

refused to renoI:linate Senator Henry J. llcBride, who had endorsed it.

This led to a split within the Republican Party. On one side stood

those who favored continuation of the party's traditional hir,h

tariff, pro-industry, anti-reform policies: the conservative,

party-loyalist, or "Old Guard" wing, which controlled most of the

party's machinery. On the other side stood those who favored

Theodore Roosevelt' s tentative, exploratory reform efforts: the

insurgent, or "prop,ressive" wing. Some 0 f them had previously been

associated Hith the Populist Party. In Hashinr,ton they may have con-

stituted a party majority, but they were divided amongst themselves.

Some :.<ere attuned to agricultural and rural needs; others more attuned

to urban and labor need'\:. Still others were primarily concerned with

so-called moral issues: women's suffrage, prohibition, clean and ef-

ficient government. Thus the progressive movement Has firm in some

things--notably their opposition to the large corporate interests--but

tended to split apart on priorities. As a result the Old Guard re-

tained a firm grip on the party.20
I

Such demonstrations of raw power by giant corporations and

their political allies raised to the fore the progressive issues of

corporate regulation, direct election of senators, direct legislation,

and civic virtue. They led to the creation of a number of new reform

orp,anizations and to active cooperation between the several existing

reform groups. The most important of the alliances was that bet\-.'een

20Johansen, pp. 447-450,465.
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the WSFL and the Gran~e. Since the turn of the century world-wide

over-production of 3rains had produced a sharp decline in prices.

This ,,,as accompanied by a sharp drop in t~ashin~ton ,,,heat production

and exports. By 1904 farmers had begun once aRain to seek 1egisla-

tive remedies. The Republican conservatives and the railroad in-

terests. however. stood in their way. To evade this legislative ob-

struction the 1904 Grange convention endorsed the idea of direct leg-

islation and direct election of senators. Retiring Grange Master

J.O. Wing called for cooperation between the Grange and other agri-

cultural organizations to secure these reforms. The convention also

endorsed a resolution, introduced by its President-elect C.B. Kegley,

which went even further. Kegley recommended that the Grange become

more active politically and cooperate with all organizations working

for direct legislation. This opened the way for cooperation with the

l-1SFL. 21

Nean'olhile, the Democratic Party sought to appeal to these dis-

contents by endorsinp, an appointive railroad commission with powers to

set railroad rates, assess the value of and set the tax rates for all

public service corporations. It also endorsed all of the WSFL's legis-

lative proposals: an employers' disability bill. congressional redis

trictinR, nonpartisan judiciary and direct primary laws. 22

Nevertheless, the conservative Republicans triumphed in

2lSaltvi~, pp. 83,103,117-119; J. Allen Smith, "Civic Orr,aniza
tions and Hunicipal Parties," Annals of the Ar.1erican Academy of Politi
cal and Social Sciences XXVII (1906), pp. 399-400; \vashin~ton State
Grange, Journ~l of Proceedin?s, (1904), p. 70; (1905), p. 15; (1906),
pp. 60,98; Seattle Times 3 Aug. 1904: Johansen, pp. 374-383. 626.

22 I bid.
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November 1904. Their gubernatorial candidate won by a vote of

75,278 to 59,119. On the other hand, the progressive Republican

presidential candidate, Theodore Roosevelt, carried the state with

over seventy per cent of the vote. EURene Debs, the SPA's presi-

dential candidate, received 10,023 votes, or 6.9 per cent of the

total,' lo1hile the SLP' s candidate received only 1,152 votes, or 1.1

per cent of the total. The Democrats received under twenty per cent

of the vote. 23

Following the election Titus abandoned Seattle in despair.

Taking ~ and E.B. Ault, his young assistant, ,,,ith him he vowed to

continue his "uncompromising revolutionary socialism from Toledo."

In Toledo financial troubles continued to plague the paper, however.

After about a year Titus moved the paper to Boise, Idaho, so he could

attend the trial of the l~Bl leaders accused of murdering Governor

Steunenberg but after six months in Boise, Titus moved TS back to

Seattle. 24

In 1905, after two years of high unemployr.lcnt, the economic

picture bri~htened. The labor force grew more rapidly, rising by

9.97 per cent to 375,000, but employment increased even faster,

rising 12.88 per cent to 368,000. Consequently uncmp10yment fell

by 53.69 per cent to 6,900 or 1.84 per cent of the labor force.

(Table No.1) As in 1902, however, the return to prosperity did

not necessarily benefit organized labor. Mcmbership in WSFL-

23The SPtol's national candidates ran much better than in 1900,
but in local races the Party was disappointed.

Johansen, pp. 474,614,623; Bushue, pp. 76,83; .!! 13 Harch

24Bushue, p. 34; Kipnis, pp. 176-177,292.
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affiliated organizations fell by nearly ten per cent. (Table No.2)

Although the number of '~SFL affiliates increased from 106 to 162,

many of the new organizations were weak and ill-prepared to survive

the employers' hostility.25

The return of prosperity, the Republicans' success at the

polls in 1904, and strong anti-labor sentiment among employers en-

couraged the 1905 legislature to resist labor's requests. The labor

lobby was also weakened and divided by disputes over organizational

policy. The grolo1ing Left-wing element, influenced by the Sp~.r' s

Red faction particularly well-represented in the WCLU, wanted the

WSFL to place more emphasis on organizing the" unorganized majority

of workers and less emphasis on labor and reform legislation. A

number of conservative craft unionists, who feared that continued

political involvement might lead the WSFL to endorse the SPW and

break with the AFL, also encouraged the USFL to limit its political

activites. As a result, none of labor's own proposals passed. 110"1-

ever, due to a revolt of Republican reformers against their conserva-

tive leaders, and to the Grange-WSFL alliance, the railroad commission

bill did pass. At the same time, a number of other bills supported

by labor also passed. 26

In March, following the ler,islative session, the reformist

sentiment, which had led trade unionists to form the WSFL, also pro-

duced a drive to reor~anize the t.rCLU. The reformers renamed the l-lCLU

the Central Labor Council of Seattle and Vicinity (SCLC) and adopted

25WSFL Procs., (1919)
26Johansen, pp. 465,470; Call, p. 20.
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a new constitution more in tune with the precepts of the non-AFL

trade unionists and the SP\l Yellows. The new constitution very

carefully tread the line of craft unionism. It permitted locals

complete autonomy in ~tters that did not produce jurisdictional

conflicts with other locals or central labor councils but it also

provided for the creation of seven industrially organized trade sec-

tion committees. (Table No.3) These semi-autonomous bodies co-

ordinated the educational and organizational activites of the

separate locals in their respective industries. In many ways they

acted like industrial unions but they were severely limited by the

jurisdictional jealousies of their international unions and were

ofter, prevented from taking vigorous independent actions. They had

to be careful lest the internationals come to believe that the trade

sections constituted embryonic dual industrial unions. Indeed, the

internationals had so~e justification for such fears. Over the years

many members of organized labor in Seattle developed more loyalty for

their trade sections and the SCLC than for the WSFL, the AFL, or for

the internationals. Thus, the trade sections may have promoted that

re~ional parochialism which had its roots in the independent formation

of the Seattle labor moveMent and which persisted until after 1-1or1d

War I. It may also have contributed to that crisis ~ich later nearly

destroyed the Seattle labor movement. 27

27The Trades Sections included: Building Trades, ~~ta1 Trades,
Maritime Trades, Printing Trades, Amusement Trades, ~lisce11aneous

Trades, and Brewery Trades (later replaced by the Provision Trades Sec
tion during Prohibition).

It was followinp, the formation of the SCLC along basically
craft union lines that a group of disgruntled SPlv industrial unionists
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At first the SCLC continued to present a low political pro-

file. This disgusted the labor backers of the SPW's Reds. These

"labor reds" agitated for labor to endorse the SPW. Some of them

also called on the SCLC to break its ties with the Aft and affiliate

with the newly formed Industrial l~orkers of the '~orld. Instead the

SCLC continued to work within the major parties on a non-partisan

basis and with the numerous rapidly growing reform groups. In 1905,

for example, the SCLC agreed to exchange delegates with the Seattle

}linisterial Association and the ~ even suggested formation of a

"unity club" to support pro-labor candidates regardless of party.28

Nonetheless, the SCLC was dissatisfied with the trend in

city politics. The labor leaders objected to the Hunicipal Ownership

League's cautious reform program to create a publicly-owned street

car system to compete with the Seattle Electric Company's system.

They needed to demonstrate that their non-partisan political policy

~Jas a success in order to counter the charges emanating from the

Left that they were playing into the hands of the capitalists. At

the same tine they needed to show that the It~'s rejection of all

seceeded and joined the newly-formed Industrial Workers of the lvor1d,
which had been founded in Chicago.

SCLC ~·tinutes, 17 ~lay, 26 July 1905, Ault Collections,
University of ~vashington Library; Philip Taft, Orf!anized Labor in
American History, (New York, 1964), p. 290; Industrial Workers of the
~vorld, Proceedin~s of the Foundin~ Convention of the Industrial
~·lorkers of the ~lorld, (Nevl York: !1erit Publishers, 1969), passim;
SchlJantes, "Leftward Tilt ••• ", p. 19; Dickson, p. 25.

28The SCLC's early conservative bias also reflects the dominance
of the Building, Printinr., Drewery and Hiscel1aneous Trades Sections
which consisted primarily of craft unions. See Table No.3.

O'Connell, p. 4; Dickson, pp. 23,35-36; Saltvig, pp. 120,407;
~ 11,18 Nov. 1905.
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political action of any kind was equally unwise. In particular,

they feared Titus' campaign to get the SCLC to endorse the Il~~. As

a result, in October 1905 the SCLC be~an to or~anize a ?Iunicipal

Ownership Party to mobilize support for a public o,~ership initiative.

At a MOL meeting the next month, SCLC leaders S.t~. Harmon and Gordon

Rice came out strongly for an immediate city take-over of the Seattle

Electric Company, by a negotiated sale, if possible, but by condemna-

tion, if necessary. Pressure from non-partisan AFL unionists, however,

forced the organizers to declare that labor would merely sponsor the

new party.29

Similar issues concerned Spokane labor leaders. There the

Democratic Party's candidate for mayor, Floyd Dag~ett. had strongly

endorsed municipal ownership of utilities while his Republican rival

tried to make the open shop the main issue. Labor supported Dag~ett

who went on to victory.30

In 1906 t~ashington's economy entered a ~enuine boom phase.

Although the labor force increased by 8.53 per cent employment levels

more than kept pace growing by 10.02 per cent to 409,000. So many new

jobs were created and so many new workers entered the labor market, in

fact, that unemployment declined by 124.63 per cent to a negative un-

employment rate of -1,700 or -0.41 per cent of the labor foree.

(Table ~o. 1) rlembership in the WSFL began to increase again and

nearly returned to the 1904 level. However, many of the locals formed

290 'Connell , p. 3; Saltvig, p. 93; Seattle Star 11 Oct., 27
Nov., 14 Dec. 1905.

30Sa1tvig, p. 206; Spokane SR 20,21,23 April 1905.
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in 1905 disinte~rated. Labor demand was so stronp, that many workers

felt they could dispense with the trade union protection. Due to the

increase in the labor force the WSFL did not materially increase its

share of the labor force. (Table No. 2)31

Despite the economic improvement labor did not benefit

politically. In January 1906 the SCLC-sponsored Seattle Horkingman's

League for :tunicipal Ownership, led by Frank \.[. Cotterill, called

again for a non-partisan ~tunicipal Ownership Party. Frank Cotterill

was a leader of the SCLC's Building Trades Section and served as the

SCLC's business agent. Although the labor ~aders had disavowed any

intention of controlling the proposed ~'IOP, nonetheless they sponsored

Matthew Dm.] as itR mayoral candidate, instead of liberal Democrat

William H. ~fuore. Dow, however, could not unite the progressive

forces. On 21 January, at a joint HOP-HLNO committee meeting, he

agreed to withdraw in favor of ~oore. In addition the delegates

voted to endorse a Democrat for corporation counsel. In return for

their continued support labor men won endorsements for city council

and other posts but they were junior partners in the coalition. All

swore to support a strong municipal ownership platform. 32

The opposition to the }IDP was fierce. The labor position was

attacked from both Left and Right. Dr. Titus strongly opposed the

idea. It reminded him of George F. Cotterill's previously unsuccessful

3l\o1SFL Procs., (1919)
32Frank W. Cotterill was the brother of prohibitionist reformer

George F. Cotterill, leader of the Citizens Non-Partisan Lea~ue.

Moore won the election with a 15 vote margin over city comp
troller, John Riplinp,er. the Republican candidate.

Saltvir" pp. 93-95,99-100,404; Seattle Ar~us 10 ~arch 1906;
Seattle Star 3,18 Jan., 2,16,22 Feb., 7 March 1906; Seattle P-I 16,
21 Jan. I96'6. -
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non-partisan efforts. Titus believed that municipal ownership of

street cars was not a real or fundamental solution and urged workers

to oppose municipal ownership. He argued that it would merely

transfer ol~ership from the trusts to ~iddle class capitalists and

proposed, instead, that Stone & Webster be allowed to acc~ulate

control over all the street car systems in America. This, he be-

lieved, would facilitate their take-over when the workers abolished

capitalism. The Seattle Times encouraged this idea since it coin-

cided with the employers' immediate objectives and even offered space

to socialist publicist Vincent Harper to argue against municipal

o~~ership. The Seattle Economic League, headed by Judge Thomas Burke

and former Governor John H. NcGraw, opposed municipal ownership on

the grounds that the bonds needed to finance the purchase the system

lo1ould beggar the city. The SEL' s argument convinced some fo rmer sup-

porters of municipal olmership, like Rev. M.A. ~fatthe~o1s, a prominent

!-lethodist minister. In addition, some supporters of other progressive

solutions, like Reuben Jones, who was a leadinp, supporter of the direct

primary, joined the SEL.33

In the summer of 1906 the IIDP began a drive to pass the bond

issues to finance municipal ownership of the street car system.

Their basic support came from the ~roore-for-!fayor forces. Despite

their efforts, however, the bonds lost by a large margin. and with them

the municipal ownership proposa1s. 34

33Saltvi~, pp. 101-102; Dr. Titus to G.F. Cotterill, 24 Feb. 1906,
Cotterill Papers, University of Washington Library; Seattle Times 1-8,13
Sept. 1906.

34Saltvig, pp. 100,102; Seattle~ 14 AU8., 13 Sept. 1906; UR
18 Aug. 1906; !=I 2,6,9,10 Sept. 1906; Times 2,6 Sept. 1906.
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Meanwhile, the campaign to secure direct legislation amend-

ments to the state constitution grew more active. In July delegates

from direct primary clubs from allover the state met in Seattle.

Representatives from twenty-seven counties, the King County

Republican Party (progressive). the Seattle Civic Union, the \·lSFL.

and the Grange also attended. They agreed to form a Direct Primary

League and to oppose legislative candidates who failed to support

direct legislation. Chris Horr of the Seattle Civic Union was elected

President. For the first time the labor movement abandoned its

traditional but unofficial alliance with the Democratic Party in favor

of one with the progressive Republicans. 35

In the fall the voters approved the amendment. Of all the

organizations involved with the DPL the \vSFL, inspired by the re-

cently activated AFL "campaip,n program" to reward lahor's friends and

punish its enemies at the polls, was the most enthusiastic. At its

1906 convention the WSFL offered to work not only for labor legis la-

tion, such as the eight hour day for miners and prohibition of false

labor advertizements. but also offered to work for the DPL's proposals

~ for the Grange's direct legislation efforts. This represented a

great achievement on the policy level, but it still left the WSFL with

practical problems concerning congressional candidates. The next year

the Y-lSFL leadership re flected that:

••• the federation faced the probleM of either silently consenting
to the reelection of congressmen who had never exerted themselves
on our behalf. or of endorsinr, the nominees of a minority party

35Saltvig. pp. 103,119-120; Seattle Times 21 July 1906; P-I
22 July 1906.
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who, though they were known to be the true friends of the work
ing people, stood little chance at the polls.

The WSFL solved this problem by leavin~ the matter of congressional

nominations to its local labor organizations. 36

Following the \~SFL's convention the SCLC also organized a new

political organization, the ~~orkingman's League for Clean Politics,

designed to elect pro-labor candidates. The ~{LCP confirmed the SCLC's

ne\-l policy by maintaining the break with the Populist-Democratic re-

form forces in favor of the pro-labor Republican progressives. Said

the l{LCP's leaders:

The Workingman's League used every honorable effort to have
workingmen placed in nomination on the Republican ticket •••

The H.{·publican leaders, however, rebuffed these advances. This

forced the WCLP to attack the Republicans and fo~ulate plans for

another non-partisan slate which they then presented to the King County

Democratic convention. The WLCP emphasized, however, that this was to

be no repitition of fusion. Labor hoped to preserve its independence

while maintainin~ Democratic support. The Democrats, aware of the at-

traction progressivism presented to labor, endorsed both the lmFL and

Grange platforms. They also nominated former WSFL President William

Blackman and Patrick Byrne of the Spokane labor movement for Congress. 37

In the elections labor lost the battle hut won the war. The

Republicans won all the congressional elections and a legislative

36Saltvig, pp. 120-122,403; Seattle Times 23 July 1906; WSFL
Procs., (1907), p. 16.

37Saltvir" pp. 122-123,125; U~ 8 Sept., 3 Nov. 1906; P-I 14-15
Sept. 1906;~ 14 Sept. 1906; Times 14,26 Sept. 1906.
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majority but they could not prevent the election of many candidates

pledged to direct legislation. Among those elected to the legisla-

ture was John E. "Dynamite Jack" Campbell, secretary-treasurer of the

International Shingle Weavers of America. He thereby became the

first trade union leader to win election to the le~islature. Earlier

in the year Campbell had lost a foot while leading the ill-fated but

heroic Ballard shingle weavers strike. 38

One of the most significant developments for the labor move-

ment in 1906 was the energence of the I~~~ as an organizational threat

to the AFL. Although of little immediate consequence the I\~~ soon

proved its ability to annoy both labor and business leaders. Their

first ."topearance in UashinRton, during the shin~le weavers st rike,

set a pattern. Following the creation of the WSFL in 1903 a group of

lumber union workers had met in Everett and had decided to establish

the International Shinr,le l1eavers Union. They had applied for and re-

ceived an AFL charter to organiza the skilled and relatively well-paid

shinr,le and lumber mill workers. These were conservative, married,

church-going, home-owning men with a stake in their cornnunities. The

38In King County only two of the Labor-Democratic le~islative
candidates won seats, L.E. Kirkpatrick and George F. Cotterill. They
were helped more by the Anti-Saloon Lea~ue than labor. In Spokane,
labor's efforts to establish a deal with the progressive Republicans
also failed and labor was forced to turn to the Democrats once aRain.
In Tacoma an effort to organize a ~~orkinr,man's League never got off
the ground due to the anti-labor efforts of the Citizens Alliance.
The SP,.[ mean,,,hi1e had another disappointing year. The only bright
spots were the election of two fusionist candidates in Northport and
Bellingham.

Saltvig, pp. 123-127; HSFL Procs., (1907), pp. 20,30; Seattle
Ti~es 13 Sept., 7 Nov. 1907; Bushue, p. 84; TS (Toledo) 27 Jan. 1906;
Call, pp. 47-48.
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IS'~ ignored the relatively-poorly-paid migratory workers who labored

in the forests and lunber camps. These men had little stake in

society. Largely foreign-born, unmarried, and radical-leaning, they

had little in com~on 'lith the organized shingle weavers. It was among

these workers that the Il~~ had won most of its early converts. Had

the lumber mill owners been more enlightened, or less aggressive,

there is little doubt that the I\~ would never have made inroads

among the shingle weavers. tfuen the IS1m sought union recognition,

however, the employers had refused to negotiate and had claimed that

poor economic conditions had prevented them from grantin~ concessions.

Even after conditions improved, however, the employers had remained

obdurate. Finally, early in 1906 the IS9U struck a number of mills

in Ballard demanding recognition and higher wages. Still the employers

refused to negotiate. The strike was crushed when 365 West Coast lu~

ber nill operators joined forces to resist the workers' demands. The

failure of the strike revealed to the mill workers how much they had

in common with the I\~~ radicals. Following the strike I1~~ sympathizers

began to infiltrate the union in order to wean it away from the AFL. 39

In 1907 the economic recovery slowed. The labor force, however,

continued to grow, rising by 7.86 per cent to 439,000. Once a~ain the

number of new jobs could not keep pace. Although employment increased

by 5.13 per cent to 430,000, unernp1oy~ent became a problem. In 1907

unemployment increased by 118.27 per cent to 9,300 or 2.11 per cent

39Por more on the structural philosophy and tactics of the I}r.~,
see: Albert F. Gunns, "Roland Hill Hartley and the Politics of l~ashing

ton State," (M.A. Thesis: University of Washington, 1963), pp. 31-32;
Clark, pp. 90-93; Johansen, p. 480.
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of the labor force. The declining rate of econo~ic growth was one

of the primary reasons for union grol~h. As optimism about the future

diminished workers lost confidence in the free labor market and sought

to protect their jobs and incomes collectively. In good times each

'Iworker had sought to maximize his own iaependence and freedom to work
,\

for the highest waRes. As economic conditions deteriorated that same

worker now sought to limit his economic liability by extending the

risk of wage cuts and tmemployment to other workers. As a resul t mem-

bership in WSFL-affiliates increased at twice the rate of 1906 and

rose by 22.51 per cent to 9,778. Never before had the WSFL repre-

sented so high a percentage of the state's labor force. (Table No.2)

For the first time statistics concerning membership in the SCLC are

also available. These statistics reveal that the SCLC was nearly as

large as the WSFL with 7,261 paid-up members. By far the largest

trade section was the Building Trades Section, followed by the

Brewery/Provision Trades Section. Most of the other sections had only

a few hundred paid-up members. (Table No. 3)40

Despite the lagging economy and the unsuccessful shingle

';leavers strike, the HSFL could reflect, ~~ith increasing satisfaction,

upon its own economic policies. Despite its poor showing in the 1906

elections the '~SFL could also look with increasing satisfaction on its

political policies, for its work on behalf of progressive candidates

soon bore fruit. Following the election of 1906 tolilliam H. Paulhamus,

40The statistics given exar.gerate the size of the SCLC. ~any
of the SCLC's members l~ere also ~embers of WSFL unions and thus ap
pear in both sets of statistics. ~bst of the Building Trades Section
members, .for eX3I:lple, were affiliated with both organizations.
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a soutlnJest Washington Democrat, had organized a non-partisan reform

coalition at the legislature. Independently, the Grange and the WSFL

had also reorganized and grown even closer with the appointment of a

five-man joint legislative connnittee. ,This coalition eventually made

the 1907 session of the legislature the most successful in history

for labor. The legislature passed a direct primary act applicable to

state and county offices and approved an advisory primary for the

United States Senate. The legislature also passed labor-endorsed

bills including an amendnent to the child labor act. It passed 1egis-

1ation making Labor Day and Hemoria1 Day school holidays, enactin~ a

sixteen hour day for railroad workers, regulating purchase of uniforms,

establishing an educational test for railroad flagmen and a pure food

lalo1. At the tlSFL's 1907 convention. President Charles A. Case argued

that labor's support for the ~IDore campaign had contributed to this

success and had led to increased economic prosperity. In addition,

labor's support for non-labor reform issues had given labor respect-

ability and had helped labor fight the Citizens Alliance.

The cause has had a glimpse of what may be attained through
united political action in behalf of fellow unionists or those
who have proven their friendship.

Nevertheless. despite labor's strong efforts, the legislature post-

poned the chief elements of the reform program, the stateto1ide initia

tive and referendum bills. 4l

Following their defeat in the 1906 Seattle elections the NOP

41Johansen, pp. 465-470; Call, pp. 20-21; Tripp, p. 16;
Sa1tvig, pp. 121,125-127,129,405-406; WSFL Procs., (1907), p. 8;
House Journ~l (19n7), pp. 110,280,534; Senate Journal (1907), pp. 62,
457,529,665,682,801-802. See also: Seattle Arnus 9 ~arch 1907 and
y! 12 Jan., 13 April 1907.
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had also revised its pro~ram and chaneed its name to the City Party.

Without abandoning municipal ownership the party moved away from the

labor program and laid increased emphasis on non-partisanship,

morality in and the democratization of city government. Still its

efforts languished due to public apathy and fraternal disagreements.

While the party succeeded in passing charter amendments establishing

the initiative, referendum, and submission of franchise extensions

to the voters, its mayoral candidate again lost to the Republican in

the 1907 city elections. Following the elections the City Party dis-

integrated ending yet another labor effort to improve its political

situation. 42

The SPlo1, too, suffered in the elections. The passage of the

Direct Primary Act (1907) made it harder for the party to get on the

ballot. In the absence of Dr. Titus, in Toledo, the SPH's Yellow

faction had gro~.m stronger. At the 1908 SPH convention it wrote the

party platform which called for legislation to abolish labor injunc-

tions and to restrict child labor and residence requirements for

voting. It also called for establishment of the eight hour day, the

forty-fou~ hour week, freedom of speech and of the press, the

initiative and referendum, and equal suffrage for women. In the eyes

of the Reds, the party had simply endorsed the demands of the progres-

sive reformers and lost its unique sense of class consciousness. They

refused to support the platform. The continuin~ decline of the

42Sa1tvig, pp. 102-107; Seattle City Party pamphlet, The City
For the People (Seattle, 27 Oct. 1907); Seattle~ 7 Jan., 5 Feb.
1908; Joe Snith to L.E. Kirkpatrick, 29 Harch, and Joe Smith to }f.E.
Pew, 5 Hay 1908, Joe Smith Papers, University of Hashington Library.
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economy made its economic solutions seem meaninRless. By election

time, althou~h 10-15,000 remained unenp10yed in Seattle alone, the

SPH ,.,on a mere 2.7 per cent of the vote. 43

The demise of the City Party left the Direct LeRis1ation

League still in operation and eager to move on to a state-wide initia-

tive and referendum campaign. It also led the l~SFL to re-emphasize

its ties with the Grange and to endorse the Grange's direct 1egisla-

tion campaign. Addressing the Grange's 1908 convention, newly

elected HSFL President Frank Cotterill emphasized the COtnr.lon interest

farmers and workers had in improving social and moral conditions.

The Gran~e, in return, re-endorsed the WSFL's legislative demands, in-

clud ':."'g the employers' liability bill, and the eight hour day for

women and minors bill, but only as social reform not class le~isla-

tion. The Grange also passed a resolution favoring the purchase of

union-cade agricultural equipment. The threat of labor radicalism,

unemployment, and the growth of an open shop campaign, however, con

tinued to weaken labor's coa1ition. 44

In 1908 the economic slow-down became even more serious.

l~i1e the labor force r,rew at its slowest rate yet, increasing by

only 7.06 per cent to 470,000, very few ne\o1 jobs were created. Em-

ployment grew by only 2.32 per cent to 440,000. As a result unemp10y-

ment shot up by 217.20 per cent to 29,500 or 6.27 per cent of the

43Bushue, pp. 111-112; Winslow, p. 21; Johansen, p. 473;
Seattle Tines 2,5 ~arch 1908.

44Sa1tvi~, pp. 124-403,406.413; "TS 2 Jan. 1909; Hashington
State Granp,e, Proceedinrs of the AnnualConvention (1908), pp. 82-83,
94-95; E.~I. Weston to the SCLC, 7 Feb. 1934, Box 9-21. WSFL Records,
University of Hashington Librnry.
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(Table :<0. 1) ~lembership in the \iSFL continued to p,row

and reached 10,846, an increase of 10.92 per cent. For the Recond

year in a row the nunber of HSFL affiliates and the numher of cities

with affiliates showed sizeable increases. (Table No.2) As economic

hardship spread, workers saw more benefits in trade unions. On the

other hand the SCLC suffered considerably from the dOlm-turn because

nost of ;;ashins;ton' s unemployed lived in Seattle. Me",bership fell by

more than ten per cent. Especially hard hit were the snaller and

weaker trade sections. By contrast, the Buildinc Trades Section

actually grew by about 400 members. (Table No. 3)

Efforts to deal ",ith the unenployment "'ere ,,,eak. On a

natic..."al level the incumbent Republicans refused to endorse labor's

proposals, but when AFL President Compers tried to interest the

Democrats in these proposals, they showed no more interest. In

Seattle, ",here the state's unenployment was most severe, protest

marches and demonstrations occurred for the first time since the de-

pression of 1893-1894. These too were unsuccessful. They only suc-

ceeded in dividin~ the SCLC. While the leadership opposed the protest

marches and demonstrations and were more concerned by the anti-labor

policies of the :!aster Builders Association, which represented seventy-

f.ive per cent of Seattle's open shop employers, many Seattle trade

unionists showed less patience. Twenty-seven hard-hit SCLC locals

broke ranks and endorsed the marchers. 45

The unemployment marches also produced a creat deal of disorder

45 Even ,dth the grOlJing radicalization of the SCLC, a larp,e num
ber of pros;ressive reformists won legislative seats in the fall elections.

Ibid.
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and alarm. The P9lice arrested so~e of the ~archers. More importantly

they provided a perfect opportunity for the radicals on both sides to

polarize the community. The demonstrations helped promote the lmA and

they also provided the I~1 with a tailor-made issue. For the first

tice I~l\ol orRanizers appeared in Seattle in large numbers. They con

ducted l"hat later became known as a "Free Speech Fight" on behalf of

the arrested marchers. Another consequence was the formation of the

Seattle Ileta1 Trades Council, an organization of locals enp10yed by

Metal Trades Association members. Constructive, at first, by 1917 it

became a radical stron~hold.46

With the apparent end of prosperity labor's dream of peaceful

reform faded. It seemed that the dire preductions of the radicals

would come true. As econo~ic dan~ers increased labor devoted itself

more firmly to its internal organization and to driving a harder

bar~ain with its progressive allies. It is with the end of rapid

economic growth, too, that the first part of the progressive era came

to a bitter conclusion.



Chapter 3:

The Radical Challenge:

The Rise and Fall of the Pror.ressive Coalition.

1909 - 1917

The history of the Progressive era falls. naturally, into two

parts. In the first part. which lasted from 1902 to 1908. l-1ashington

State's economy prospered and rapid economic growth continued. Unem-

ployment. although occasionally severe. never persisted for long. At

no time did employment actually decline. The major problem was that.

despite its rapid grmolth. the economy failed to absorb all of the un-

employed. Durinr, most of the second part, which lasted from 1909 to

1917, Hashincton' s economy stagnated. The rate of economic p,rmolth de-

clined dramatically. Although the labor force grew at a much slower

rate than before unemployment became an ever more serious problem. At

times it seemed that large scale unemployment had become a permanent

feature of the society.l

Between 1915 and 1917 the state's economy revived. Although

the labor force remained nearly stable enp10yment increased rapidly

and by 1917 more jobs ,,,ere available than workers (Table No.1).

lvages and profits climbed commensurably and ,,,ith them rose the spectre

lJohansen. pp. 440-441,607,611,621,626-628.
~o. 1; Roger Sale, Seattle P~st To Present (Seattle:
\o1ashineton Press, 1976), pp. 1()4-l05.

See also: Table
University of
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of inflation. This revival, however, was illusory. The effects of

World War I masked the underlying crisis in the economy. As first

European and then American war orders began to pour in production in

creased bolsterinR depressed industries and creating new ones. In the

long run, however, the war merely delayed the day of reckonin~.2

In 1909 the economy appeared to recover vigorously from its

1907-1908 decline. Although the labor ~rew at the lowest rate yet

recorded, rising only 5.95 per cent to 498,000, employment increased

sharply, growing by 11.13 per cent to 489,000. As a result unemploy

ment fell sharply, by 67.45 per cent, to 9,600 or 1.92 per cent of the

labor force. (Table No.1) The presence of nearly 10,000 unemployed

workers concentrated in the urban areas, however, continued to place

strong and dangerous strains on social and political relationships.

The 1907-1908 recession had also hurt the WSFL. In 1908 its

growth rate had fallen by more than half. In 1909, however, the WSFL

began to grow a~ain. ~tembership increased by thirteen per cent to

12,257, the highest level yet reached. On the other hand, the WSFL's

percentage of the labor force did not increase. The WSFL redirected

its efforts into increasin~ the number of its affiliates and spread

ing into new areas throughout the state. (Table No.2)

The 1908 recession struck the SCLC much harder than the W~FL.

In 1908 the Council's paid-up Membership declined by more than ten

per cent. Recovery also came more slowly to the SCLC than to the

WSFL. In 1909 membership increased by only 8.56 per cent to 7,084. The

Building Trades Section suffered most in the recession and lost nearly

2Ibid ; WSFL Procs., (1919), p. 53.
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1,000 members. ~fean",hile the ~faritiMe, ~fiscell;lneous, Print in~, and

Amusement Trades sections grew significantly. (Table No.3)

TIle onset of economic stagnation had f~~ immediate negative

political consequences. Although it c~ased to grow rapidly the state's,

economy continued at a relatively high plateau. Labor and its progres-

sive allies, with the support of ~farion Hay, the nel~ly elected mildly

progressive Republican governor, had never heen better organized.

l~en the legislature ~et in January 1909, labor was well-situated to

press its demands. As a result the lawmakers passed a 10nK series of

pro-labor bills. A~ain, while none of their bills ushered in the mi1-

lenium, collectively they tended to justify the faith of non-partisan

trade unionists. The most important new law was the Employers

Liability Act which made e~ployers liable for injuries their employees

suffered while on the job. In addition the legislature approved an

eight hour day for miners bill,. a new mine inspection bill, an elec-

tric head~ight bill, a loan shark bill, a firemen's and policemen's

pension relief bill, and a bi.ll re~ulating examination and registra

tion of nurses. 3

The most important new force behind the WSFL's lobby at the

le~islature were the mine workers. Unlike the industrial workers in

the lumber industry the miners had profitted greatly from ~SFL af-

filiation. ~!embership in United Uine Horkers of America District

No. 10 had increased fron less than 300 in 1903 to more than 3,000

in 1908. By 19Q9 most of the 1arp,er mine operators had a~reed to end

3Ca11~ pp. 15,21; O'Connell, p. 4; DeShazo, pp. 24-25; ~ 20
Feb. 1909.
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the open shop and accept the union shop. \>1ith the passaRe of the

new hours, inspection, and employers' liability laws conditions in

the mines improved visibly. Dangerous and unsanitary conditions be-

gan to be corrected. Workers could sue their employers for injuries

suffered on the job. And, for the first tine, the mine yorkers signed

joint agreements with a number of employers. 4

Their new strength made District ~o. 10 into one of the

strongest and most loyal segments of the lo1SFL. Yet their industrial

unionism remained a source of conflict. For example, District No. 10's

1909 convention adopted a resolution endorsinr "the necessity of pub-

lic ownership and democratic mana~ernent of all the means of production

and exchange that are collectively used ..... The miners' policy thus

conflicted lo1ith the lolSFL' s capitalistic and reformist strategy. 5

The continuing strife in the SPW also contributed to the

WSFL's growing prestige. Since his return to Seattle in 1907, Dr.

Titus had been trying to regain control over the party. In his ab-

sence, however, the Yellow faction led by E.J. "Doc" Brown had grown

increasin~ly powerful. The Yellows ot~ed much of their strp.ngth to the

fact that a majority of the SPA's National Executive Committee sympa-

thized with their "opportunistic" policies. Indeed, on 20 December

1908 the ~IEC had endorsed Brown's faction in its struggle with Titus'

Reds. Finally, at the 1909 SPlol convention, the Yellows took over con-

tro1 of the party. As a result, a large fraction of Reds, led by Dr.

Titus, walked out of the party and attempted to set itself up as a
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rival organization. Within months the secessionists quarelled and split

among themse1ves. 6

While the SPlol seemed to be dissolving as a result of its own

internal contradictions a different kind of threat arose to confront

the \-1SFL. Since 1908 the Spokane Central Labor Council had been try-

ing to get the city government to re~ulate "job sharks" (unscrupulous

private employnent agents who. for a fee, promised to find jobs for

workers but who, in collusion with job bosses and foremen. conspired

to over-subscribe jobs). Their activities led to constant labor

turn-over with the agent and foremen sharing in the fees paid by the

workers. Workers also disliked the system because it weakened their

ability to improve working conditions. Neither city ordinances, nor

a free city employment agency, had solved the problem.

In ~ovember. 1909 the I~~~ took up the fight on behalf of the

workers usinp, much the same technique they had used earlier in the

Seattle unemployment demonstrations. Later, strengthened by defec-

tions from the SPlv, the Il-lW's took to the streets to denounce the

"job sharks". Rather than dealing with the workers' complaints, how-

ever, the Spokane City Council responded by passing an ordinance

6Por more on the conflict in the SPH 1eadinp, up to the 1909
convention, see: Bushue, pp. 130-132,134,136,138; TS 13 Feb., 6,27
Harch, 19 June. 10.17 July 1909; P-I 1,23,25 ~'Iarch 1909; lolil1ial"'l Z.
Foster, FroM Bryan To Stalin, (~e~ork: International Publishers,
1937), p. 32; Kipnis, p. 373; Johansen, p. 473.

For more on tha defeat of Titus and the rreds at the convention
and their subsequent walkout and expulsion, see: tlins10w, pp. 23-24;
Foster, pp. 32-33; Bushue, pp. 138,140-142; Kipnis, p. 373; O'Connor.
p. 15.

For the subsequent efforts of Titus and his allies to recap
ture control of the socialist movement. see: Bushue, pp. 35-36;
O'Connor, p. 15.

For more on tlle behavior of the secessionist Reds, see:
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banning all street speaking, except by the Salvation Army.

Rebelling against this ordinance 1t-11" agitators continued to

speak publicly. This led to mass arrests of 1Hl-l's. The Il\~'[' s re-

sponded to the challenp,e vigorously, ~":l.th a startling innovation.

Demanding the ri~ht of "Free Speech" they eagerly courted arrest.

Thus was born one of the 1~~'s most colorful propagandistic tech-

niques, the "Free Speech Fight". Hhen the wobblies were arrested

they sent out calls for reinforcements to take their places. As

rapidly as they were jailed new speakers arrived to continue the

campaign. The city jails soon filled to over-flowing. This placed

unbearably heavy burdens on the city budget •. The jailed 1\~'s

suffered, too, from over-crowdin~, poor food, lack of sanitary facil-

ities J and brutal guards, but the)· kept their spirits up by singing

songs and conducting hunger strikes. From their confinement they also

waged a very effective propaganda ca~paign which greatly enbarrnssed

city officials and outraged many middle class citizens. Elizaheth

Gurley Flynn's reports on jail conditions, in particular, proved

shocking. Her reports on sexual misconduct bet\o1een jailers and fe-

male prisoners led to an investigation, the hiring of jail matrons,

and other improvements. By Barch 1910 the city had had enough. The

council restored free speech and released the 1~nl's. The 1m~'s

lolinslow, PI'. 24-25; Hilliam Z. Foster, The Historv of the ComMunist
Party in the l~ited States, (New York, 1955), Pp. 32,122; Bushue, p. 142.

For more on national impact of the SP\1 split and the result
ing court cases, see: Bushue, pp. 144-146; Kipnis, p. 374; Foster,
From Bryan to Stalin, p. 33; ~ 21 Aug., 6,11 Sept. 1909.

For the reflections of Titus upon his defeat, see: Bushue,
p. 146; ~ 18 Sept. 1909.
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claimed this as a great victory, but, in point of fact, it was not.

The private employment agents continued to operate freely.7

By the end of 1909 a crisis was approaching. The lack of

vigorous economic explosion stren~thened the appeal of the trade

unions, but made employers less likely to make concessions. If

growth did not resume, an expulsion seemed likely.

In 1910 the recovery continued, but at an even slower pace,

as the economy reached the limits of growth. The labor force in-

creased, but only by 4.41 per cent to 520,000. Employment also

grew, but only by 4.90 per cent to 513.000. Unemployment fell by

21.87 per cent to 1.44 per cent of the labor force. but this left

7,500 still out of work. (Table ~o. 1) This encouraRed the WSFL

to reorganize to fight for its demands on both economic and

political levels.

Oneresult of the WSFL's intensified economic and political

efforts was a sharp increase in its growth rate. Membership increased

by nearly twenty-six per cent to 15.420, a new peak. By 1910 the

WSFL represented more than three per cent of the state's labor force

for the first time in history. At the same time the WSFL continued

to expand the number of its affiliates and to move into ne~ towns and

7Spokane SR 18 Jan. 1910; Robert Charles Eckberg, "The Free
Speech FiRht of th; Industrial Workers of the Wlr1d: 1909-1910," (~.A.
Thesis: Washin~ton State University, 1967); Elizabeth Gurley Flynn,
"The Free Speech Fight at Spokane," International Socialist Review,
(Dec. 1909), p. 487: Flynn, I Spenk Mv ~·m Piece: Autobio!!ranhy of the
Rebel Girl, (:Tew York: }fasses and ~!ainstreal!l, 1955); Flynn, "The Latest
News from Spokane," International Socialist Review, (Jan. 1910), P. 613;
Benjamin H. Kizer, Elizabeth Gurley Flynn, Pacific ~orthwest Quarterlv
57, (Summer 1966), 110-112; "Barbarous Spokane," Independent 68 (10 Feb.
1910), 330-331,711; Saltvig, p. 214; Hunt, pp. 39-49; Nelson W. Durham,
History of the City of Spokane, (Chicago: S.J. Clarke Co, 1912, pp. 543
547.
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cities. By 1910 the WSFL had 232 local affiliates in thirty-six towns

and cities. (Table :lo. 2)

The SCLC, on the other hand, suffered a relapse. Hembership

fell by 5.68 per cent to 6,681, lower than it had been in 1907. Only

the Haritime and !1etal Trades sections increased in membership. Since

these sections contained many of the SCLC's more radical members this

helped push the Council toward more direct involvement in politics.

(Table No.3) In large measure this explains the intense interest in

politics in the Seattle labor movement.

Since 1906 the '~orkinRffian's League for Clean Politics had

been supporting pro-labor major party candidates in Seattle elections.

Labor's efforts to or~anize its own political party had consistently

run up against the opposition of those who favored one of the existing

parties, or who opposed any sort of involvement in politics. Such op-

position had crippled the HOP (1906). In 1910, again, the HLCP b~car:te

alarmed by the potential threat from Dr. Titus' new party to its own

political party, the United Labor Farty. They hoped to use the ULP
I

to elect their mayoral nominee, Charles H. ~iller, a workingman who

had been running as a Democrat. Again, however, the SCLC refused to

endorse the ULP. Probably as a result, the ULP proved a dismal failure.

The "wet" Republican candidate, Hiram Gill, defeated the "dry" Democrat,

William H. ~toore, by a handsome tnajority. 18,012 to 14, 703. ~1iller re-

ceived only 1,494 votes on the ULP ticket, while Hulet Wells, running

on the SPH ticket received a mere 393 votes. 8

8 .
Soon a reaction to Gill set in. In 1911 he was recalled. In

1912 he failed to regain his seat.
Saltvi~, pp. 404-405; P-I 9,23,28 Feb., 10 March 1910; OR 29

Jan•• 5,12,19,26 Feb •• 12 ~farch--r9l0; O'Connell. p. 4; Horgan. pp:- 166
16~; Sale, p. 107.
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Despite their defeat the ULP forces reorganized themselves

for the fall campaign to no~nate candidates for city, county, and

state offices. ~ean'lhile, the \-lSFL and the GranRe began to or~anize

a wider campaign on the state level. Ernest II. Smith. a Grange

lecturer, issued a call for all "progressive elenents" to meet to

discuss the possibilities. He invited the HSFL, the Grange, and sup

porters of the lliles Poindexter-for-Senate campai~n to help organize

a "Progressive Political Alliance". The invitation met with a favor

able response and on 12 February the delegates met in Seattle. The

progressives could not agree on a unified program, but did agree to

establish two new organizations: a Direct Legislation League,

base~ on the Seattle model, and a Progressive Political Alliance.

The DLL was the lineal descendant of the Direct Primary League. Its

supporters consisted of those, like Chris Horr and George F. Cotterill.

who wished to support progressive issues without abandonin~ their

major party affiliations. It contained representatives of the major

parties as well as the Grange, the WSFL, and civic reform organizations.

The PPA, on the other hand, consisted of individuals who had the wider

objective of electing progressive candidates regardless of party.

Lacking strong bi-partisan support, however, the PPA soon disintegrated.

The DLL, meanwhile, benefited from bi-partisan support and prospered

and became the most comprehensive progressive organization in the state,

a clearing house for progressive ideas and sentiment. The labor Reds,

however, rejected such reform efforts. 9

9Saltvig, pp. 151-152,170; WSFL Proes., (1911). p. 25.
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As a result the labor forces were deeply divided in the fall

elections. In Seattle forty Left-wing locals sent delegates to the

ULP convention. They nominated a ticket consisting of union men and

drew up a platform which emphasized the prinacy of the class struggle.

They won si~ificant support from SCLC unions. On 13 July the SCLC

went so far as to endorse the ULP's platform. This produced a second-

ary split in the labor movement. t~ny of the SCLC's conservative

craft unions, who favored a non-partisan line, refused to go along

with this departure from traditional l-lSFL-SCLC policies. lolllile the

pro-ULP forces lobbied for support within the labor movement, the

non-partisan forces lobbied against them. At first the pro-ULP

forc0? achieved some surprisinp, successes. Under their influence,

the WSFL, itself, toyed with the idea of endorsing the ULP. At its

state convention, the WSFL approved a resolution to consider a state

labor party but a general lack of labor interest outside of Seattle

and the absence of public support led the WSFL to abandon the project

after a short while. Instead the WSFL allied with the SCLC's labor

conservatives and opted for continuinp. their non-partisan alliance

ll1ith progressives in both major parties. The HSFL joined the Grange

in endorsing Poindexter in the advisory primary campaign. And later,

in July, both the Bellingham and Seattle central labor councils fell

back into line and endorsed Poindexter. In September Samuel Gornpers

endorsed this policy. The U5FL also endorsed Stanton ~-larburton, a

Poindexter supporter running for Congress as a progressive Repub1ican. 10

100'Connell, p. 4; Saltvig, pp. 154.157,165-166,404-405; WSFL
Procs., (1911), pp. 11,23; SR 24,28 July, 3 Sept. 1910; UR 13,30 Aug.,
17 Sept. 1910; P-I 14 Sept.19l0; Howard \-1. Allen, "?1ile~Poindexter:-
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The results of the 1910 election greatly encouraged the WSFL.

Poindexter won the Republican primary and was elected to the Senate by

the legislature. lVarburton. too. won a seat in Congress. The e1ec-

tion of many more legislative candidates pledged to reform than in

1908 led the l~SFL to hope for even greater success in 1912. lolSFL

President Charles R. Case. reflecting on the growth of progressive

sentiment in both major parties. said:

Likewise in national politics we insurRed together. and to
that fact more than any other is due the chan~es in our Congres
sional delegation.

The WSFL urged its members to:

••• encourage wherever possible the formation of independent polit
ical movements. and that we direct the officers of this organiza
t, i on to lend all possible assistance to the end that we r.lay have a
truly united working class. conscious of both its industrial and
political power. ll

The election results, however. did little to encourage the ULP

supporters in the SCLC. lVithout united labor backing in either the

SCLC or the HSFL. the ULP's candidates for local offices all ran third,

behind the Republicans and the Democrats, who finished first and second,

respectively. The election results did lead the SCLC to re-consider

the subject of political organization. After years of political fai1-

ure. brought on by its lack of political discipline. this was a press-

in~ need. As a result, in December 1910, the SCLC created a new le~is-

1ative con~ittee, the Political Welfare Committee. The eleven-man

PWC consisted of de1eRates from each of the Trade Sections, chosen by

the president, whose purpose was to re~ularize labor's lobbying and

A Political Biography," (Ph.D. Dissertation: University of Washington,·
1959), pp. 93-94.

I1Saltvig, pp. 407-408; ~-1SFL Procs., (1911), pp. 23,86-87.
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other political activites. Previously, the SCLC's political decisions

had been made in special session, by a committee of the whole house.

This had proved a cumbersome proceedure. The conservatives disliked

this method because it gave the" advantage to denogoAues who could sway

large crowds. They suffered fron the fact that the pro-SrW and pro-

ULP forces had most of the good orators. It was this fact which had

inspired the SCLe's third party proclivities. Also, since the SCLC

made its political decisions by majority vote, this had usually pro-

duced a dis~runtled minority which could be counted on to obstruct

whatever policy the SCLC had approved. It was this fact which had

destroyed the SCLC's pro-ULP policy.12

The PtvC was a great inprovernent over the old system. It

operated year round and not just at election tiMe. Although its

activities reached a peak just before elections it provided a

desperately needed continuity to labor's policy-making nechanism.

Since it held discussions in private, it was harder to sway with

emotional arguments. It prepared, sent out, and revie~ied political

questionnaires distributed to the various candidates who requested

SCLC endorsement and then interviewed the nost favorable candidates.

Thus it gained a nore reliable understanding of them and made them

more accountable. Finally, it made its recomnendations to the SCLC.

These recommendations then became official SCLC policy. Apparently

none was ever overturned. 13

l2Saltvig, pp. 404-405; UR 17 Sept., 31 Dec. 1910; P-I 10
~ov. 1910; Dickson, pp. 35-36.

13Ibid.
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In Spokane, where labor was more successful, no reor~anization

took place. There the basic election issue 'Jas the report of the City

Charter Revision Co~~ittee and the commission form of ~overnment. The

CRC had had active labor support. Labor had also supported the commis-

sion form of government and there were five labor representatives on

the freeholders slate. The pro-commission freeholders swept the elec-

tion. The struggle then became one to obtain ratification. Among the

labor leaders elected to the CRC were D.C. Coates, the SPW Yellow who

edited the Spokane Labor \olorld, and Business ARent H.A. Clift of the

Left-winr, Federal Union. In December the Central Labor Council unani-

mously endorsed the proposed charter, which was also supported by the

Women's Non-Partisan League and many bankers, la'JYers, and merchants.

At the 1911 city elections the voters adopted the ne'J charter but

only after a court over-ruled a taxpayers suit which had held it up.14

In 1911 the recovery stopped. lolashington' s labor force grelJ

by only 1.53 per cent to 528,000, the lowest rate yet recorded. For

the first time total employment actually declined, falling 1.16 per

cent to 507,000. As a result unemploynent increased by 186.66 per cent

to 21,500 or 4.07 per cent of the labor force. (Table No.1)

The failure of the economy to provide jobs for all helped to

inspire the ~olSFL' s continuing efforts to organize the lo1orkers. It

cast doubt upon the employers' claims about the benefits of capitalism

and encouraged workers who had jobs to protect themselves from those

l4Coates was later elected as a city co~issioner on a fusion
ticket which the SPtl refused to endorse. Following the 1911 elections
the SP~ expelled Coates.and the whole Spokane p~rty organization from
the SPW.

Saltvi~, pp. 210-217; ~ 7,10,13,1~ Sept., 8 Nov., 20,26,27
Dec. 1910; 3 ~~rch 1911; Winslow, pp. 45-46.
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who had not by joining unions. As a result member~hip in the WSFL

increased by 14.21 per cent to 17.612 or 3.33 per cent of the labor

force. ~feanwh11e the WSFL continued to expand the number of its

affiliates and to spread into new loca~ions. By 1911 it had doubled

the number of its original affiliates. (Table No.2)

The SCLC. too. began to grow again. Perhaps its efforts at

re-organization were be~inning to payoff. Membership increased by

7.66 per cent to 7.193. which. although not yet up to the 1907 level.

represented a decided improvement over 1908-1910. ~ot all the trades

sections benefited equally. The Maritime. Metal. Miscellaneous. and

Amusement Trades lost nembers, while the Brewery, Provisions, Building,

and Printing Trades grew in ~emberships. (Table No.3)

Fol10,~ing the 1910 elections the WSFL. like the SCLC, decided

to reorganize its political decision-making process. Just before the

1911 legislative session opened representatives from the WSFL. the

Grange. the Farmers Unions, and the DLL met to consider ways to solid

ify their progressive legislative alliance. The result was the forma

tion of the Joint Legislative Committee. The keystone of the JLC was

the four-year-old WSFL-Grange alliance which now became a formal

agreement. The JLC's primary purpose was to lobby the le~islature on

behalf of direct le~islation reforms, but it also worked fur labor

legislation and other reforms. lS

Aside from direct le~islation, the main item on the WSFL's

agenda before the 1911 legislative session was passage of a compulsory

ISSa1tvig, pp. 175-176,405.
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workmen's compensation bill. Following passage of the Employers'

Liability Act (1909) progressive Republican Governor Marion Hay

had appointed a three-Man Employers' Liability Commission to consider

reforming the law, which had made employers liable for their employees'

job-related injuries. The co~ission found that the basic problem

with the law was that it required an injured worker to establish that

the employer was at fault before he could collect dama~es for his lost

waRes. This provision had caused numerous suits, expensive to both

parties. The commission recommended that the state establish a series

of accident funds to which all employers ~rould have to contribute.

Each fund would cover a particular industry and t~uld be administered

by a ,state industrial insurance commission, which would have equal

employer and employee representation. The central recommendation was

that the IIC make its awards rer,ardless of tlho was legally at fault

in the accident. In addition, since workers had complained bitterly

about the existing private, employer-controlled, medical insurance

schemes in which fifty-seven per cent of the state~s W&rkers were

enrolled, the commission recommended that the IIC establish another

set of "First Aid" or "ltedical Aid" funds to pay for the medical

costs incurred by the injured or deceased workers. In doing so the

Commission had supported the arguments of many workers who had com

plained that the doctors hired by their employers tvere incompetent,

their fees too expensive, and their hospitals too far ato1ay. They had

demanded that the state estahlish a system to remedy these faults as

well. The t~SFL quickly endorsed both proposals as part of a single
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packa~e.16

In addition to the workmen's compensation bill and its as-

sociated medical aid bill, there was a third major piece of labor

legislation on the HSFL's agenda. This measure provided for the

establishment of the ei~ht hour day for women and minors. It had

strong support from many employers, especially those who employed

fel" women and minors, and from the labor lobby and its allies. The

fact that relatively few women and minors were employed outside the

ho~e in Washington made it easier to support such protective

leRislation. 17

l6For the best history of the lvorkrnen' s Conpensation Act
(1911), see: Tripp, pp. 17,31-32,34-48,128-129,175-177,179.

For a discussion of the Lmp10yers' Liability Act (1909) and
the Employers' Liability Commission (1909-1911), see: Tripp, pp. 42
43,129. See also: Report of the COMMission Aopointed bv Governor
li.E. Hay to Inve~ti0~te the Problems of Industrial Accident8 and to
Draft a Bill on the Suh;ect of Fmployee~' Comnensation to he Submitted
to the 1911 Ses~ion of the i'~ashin~ton State Le~islature, (Olympia:
E.L. Boardnan, Public Printer, 1910).

17The percentage of fenale participation in the ~-lashin~ton
state labor force lo1as lower than the national average. Betto1een 1899
and 1909 it was never a large percentaGe of manufacturing employment.
Less than four per cent of Washington women worked in Manufacturing
jobs, twenty per cent of the national average. As late as 1930,
women constituted a mere six per cent of the industrial workforce in
l~ashinp.ton, less than half the national average. Indeed, in 1900 only
thirteen per cent of Hashington's tI.'OI!1en had any gainful employment at
all. By 1910 this had increased to 17.4 per cent, versus a national
average of 23.4 per cent. As a result employers in the state's lar~est

industries were completely unaffected by laws regulating women workers.
This fact explains how it was possible for the WSFL, together with
clergymen, reform groups and ~lomen's cluhs, to propose such le8isl~tion

without arousing a great deal of employer opposition.
For a more detailed discussion of women in the workforce, see:

Tripp, pp. 5-6,81. See also: United States DepartMent of Commerce,
Bureau of the Census, "Population - Occupations, 13y States," 15th
Census of the Uniterl States (1930), Vol. IV, pp. 6,17,169. ----
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As a result of the JLC's efforts and because of improved co-

ordination lo1ith the progressives in the legislature all of the 'olSFL' s

bills passed in one form or another. 'fuen the House Conunittee on

Constitutional Revision was slow to report out the direct primary

bill the JLC collected petition signatures from a majority of roem-

bers demanding that the committee report out the bill and accept only

JLC-approved amendments. Never before had labor had so direct an

impact on pendine legislation. The bill passed both houses and was ap-

proved for presentation to the voters at the 1912 general election.

In addition, the legislature restored the nonination of Supreme Court

judges to the primary election voters, passed a pure food and drug

act, and ratified the federal income tax amendment to the Constitution.

All these actions satisfied elements of the progressive coalition.

lolhat pleased the HSFL the most, however, \o1aS passaRe of the nation's

first compulsory workmen's compensation act and the nation's fourth

eight hour day for to10tlCn and minors act. 18

l8The Eight Hour Day for 'olomen and :·1inors Act never amounted to
much. In order to obtain its passa~e, labor had to exempt pickers,
canners, packers, and processors in the fruit and fish industries from
the provisions of the bill. Even thouRh lumbermen refused to oppose
the bill so long as it was not extended to men, labor could not
strengthen its provisions further.

The Act placed enforcement in the hands of Charles Hubbard,
the Labor C01!lr.'1issioner, but he did little to enforce the provisions
(1911-1914).

In 1914 Edyrard Olsen replaced Hubbard and enforcement stif
fened. As a result laundry o\mers be~an an extensive but ineffective
repeal campair.n.

In 1916, and after, evasions of the law increased again. Es
pecially during Horld Har I when many women took jobs in the lumber and
shin~le mills and in the sash and door and furniture and box factories,
it became hard- to enforce the la\o1. The labor shortage \"as such that
many women \Jorked lonp,er than eight hours per day. This also applied
to nany women who took jobs as taxi drivers, truckers, ushers, messengers,
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The workmen's compensation act established a state-run,

compulsory system of "accident insurance as recommended by the gover-

nor's commission. Unlike the existing private insurance schemes em-

p10yees were~ required to make contributions to the accident funds.

The act also established an Industrial Insurance Co~ission to adrnin-

ister accident funds for each of forty-seven industries. The emp1oy-

er's contribution rate depended upon the estimated hazard of working

in that industry. The rate varied from 1.5 per cent of the payroll

in the printing industry, to ten per cent of the payroll in the

dynaMite manufacturing industry. Should an individual employer have

a better safety record than others in his industry, the act provided

for rebates. The rate of compensation, on the other hand, varied only

with the type and severity of the injury and the number of dependents

or survivors. In permanent total disability cases, the injured mRn,

or his widow and dependents, received from $20.00 to $35.00 per

month for life. In order to achieve this, hOtvever, the JLC ~vas

forced by the employers to accept deletion of the medical aid pro

vision. Thus the WSFL paid a high price for its success. 19

mail carriers, and p,as station attendants.
In State v. S0r.1ervi1le 67 ~-lash. 638 (1912) the State Supreme

Court upheld the constitutionality of the Act.
Sa1tvir" pp. 175-178; Tripp, pp. 81-85; Call, p. 21;" Claudius

O. Johnson, "The Adoption of the Initiative and Referendum in
Hashington," Pacific ~lorthHest Ouarterlv ~'CXV (Oct. 1944), pp. 300-301.

19For more on the provisions of the Act and the subsequent dif
ficulties the IIC faced in enforcin~ the law, see: Davis-SMith CompAny
v. State ex reI C1aus~n 65 Hash. 156 (1911) in ~.,hidl the State Supreme
Court upheld the Act as a valid exercise of the police power.

The court also upheld the Act in: State v. ~.fountain Timher
Cor-many 75 '-lash. 581 (1913) t which was later upheld by the United States
Supreme Court in ~10untain Tir.tber Connanv v. W:lshinp.ton 243 U. S. 219
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The reorganization of the SCLC also had a salutory impact on

the Council's political fortunes. The increased effectiveness of the

WSFL in the le~islature and the rise of the Yellows to control of the

SPW removed some of the divisive pressures within the SCLC. The need

for an independent labor party seemed less evident. At the same time

the divisions within the SPW allowed the SCLC's non-partisan craft

unionists more leeway in organizing their trade union jurisdictions.

Although the SPW Yellows favored industrial unionism, they were even

more committed to solidarity with the AFL. Suddenly, the candidates

labor endorsed in municipal elections began to win their contests. In

March 1911 Robert Hesketh, a member of the SCLC's politically non-

partisan Provisions Trades Section. won election to the Seattle City

Council. Hesketh, a Scottish immigrant, had had a long career as an

AFL loyalist. Significantly, he had the support of the major daily

papers in Seattle. Press support, indicative of close ties to middle

class business and civic leaders, was a near-essential in~redient in

every successful political campaign labor engaged in following Hesketh's

(1917).
Still later the court upheld the Act a third time in: Stertz

v. Industrial In~urance Commission 91 Wash. 588 (1916).
Sa1tvfr" pp. 386-388; Tripp, PP. 31-32,34-41,44-48,175-177,

179-180,189,199,207,209-211; Seattle Star 15 Aup,. 1914; Final Reoort
and Testimonv Submitted to Con~ress bv-the Commission on Industrial
Relations, O"ashin~ton, D.C •• 1916). Vol. V. PP. 4358-4365; Lister to
Dag~ett, 5 Feb. 1914; Da~gett and ErnRt to Lister, 9 Feb. 1914. Lister
Papers, University of Washington Library; E.C. Gri~gs, President of
St. Paul and TaCOMa Lunher Co •• to Lister. 19,20 Feb. 1914, Lister
Papers. ~"ashin~ton State Library; Seattle Times 22 Nov. 1915; .Seattle
!:.!. 22 Nov. 1915, 6.9.10,11 ~iay 1916; ~~nshington State t-leek1v 17.31
Dec. 1915. See also: Deci~ions and Opinions Bearin?, on the Workmen's
ConDensation Act of WashinQt~n (Ch. 74, L~ws of 1911) IRsued bv the
Industrial Insurance Cot:r.'11ssion t .Tune 1913... (Olympia, F.H. Lat'lborn,
Public Printer. 1913).
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break-throur,h. 20

Their success at the legislature and the necessity of winning

the approval of the voters at the 1912 elections, coupled to1ith their

recent succeSRes in local elections, encouraged the direct le~islation

reformers to establish even more permanent tics. In the fall of 1911,

supporters of the various reform proposals on the ballot, claiming to

represent more than 100,000 voters, met at Yakina at a Direct Legisla-

tion Con ference. Sixty-f i ve delegat es from the :olSFL, Grange, Farmers

Unions and the DLL attended. Their main achievement was to establish

the JLC on a permanent basis. In addition they outlined a ne'to1 legis-

1ative pro~ram for the future. This included: judicial recall, direct

election of senators, and ratification of the direct election amend

ments passed by the le~islature.21

20At the same time Hiram Gill 'las recalled and George Cot terill,
a progress i ve Democrat, 'o1as elected in his place.

In 1912, after the Reds reRained control of the SP~, the SCLC
endorsed three Left-leanin~ city cOlIDcil candidates in the primaries.
None received press su~port. All three lost. Elsewhere on the ballot,
the same story applied. Bett~een 1913 and 1920 labor won few v.ictories
on its Otm.

The tveakness of the SPll's Reds in the period 1911-1912 is
partially explained by the fact thnt the SCLC's industrial unions lost
membership, while the HSFL grew only a little less rapidly than before.
Thus, the Reds lost influence in the SCLC.

At the sa~e tine, more oMinous deve10pnents occurred. ~epre

sentatives fron employers' associations in all major Pacific Coast
cities ~et in Tacoma and formed the Federation of Employers' Associations
of the Pacific Coast. They elected H.R. Rust, of Tacoma, as their
president.

A few months later the Hashington-Ore!;on-nritish Columbia lum
ber I:lanufacturcrs net and organized the ~'lcst Coast Lumber ~fanufacturers'

Association.
Both these orr,anizations were dedicated to the maintainance of

the open shop and the elimination of COMpetition to1ithin their industries.
Dickson, pp. 38-40,136,138-139,141; Call, p. 47; Yearbook

(1927), p. 17; Sa1tvip" pp. 413-414; P-I 10 June, 17 Sept. 1911; Sale,
p. 107. ----

21Saltvig, pp. 178-179; K:! 27 Sept. 1911; Seattle Star 26 Sept.
1911.
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In addition one of the JLC's m~in ~oR1s was to secure p~ss~ge

of the first aid bill which had failed to' pa~s durinp. the 1911 session.

Soon after the 'o1ork.'l1en' s conpensation .'lct ,·;rent into effect Governor

H:ty, too. recogn:fzed the need for such .~ bill. '~ny accident victims

had heen forced to spend their cOMpens~tion aw~rds on doctors' and

hospit~ls' bills. This hnd left ther.l little for food, clothing. and

shelter. IIC COmr.lissioner HiRdav took the lead in pressing the gover-

nor to act. He called the "1OrkJTlcn' s cO'!'l'1~ens:tt ion net a "one-legged

1a,ll '-1ithout it. Early in 1912 Higday, together ~'I1ith a number of

SYMpathetic lumbermen .~nrl supporters in the JLC. called on H~y to sup-

port ~ Medical 'lid bill. lIigday argued that.' in addition to hein~ an

hUManit~rian gcnture. ~ T"lec1icnl nid pro~rnr.1 "'ould be politically good,

popul::tr, and prngressive caM~aign "dope". Agreein~. Hay att~ched

Medical aid to his reelection plat~orm :lnn prOMised to appoint a con

T:1isnion to draFt a bill if reelectec. 22 Han economic conditions in-

proved 1912 Might h~v~ seen the realization of tllis dre~M. Instea~.

continued demands for expensive progressive reforms split the

Republic~n Party and led to the disa?pointment of labor's hopes.

In 1912. the econol'ly continued to st:tgnnte. The l~bnr force

grew at its slowest rnte yet, Tisin~ only 1.32 per cent to 54l,00n.

and, althoug'l em~loYMent incrc:lserl hy 2.95 per cent to 522.000, it rli~

not groTN fast enough to nbsorb the l:lbor ~ot'ce. .Une"'plo:ment fell b~,

41.39 per cent but this left 12,600 or 2.35 per cent of the l~hor

force still unemployerl. (T.'1ble '·~o. 1) Still, the HSFL's organizational

2?-Tripp, rp. 129-11f): H:tl"dlto!l ni~dav, "~t:)te Insurance and
First Aid: An Address Rp.forn the Tl~ent~,-fi.fth Annu:)l ConventiCln of the
PaRhin~ton ~tf.lte ~ar Asc;oc:r.:ttion, Sentt1e, Au~ust 28, 1911," (Olympia:
The Hash:f.ngtnn St::tnoard. 1913).
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efforts bore fruit. Membership increased by 6.21 per cent to 18,706,

or 3.49 per cent of the labor force, yet another peak. Perhaps the

WSFL's legislative successes continued to encourage new members.

Hore likely 'o1orkers, who were alarmed at the r.rowing economic sttgna

tinn, sought to protect their jobs and conditions through organization.

The SCLC, however, suffered )~et another relapse. Hembership

fell by 10.21 per cent to 6,458, the lowest level yet recorded. Only

the ~aritime, ~lisce11aneous, and Amusement Trades sections increased

in membership. The Bui1din~ Trades suffered horribly, losing nearly

1,000 members. One cause of this decline was the continued ideological

struggle lo1ithin the SP~~ and between pro- and anti-SP\v forces in the

SCLC but the major cause 'o1as economic stagnation. (Table :lo. 3)

'~lile the employers and the progressives organized anew, the

SPtl entered a short-l ived golden era on both mtiona1 and local levels.

In the ,,,ake of the secession of the Reds from the SPH in 1909, the

party prospered as never before. lfuereas in 1908 the SPl-l had had about

2,000 me~hers and 58 locals, by 1912 it represented an estimated 4,160

members. Under the Yellows, the SPl-l had become less disruptive and

ever more influential in the SCLC, but even after the Reds re~ained

con tro1 of the SP~v in 1912 the party's influence in the SCLC continued

to grow. Between 1912 and 1917 many socialist Reds rose to power in

the SCLC and its constituent locals. In 1912, for exa~ple, E.B. Au1t

became editor of the L~ and Sam Sadler was elected president of the

Seattle Tailors Union loca1. 23

23Shannon, pp. 43-45; ,-reinstein, pp. 36-37,102,116-118,182-183;
Winslow, pp. 25,28-29,37-38,43-46,48; Bushue, p. 118; Frans Bostrum,
"Washington State (Socialist Party) Convention," International Social
ist ~evie~ (1912?), p. 813; Cline, pp. 37-38; TS 8 Aug. 1908.
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By the same token the SPA reached the peak of its influence in

the AFL and the WSFL in 1912. Most of its support in the AFL came

from indus trial unions such as the I~f, the Brewery Horkers, and the

tr.·fi~, which Here new-inl.~igrant socialist strongholds. The SPA failed
~

to oust Gompers and his allies, however, because they failed to make

significant in-roads among the native-born craft unionists. 24

Also. in 1912, the SPA and SPW reached the peak of their

political pmJer. The SPU succeeded in electing mayors and other city

officials in a number of cities. It was strongest in Seattle and

Tacoma, where the new immigrant population was larr,est, but also dr~~

well in Snohomish and Thurston counties, where there were large num-

bers Df the new immigrants. The party was weakest in the agricultural

areas of the state which were dominated by the older icmigrant groups.

One sign of this growing strength was the number of new journals the

party began to publish. Most of these, especially those inaugurated

after 1912, followed the Red line. 25

The resurrection of the Reds, after their near-extinction in

1909, is related to the acculturation of the new immigrants into

American society through the SPW. Prior to 1909 the SPW had been dOMi-

nated by native-born Reds, typified by Titus. Better educated than

24Ibid • \Vhen the migrating t~orkers took control of the I\Ylo[,
the HF~1 left and returned to the AFL in a much-\oleakcned condition.

25The party elected mayors in Edmonds/Tukwila (1911). Bur1inr,ton/
Hillyard (1913), and Camas (1917). Among the new party journals in
itiated in this period were: The Everett !lorthuest h'orker (1911), the
Kelso Socialist ~leHS (1911), the Centralia Leuis County Clarion (1912),
the Seattle Herald (1912), the Tacoma Truth (1912), the Aberdeen Nmo1 Era
(1913), the Se3ttle World (1916), and the Se:ittle Cnll (1917), \-1hich
joined the ~orth Yakima Northwest Forun, founded i'ilT905.
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most p~rty members, they ruled paternalistically but demanded complete

loyalty to the party line. By 1912, hO~o1ever, the new imr.1igrants had

developed their own leaders nnd institutions and were no longer willing

to tolerate outside leadership. Gradually, between 1909 and 1912,

they had begun to create their own faction \olithin the SPA, alienated

from the party's English-speaking majority. Their growing influence

was concealed, at first, by their tendency to support the Left-wing.

In fact, however, they had as little in COmMon with the Reds as with

the Yello~s. Thus it was Seattle's Finnish-speaking local which had

swunR the balance of forces in the SP\ol against the Reds at the party's

1909 convention. They were Motivated, primarily, by ethnic solidarity,

rathe,-· than ideological considerations.

The p,rowing influence of the new immierants greatly complicated

the traditional controversies within the SPA. They demanded the right

to or~anize their 0'010 locals and publish their own journals, indepen-

aently of the party's central organs, which were dominated by the

English-speaking majority. This set the star,e for a great intra-party

struggle in which the ostensible issue "las centr:ilization of authority

in the party. hThat \o1aS really at stal~e, however. was whether the party

would continue to be a unified, heirarchical, mass party, on the

European model, in which the ~~EC could regulate the party "line" on

behalf of its English-speakinR majority, or whether the party would be-

come a coalition of independent groups, each represent in?, and espousing,

its own interests and viewpoints, on the model of the major American

parties. In the final analysis neither side won a clear-cut victory

and this so frustrated the ambitions of each side that neither saw
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much future in the party. The inability to resolve this dispute

within the party helps explain the destruction of the SPA following

Horld \.Jar I.

The SPA, however, did go part-~ay in an effort to satisfy

the new immigrants. In 1909 the NEe had authorized formation of

foreign language federations within the SPA. These 1uasi-independent

bodies were still subjected to NEe control, but, because only they

could edit and publish their journals, they amassed a significant

amount of real pm-ler. After 1910 the 1angua11e federations consti

tuted the fastest growing segment of the SPA. By t.Jor1d Har I some of

the SPA's state pRrties, including the SPtol, ~re nearly completely

dominated by the language federations.

The foreign langua~e federations' nernbership closely paral

leled the ethnic structure of the new immigration. ~IDstly they con

sisted of recent immigrants from eastern or southern Europe. Their

other common element was their inability to speak conversational

English. In Europe they had participated in revolutionary political

movements, and been persecuted unmercifully for it. Often they rep

resented religious, cultural, or national minorities. The Finns'

horneland, for instance, had long been a duchy belonging to and ruled

over by Im~erial Russia. Political revolution had been, for them,

only a means to achieve ethnic, cultural, or re1i8ious freedoM.

In the Lnited States, the new immigrants found themselves in

what at first p,lance appeared to be a similar situation. Unable to

read English, .they could not vote. Lackin~ useful skills, they were

confined to the worst kinds of sweatshop '-lork in garrets, mines, mills,
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and industrial camps. Even those who had skills often found it im-

possible to join trade unions because the older immigrant groups,

which dominated these trades, jealously protected their exclusive

preserves. It is hardly any wonder that the neloJ' immigrants sometimes

found it hard to distinguish between Czarist Imperialism and American

Capitalism.

The ne~o1 immigrants' perceptions of America were further colored,

or biased, by their isolation. In the church, in the school, in the

home, in the nei~hborhood, in the place of work, the immigrants tended

not to mix or associate with other iMmigrant, or native-born, groups.

Thus they had little kno~-lledge about native-born American workers, or

conditions outside their iMmediate view. Above all, they lacked an

historical perspective concerning their plight. They often did not

know that their story had been told many times before by other immi-

grant groups. Thus the road out of the slums and poverty seemed

blocked on all sides. As a result, they easily rejected the evolution-

ary brand of socialistic political actions--the im~ediate demands--of

the Yel10't"s. Equally, they rej ected the AFL' s craft union policies.

The SPA's continuing ambition to work with the AFL made the party even

core suspect in their eyes. The new immigrants saw more future in

industrial unionisn and saw total revolution in the United States as

the appropriate political solution for their economic grievances. 26

26After 1909 the l:lngua~e federations formed a larr,e and p,rmoling
elemen t ,,,ithin the SP!·l. By 1912 they may have const i tuted a maj ori ty.
In the ~ace of continued moderation on the part of the SPA and the con
tinued unwil1inrrness of the AFL to countenance reform, many of the lan
guage feder:itions looked with favor upon the nno1. In 1912, when the
SPA expelled r-ll-l president Big Bill Haywood, the SP~-1 protested vigor
ously. TIle foreign language federations identified strongly with the
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As the neH iMI1ligrants rose to pmo1er in the SP~-1, the party's

conflicts ~o1ith the labor movement diminished. It ~o1as, so to speak,

distracted by internal matters. Between 1909 and 1912, while the

Yellows dominated the SPW, the party's relations with the SCLC. in

particular, i~proved. The SCLC's trade unions were insulated from

the SPW's party struggles by the fact that they contained relatively

few of the new irnmi~rants. The WSFL as a whole contained even fewer

of them. And, eTen in Seattle, where the level of Eastern and

Southern European membership in trade unions was growing most rapidly,

local union leadership still tended to be native-born. Non-SCLC locals

in the HSFL had practically no Eastern or Southern European leaders.

Lacking these groups, the SCLC and WSFL tended to be immune from

revolutionary influences. (Table ~~o. 4)

The primary reason for this, as noted e~r1ier, was the fact

that most of the new imrnir,rants did not work in industries organized

by the HSFL or the SCLC. State~o1ide, the vast Majority ~o1orked in the

unor~anized lumber industry and, in Seattle, most worked in the rela-

tively insignificant ~mriti~e and Metal Trades industries. The new

imMigrants, when they joined unions, tended to feel more at home in

the It~~ because the It~d was organized industrially and had little

sy~pathy for craft unionism or political action. (Table ~o. 5)

It is hard to over-estimate the significance of this dichotomy

for the state labor move~ent. In 1924, a Department of Labor and

Industries report estimated that, in 1914, ~ore than half of the

I\~ primarily because so many of the wobblies were, themselves, forei~n

born.
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workers in the state's dangerous, mass-production industries--those

industries covered by the lo1orkmen' s compensation act--were foreien-

born. TIle report showed that most of the immigrants receivin~ com-

pensation carne from Finland, Russia, Germany, Austria, Italy, Greece,

and Japan. The report also revealed that World War I and the post-war

depression interrupted the traditional flow of inmigrants and, by 1923,

a majority of the l'lorkers receiving compensation were native-born.

Yet, while the statistics do not reveal it, one may logically ~urrnise

that the vast majority of workers receiving compensation in 1923 lo1ere

the sons, grandsons, or close relatives of such immigrants. Unor~an-

ized and alienated from the social and political system around them,

these new immigrants threatened the craft union structures of the l-lSFL

and the SCLC. The HSFL saw them all as potential n~-1' s or political

radicals. It was to relieve their condition, and thus to forestall the

Ill'H and the SP\~, that the USFL used all its efforts to enact the work-

men's compensation act. Unable to organize in the "loods, directly,

1ahor sought to achieve its ends politically.27

The SP~V' s increasing political influence and its somewhat im-

proved relations ,,,ith the labor movement, did not at the same time

produce internal peace and harmony. Rather, the Red-Yellow turnoil

continued. The main issue was the means of attractinp, and keeping the

radical new inmip,rants as party ~ernbers, without disrupting the party's

internal hierarchy, or alterin~ its basic character, and without be-

coming so refornist that the new immigrants would abandon it for the

27"~ativity of (injured) h'orknen in the Industries of this
State, July 1, 1923-necenber 31, 1923," Dep:irtnent of Labor and Indus
tries Bulletin No. 24 ('·ray 1924), p. 2.
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11M. The Reds argued that by adoptinr, radical industrial unionist

and revolutionary political policies, ti,e party would win the most

new members. The YelloHs ar~ued that, if the party did so, it would

mean a decisive split Hitl. ti,e AFL and possihle destruction for tl.e

labor MoveMent. T'Je Ye11m·]s did not ,·,ant this nn their record. 28

In 1912 this stru;jp,le came to an end when the Reds finally

won control of the S1'\'. Hhen the YellO\'s lost control of the S1",l's

State Central Committee at the 1912 convention, their leaders, in-

eluding Dr. BrO\oJ'n, Halked out of the party. The Yellotvs, hOHever,

retained their power in several locals--in Spokane and Bellinr,ham--

and continued to obstruct the Reds from within the SPI'. \·Then the

S1'\-l endorsed industrial unio~ism, the YellOl-]s conducted a divisive

campaign aflainst the SPH' 5 state leadership. The Yellm·ls denounced

those 'Hho favored the ~eds as 11 free lovers II and "anarchis ts ll
• This

led to a further series of purges (1912-1913) during which the remain-

inr. Yellows were expelled from the party. Like the Yellows, the Reds

did not tolerate minority points of view once they Here in power. 29

Once ar,ain secure in pm.,Ter t the Re(ls bC8an ;'l vi~orous ne", caTl1-

paigo to ap;:>eal to the ne" inmil3rants. After 1912 the S1',I' s policy

placed more and more eT:1.?hasis on industrial trade unionism rmd less

and less on political issues, Tl1is opened up A n~" breecl1 with the

SPA v,Thich continued under Yel1m.,r (i. c., Goeial democr<1tic) control.

In 1912 the :-IF:C e",pelled \Ji11i.,n "nip, nill" Haywood, president of the

nn, from the SPA for his dual union and cIa ss wa r ideas. This

213\':insloH, PI'. 28-29,43-1.7; JoklOsen, p. 479.
29 Ibid •
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angered many menbers of the Sr\~ \V'ho continued to syr.1pathize h'ith the

I1~'. Although the SPI,.! agreed to repudiate the 11-11-1' s class ,,,ar ideas,

many Sr;.: me"'bers continued to hold dual membership in the P-I1, , Thus,

by 1912, it had becone clear that the SPW's new, radical policy was to

direct its appeal at the ne'-' immigrants, re3ardless of the cost to its

AFL and SPA ties, or to intra-party peace. 30

In pm,ler the ~eds also proved to be far more vigorous trade

unionists than the Yello",s. In April 1912 the Seattle Street Carmen's

Union local reon,anized. Then, shortly after the gi:mt Peabody-

Houghtaling holdinp, cOJl1p.:lny purchased the Rainier Valley line, the

local beGan an organizing drive. The menbers elected a socialist as

pres",dent and \Jithin a short while or:;anized all eighty men employed

by the company. As soon as tl1ey were organized the local struck tIle

company for reco~nition and hinher wa~es and, after a short strike,

won union rccor;nition. ~IeamJhile, the conservative industrial unions

floundered, Although the Renton ~line Harkers Union local finally

sip,ned union contracts "'ith nost of their employers, the miners "'ho

worked for the Puget Sound Traction and Li;;ht Company had less lucl,.

In June, after they orf;anized a union, the COr.1?any locked the men

out until they ar,reerl to 'Hork on the COMpany's terms. 3l

This combination of success and failure proved a 1.eady mix-

ture. The taste of triunph contrasted "'ith t 1'at of defeat, It both

~~Ibid. , . ,
SaltvlR, pp. 186-187,417; Tines 2 ~~v 1912; Cline, pp. 37-38;

Hulet ~I. \'ells, The Colonel ,1nd lIis friends; A SUflores.oed Plav, A
Comedy In Three Acts •• , (Seattle, 1913?); Sale, pp. 87-92,95,100,105
112,118,121,130,215.
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encouraged and outrAged the lahar movement. At the same time, it

aroused latent fears of radicalisM and unionism amonr, employers. The

confluence of these factorR may have elicited the response ,~hich met

the Itvt-l-SPlol :Iay Day parade in 1912. The ~'lay Day parade was both a

socialist and a trade union tradition. It was for this latter reason

that George Cotterill, Seattle's progressive reform mayor, granted the

SPW official permission to hold their parade and march beneath the

revolutionary red banner as well as the stars and stripes. Cotterill,

a civil engineer and strong prohibitionist, had formerly leaned toward

the Republicans, but had been converted by Bryan to the Democrats. In

the spring of 1912, with the support of pro?,ressive Republicans, he de

feated the "wet" "open tOt.,n" forces of Hiram Gill, to becone mayor.

To many of the regular "wet" Republicans it seemed that the progres-

sives were planninp. to sell then out to the radicals and prohibitionists.

"Colonel" Alden J. Blethen, publisher of the Seattle Tines and a regular

Republican leader, was in the forefront of the attacks on Cotterill, the

1\..'''1, and the ~PH. The stage, set so lavishly for violence, \olas ready.

Suddenly, in the midst of the parade, a group of spectators rushed in

to seize the red flag. In the ensuin~ melee the stars and stripes fell

to the ground and were trampled. The Seattle Times seized upon the

event to justify its ever-harsher attacks on the Dn-l, the SPl\T, and on

Cotterill. In particular, the Tines arpued that Cotterill was encoura~

ing anarchy and socialisM with his reforms. In fact, Blethen had just

fired the first shots in the 1912 political canpaien. 32
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At the same tirne the '~SFL and its allies ber,an to develop their

o\m programs and policies for the 1912 elections and for the 1913 leg

islative session. FolloHinr, the passar,e of the eight hour day law for

women and minors and the workmen's cornpensation act, the main issue be

came a T:ledical aid bill and a minimum war,e for '"omen and minors bill.

Since the progressives expected Governor Hay to endorse medical aid

if he was reelected, they opted to stress the minimum wage bill. The

reformers, including the lolSFL lobby, Mounted a large media campai~n

to show ho~" 'vornen' s 10\01 wages encouraged vice and prostitution. The

campaign received important support froM such orRanizations as the

National Cmsumers League, the American Association for Labor Legisla

tion, and the National \vomen's Trade Union League, and serves as a near

perfect illustration of the \-lay in which proeressive reformers appealed

for support. The central feature of the canpair,n was the reformers'

concept of the "living tolare". They ar~ued that, by guaranteeing

women and minors a livin~ wage, the act ,.,ould uplift their morals, re

duce crime and disease, and would also lead to upward pressure on the

wap,es of all workers, which ,,,ould raise business profits and general

livinp, standards. In this T:lanner the reformers appealed to women's

Rroups, social gospel cler~yr:ten, "uplift progressives", and labor.

The alliance was expanded still further by those proponents who argued

that higher t-laces for women and ninors 'olould under-cut the appeal of

socialistl. 33

In addition the JLC questioned prospective candidates con

cernin:i their positions on a number of other pro~ressive reforn

33Tripp, pp. 97-98.

/
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proposals and vot~ed to conduct vir,orous camp~i~ns for any candidates

who endorsed these pro~raMs.34

It was just as well that the ~~SFL emphasized a non-partisan ap-

proach. :·fost of the prop,ressive candidates labor favored Here in the

Republican party. Yet the party was deeply divided. At its national

convention the conservative "Old Guard" of the party, which supported

the renonination of President Taft, steam-rol1ered the pro-Roosevelt

progressive faction. To have endorsed the Republicans would have

forced labor to support an anti-labor national ticket and split the

progressive coa1ition. 35

The alternatives '\vere also divisive. Follot..7ing their defeat

the pro~ressive Republicans bolted the party, held their o~~ convention,

and nominated ~oosevelt on an independent, "Bull ~!oose" ticket. To

have supported the progressive secessionists '\..7ould have forced l~bor

to cut its i~portant and growing ties with and ruined the careers of

nany pro-labor Republican politicians who re~ained in the party. At

the same tine, many JLC members, especially farmers, fundamentalist

Protestant ~roups, and reformers, favored the Democrats, who had norni-

nated a t ransp1anted southerner, Uoodrow ~"ilson, for pres ident. The

northeast urban bosses, sout~ern and western a~ricultural interests,

and prohibition forces, a si~ificant proportion of whom 't07ere anathema

to labor, endorsed ~~i1son. To have supported either of the Republican

34The JLC \-TaR as good as its Hord. For exanp1e, it distributed
over 100,000 copies of its Tabulated ~epislative ~eview, which tr~ced

each le~islator's voting record on pro~ressive issues in the previous
session.

For more on the JLC pror,r~m, see: Saltvig, pp. 311-312,348,
4fJ8-409; '-lSFL Procs., (1912), (1913), p. 37; .!!!l3 :farch ]913.

35Johansen, pp. 472-473; Saltvig, p. 250.
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splinters, or the nemocrats, might have split the reform coalition

into three or more se~nents.36

TIle reform coalition faced similar problems on the state

level. ~IDst of the pro~ressives had bolted the Republican ?arty,

but their titular leader, Governor Hay, had refused to do so.

Ilopinr, to run for reelection on the Republican ticket, he refu~ed to

lead any secessions. With the support of conservative party leaders,

Hay proceeded to win the no~ination. This led the prop,ressives to

doubt Hay's reform proMises. On the other hand, his nomination dis-

appointed the conservatives, who felt that he had promised far too

much already. They especially disliked his position in favor of an

expensive medical aid bill. 37

These splits injured the Repuhlican party far more than the

Democrats and led to the election of Democr~ts on hoth national and

state levels. In Washington, Roosevelt was the winner with thirty-

five per cent of the vote. l~ilson won twenty-seven per cent and Taft

twenty-two per cent of the vote. Both major parties lost support to

the "Bull ~toose" pror,ressives. 38

In the congressional elections labor and the JLC did much

better than the Republican pro11ressives. All four c:lndidates endorsed

36Ihid •
37Ibid
38 •Roosevelt \o18S stron~ in hoth urban and rural areas, t;vhile

Wilson carried only the rural areas of eastern Hashin~ton and Taft won
only the most conservative, traditionally anti-reform areas of the
southv.'est l·Jashington. nebs' 40,134 votes, 12.4 per cent of the vote,
was the hi~hest SPA total in history and has never since been matched.
Undoubtsdly the disarray of the ~ajor ,arties contributed to his sup
port. The converse is also true: D!bs' support multi~lied the diffi
culties facinp. the major parties.

Johansen, pp. 472-475,614,622-623; Saltvip" p. 291; Allen,
pp. 191-194.
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by the HSFL, on a non-partisan basis, won. Albert Johnson and Hilliam

L. LaFollette won seats as Regular Republicans. Johnson defeated

Stanton 'Jarburton, the progressive candidate who had been hurt badly

by an nm-supported strike which had shut dOlm the mills in his

district. A member of the HSFL's Typographical Union, Johnson took

advantage of the local anti-I'~, sentiment by becoming the first candi-

date in the state's history to base his campaign on the issue of

"Americanism," a code ,,,,,rd for anti-immigrant, anti-HM, anti-SPH

positions. At the same time the JLC's two progressive, congressman-

at-large candidates, Bryan and Falconer, also won their contests.

The non-partisans won the best of both worlds. 39

In the governor's race the JLC had less luck. TI,ey endorsed

Governor Hay, running on the regular Republican ticket, in p.ratitude

for his services during the 1911 ler.islative session. The Democrats

nominated Ernest Lister, an English immigrant and a former Populist

member of the Tacoma City Council, who had been instrumental in

securing the gubernatorial nomination for John R. Rogers in 1896 and

1900. Lister based his campaign on his reputation for efficiency and

economy gained as cornnissioner of Public Institutions and chairman

of the Board of Audit and Control in the Rogers administrations (1896-

1901). He had also endorsed a number of progressive issues,including

the minimum wap-e bill, but dOlm-played his progressive policies in

order to maximize the difficulties of t'le Republican party and to attract

39Saltvig, Pl'. 291-295,346,409; HashinBton State, Secretary of
State, Abstract of the Votes, r.eneral Slection, 1912, (Olympia, 1913);
Seattle I::.!. 1 Feb., 4 April, I, June 1912. See also: Cloice R. I!owd,
Industri:ll Relations in the l,est CO:lst Lu,.,ber Industry, (1':ashington,
D.C., 1924), Pl'. 56-67; Spokane g 7 June 1912; ',JSFL Frocs., (1913),
PP. 37-3R,
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conservative support. This policy worked very well. Although his

base of power was the Democratic Party establishment, where he had

amassed great influence as a distributor of patronage, he won support

from disenchanted Republican regulars. In the election Lister won a

narrow plurality over Hay of 622 votes, 97,125 to 96,629. An inde-

pendent Bull ~oose candidate, who received 77,792 votes, probably

cost Hay the election. 40

In the legislative contests, on the other hand, the Bull

Moose ticket helped elect a progressive majority pledged to support

the JLC program. They won thirty-eight seats, outright, and caused

the defeat of many conservatives. Most importantly for the reformers,

howe~~r, the direct legislation amendment to the Constitution passed

by a substantial majority. The WSFL and the JLC looked forward

optimistically to passage of their program in the 1913 legislature. 4l

Despite the defeat of the conservative Republicans, the e1ec-

tion ruined the reforcers' best hopes by exposing it to political

partisanship. After the elections Republican, Democratic, and Bull

Moose progressives each competed for leadership and control of the

progressive ranks. ~eanwhi1e, their defeat hardened the resistance

of the Republican Old Guard. The decline of the economy and the

rise of unionization led them to unite against reform. This

40Sa1tviR, PP. 291,298-301,616.
41In addition, '''.H. Kingery, the SPW candidate for the House,

from Mason County, won a seat. He was the first socialist to win a
legislative seat in the state's history. He became one of only twenty
socialist le~is1ators in the nation.

Saltvig, pp. 178,348,350; Johnson, p. 303; Seattle Star 27
Oct. 1914.
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conbination of f~ctors played havoc with the reformers' plans.

In 1913, the economy continued to decline. but at a slower

rate. The labor force grew by only 1.12 per cent to 541,000, the

lowest rate yet recorded. Employment levels increased by 0.95 per cent

to 527,000, but this was not enough to reduce unemployment, which in

creased by 10.31 per cent to 13,900, or 2.56 per cent of the labor

force. (Tahle ~o. 1)

At the same time, the continued unemployment and economic

stagnation began to take its toll on the '~SFL. Membership increased

by only 3.12 per cent to 18,122, or 3.34 per cent of the labor force.

At this rate the l~SFL could not maintain its percentage of the labor

force. In large part the WSFL's problems stemmed from the inability

of the progressive factions to maintain their unity. (Table No.

2)

The SCLC, on the other hand. began to grow rapidly. The ex

pulsion of the Yellows from the SPW reduced the divisive issues before

the Council. As a result membership in the SCLC increased by 21.75

per cent to 7,863, the highest level yet recorded. Every trade sec

tion benefited although the Miscellaneous and Building Trades sections

benefited most. (Table ~o. 3)

\{hen the legislature convened in January 1913 it disappointed

the JLC bitterly. The progressives had hoped to challenge the

Republicans for control of the House and expected support from progres

sives in both the Democratic and Republican parties for this effort.

But despite the formation of a Democratic-Republican-Progressive co

alition, the Republicans retained their control in both houses.
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Sixteen progressive ~epub1icans broke their pledr,es of support in a

key vote to curb the po~.,er of the House Rules COmMittee. Ten progres-

sives broke their pledges to support constitutional ar:tendl~Lents by the

initiative. E. P. ?-larsh, the newly-elected president of the \?SFL.

blamed citizen apathy for the failure:

Our system of de1er,ated authority hasn't 'olorked because to
my mind, we have shifted the responsibility that should be our
m~ onto the shoulders of our lawmakers.

He also complained that fully one-third of the freshmen progressive

legislators had gone over to the Republicans after being promised

"pork barrel ll flovernment spending in their districts. Failure follOtoled

upon failure. The progressives defeated the Republican IIBlue Sky

Bill ll
, but they failed to Ret their own out of committee. The JLC's

employment agency bills never carne to a vote. Ironically, they were

rejected on the grounds that they ~olere too expensive. 42

:-lonetheless, important labor and progressive le~islation did

pass during the session. The most important of these bills '-las the

minimum wap,e for women and r:tinors bill, which was also supported by

~any businessmen and clubwoMen. In addition the WSFL, the JLC, and

Governor Lister, supported it although they preferred a different,

stronger proposal. They agreed to support the final measure only after

it was amended in line ~-lith several of their suggestions. The most

important provision in the bill was that creatinp, an Industrial He1fare

CoMmission to investi~ate, industry by industry, the wages and conditions

42Saltvig, pp. 304-305,312-313.348-349; House Journal (1913),
pp. 6-7,1043,467.362; Sen~te Journal (1913), pp. 556.6fl2; \lSFL Procs.,
(1913), P? 37-38; (1914), p. 121; U:l 15,22,29 ~'Iarch, 25 Oct. 1913;
~ 11 Jan. 1913. --
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of working women and minors, and then, after holding hearings, to

establish minimum wages in each industry.43

The legislature's failure to enact more progressive legis-

lation greatly frustrated the labor movement. It revived the appeal

of industrial unionism, the I~~, and socialism and paved the way for

intensified labor-management conflict.

In 1914 economic conditions remained virtually unchanged.

The outbreak of 'l1ar in Europe di4 not have a marked effect on the

state's economy, except that wheat prices rose sharply. The labor

force grew by only 0.73 per cent to 545,000 and employment actually

declined for the second time in history, falling by 2.27 per cent to

515,000. As a result unemployment rose by 118.70 per cent, reaching

30,000, or 5.57 per cent of the labor force. It seemed that the

better the l-lSFL organized, the worse the economy behaved. The

43rhe legislature also passed a mothers pension bill, an
initiative, referendum, and recall bill, an establishment of co
operatives bill, an electric linesman's safeguarding bill, an estab
lishment of tuberculosis hORpitals bill, and a vocational education
bill, which was later vetoed.

For more details concerning the minimum wage bill and the
lye, see: Call, p. 21; Tripp, pp. 85-R6,89-l00,110,128-l30; Saltvig,
pp. 310-311,321-324; Senate Journal (1913), p. 613; HOUSI! Journal
(1913), pp. 917, l062-1Q63; Theresa Schr.tid McMahon, "Hy Story',"
(Seattle, 1959), mimeo, University of Washington l~anuscript Collec
tion, p. 30; Seattle Sun 7 Nov. 1913, 1 Jan. 1914. See also:
McHahon's testimony before the United States Industrial Relations
Commission, which held hearings in Seattle, August 1914, in its
Final Report ••• 0~ashington, D.C., 1916), Vol. V, ?p. 4163-4185; and
also see: Fir~t Biennial !tenort of the Industrial Helfare Commission,
(Olympia, 1915)., pp. 9-15; and A.H. Taylor, "Operation of the l1in:"mum
Wage Law in the State of \.Jashington, II American Economic Revie~·! V (June
1915), ~p. 398-405.

Later, in Lnrsen v. Rice 100 Wash. 642 (1918), the State
Su?reme Court upheld the law as a valid application of the state's
p~lice pO\.fers. It did so again in Spok:lne J!ote1 Connanv v. Youn0er
113 Wash. 359 (1920).
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continued anti-lahor efforts of employers also had a marked nep,ative

effect on labor organization although labor continued to make p,ains.

(Table No.1)

Despite the poor economy and the toll taken by the organized

employers, the HSFL's orr.anizational struggles continued to be suc

cessful. Membership in its affiliated locals increased by 9.88 per

cent to 19,914. or 3.65 per cent of the labor force, yet another

peak. The l~SFL' s efforts to create new affiliates and to expand into

new areas, houever, lolere not so successful. All the grot-7th occurred

in already-established or~anizations. (Table No.2)

In Seattle the trade union movenent also prospered. Despite

mounting attacks from employers and its continuing internal divisions

the SCLC continued to grow. Their mutual opposition to the 'olar drelol

the SCLC and the political Left ever closer together. Membership in

SCLC unions increased by 33.10 per-cent to 10,859. Virtually every

trade section benefited. TIle Building Trades section p,rew from

1,974 to 3,558. Only the Printin~ Trades Section lost members.

(Table :10. 3)

The failure of the legislature to act more decisively on

labor and reform issues, however, exacerbated the already-deteriorat

ing 1abor-nana~ement relations. The lack of real economic growth,

since 1909, created a sense of frustration on the part of workers, who

saw increased une~ploy~ent in the future. At the same ti~e declining

demand for lumber and lumber products led to price cuts and stiffened

the resistance of the employers against concessions. Meanwhile the

IWW and the increasingly radical Spy agitated for revolutionary actions
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in their intense competition for the nm" immigrants' allegiance. One

result ,"as the frequent repetition of the violence 'vhich had occurred

in Seattle on ;~y Day 1912. Another result was an unprecedented ,vave

of strike actions throup,hout the state .such as that "lhich had tilted

the 1912 election campaign to Representative Johnson. In turn this

produced a stron?, anti-labor backlash anong employers and in the

courts 'a1hich culminated in a rene'o1ed open shop campai~. The em-

ployers' cam?ai~ t~as so stronr, that it persisted long after prosper-

ity returned, burned fiercely throur.hout the Har, and reached a ne'.,

peal: of intensity in the imnediate post-tolar period. 44

The most important of the strikes '"as' that of the Seattle

General Teansters Union Local So. 174 which lasted from ~lay 1913 to

44For more on pre-war economic conditions, see: Johansen, ?p.
438,440-441,476,489; Saltvig, pp. 331-332,414,420-422; nickson, pp. 38
39,127; Arthur S. Link, Hoodrm·, Hilson and the Progressive Era, C~ew

York, 1954), p. 79; Seattle Star 9,24 Dec. 1913; Sun 18 Dec. 1913, 19
Dec. 1914; !!unicip'.ll ~lm.,s 14 Feb., 22 Aug., 5 Dec71914; United Stntes
Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, !leport, (Hashinr-ton,
D.C., 1914), rp. 13-17.

For more on I~n~ strikes, see: Sa1tvig, pp. 415-416; Seattle
Star 25,28 Feb. 1913; Sun 28 April, 15,16,19 ~Iay, 17 July 1913; ~~inth

~nial neport of the%reau of Labor Statistics :'lnd Factory Insoection,
(Olympia, 1914), p. 124.

For More on the level of violence and, in particular, on the
an ti-SP~l, n-1:-1 Pioneer Days riot in Seat tie, July 1913, see: Representa
tive J. ~-l. Bryan, "!laid on I~,r.-l and Socialist Party Halls in Seattle, 18
July 1913," in Con~ressional Record, 63d Con~., 1st Sess. (1913), L. Pt.
3, pp. 2900-2905; Pt. 6, ~')p. 5988-5983, (\lashington, D.C., GovernMent
Printin~ Office, 1913); Saltvir" pp. 187-188; !lobert K. !·furray, Red
Scare, Cfinneapolis: University of Hinnesota Press, 1955), pr. 196
200; Harvp.y O'Connor, Revolution in Seattle: A :fenoir, (Ne,,, York:
~fonth1y Revie,., Press, 19(4). pp. 21-26; :turray itorgnn, Skid Ttoad, (n.p.:
Viking Press, 19h2), pr. 183-190; Sale, pp. 109-112.

For more on the role of the era:>loyer r.ssociations at this tine
and the deve10pnent of the open sho~ campair,n, see: Saltvig, pp. 418
419,422-424; Bure~u of Labor, ne~ort, (1914),~pp. 119,121,140; (1916),
PI'. 227-241,245-250; Seattle.!:=.!. 6,9,10,11 Aug., 5 Oct., 15 ~lov. 1916;
~ 20 Dec. 1913, 10 Au~., 15 :~ov. 1916.
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May 1914 and ended by arbitration with neither side havinc gained a

decided advantage, The union, however, ~urvived. ~mny others did

not. The stril:e \'las particularly sirmificant hecause of the aid both

sides received from out-of-state sources, The International Brother-

hood of Teamsters, in one of its rare efforts of this kind, contri-

buted both financially and morally to the stru~gle. Other Pacific Coast

locals, particularly those in the San Francisco district headed by

:1ichael "Bloody !·like" Casey, con tributed even more. The lolashington

State Employers Association, inspired by the Los An~eles ~'Ierchants

and }{anufacturers Association, led the fight for the employers, prop-

ping up tho~e employers t.rho \'leakened, boycotting anrl ruining those

who broke ranks. The strike produced a great deal of violence. ~vo

tvere killed and many other seriously hurt in the disturbances. 45

It 'vas in this tense atMosphere that the 1914 Seattle rnuni-

cipal election ~yas fought. Rising unemployment inspired labor mili-

tancy. Declining profits contributed to employer resistance. Yet,

in 1913-1914, the SCLC's Membership increased by nearly sixty per

cent. (Tables ~o. 2 and 3) Roth Left-wing and Ri8ht-winr, trade

45nonald Gamel, "TeaMsters and lIight.ray Truckers in the lolest:
The Evolution of Hu1tiernr>1oyer Bargainin~ in the Hestern Trucking
Industry," (Ph.D. Dissertation: University of California, Berkeley,
1967), ~ Vols., Vol. I, pp. 117-118. See also: Gamel, The Rise of
TeaMster Pm·Ter in the ~':est, (Berkeley, University of California Press,
1972), based on his dissertation. See also: International Brother
hood of Teamsters, Chauffeurs, Stablemen, and Helpers of Anerica,
Proceedin~s of the Ninth Convention (1915), Second Day, pp. 11-18;
Officers neports, pp. 40,116-117; ~'!estern Conference of Tea!Tlsters,
Reryort of the Proceec1in'!s of tbe First ~fe~tinfj, p. 2; Third ~'~eetin~,

pp. 48-49. See als,: O'Connell, p. 5; Sa1tvig, pp. 416,418-420;
Carl G. ~lestine, liThe Seattle Teamsters ••• " -(:I.A. Thesis, University
of Hashin~ton, 1937), p. 12; Seattle Sun 23 Dec. 1913, 9,17 Jan. 1914;
Town Crier 17 Jan. 1914; Star 12,13 Jan, 1914; Uniterl States Bureau of
Lahor Statistics, rrerort,~14), p. 128.
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sections benefited from the increased militancy. Strengthened, the

SCLC took an active part in the priMary campaign, endorsin~ three

pro-lahor city council candidates and opposinR t~~o anti-labor candi-

dates. Despite the hostile environnent, labor's canpai~n was partially

successful. Councilman ~obert Hesketh, one of labor's three candi-

dates won renomination. In the general election, Hesketh went on to

\-11n reelection \o1hile the two anti-labor candidates ~o1ere defeated.

Labor also helped to defeat the anti-lahor mayoralty candidate and

pass two ballot propositions. The results confirmed, once again, the

importance of a non-partisan campaign to lab~r's political fortunes.

Hesketh had the support of much of the cornnercial press while the two

labo~ candidates ~-1ho failed had no such support. 46

In June of 1914 the Seattle Charter Revision COMmittee (Free-

holders) issued their plan to reor?,anize the city government by

adopting a city manager form of government, providin~ for a thirty-

man city council, rather than a conmission form favored by the re-

forr.lers. The proposed charter also ~.,eakened popular control of the

r,overnment. The ~ost criticized feature of the plan, however, al-

lowed district, rather than at-larr,e elections. Since the labor vote

~~as dis~ersed throughout the city, the district system tended to mini-

mize labor's political pm·Ter. J. Y. C. Kelloeg, a prominent progressive

Republican, C.!J. Boyle, the SCLC's business agent, and T.ll. Bolton,

representative of the Provision Trades Section, to~ether witll other

46nickson, pp. 40,136,138,141; l'R 7,21 Feb. 1914; Former ~layor
Hiram Gill ~on reelection by reversin~ Most of his old policies and
promisinr, to introduce reform. Sale, pr. 107-1')8,118-119; ~'1organ, Pp.
190-193.
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labor represent., tives on the cOr.lr.1it tee, led the opposit ion. The SCLC

even appointed a specL'l comnittee to oppose the freeholders' plan.

Partly as a result of their united efforts tI,e plan was defeated re-

soundingly.47

The less-militant HSFL was less successfuL After the JLC's

disap;>ointments at the 1913 legislature it adopted new tactics.

Rat ',er than merely relying on the candidates' proT'lise,; of support, the

JLC decided to employ the new initiative, referendum, and recall act

to amend the Constitution and the labor laws by direct legislation.

As a result, early in 1914 the JLC began to circulate initiative

petitions on behalf of a series of initiatives which, collectively, be-

came knmro as the "seven sisters". Despite long ler;al battles over the

validity of the petition signatures, five of the seven initiatives

qualified for the 1914 general election ballot. 48

This neH policy proved a great failure. In Novel1ber 1»14 the

regular Republicans ,wn a sweepinp, victory, lan,ely due to a reconcili-

ation betHeen the old guard the the pro?,ressives. The voters defeated

all of the initiatives except the eT'lployment a~ency bill and an initia-

tive to· establish st.1tewide prohihition. Perhaps it was this frustra-

tion which led the 1914 HSFL convention to approve a resolution sup-

porting "the collective Qt·mcrship and deMocratic rnana~ement of all

47S 1 .• Cl tV1.?, pp.
1914; u~ 6 June 1914.

196-193; Seattle Sun 2 ~!ay, 22,26 June, 1 July

48The initiative prop,ram included: a blue sky bill, a bureau
of inspection abolition hill, an em)lloyment agency for prohibition
hill, a medical aid arnendmert to the workmen's compensation act and a
convict labor bill.

For !'lore on the initiative, see: Saltvig, pp. 349-351; UTt
11 Oct. 1913, 9 Hay 1911,; Crawford, pp. 174-173; Johnson, pp. 29-63;
Seattle Sun 16 April, 6 :by 1914; Star I, June 1911,; Times 5 Jan. 1917.
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means of production." At the very least it indicated labor's r.rm"ing

uncertainty that reform, within the capitalistic system, was still

possible. Econonic hardship and ecp10yer resistance '''ere driving

labor and the political Left closer together. 49

The outbreak of \·lorld 101ar I in July 1914, hm"ever, prevented

the leftward movenent of most trade unionists. At the same time, it

split the political Left, exacerbated labor-mana~ement tensions, and

stren~thened the position of the HSFL's conservatives. The explanation

for this lies, again, in the ethnic r.1ake-up of the rank and file of

the various or3anizations. Prior to 1880 eip,hty-five per cent of im-

migrants to the United States came from Northwest Europe: from Ireland,

Germ:~.:1Y, the United KingdoM, Canada, and Scandinavia. By 1910-1920

these ethnic groups constituted only t~"enty per cent of ir:unierants.

The "new" ir.unigration came primarily from Eastern and Southern Europe:

from Russia, Austria-Hungary, and Italy.50

49The medical aid initiative failed larRely due to the opposi
tion of Governor Lister. He criticized it as too vague, because it
would put the whole burden on employers, and hecause it failed to de
fine the precise procedures or specify the total costs of the program.
However, Lister did promise that, if the initiative was defeated, he
would appoint a conmission to study medical aid and propose a bill ac
ceptable to both em~loyers and employees. BusinessMen, the Employers
Association and the lunhermen all promised to cooperate.

The state Supreme Court uplleld the employment apency initiative
bill in HuntsHorth v. T~nner 87 ~·1ash. 670 (1914). The Vnited States
District Court agreed and the United States Supreme Court confirmed
their decisions in AdaMS v. T~nner 244 U.S. 570 (1917).

The 1915 lerislature contained seventy-seven Republicans, thir
teen Democrats, and seven Pronressives; the Senate contained thirty-t~"o

Republicans, six Democrats, and four Progressives.
Johansen, pp. 473-475; Saltvig, pp. 351-352,354; Crawford, pp.

178-180. See also: Tripp, pp. 115-123; ~!SFL Proc~. t (1914), p. 42.
See also: Sale, p. 107-108.

I
50These "net"" immigrants t-lere unlike their predecessors in lan-

p,ua~e, religion, nnd culture. Further~ore, unlike the old immigrants,
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By 1910 this process had produced start1in~ results. In that

year more than twenty-five per cent of Seattle's population of just

under 250.000. or approximately 62,000. were foreign-born. In the

same year just over twenty per cent of Spokane's population. of just

over 100.000. was foreign-born. Many thousands more were second-

generation i~igrants. Although Seattle's immigrant population still

consisted, prinarily. of "old" immigrants the percentage of radical

"new" immigrants 'olas grmoling very rapidly. 51

By 1914 many of the old immigrants had joined the trade unions.

The new immigrants, however, were usually employed in the unorganized

mass production industries. They received less pay. They worked

under worse conditions and resented the unwillingness of the WSFL to

h~lp them organize. The make-up of the l-lSFL and the SCLC reflected

this situation. Both were dominated by the old immigrants and the

native-born. They had few "new" immigrant members and even fewer of

them in leadership positions. (Table ~o. 4) Meanwhile, both the I~~

and the SPW vigorously recruited new immigrant members. 52

they did not settle on the land. but in the great industrial cities
and in the lumber and minin~ camps, where they formed the industrial
work-force. While the older in~igrants predominated in agriculture
and in the trade unions, the new immigrants predominated in the SPW,
and the lID', and in the ~or~anized industries. In the West. the per
centa~e of foreign-born in t~e population increased rapidly from one
per cent in 1850 to 4.5 per cent in 1870 to 7.3 per cent in 1890 to
9.8 per cent in 1910.

David Ward. Cities and Immi~rantst A r,eogr;tphy of Change in
Nineteenth Century AtTlerica. (:~m., York: Oxford University Press, 1971).
pp. 52-57.60. For more on the impact of World War I on Seattle, see:
Sale. pp. 116-126. For more on social conditions of immigrants, see:
Sale. pp. 113-115.

5152Uard. pp. 77.80-81.
Johansen. pp. 404-405; Weinstein. pp. 182-183.
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llhen \-Iorld l-lar I broke out, the WSFL, the SCLC, the SPW, and

the IWW all split alon~ ethnic lines. The problems were most severe

for the SP\-l, the SPA, and the SCLC "labor Reds". I t was especially

difficult for them to uphold their pacifistic, anti-patriotic, and

revolutionary doctrines because all the European socialist parties had

voted to support their own nation's war policies. It beca~e obvious

that the real question ,~as whether the United States should interfere

militarily to support the Western Allies. Since there was never any

chance that the United States would support the Central Powers, it is

in this light that the response of the SPA to the war must be seen. 53

The Socialist Party of America's response to the Har mirrored

that of the major parties in ever] way. Anglo-American socialists,

proportionately lveaker than in the nation as a whole, 'o1ere nevertheless

highly influential in the party. as journalists, financial backers, and

policy-makers. They ur~ed the party to endorse Americ3n aid for the

Allies. Hinority groups from the Austro-llungarian empire supported

them, seeinp. American support for the Allies as a way to liberate

their homelands fron the imperial polo1er. JIo'!J1ever, refugees from ·the

Russian enpire, the Finns, Estonians, Latvians, Lithuanians., Poles,

and other Northern Slavs, were more numerous in the party and would

not countenance such a move for it would involve support for. the op-

pressors of their homelands. Had the SPA endorsed American entry in-

to the ,var on either side it would have faced the same problem ~·lilson

faced from anti-war Irish and German AMericans in t~e Democratic party.

53For more on the socialist response to the war, see: Weinstein,
pp. 119-121.
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The party Hould h'lve split along ethnic lines and r,ained the enmity

of the dOMinant Anglo-American conmunity.' Therefore, after a brief

period of uncertainty, the SPA decided to support continued Aneric'ln

neut ral ity. 54

The SPH responded similarly hut for different reasons. Ry

1914 the I'arty Has solidly under the control of the foreign languar.e

groups Hho opposed the Allies. Realizing that the only possible

active American role in the '.var was support for the l"lilies. includin3

Russia (and, after 1915, Italy), the party decided to 0I'pose AMerican

entry into the ;';n. 55

TI,e SCLC Has torn by similar mnsiderations and endorsed an

SPI/-suggested anti-war resolution introduced hy Hulet Hells. In ad-

dition to its forowing nUMbers of Eastern Europeans the SCLC also con-

tained a large number of Irish Catholics, Scandinavians, and Geruan-

Americans, who also opposed American support for the Allies. (Table

:'0. 4) Together, these groups had a decisive influence on the SCLC. 56

The war also changed the over-all direction of labor's politi-

cal evolution. It drove a wedge between labor and the progressives

and it split the labor movement. ,,'hile some elements of labor moved

closer to the Left, others became more conservative. Soon after the

",tar broke out, for exaIilple, the SCLC enoorsed· an SP'-l plan to reorganize

the AFL alonr. industrial lines. The plan envisioned carving up the

jurisdictions of the AFL's international unions into industrial de-

partmcnts. In,en the SCLC delegation presented tl,ese sur,gestions to

54 Ibid .; This led to an exodus of Anglo-American socialists from
the SPA. Party memberahip, however, continued to grow due to an influx
of new imMigrant and pacificist groups.

55Winslow, PI'. 54-55.
56Ibid.
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the AFL convention, however, r~mpers and the international's leader-

ship were outraged. They mounted a strong effort to convince the SCLC

to abandon its reform efforts. Although they succeeded in defeatin~

the plan, they failed to disuade the SCLC reformers. Between 1914

and 1925 the SCLC's dele~ations to AFt conventions re-introduced the

resolutions time and again. This merely increased the furty of the

AFL. The AFt leadership, led by Gompers, then sought to exploit di-

visions within the SCLC to prevent a further drift to the Left.

Compers worked closely with the leaders of conservative unions in

Seattle, particularly those in the building and teaming trades, to

battle those sympathetic to the socialists. Thereafter, these old im-

mip,rant-dominated trades fo~ed the backbone of the conservative forces

in the labor movement. 57

While the It~~ joined the SPA and SCLC in their opposition to

the war, the AFL and WSFL leaned more toward intervention. The Aft

represented many more Anglo-American, native-born, and older immigrant

Rroups than the SPA, Il~, or SCLC did. (Table No.4) Increasingly,

they supported American entry into the war on behalf of the Allies

and, not wantin~ to break with pro-war progressives, attempted to dis-

sociate themselves from the anti-war ~roups. By 1916 they had become

very active in President Wilson's "Preparedness" campaign. Only the

fact that both the Aft and WSFL contained many new immigrant members

prevented them from takinp. stronger pro-war ~ands.58

57Winslo~, pp. 4-5,28-29,37-38,43-47,54-55,75; tveinstein, pp.
29-31,116-118; ~ 18 July 1918.

58In the face of continued Republican propap,anda to join the
Allied war effort, Wilson agreed to support a program of arms pur
chases and military "preparedness" as a hedRe against the day when
they might be necessary.
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In 1915 the economic impact of the war began to be felt in

the Pacific Northwest for the first time. The efforts of employers

to monopolize the profits for themselves, however, reached a peak at

the same time. They had been greatly hurt in the preceeding years by

declining prices and production and hoped to recoup their losses.

This effort had the effect of dampening down economic growth and

limiting the benefits for labor. The labor force ~rew by only 0.91

per cent to 550,000 and emploYment increased by only 0.58 per cent

to 518,000. As a result, unemployment actually increased by 6.25 per

cent to 518,000. As a result, unemployment actually increased by
~--

6.25 per cent to 32,300, or 5.87 per cent of the labor force. (Table

No.1) The growing splits in the labor movement made it harder for

labor to resist the employers' open shop campaign.

In 1915 the continued stagnation in the state's economy and

the resistance of employers finally began to have a serious impact on

the WSFL's organizational efforts. After ten years of uninterrupted

growth the WSFL suffered a sharp set-back in paid-up membership in

1915. Membership fell by 18.99 per cent to 16,131. Workers could no

longer live only on hope. The percentage of the state's labor force,

orRanized by the WSFL, fell below three per cent for the first time

since 1909. (Table No.2)

In view of the difficulties faced by the WSFL it is hardly

very surprisin~ to note that the SCLC also experienced great diffi-

culties in 1915. In the peak year of the employers' offensive, mem-

bership in SCLC locals fell by 20.13 per cent to 8,673. The Building

Tiades, which had benefited the most in 1914, suffered the most in

1915. In addition, the Metal, Brewery/Provision, Miscellaneous, and
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Amusement Trades sections lost membership. Only the '~ritime and

Printing Trades sections gained ~enbers. (Table ~o. 3)

The AFL and '''SFL ,~ere increasin~ly hampered 1n their orp,aniza

tiona1 efforts by the employers' attempts to link them to anti-war

forces 0 This inhibited organized labor's desire to curry favor with

the Anglo-AMerican estab1ishment--those l"hite Anglo Saxon Protestant

leaders who dominated both the business co~unity and the Republican

party--and encouraged the AFL and '~SFL to support "Preparedness".

This desire became ever more acute as the open shop campaiRll gathered

steam. With the revival of conservative Republican fortunes in the

1914 legislative elections, the possibility that labor's previous

gains might be e1ininated became very real. Indeed, a strong move

ment to roll back labor's gains and to at least modify the progressive

reforDs of 1911-1913 did get under way at the 1915 legislative session.

The anti-reform forces were encouraged by the defeat of most of the

"seven sisters" initiatives. The decimation of the progressives in

1914 left little to oppose them. Thus, the legislature voted to re

peal the eight hour da:, on public l-1orks ilct. Representative C.E.· Lu~,

,~ho led the fight for repeal, said of the effort, "It is time T.-1e ~ot

at~ay from some of these freak 1alITs." The legislature also passed an

anti-labor Medical aid bill after first rejectinr, the proposal Governor

Lister's First Aid Commission had recoMmended. In addition, the anti

labor forces succeeded in p~ssinr, several bills repealin3 labor re

form and direct le~islation acts. The .'lnti-1ahor forces might easily

have achieved even more but they t~ere prevented by the prompt vetoes

of Governor Lister. Lister unexpectedly and courageously vetoed both
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the eight hour day repeal and the anti-lahor medical aid bills. The

ler,islature tried. hut failed, to override him. LiRter was particular-

ly outraged that the enployers, who had promised to support his First Aid

Commission's recommendations in return for his support against the JLC's

medical aid initiative (1914).

The most important of the anti-labor bills. passed by the 1915

legislature, was an anti-picketin~ bill, which prohibited picketinp,

within 500 feet of establishments involved in labor disputes. Despite

pleas froM Labor Co~issioner Edward Olsen and labor representatives,

urgin~ a veto. Lister sinned the bill. 60

The behavior of the legislature presented the JLC l-lith its

first full-hlot~ crisis. It responded with a campaign to defeat the

un-vetoed anti-labor and anti-reform hills by the referendum. In

l"estern l1a'shin~ton the JLC organized a State Referel1dum League to lead

the campaip,n. The JLC organized a' siMilar hody in Eastern ~~ashin~ton.

The SRL emphasized its efforts to oppose restrictions in the direct

legislation laws. but also announced it intended to fight for repeal

of some of the most anti-reform achievements of the legislature.

Senator Poindexter, the ~.]omen's Christian Temperance l'nion. and the

Grange all endorsed the campaign and by June 1915 the SRL had collected

61enough signatures to place all the referenda on the fa11l916 ballot.

60SaltviP-. p. 321; WSFL Procs., (1916), p. 101.
In addition the le~islature passed a nunber of bills restrict

in3 the expansion of pub1icn1ly olvned utilities. amending the state's
political convention and primary 1m/s, restrictin~ usage of the initia
tive and referendun petition laws, and increasin~ the size of port com
missions, all of which were opposed by the labor lobby.

6lAt the same time (June 1915), the JLC adopted a Gran~e proposal
calling for formation of a ~on-Partisan Election Law League, designed to
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The pro~ressive cause, althour,h battered by the employers'

offensive and by eventR in the ler,islature, had not yet died. In

1915 a second labor-endorsed candidate, T.H. Bolton. won election to

the Seattle City Council. A~ain, however. although Bolton had intimate

ties to the labor movement. he r3n as a non-partisan and did not rely

on labor support alone. Bolton, like Hesketh, was a Member of the

craft unionist Provision Trades Section. He, too, received support

from the cotnr.'lercial press. Thus, despite the fact that the SCLC con-

tinued its drift to the Left, elected Hulet Wells as its president,

and contained a growing number of pro-SPlol leaders, it also continued

to rej ect Left-t-ling poli tical policies. Hmo1 ouch lonp,er this could

cont inued., hOto1eVer, must have ,·mrried the Council's conservative and

non-partisan leaders. 62

In 1916, for the first time. the economic benefits of the war

in Europe be~an to trickle down to. the workers in l~a~hinEton State.

'fuile the lahar force gret o1 by only 0.54 per cent to 553, ono, employment

increaRed by 6.37 per cent to 551,000 and unemployment fell by 91.95

per cent to 2,600 or 0.47 per cent of the labor force. This was "the

most dramatic econonic turn-around ever recorded in Washington State's

history. Only in the boom year of 1906 had unem,loyment been 10to1er.

secure passage of legis1atiori to weaken the role of political parties.
The JLC hoped that such le~islation would force candidates to campaign
on specific iSRues rather th;tn party platforms, thus eliminatinr, the
need for costly direct le~is1ation canpair,ns in the future. It was not
until seven nonths later. ho~ever. that the Lea?,ue was actually
established.

Saltvi~. pp. 375-379; Crawford, pp. 183-184; ~urray, pp. 237
238; Seattle Stm 26 April, 12,22 :fay. 9 JWle 1915;~ 20 'larch 1915;
Tit'les 18 !·rarch 1915.

62Ca11, p. 48; Dickson. pp. 41-43,45,130,136t138-~39,141;Seattle
UR 7.13.14 Feb. 1915.
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(Table ~o. 1)

Despite the econo:-:tic turn-around, however, the lo/SFL was in a

poor position to reap the benefits. It had not yet truly recovered

from the damar,e done during the employers' offensive of the preceedinz

years and with economic improvement ~~ny workers saw less need to

organize. ~!ore-over the issue of the war and American entry into it

had proved very divisive within the labor movement. As a result, ~eM

bership in the 'o1SFL fell by a further 6.43 per cent in 1916 to 15,093.

It now represented only 2.72 per cent of the state's labor force.

(Table No.2)

The SCLC, on the other hand, recovered smartly from its set

back the previous year. The Seattle economy began to benefit much more

directly from the war than the state as a ,",hole and membership in the

SCLC increased by 15.71 per cent to 10,036. Only the Brewery/Provision

Trades Section, hurt by the advent of prohibition, lost membership.

The ~'Ietal Trades Section more than doubled its membership and 'o1as the

fastest growing of the trade sections. (Table ~o. 4)

In 1916, however, the political influence of the WSFL and'the

SCLC 3rew weaker. The anti-labor, anti-reform sentiment, which had

hampered the JLC in the legislature, became more intense and the sporad

ic violence in labor-management relations persisted. The issue of

American participation in l'~or1d 'var I continued to divide both the

labor and the socialist movernents as 'o1e11 as the nation at large. As

German provocations against American trade continued, the solution

which had prevailed since 1914--neutr~lity--hecarneless and less tenable.

As losses mounted on both sides without a decision bein~ reached, the
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pressure on the United States to prepare for war grew stronger. As

war seemed ever more likely, the radical 'clements in the labor move-

mcnt--the new i~igrants, the socialists, the industrial unionists--

supported the SPA-SPl-l anti-war stand more strongly. By the sa~e token,

the AFL-~SFL-SCLC conservatives--the craft unionists, the old immi-

p,rants. the native-born--moved more and more towards support of the

Wilson administration's stand on preparedness. The labor pro~ressives

had to do this or break with the non-labor progressives who still fol-

iowed their beloved leader, Theodore Roosevelt. who was leading the

fight for intervention. This issue took on national and international

significance ~s a result of the Preparedness Day Parade bombing in

San Francisco, 22 July 1916. The arrest and highly publicized trials

and cQlvictions of Tom ~looney. '~arren K. Billin~s. and three other

Il~~ sympathizers connected with the San Francisco Central Labor Council

and its member unions helped divide the labor movement still further

and helped isolate it from majority opinion. (~woney received a

death sentence and the others long prison terms.) The convictions,

in the absence of firm evidence of guilt. convinced many in the labor

movement that the Establish~ent was out to force American entry into

the tolar to promote capitalisr.l and that it tolould stop at nothin~, least

of all crushing the labor movemcnt, ,.,hich stood in its way. On the

other hand. support for the defendants convinced ,many progressives

that labor was indeed out to sabotap,e AMerican security.63

63The bOr.lb, planted in a suitcase alonp. the line of march, ex
ploded leaving nine rnarcllers and spectators dead. Eleven months later
~rooney was sentenced to death for the crime and nillin~s to life impris
onr.lent. Anti-war and pro-I~~~ and ~ro-SPA forces in the labor movement
and civil' libertarians condemned the trials and sentences. They charged
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In Uashinr-ton Republican gubernatorial candidate Roland H.

Hartley, a mill-otvner and former mayor of Everett, contributed to this

climate by whipping up sentioent against labor leaders of all persua-

sions. lIis maincampai~ issue t'las the open shop. All the while he

professed his s)~mpathy for the 'to1orkin3 man suffering under the tyranny

of corrupt labor leaders. Several bitterly fou~ht and violent Rtrikes

also added to the tension. In June a misconceived coast-wide maritime

strike be~an. The strikers denanded higher wa3es and an employment

that enployers were trying to fraMe 'tooney becau~e of his radical
industrial union activities and pointed out that he had been so har-=-.
rassed in the past. The C~liforni3 State Federation of Labor and the
San Francisco Central Labor Council were caUGht in the middle. Their
leaders had only reluctRntly supported ~fuoney's organizinR activities,
hated his radical ideas, and regarded him as an incompetent. They de
scribed his tactics in a recent Street Carmen's strike as "!~ooney'5

~forbid ~fove". They could not afford, hO~'lever, to let the violations
of ~IDoney's civil liberties 80 unchallenged and agreed to support var
ious appeal efforts on his behalf. ~{ooney'~ I~-1H and radical associ
ates thereupon seized upon these efforts to organize a nation-wide
campaign to free ~··tooney, hopinR to URe the furor for their Olm politi
cal purposes. They called for a general strike to force a netl1 trial.
This outraged the AFL and State Federation leadership, which were still
trying to maintain friendly relations Hith the Hilson Adr.linistration,
and the)' threatened to abandon ~tooney if he and his follot'lers persisted.
A~ this ;100ney aRreed to call off the general strike for the duration
of the tolar, ~"hich the United States had just entered. Finally, in 1919,
Hooney's sentence 'o1as cor.unuted to life in prison. ilowhere ~1as 'looney's
support greater than in the SCLC. Efforts to or3anize a general strike
on his behalf were well-advanced by January 1919 and added to the sup
port for the Seat tIe general strike, tvhich occurred in February 1919
in support .of the Seattle metal trades union, when the ~1ooney strike
was cancelled.

Philip Taft, Or~anized LRbor in AMerican History, pp. 327-334;
Taft, Lahor Politics Anerican Style: the California State Federation
of Labor, (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1968); San Francisco
LRbor Chronicle 28 July 1916, 23 Feb., 21 July 1917; Report on the
~foonev D'I'nani te Cnse in San Francisco Submit ted by President :1ilson' s
~rediation r.oMmission, Official Bulletin 28 Jan. 1918; The :tooney
Billinn:s !te!1ort: Supnressed Bv The ~~ickersham Cornr.littee, e'lew York:
Gotham House, 1932), pp. 37-41.
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system which would end the necessity of waitinp, on the docks all day

and night in hopes of lo7ork. The t-laterfront Employers Association,

however, refused to ne~otiate in good faith and imported Black strike

breakers. The ~l.EA even induced seventy-five University of ~ashington

students to '-lork as "scabs". By negotiating separately l-lith each

union the ~'~A man3r,ed to split the longshoremen from the other mari

time unions. As 3 result the strike col13psed after a ~onth and a

half. In mid-July the men returned to work on their ecp10yers' con

aitions. At the same time, a strike by the Everett Shingle-weavers

Union, in protest ar,ainst fue employers' refusal to raise wages as

provided in their contract, attracted widespread sympathy. Due to the

"lar, 1umb.er prices ,yere up nnd the employers could have afforded to

grant the increases but were determined not to give in to union de

mands. TIle Il~~, then conductin~ an organizirig campaign, then offered

their unsolicited assistance to the AFL workers. The I\~~'s poured in

to Everett and attempted to employ their free speech tactics on behalf

of the stril:ers. In contrast to their eh"Perience in Spokane, they

were met by iron resistance from the enp10yers, who hired local vi~i

1antes and employed violence and terror to counter the I1~~'s free

speech tactics. Expelled from town on several occasions, the I\~~'s

returned each time, only to ~e evicted a~ain by increasin r.1y·vio1ent

methods. The violence reached a peak in the so-called "Everett

Hassacre". On 5 ~·Tover.tber 1916 ahout 250 nolll's arrived in Everett by

b03t. They had cone to protest the particularly vicious treatment

meted out to nn earlier r,roup of deMonstrators. They were met at the

dock by the sheriff and his deputies Hho ordered them to return to
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Seattle. Suddenly shots ranr, out from both sides. l~en it was over

five I~~l's and tlro sheriff's deputies lay dead. 64

In the face of this anti-labor furor. the progressives re-

orRanized. In February 1916 a group of Seattle labor leaders. progres-

sive reformers. and Gran~e officials met and fOIT:1ed the '-1aRhin~ton

State ~on-Partisan League. The NPL. unrelated to the North Dakota

agrarian movement bearing the same name. proposed to fi~ht for an

initiative to abolish party designations in all state. county, and

municipal elections. TIle NPL rapidly ~ained support. In ~arch the

Seattle Herald, an ex-socialist paper. beca~e the ~PL's offical jour-

nal. The \-ISFL endorsed it. California's progressive Republican

Governor. Hiram Johnson. prOMised to tour the state on behalf of its

proposals. Governor Lister endorsed it. By the end of }~rch branches

65of the ~PL had been established in Bellingham. Everett, and Tacoma.

64 For more on the Hartley c~rnpaign see: Sa1tvig, p. 389;
Seattle~ 26 Aur,. 1915;~ 1 Sept. 1916; Gunns. pp. 38-43. See
also: Everett Herald 29 April 1916; Seattle To~·m Crier 6 Hay 1916;
Argus 3 April 1916, 3 April 1920.

For More on the longshore strike. see: Roger Buchanan.~
Strike (Everett: The Horking Press, 1975), pp. 16-19; Dickson. p. 43;
United Dock Horker 3 June 1916; Pacific Coast Longshorernnn 22 July 1916.

For more on the Everett ~~ssacre. see: Clark. pp. 173-214.
passi~; Gunns. pp. 29,31-32.34-36.

Following the Massacre the I~~-1's returned to Seattle where they,
but none of the vigilantes and deputies. were char~ed with murder and
sent back to Everett for trial. Eventually. due to lack of evidence,
they were acquitted. .

65 The leadership of the ~lPL included such pro~ressives as Thomas
~urphine and ~!rs. Frances Axtell. DeMocrats Robert Bridges and Oliver
Erickson. Socialists Homer Bone and Glen Hoover. Granp,e official Fred
Chamberlain. and labor leaders Ja~es A. Duncan and Otto Case. J. Allen
Smith, the University of Hashington history professor. also '<las a
member.

As of 2 June the Herald ceased to be an NPL organ. It re
sumed publication as an SP~ paper. edited by Dr. Bro\<1O. It was in
creasingly devoted to anti-militarism. For a while it was succeeded
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The NPL also proposed to 110rk for initiatives to obtain a medi-

cal aid amendMent to the workmen's conpensation act, to place a royalty

tax on cornmerica1 fishernen, and to enact a home rule bill authorizin~

first class cities to regulate public utilities. A key feature of

this campaign was the close cooperation bet\veen the ~IPL And the JLC.

The NPL agreed to support the JLC's referenda. In return the JLC

agreed to endorse the ~PL's four initiatives. 66

The progressives' plans soon came apart. George Cotterill

and C.J. France, the progressive Democrats who had drafted the non-

partisan election law initiative. favored a comprehensive bill provid-

ing for a presidential preferential primary and regulations to end

corrupt p~actices in addition to non-partisan elections. O.T.

Erickson, James t~. Bryan, and Charles A. ReYn0lds--progressive

Republicans--thought the proposed initiatives too 10n3 (it contained

13.000 ,Yorks) and too broad. Eric~son favored limiting the initiative

to non-partisan elections. Despite a last. desperate effort, none of

the four initiatives received enough signatures to go on the ballot.

Bitterly. the HSFL and the Grange blamed the ne~'l voter regist ration

law (1915) for the failure but, in fact, it failed pricari1y due to

lack of unity. In the wake of this debacle the ~PL disintegrated. 67

by the }1on-P<=trtisan, ·.07htch. in turn, was succeeded by the Commonllealth.
Saltvi~. pp. 379-380,382; lIani1ton Cravens, itA History of the

!'lashin~ton Famer-Lahor Party, 1918-1924," Gr. A. Thesis: University
of Washin~ton, 1963), pp. 63-64; Seattle Sear 31 ~~rch, 7,8,12 April
1916; Seattle Herald 10,24 ~·Iarch. 7,21 April 1916; P-I 27 Feb. 1916;
Tripp, p. 140. ---

66Sa1tvig, pp. 379-380.
67Sa1tvig, pp. 380-382; Crawford, pp. 187,213-214; HSFL Procs.,

(1917), pp. 5-6; Tripp. p. 140; Seattle ~ 15 July 1916; P-I 27 Oct.
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The JLC's referenda campaign fared much better. The JLC re-

ceived vital support from Governor Lister. Lister l-laS in a tour,h re-

election canpaign against moderate Republican nominee Henry licBride,

the "wet" who had defe;ited Hartley in the primary. His problem was

that he had ;in~ered many conservatives and businessmen with his vetoes

of anti-labor legislation without gaining significantly among progres-

sives. He had only a single issue--prohibition--with which to attack

HcBride and Bain progressive support. Then, in nid-October, Lister

got the break he needed. Lister's King County committee met with

C.J. France, Lucy Case, and James Duncan, presenting the JLC's pro-

gressives. They offered to swing their support to Lister if he would

support their fight on the referenda. Duncan warned that, as far as

labor was concerned, Lister's refusal to veto the anti-picketing bill

had completely off-set his previou~ pro-labor achievements. If he did
\.

not change his stance quickly, laber would endorse the Progressive

Party's candidate, James Bradford. Heeding Duncan's advice Liste~

ch;inged his position and advocated defeat of all the anti-labor bills

on the ballot.

I an urginp, the people to vote 3Rainst all the referendums
even if I did si~ several of thee.

He credited the federal Clayton Anti-Trust Act (19l4) with changing

his mind.

I p,ive the Clayton Bill, passed by Congress, my unqualified
approval and believe that it will aid greatly in allayinr, fric
tions between capital and labor and for that reason I an urgin~

that referendUM measure No. 6 be defeated in spite of the fact
th:lt I siened it '.-Then it Has presented to me.

1916;~ 24 April 1916.
In the fall, only two of the initiatives were on the ballot.

Both sought chanRes in the prohibition laws and failed b~/ wide margins.
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For the rest of the ca~paign Lister devoted his main energies for the

anti-referenda campaiAn and ap,ainst the anti-prohibition initiatives.

The Democrats picked up progressive support \o7hen the '-1ilson administra-

tion appointed Louis Brandeis to the S~preme Court and endorsed fed

eral rural credits. worknen's compensation. and child labor bills. 68

As a result all of the referred bills went do~m to defeat by

large Margins. The anti-picketin~ bill was defeated by the narrowest

margin--97,370 votes. The progressive-Democrat coalition also swept

to victory. Wilson won reelection by a narrow margin over Charles

E. Hughes. his Republican rival. l-1ilson carried Hashington State by

a vote of 183,338 to 167,208. Lister. too, won reelection although he

trailed his party's leader. The SPA's vote dropped fifty per cent from

1912 with most of the forner socialist vote ~oing to l1ilson and Lister.

The Progressive Party suffered the most. The Republicans benefited

somewhat as a result. In the con~ressiona1 elections Senator Poindexter

won reelection over his De~ocratic rival and the Republicans won four

out of five" House seats. The lone exception was C.C. Dill, the Democrat

in Spokane's Fifth District. 69

68Sa1tvip" pp. 392-393,395; Seattle Times 22 Oct. 1916; Link.
t'!oodroH l!i1son and the Pro~re~~ive Era, (~e,., York, 1954), pp. 223-229;
Link, Campai~n for Pro~ressivisM and Pe~ce, (Princeton. 1965), P9. 41
61.

For core on the Federal Clayton Act, see: Jerold A. Auerbach,
Anerican Labor in the ~Nentieth Centurv, (Indian~polis: Bobbs-~erri11

Co., 1969), p~. 123-124; Irvinr, Bernstein, The" Lean Years, (Boston:
Houghton ~liff1in Co., 1971), pp. 207-209; enited States Statutes At
L~r4e XXXVIII (15 Oct. 1914), pp. 731,738.

69The failure of the anti-picl:etinr. bill may have discouraged
the anti-labor employers and conservatives, but it did not defeat them.
They soon found new, equally effective reMedies for labor disputes.
Chief aMonp, these was the anti-picketin~ court injunction.

'Ca11, p. 2R; Sa1tvir" PP. 399-401; Johansen, pp. 474,614;
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The election of 1916 spelled the end of the Pror,ressive Party.

Progressivism itself lingered, although weakened, until the post-war

era, but it had spent itself in the referenda call1paiGO. Only one

~reat achievenent lay before it. ny 1917 most of the ~~SFL's original

le~islative program, outlined in 1902, had been enacted and success-

fully defended. The only gap in this record was the absence of a

medical aid bill. This lack was remedied in 1917.

'ihen the 1917 legislative session convened, the reform forces

faced intense pressures. The events of 1916, especially the "Everett

Massacre", had etched themselves deeply into the r:temories of the le~-

islators. Employers and conservatives from both major parties de-

Manded protection against provocations by Il~~'s and other labor radi-

ca1s. They ur~ed passap,e of a so-callen "Criminal Syndicalism Bill."

At first it ~emed likely that they would succeed. A Senate bill,

makin3 it a felony to advocate "criminal syndicali~m" (in ~'lhich crimi-

nal syndicalism was defined as advocating criMe, sabotage, or other

unlat~fu1 Methods of terrorism as a neans for acconp1ishing industrial

or political reform) easily passed with only five ne~ative votes. TIle

bill left it to the di.scretion of the local police to decide when the

law had been violated and authorized them to disperse any illegal as-

sembly. The only serious objection arose in the House, t-lhere one

legislator criticized it as a provocative "class" legislation and

another pointed out that it violated constitutional liberties of speech

!~ashinf,ton State Secretary of State, Abstract of the Votes, 1916 Gen
eral Election, (Olympia, 1916); Gunns, p. 42. See also: St. Germaine
v. n::tkerv ROrI Confectionerv Harkers Vnion 97 ~·lash. 282 (1917), in t.,hich
the state Su?rene Court upheld an injunction agai.nst "peaceful picket
ing" to1hich labor believed the Federal Clayton Act was meant to protect.
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and assembly. ~lonetheless, the House, too, passed the bill with only

twelve negative votes. 70

The passage of the bill outraged the labor movement, ,~hich

considered it an i1l-concealp.d attempt to stifle the trade unions

under the guise of attacking the rIll. Opponents of the bill flooded

Governor Lister's office ,~ith their complaints. One critic wrote:

I believe no,~ as I did when this measure 'o1as under consider~

tion, that the chief object ••• of the bill 1;~as to provide the bi8
business interests of the state 'o1ith an effective weapon ap,ainst
the legitimate labor unions of the state, rather than to furnish
the state with an effective weapon against the I.W.W. and other
lawless organizations.

Perhaps respecting his debt to the pro~ressives, Lister agreed and

vetoed the bill. In his veto message he expressed concern for the

bill's effect on loyal dissenters and said that he could only support

a bill that would ensure their safety. lle said that violations of

civil liherties under the bill would only give agitators further

aMmunition:

I feel that these ap,itators would secure a respectful hearing
from many ~ood citizens if the citizens should feel that their in
herent richt of free speech was being curtailed.

This collified the USFL and the progressives somewhat. Anna Louise

Strong, a socialist and pacifistic journalist with close ties to the

Seattle labor Movement, congratulated Lister on his veto:

70patrick Renshato1, "The I\~" and the Red Scare. 1917-1924,"
Journal of ConteMPorary llistorv III (1968), pp. 63-72; Dorothy ~.

Schr.lidt. "Sedition and Criminrl1 Syndicalism in the State of Hashin~ton,

1917-1919." Ct.A. Thesis: University of ~olashin~ton, 1940). passim;
Albert F. r,unns, "Civil Liberties and Crisis: The Status of Civil
Liberties in the Pacific ~orthwest, 1917-1940." (Ph.D. Dissertation:
University of ~':ashin~ton, 1971), pnssirn; Saltvig, pp. 432-434; Sennte
Journal, (1919), ~. 15; Seattle TiMe~ 24,27 F~b., 17 ~!arch 1917; In
coninp. Corres?ondence, Harch 1917, Lister Papers, University of
Washington Library.
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You have kept ~obert Bridr,es, C.J. France, James Duncan, my
self, and a lot of others from breakinp, into jail via the free 71
speech route, in order to test the constitutionality of the law.

Also, the anti-labor campairn alarmed many of the state's more

enlightened employers and led to the passaze of labor's long-sought

medical aid bill. The em,loyers did not support trade unions, much

less the IHtl, but they fe:tred that failure to deal with the ,.,orkers

legitimate grievances ~~ould radicalize the ~olorkers and lead to ever-

more-violent repetitions of the Everett Hassacre. Chief amonp. these

leaders was Representative ~rark Reed, Republican floor leader in the

House. ~eed, althour,h a mill-m·mer and no friend of labor, recog-

nized that sonething had to he done to ease the plight of injured

workers beyond 'olhat had already been accoMplished. Furthermore, the

r,rowing influx of war orders had led to a continuin~ improvement in

lumber prices and profits and had increased the employers' ability to

pay for reform, \olhile decreasing tf)eir antipathy to chan~e. These

developMents led Reed to introduce his O'oTn medical aid bill. Reed's

?roposal ~7as sinilar to that proposed by Lister's First Aid Cornnission

(i915) v7hich had been rejected by the conservatives. Reed's bill'

passed both houses by lar~e majorities and represented a major legis-

lative accomplishment. Neither the employers nor the t-l5FL nor the

Lister adMinistration preferred Reed's bill to their o"~ proposals

but it \.7as the best conpromise possible. Hhile it satisfied neither

7lSaltvig, pp. 432-434; Herman A. Sleizer, "Governor Lister:
Chapters of a Political Life," C·t.A. Thesis: University of ~.fashin~ton,

1941), passiM; Senate Journ:t1, (1919), pp. 14-15; Anna Louise Stron~,

I Ch'lnrtc Uorldc;, CTe~v York, 1937), pp. 25-60; J.~l. Faulkner to Lister,
9 July 1918, Lister Papers; A.L. Stron~ to Lister, 21 ~~rch 1917,
Lister Papers; Seattle Times 8 ~~rch 1917.
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side conpletely, most observers believed that it lo1ou1d contribute to

improved 1abor-mana~ement relations and lo1ou1d help a great many in-

jured "rorkers. The bill provided that in each industry both employers

and employees would contribute to a first aid fund. It also provided

that the employer's contribution would depend upon the accident rate

in the industry.72

'~ith that the 1e~is1ature adjourned. It had not lived up to

labor's darkest fears. lieither had it accomplished most of labor's

~oals. In this it typified the accomplishments of the Prosressive

Era as a whole. By 1917, in fact, progressivism had nearly run its

course. It had lost its enthusiasm. Uithin ,,"Yeeks the ,,,hole agenda

of progressive reform "Tas pushed aside by the requirements of war.

72For more on the passage, provisions, and administration of the
medical aid act, see: Tripp, pp. 141-142; Sa1tviR, pp. 428,431-432;
Spokane §.! 17,22 Feb. 1917; Seattle Times 1 :'!arch 1917; Call, p. 21.



Chapter 4:

Discon tent:

Labor and the ~lar Years,

1917 - 1918

llorld l-lar I undermined the moral basis of pror,ressiveness,

that opti~istic wil1in~ess of workers and employers, politicians,

and reformers, to work together to ameliorate the evils of mdustria1

capita1isn. In peacetime criticislTl of the status quo had legitimacy.

In wartime demand for social change could be equated ,~ith treason.

Fearful of such charges the niddle class progressive politicians and

reformers in the major parties sou~ht shelter in party loyalty ~t1hile

Bull ~Ioose progressives flooded back into the Republican party, leaving

independent pro3ressivisrn to die. This instinct for self-preservation

on the part of the centrists benefited the ideolop,ic~l extremists.

Both those who '''ished to prevent all chnnge and those ,,rho '.oTished to

destroy all vesti~es of the existing society gained froe polarization.

Lahor, ,"hich \,'<1S caught in the middle, split asunder. The

largest, conservative, old i~igrant seglTlents of the labor novement

endorsed the '-lar. For the duration th'3Y rested their hopes of immedi

ate benefits in the {-Tilson Adninistration. Another smaller group, con

sistine of the new immigrant, Left-wing unionists opted for revolution.

They joined the It~·l in opposition to the war.
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The SPA and SP\~ were also casualties of the war and the

revolution it spawned in Russia. They, too, split Apart. l~en re

form faded and the soviets came to power the radicals broke with the

moderates and the conservatives abandoned compromise. This spelled

the beRinnin~ of the end of the SPA, gave birth to the Communist Party,

and greatly complicated the political problems of the labor movement.

Economic changes, as much as political events, contributed to

the labor turmoil of this period. In 1917 the economic rebound, which

had started so viRorously in 1916, continued at a feverish pace. Al

though the labor force grew by 1.26 per cent to 560,000, most of the

economic gro~rth came as a result of increased production. Employment

rose ,'lY 6.53 per cent to 587,000 and unemployment declined by 1,123.07

per cent. This produced a negative unemployment rate of -4.75 per cent

of the labor force. In other words, so many new jobs opened up that

the economy could have absorbed 26,000 new workers. (Table ~o, 1)

The WSFL's statistics for this period are somewhat confused

because in 1917 the WSFL convention had voted to change its convention

from January to July, beRinninp, in 1918. Thus the 1917 statistics

cover an eighteen month period. ~evertheless they do reveal si~ifi

cant dAta. From January 1917 to July 1918 membership in l~SFL affiliates

increased by 54.66 per cent, to 23,343, or 4.13 per cent of the labor

force. ~ever before had the l~SFL represented so many workers, nor so

large a percenta~e of the state's labor force. (Table ~o. 2)

The SCLC's statistics underwent no comparable snake-up, ~ever

theless they, too, tell a tale of unprecedented ~rowth. ~embership in

SCLC locals increased by 55.13 per cent, to 15,569. Nearly every

trade section benefited, some ~reatly. Only the Amusement Trades
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Sect ion lost nenhers. It ~.,as, indeed, a b~nner year for the lahor

movenent. (Table No.3)

Labor's story of the war berins, late in 1916, when President

~'li1son and his :'ldviRors, Herbert Hoover and Ralph :f. Easley, approached

AFL Pre!=;ident Gompers ,.,ith a proposition to insure a loyal, non-strik-

ing, nO:l-disruptive labor force in the event of '-lar. In exchan~e for

his support for their so-called "Preparcdness u campaign the Adr.tinistra-

tion was prepared to offer labor better treatment, inc1udine government

recognition of trade unions and the eight hour day. In return they

asked that Gompers use his influence to assure united labor backing

for American war policy. It is not an exaggeration to say that r~mpers

leaped at the proposal. It had long been his ohject to pro~ote 1abor-

Bovernment cooperation just as he had lone advocated 1abor-manar-anent

cooperation. Thus he sponsored a loyalty pledge and circulated it

among the AFL's affiliates. By ~'farch 1917 r.10st AFL international

unions had endorsed it. Only ahout a dozen internationals balked at

signin~ the pledge and had not done so by the time war was dec1ared. 1

Also in ~tarch 1917, 'lith Anerican entry into the ,·!ar innninent,

the SPA' s ~lationa1 Execut ive Council called an er.1ar~ency convention to

forl:1Ulate their O\o1n prograM in the evp-nt of 'var. The SPA did not want

to be cau~ht napping hy the outbreak of war as their European brethren

had been in 1914. They were not-a moment too soon. for, on 2 April,

l:!ost of the anti-pledee unions \'Tere soci:llist-leanin~ new im
migrant-dominated industrial unions. They included the International
Ladies Ga~ent Horkers Union t the ~·ane, ~'!ill, and Braelter l-lorkers
rnion (formerly the ~-1FH), the International Typo~raphical l'nion, the
Cloth. lIat, and Cap '·!akers, and the ~nilHay Carmen's Union.

Weinstein, pp. 45-46.
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President Uilson delivered his war r.lcssap,e to Con~ress. Ry the time

the nearly 2fl') SPA delegates convened in St. Louis the United States

were already at war with the Central Powers. 2

The SPA's emerRency convention, which Met on 7 April, voted

overtihe1ningl:, to oppose the declaration of Har, to oppose introduc-

tion of conscription, and to oppose restrictions on free speech and on

the rinht to ~trike, "lhich the AFL had accepted. Only a fe'" n.i~ht-'o1inr.

members opposed the party's stand and, when they were de feated, they

showed their displeasure by \-.ya1kinR out of the party. ~tost1y native-

born, An8lo-Anerican, Middle class intellectuals, they then be~an

to attack the SrA as pro-German and alien-dominated. This merely con

firrl''-'.' the RroHin~ influence of the neu immigr3.nts over party policy. 3

2Very feT,01 congressncn opposed the declaration of '-.Tar. Of those
fe':-l ,·ho did, t\o10 carne from l"ashin~ton: Democrat C. C. Di.11 and r>rogres
sive Tlepub1ic;=tn ~!il1iam LaFollette. Dill did so, he said, because he
re?-arded as a "legal fiction" the idea th:lt r,erm...'lny had caused the ~·1ar.

As soon as the war resolution passed, Dill's opposition to the war
ceased.

Weinstein, pr. 127-128,135; Con~ressiona1 Record 65th Con~.,

First Session, April 4, 1917, pp. 212,214,234; Saltvie. p. 445; Spokane
SR 6 April 1917.

3Thc ~'lalk-out did not signi ficant1y effect the SPA's meMbershi"
'~lich continued to grow rapidly. The An~lo-Arnerican intellectuals did
not constitute a significant proportion of the nembership. Among those
pro-war socialists "~:10 '-Talked out, ho,..rever, were many leadin~ j ourna1
ists, publicists. fund-raisers. and trade unionists. Althou~h numeri
cally ,..reak. they had a si~ifican t in f1 uence outside the party. The
SPA felt their loss deeply. They included: J.G. Phelps Stokes, ~.Ji11iam

Eneli<Jh Ual1in~, H. J. Ghent, A. "I. SiI1Mons, Charles Ed'-.Tard Russell.
~-1infie1d Gaylord, John Spar~o, and Urton Sinclair.

Fo11ot,,1ing the emer~ency convent ion the SPA's r:\nk and file
ratified the anti-war stand by a vote of 21,639 to 2,752.

As a result of this vote large numbers of pacifists and new
i~i~rants joined the party. ~f09t of the anti-war socialists were mem
bers of ~roups closely associated with the industrial unions and new im
migrants, whom the party organized in the foreign 1anuage federations.
Their influence was rapidly over-shado'Jinp. that of the native-born ~roups.

By 1917 the foreign language federations constituted 35 per cent of the
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The SPA, however. failed significantly in its effort to Rain

support for its stand among the AFL's industrial unions. ~ot a single

AFL international union, not even those which had refused to endorse

Gompers' deal with the Administration, .supported the SPA's stand. In

a time of crisis, they instinctively chose loyalty to the state over

ideological solidarity. At the same time their leaders did not want

to split the labor movement. 4

In Washington the war also upset old ties and forged new ones.

The l~SFL. like the AFL, endorsed the war. WSFL leaders, including

President E. p. Harsh and his successor 'o1i1liam }{. Short, accepted

presidential appointments to various war labor boards and conducted

active caopai~s to encourage bond purchases and labor support for

However, unlike the AFL's international unions. the WSFL's

local affiliates and central labor councils did not all support the

official pro-war position. For example, on 4 April 1917, the SCLC

voted unanimously (250-0) to oppose American entry into the war.

SPA's total memhership. By 1919, they constituted fifty-three per
cent of the membership (57,000 rne~bers).

Weinstein. pp. 45-47,119-121,127-130.182-185; Shannon, pp. 37,
43-47,83-85,94-98; Nathan Glazer, The Social Rasig of the American Com
munist Party, e~e~l York: Harcourt, BrAce. & Horld, 1961). pp. 12- 9.

4Ibid •
For the impact of the refusal of the AFL to oppose the war on

the SPA, see: Weinstein. pp. 177-178.

5E•P• ~arsh had succeeded Charles R. Case as president of the
WSFL in 1913. A member of both the Everett Shingle Weavers and typo
graphical Union locals, he was also part-owner and editor of the
Everett Labor·Journal. ~arRh. of Enr,lish ancestry. was both deeply
religious and politically moderate. The Scottish-born Short was state
secretary of Hine ~-1orkers District :to. 10 and a l-1SFL vice-president.
He succeeded to the presidency in 1918 u~on Marsh's resi~ation. An
effective debater and "brilliant orator" he was closely allied
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Later. in ~fay. the Council voted, again unanimously. to support Hulet

Wells' resolution condemnin~ conscription. And. on 2 June. the SCLC

called on Congress to repeal the Conscription Act. All three resolu-

tiona were in line with the policies of the SPW and IWW and antith~tical

to those of the WSFL and AFL.

Despite this trend away from progressivism. two more SCLC-en-

dorsed candidates won seats on the Seattle City Council and Councilman

Hesketh won reelection. As a result. four of the eleven Council members

were committed to labor positions. Again. both of the new councilmen had

significant non-labor support. However. unlike Hesketh and Bolton. neither

of them were actual union members. Rather. they were. major party progres-

sive!-·. with reform tendencies. W. D. Lane was a liberal Democrat.

Oliver T. Erickson was a progressive Republican. In view of the anti-

labor opposition, these results cannot be considered small achievements.

They also show that. until well into the war, labor's ties with the

middle class remained stronR. 7

As many of its old progressive partners began to fall away, how-

ever. the t~SFL began to cast about urgently for new allies.. David C.

Coates, the Spokane labor leader and ex-socialist. for example. be~an

to promote a new Non-Partisan League to be affiliated with the North

with Samuel Compers and the AFL conservatives. Clark. pp. 93-98;
Saltvir,. p. 410; WSFL Procs., (19lR), p. 11; William Short to Gompers.
3 July 1918, Box 35, t~SFL Records; Ca I, pp. 9,44-45; Yearbook (1927),
p. 23.

6Congress responded, however, by passing the Espiona~e Act (15
June), which Pre~ident Wilson promoted as a security measure, but which
had the effect of curtailing dissent. Only a viRorous press reaction
prevented passaRe of an outright censorship provision. Nonetheless,
the act achieved the same purpose by allowing the Post Office Department
to ban treasonous material from the mails.

O'Connell. p. 7; Winslow, pp. 5-6,57-58; Weinstein, pp. 143-
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Dakota organization of the same name. Coates was a member of the NPL's

National Executive Committee. The new ~PL would appeal directly for

farm support. The WSFL had worked closely with the Grange now for over

ten years but closer ties had not deve~oped due to internal divisions

between farm groups. The NFL fell victim to the same divisions. Some

farmers. especially the small farmers in the Puget Sound re~ion. vigor-

ously supported labor le~islation and identified. ideo1o~ically. with

the working class as "producers." ~fany ,.,ere also socialists. These

were the descendants of the "True" Populists. Some large scale farmers,

however, opposed any deal with organized labor. This ~roup. stron~est

in eastern '~ashington in the Yakima Valley, supported the open shop and

saw the closed, or union ship as a threat to their own use of cheap

migrant labor. They noted, for example, that A.C. Townley, president of

the North Dakota NPL, had recently begun talks with n~~ agricultural

union leaders on wages, hours, and working conditions. These talks

broke down but the 1ar~er farmers were gre~tly alarmed by this sign of

the NPL's proclivities. It was this p,roup which held most strongly to

non-partisan principles and despite their differences with the labor

movement worked closely with the WSFL leadership.

For a time, in 1917, dete~ined leadership eroded the barriers

to WSFL-Grange cooperation. Reliance on the property tax had, over the

years, borne increasingly heavily on the state's farmers. They also

felt oppressed by unfair railroad rates, and inaccessibility of electric

power, and the inadequacy of irriRation water. A1thou~h wheat produc-

tlon and exports were finally beRinnin?, to recover from a devastating

decline in prices (1913-1915), farm conditions remained poor. Even the,

144; ~ 26 ~fay. 2 June 1917.

7Ibid ; Dickson, pp. 44,136,138.141.
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and hoped to cooperate Hith labor. Thus Coates was able to Hork out a

auid pro quo with Gran~e~aster C.B. Kegley. Together they agreed on the

details of a legislative prograo in which the HSn promised to support

the Gran~e's tax limitation, public power, irrigation, and railroad

regulatory "'easures while the Granr,e endorsed the \"SFL ' s stand on labor

legislation. The 1917 GranGe convention ratified this prograM. 8

1,'hile the HSFL sought to rebuild its alliance structure and to

convinc~ people of its loyalty it was attacked, simultaneously, from two

directions. lfuile pacifists, anti-war radicals, and their labor allies

accused the l,sn of betraying the wory.inr, class by its pro-war stand,

open shop employers and conservative politicians seized upon the HSFL 's

defe;·.'e of civil rights for radicals and its alliance with the NPL to

accuse it of subversion and radicalism. Although directed, priMarily,

against the SPI" Ih~", and the SCLC, the HSFL found, as in the '·looney

case, that it could not escape obloquy. As the attacks against the

dissenters intensified the HSFL felt honor-bound to protest and, as a

result, was tarred with the sa",e brush. 9

The caMpaign of repression in Hashinr,ton, against the SPI, and·

its anti-war labor all ies in the 11m and the SCLC, got under way soon

8Not Much came of this alliance rip-ht aHay because farM prices
be~an to rise dramatically as soon as Har Has declared. Also, when
Kegley died duddenly in 1917 the GranQe leadership fell to men not per
sonally coa~itted to working with the labor Movement. Similarly, some
labor leaders criticized the alliance with the Grance. Charles P.
Taylor, the '''SFL's secretary-treasurer and the highest ranking Red in the
labor movement, arGued that labor was bound to bear the najor political
burdens while the Grance would get ",ost of the benefits. He pointed out
that the Grange had never paid its full one-third share of the JLC's budget.

Call, p. 21; Crawford, passim; Cravens, Pl'. 63-64; Saltvig, Pl'.
382,456-451; Rohert L. I~rlan, Political Prairie Fire: the Non-Partisan
League, 1915-1922, (Minneapolis, 1953), Pl'. 134-135,152-153; Johansen,
Pl'. 374-383,626; Tripp, p. 141.

9Saltvig, Pl'. 443-451; Winslow, Pl'. 61-63.
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after the outbreak of tolar. In '!arch, former SCLC President Hulet Yells

had published an an ti-conscript ion pamphlet. In ~13Y, a month before

passage of the Espiona~e Act, he and three others were arrested for

distributin~ it. Also in ~my, Kate Sa~ler was jailed for calling

\-1ilson a traitor. Over the next fe,., months the campaign gre\., ,~ider.

Bruce ROGers, the Spokane labor leader tolho had helped found the D.p:.],

received a 150 day sentence for his anti-war reMarks. Emil Herman,

state secretary of the sp~.;r and Paul Haffer, a party member, ~yere con-

"icted and sentenced to ten years for possession of "disloyal" books

and materials. H.t1. ~.]atts, the socialist editor of the Everett

~~ortll\o1est ~:orl·er 'o1as deported to his native Canada for sedition. If)

The attac1':5 on anti-war radicals and pacifists, hO~o1ever, did

not succeed in frighteninp. all the progressives. In July the Seattle

Municipal Lea~ue's '~ar Committee ur3ed Governor Lister to call a

special session of the legislature to deal with the possibility that

radicals and enemy synpathizers mir,ht try to sabotage industrial and

agricultural production and called for legislation \lhich would author-

ize the flovernor to declare martial l~ol, if needed, and to set up' in

ternment camps for enemy aliens and their sympathizers. 11

10Anna Louise Stron~ toTaS another casualty of this campaign. In
1916 she had helped or~anize a pacifistic ~roup cnlled the AMerican
Union A~ainst ~·!i1itarism. The AUA'·1 had attracted considerable atten
tion and support from sone :·IPL progressives, soc~alists, and labor
leaders. Hith the declaration of ,..,ar. the HSFL labor leaders and mid
dle class liberals dropped out and the or~anization chan~ed its name
to the ~o-Conscription League, becomin~ increasinrIy radical.

SaItvi~. pp. 443-451; O·Connor. R3-R4,105,115-ll8; Robert
Friedheim. TIle Se~ttle ~eneral Strike. (Seattle: University of Washinp,
ton Press. 1964), pp. 10-11; ~leinstein. p. 161.

11Saltvig, pp. 1.43-444; Seattle ~·runicinal ~lews 7 July 1917.
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Labor and its remaining ?ro~ressive allies responded vigor-

ously to this cha11enr,e. In :Iay the SCLC had voted to 'vithdr;t\ol from

the Set=lt tIe Chamber of Commerce ,,,hich, since its amalr,arna tion \vi th

the Commercial Club, had becone an open shop orp,anization. ~ow cen-

tral labor councils from allover the st~te joined the SCLC in con-

dernninR the emr>loyers' sur,~cstions. They flooded Governor Lister's

office '-lith letters and telegrams opposin~ the Hunicipal League's RUg-

gestions. The central point they made was that the proposals were a

cover for the open shop forces. One Homan \"rote:

The big interests are very anxious to take advantar,e of the
p.TT..J trouble to call the legislature to?,ether to get all the 1a':vs
women have \o1orked for rescinded--the eight hour day--child labor-
prohibition, etc•

.
As a result, althour-h the propa~anda that labor \o1aS disloyal and

should be repressed circulated widely, Lister refused to call a

. 1 . 12speC1a seSS10n.

Despite grO\o1ine opposition anti-\var p,roups proliferated. In

Au~ust, a Seattle hranch of the People's Council of America for PeRce

and D2r.10Cracy ~o1as formed. The PCAPD was dominated by ne~·7 immigrants,

anti-war socialists, and trade unionists who endorsed the demands of

European socialists for a peace "lithout annexations or indemnit ies.

To denonstrate the presence of significant anti-war sentiment they

held a rally Hhich HaR attended by over 4,000 people. 13

120 , Connell , p. 8; ~tinutas, 1 l~ay 1917, Box 8, KeCLe Records;
Letters and Telegrams from Spol::lne, '.-lillapa Harhor, HoquiaT:l, Olympi"l,
Everett, TaCOr.l3, and Seattle to Lister, 10-12 July 1917, Lister Papers,
\-1ashinr,ton St:~te Archives; Sa1tvig, p. 1.44; P-I 15 Dec. 1917.

13Saltvi~t ? 445; H.C. Petersen and Gilbert Fite, Opponents of
~'lar, 1917-1918, C!Lldi~ont 1973), pr. 74-76; J!.!l18 Aup,. 1917; Hins1mo1,
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In Septenber Hulet Hells' ca~e c:tr.'le to trial. The federal

prosecutor charred that Wells was involved in the No-Conscription

Lea~ue T\'hich t !le charred, was receivin?> GerMan financin~. The SCLC

and James A. Duncan, its secretary, qefended ~-]ells Hith SOr.le success.

The jury could not reach a verdict and ~~ells ::lnd his three co-defend-

ants went free. ~ut not for long. The federal authorities quickly

re-indicted t'l!!n for conspiracy. This time they "olere convicted

(February 1918). Wells was sentenced to two years in federal prison. 14

In addition to the onus of radicalisM and disloyalty, thrust

u~on the labor rnove~ent as a result of its support for anti-war dis-

senters, lahar faced ne~ol problems in dealinp, with employers which de-

rived froM the sudden renewal of prosperity. After la~ging for years

employment in Seattle's nanufacturin3 industries started to rise

rapidly under the impact 0 f war orders. Durinr, the tolar emploYr.1en t in

the~e industries increnqed from 11,000 to 40,000. At the same time

the amount of capital invested in Seattle's manufacturing industries

doubled. Se~ttle's rank among industrial cities rose from sixty-

second to t"venty-eiehth place. This rapid r,rmolth took place primarily

in three industries: food, lumber, and ship-building. The ship-

bui1din~ industry, which had scarcely existed prior to the war, absorbed

the ~reater nu~her of Har ~olorkers in Senttle and lo1ashington' s other port

cities. TIle enployers, ba5kin~ in prosperity for the first ti~e in many

p. 59. For the national inpo.ct on the SPA of its anti-war stand, see:
\"einstein, pp. 139-140,182; Charles C. Bush, liThe Green Corn Rebellion, If

C·f.A. Thesis: Vniversity of Oklahoma, 1932), pp. 1,6,9,11,17,26.

140 'Connor, pp. 85-89,95-117; ~1i11iaM Preston, Jr., Alien~ and
Dissenters, F~dern1 Sunnression of Radica1q, 1903-1933, (Cambrid~e,

1963), pp. 62-63.
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years, hoped to reap most of the profits. IS

One of the consequences of this extraordinarily rapid ~rQ1."th

'''as a severe labor shortage. This led to rapid '"a~e increases as

emplo~'ers hid for the available Horkers. Another consequence ~o1as nn

increase in lahor' s mili tancy. For the first time the nm" irnmi~rant

industrial workers '"on real pm-1er. Due to tl-te hir.h level of economic

activity these 1;"orkers uielded ne~'l leverap,e. They be~an to dem3nd

more in the way of concessions fron their ecployers. Still another

consequence was a new set of grievances for labor: inflation, over-

cro\1din~, and econonic dislocations. The rapid gro'''th of old in-

dustries and the burgeoning of ne'" ones over-burdened existing city

servi ces. The influx of ne'o1 '''orkers swamped transportation systems,

caused rents to rise rapidly and also produced a housine shortage. In

ViCH of these developments it is not surprisin~ that the rapidly grow-

in8 trade unions sou~ht improvements in \rages and conditions. As a

result, in industry after industry, strikes and disorder brol~c out. 16

So~e businessmen soupht to deal witll the situation ~ositively,

but most felt that the hest Hay to alleviate their labor problems was

to increase the lahor supply. SOMe businessnen even called for the

irn~ortation of oriental labor to restore the labor surplu~. TIle

1~unicipa1 Lea~ue, ho'"ever, spoke for most '.-lhen it rej ected this solu-

tion because it:

••• a13ms wace earners unnecessarily, threatens the standards of
livinr that m:}l:e our civiliz:3tion possible, and tends to divide
the people ,yhen they should be united.

15 .
l6Johnnsen, pr. 47~-477.

S3ltvi~h pp. 441-442; P-I 18,20 July 1917; ~!unicinnl :,Ie\o,fs
2 June 1917.
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A few businessnen also su~gested cOr.lpulsory arbitration of strikes as

a solution. ~i1liam Paulhanus, a progressive with ties to the DeMO

crats, said: "Neither capital nor labor should take advantage of

existing conditions to drive a close bargain. It ~'Iost business solutions,

however, relied completely on unilateral actions. 17

Hhen businessmen rejected such cooperative approaches to labor

problems and precipitated labor wrmoil, it led to ~overnment inter

vention. The railroad situation provides a good example. On 11 April

1917 national railroad executives pledged voluntarily to coordinate

and increase line efficiency of the entire continental railroad system

to further the war effort. TIlis effort proved ineffective in large

part ~ecause the railroads' mana~emcnt kept trying to prevent exten

sion of the railroad ~ho~ craft unions--the ~nilroad Brotherhoods--even

thou~h the p;overnment had promised to rec08nize the unions. In the

,.,inter of 1917-1913 the nation's rail system became so congested and

disornanized that it interfered with transs~lipment of ~~ar material.

At the same time the shop craft unions began a campaign to stren~then

their ~ositions. They dermnded a national contract on ,~ages and con

ditions, by 1 January 1918, or they threatened to strike. Rather than

grant concessions, ho~.,ever. the railroads :l?pea1ed to President

\\'i1son for protection. Instead of r.rantin~ their request, the federal

p,overnt1ent took over the nation's entire rai1roarl net,~ork in Decenber

1917, promisine to return it intact after t!le \,Yar. The Labor Depart

~ent received authority to operate the railroads and to settle all

labor disputes in the interin. This \·nls a great victory for the

l7 Ibid •
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Railroad Brotherhoods for, under fec1er..~l manager.tent, the unions ~o1on

the eir-ht hour day and union reco~niti.on.18

As we shall see the r.overnMent also played a cruci;tl role in

labor relations in other industries. In some cases, hO'.olever, they

did not need to do so. One such case l-laS the infnnt motor transport

industry. '.-lorld H;tr I \o1aS the sin~le ereatest stimulus to the

creation of \1ashington State's notor carrier industry. It was also

of vital significance to the Teamsters Union. Due to the burdens on

the railroads and their Rrowinn congestion, the nation's transportation

system became incrensinr.ly connestcd. This cri~is led to a number of

innovations of future :fnportance. One such innovation occurred in the

Pacific ~orthwest.

\-1hen all the trouh1e on the railroads Made it increasingly dif-

ficu1t to ship the industrial ~as containers ~rom the Linde Air Re-

duct ion COM!lany in Seattle to the Portland shipbui1dinr, yards, Linde

hired the Herd Transfer Company, a local Seattle drayage firm, to haul

filled ~as tanks to Portland and return Hith the empties by truck.

This l·las not only the first knmo1n over-the-road (lon~ distance) Motor

hir,h~o1ay trucking oper:ttion in history, it was also the earliest under

a union contract for, in 1916, the Herd COfllpany h.::let be:come the first

Seattle drayar,e fim to sign a union contract '-lith Teamsters 'Loca1

~o. 174. :lot only did this lead to a 1ar3e increase in the local' s

mernbershi? it also r,reatl~, benefited other se:=rt'!1ents of the Teamsters

l8In 1918 the nation's railroads, under p,overnment pressure,
granted full reco~ition to the shop crafts and the government ordered
improved wages and conditions. This preserved peace in the industry
until 1919.

Taft, Orn~nized L:lhor in A1'li!ric:ln llistorv, pp. 314-315.
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jurisdiction. As a re~u1t of their new prosperity the Tea~sters be-

came much morc vir,orous. In 1911 Seattle Laundry and Dye Drivers

Local :lo. 566 won reco~nition and a tmion contract after a strike.

~-1ithout the stren?,th of Local ~o. 114 they rnir,ht not have "\010n. 19

By August 1911 the favorable economic impact of the war was

undeniable. Virtually every segnent of the labor novement benefited

by the rise in eMployment. But, even as the war exacerbated tensions

bet~"een labor and management and between socialists, pacifists, and

capitalists, it also increased tensions within the labor movement be-

t,;"een the ne'" iT:lMigrant labor Reds and the old ir.lmi3rant conserva-

tives, who competed furiously for support among the centrist majority of

workers ~ho were primarily concerned with economic conditions, not

ideology. This group, a decided majority of the labor ~ovement, was

particularly important in the SCLC because of' the influence of the

Reds. Outside Seattle and, to a certain extent, the other Pu~et

Sound cent ral labor councils, the Reds lo1ere much weaker and the con-

servatives could rule without any trouble. In Seattle the contest

19For some of the negative results of local union vieor vis-a
vis their international, see: Gante1, v. I, pp. 23-26,118-119,128-129;
v. II, pp. 511-518.

For the role of the SCD trade unions in the Seattle-TacoMa
Street Carmen's strike, see: Cline, pp. 41-43; Sa1tvig, PI'. 442-443;
Thot!las Burl:e to A. B. Uyckoff, 26 June 1911, Burke Papers, University
of 'Jashington Library.

For the role of the employers association and the SCLC in
the strike, see: Saltvip.;, p. 4,3; P-I 28 July 1911, paid ad.

For the settlenent of the strike, see: Saltvie, p. 443;
Harold ~"f. lIyT!l3n, Soldiers and Spruce: Ori?ins o€ the Loyal Legion
of LOp'ger~ and LUMberMen, (Institute of Industrial Relations: Los
Anr,eles: University of California, 1963), p~. 54,61; Seattle Star
1 Aur,. 1911; Cline, pp. 41-43; United S·tates Depnrtment of Labor,
Bureau of Labor Statistics, rreport (1918), p. 65.
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focussed largely on the issue of a daily Union l1ecord. Harry Ault,

the socialist Red who had edited the paper since 1912, had succeeded

in dramatically increasin~ the ~'s t-leekly circulation. Circulation

had climbed from 3,000 in 1912 to 21,000 in 1917, a 600 per cent in-

crease. In the same period, mem~ership in the SCLC had only doubled.

(Table ~o. 3) Despite this the CR remained in financial trouble.

Ault kept the ~ ?,oing throurh voluntary contributions. In Au~ust

1917 Ault decided to hegin his otom canpaip.n to make the ~ a daily.

He ~-Ta~ encouraged by the rapid rise in SCLC membership caused by the

war and by the support of the SCLC's radical unionists, especially

those in the fastest-growing unions in the ~Iaritime and Hetal Trades

sections.. Conservative unionists, led by Frank Rust, ~-Tho had been

nana~ing editor under the editorship of Gordon Rice and who was now

secretary-treasurer of the Seattle Labor Temple Asso~iation and the

~'s financi~l overseer, douhted that the SCLC had the resources to

sustain a daily operation. Ault, however, stressed the ner,ative ef-

fects that resulted fron business control of the daily, conmercial

press. lIe continued to ca!"1pair,n vigorously for his proposal, sOr.letir.tes

speakin~ to three locals -per night. By this effort he succeeded in

winnin~ over Duncan and the centrists and in undermining the doubts of
..

the conservatives. Fin~lly, ~n 15 Au~ust, the SCLC agreed to· sanction

Ault's fund-raising efforts. Thus, even as the war brour,ht proRilerity,

johs, and. in a few cases. union reco~ition. it also contributed to the

rise of the radicals in the ~CLC and r.ave a pouerful propaganda weapon,

unr.1atched an)"-1here in the lahar rnover.tent. Im~ortantly, it also tended
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to isolate the conservatives. 20

These internal dis~utes, serious ·thounh they were, paled to in-

significance beside the erowinp, conflicts in the lumber and shipbui1d-

in?, induRtries. The lumber industry dispute, in particular, vitally

concerned the labor moveMent. Althou~h this industry had long domi-

nated the state's econony, it was practically unorganized. On the

other hand, the rapidly growing shipbuilding industry, which had

scarcely existed before the war, was among the most heavily unionized

industries in the state. Despite their differinR circumstances

hOt~ever, both industries faced similar l:ibor probleMs which found

their roots in the history of the Washinp,ton State labor movement.

Both indust ries employed the same type of ~"orkers: the nel'1 immigran ts.

Unions had always found it difficult to orGanize the lumber

workers. This ~-1as true for many of the same reasons which bedeviled

organizers in other industries. The chief problem here, as e1se-

where, was ethnici ty. The lumber t·l0rkers '.-lere by no means hOMogeneous.

A ~~jority were transients and drifters, who lacked families or other

stable, pe~anent roots or ties. These men cane primarily from the

new iMmigrant ~roups nnd predo~inated in the poorest-paid, most danger-

ous, most isolated typeR of work. On the other hand, in a few :ireas

such as in the Hi11amette Valley and near Centralia, Hashington, as

20Ault 's fund drive succeeded. On 2/. April 1918 the UR nub1ished
its first daily edition. The daily UR was incorporated as a-St~ck con
pany, t-lith the SCI,C retainin~ fiftY-Me per cent of the stock in ex
change for ~ood t·,i11 and the capit3l assets of the weekly. It also re
tained u1tinate editorial control, which eventually proved the undoinr,
of the paper.

Sister ~laria Veronica etary Joan 0' Connell), "The Seattle Union
Record," (Seattle: University of Hashington School of COMmUnications
Research Report, 1963), pp. 2-4,6; O'Connell. pp. 25-31; ~linutes, 1,15
Aug. 1917, Box 8, KCCLC Records.
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many as seventy-five per cent of the 103ners were p~rt-tiMe farmers.

Native-born, from older irnniGrant groups, they differed in most re

spects from the transients. In one respect, however, they were nearly

identical. Roth types of lumber workers were difficult to orgAnize

and lacked job con~ciousnesg. The transients were too mobile to

organize in regular trade unions and, like part-time farmers, they

tended not to re~ard theJ!lSelves as lunber lvorkers at all, but as so

journers, on their ,"yay to better thin~s. Both groups could afford to

ignore the miserable canp and labor conditions as teMporary hardships.

~~en they org~nized at all, the drifers tended to 10in the non-AFL,

radical unions like the I~nl. TIle part-tiMers practically never joined

trade unions. 2l

These two groups, the drifters and the part-timers, con~tituted

a maj ority of lumber tvorl:ers in the Paci fie ~lorth'o1est. Only a Tllinority

of lumber ~·lorl:.ers to1ere really AFL trade union material, ready to make

real, lonR-terM sacrifices in order to or~anize their industry and im

prove their oun '..70rking conditions and t,'1ages. Prinarily, these con

sisted of nen who had follmled the industry as it moved from coast to

coast. They came lar~ely frol!1 older ir:mli~rant stock. ~'!ostly tl}ey

were native-born, of Frenc~-Canadian, Yankee, or Scandinavian descent.

They accepterl the migratory lifestyle hut only as a temporary expedient

and looked foret-lard to a settled family and social life. To a Much

greater extent than the other groups they were concentrated in the

mills and factories as opposed to the forests and lunbp.r camps. They

took pride in their skills and were concerned with the future of the

2lJohansen, pp. 404-405.
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industry. They formed the backbone of the AFL unions in the lumber

industry.22

In 1917 t'lere ,.rere t'-lO very '-leak AFL unions in the lumber in-

dustry. The first to organize was the Shingle ~ieavers Union (1890).

The Shingle ~~eavers worked in the saw mills making cedar roofin~,

doors, and furniture. TIley constituted only a small percenta~e of

the industry's workers, but they were its nost strongly motivated

and cohesive group. The piecework system under 'o1hich they work set

a pre~iu~ on speed and skill. Although it put the workers under Rreat

strain and led to numerous injuries, these conditions helped to build

up group esprit and pride. Alone, however, they could not support an

industry-wide organization, nor could they force union recognition from

the employers. 23

In 1903, follo'o1ing organization of the t.,TSFL,. twenty-four

separately chartered AFL Shingle ''''eavers Union locals, with a com-

bined meMbership of 1,300, formed the ~"est Coast Shingle Heavers Union,

coordinated by a "Grand Council". In the next few years the union

achieved some successes. As a result of a strike, they ~·Ton a t·,a~e

increase. Rut they remained weak ann loosely organized. Two years

later, in 1905, the AFL granted the Shin~le '~eavers their ovm inter-

national union, the International Brotherhood of Hoodmen and Sa,.nnil1

l~orkers. It, too, lacked vi tal ity. After:l year it st ill had only

1,250 tleMbers. The failure of its reco~ition strike in Ballard (1906)

dooned it. In 1911 the AFL suspended it for failure to pay its per

2223Ibirl., p. 405.
Ibid., p~. 403,479-481; Sa1tvi3, p. 438; Clark, pp. 90-93,

112,117,173-223.
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capita taxes. The following year the AFL tried a~ain. It chartered

a ne'" union, the International Union of Shin~le Heavers, Sat~ill

'\o1orkers, ano Hoodsmen, to take over the IBHS~l's charter. Although

both these unions' jurisdictions covered the lo~gers as well as the

mill workers, nearly all of their members were mill workers. 24

The AFL's new international met the same fate as its predeces-

Bor. In 1913-1q14 the IUS~-lSH~'l struck for the ei?ht hour day in the

'''oods and mills. The Hest Coast Lumbermen's Association (1911), hOl·T-

ever, fOU3ht back effectively and converted the strike into a lock-out.

Ultimately, they defeated the union ann forced the men back to work on

their o~~ terms: the ten hour day and the open shop. By 1915 member

ship in the IUS\lS:-P.ol had fallen to 118. 25

The AFL had also chartered a union for loggers, the Interna-

tional Union of Timber l~orkers, but it remained a mere shadow organiza-

tiona In 1917, after recovering SOMewhat, total membership in all the

AFL lUMbar unions amounted to no ~ore than 2,500 nen. ~leanwhile, mern-

harship in the radical IHH's Lumber Horkers Internationn1 Union may

have exceeded 3,n00. 26

In fact the I~lH' s 1unber '''orkers organization was much more

vi~orous than the AFL' s. The IHl: '-Tas at its greatest Rtreneth, having

had great success early in 1917 in organizinB nigratory farm workers

in the northern Plains states. In :'!arch 1917 the 1\0[':01' s Spok~ne A~ri-

cultural :!orkers Organization sponsored the fornation of a rival Lumber

24Ib id.
25 I bid.
26Ibid.
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Workers International Union in the white pine region of eastern

l~ashinr.ton. The approach of war had led to increased demand for

lumber products and prices h~d risen, giving employers more reason

to make concessions. The key element of their appeal was action.

They protlised that they would initiate an industry-wide strike by

1 July 1917 unless the employers met their demands for the eight

hour day, better wages, and improved conditions. The It~~'s, however,

could not restrain their members. By April the radical new immigrants

had begun the strike spontaneously, first in Id~lo, then in }mntana,

and then into loJashington and Oregon. 27

The 11011;-1 strike alarmed the l~SFL which feared that, if it suc-

ceeded, their tHO ornanizations l-rould be left rot in the cold. Thus,

the Shingle Heavers and the Timber lolorkers sought to echo the 1\\'\\" s

demands. They called upon the employers to grant the eight or nine

hour day, higher wa~es, and improved camp conditions. To give the

enployers more tine to res?ond and themselves more time to orp,anize

they set their strike date for 15 July. They did not demand union

recognition but, even so, the p.rnployers refused to ner,otiate. Instead,

27Ibid., P? 477; Cloice R. Ilowd, Industrial Relations in the
~!est Coast l,urnher Industrv, (l-lashington, D.C., 1924), pp. 70-71; Sa1tvig,
p. 436; Selig Perlman ~nd Philip Taft, Lahor ?fnvements, Vol. IV of History
of Labor in the United States, 1896-1932, by John R. COT'lmOns," et a1., C~e~-r

York, 1918-1935), pp. 393-394.
For more on conditions in the lumber industry, see: Hyman, pp.

109-110,112; United States Corporations Bureau, Special Report on Present
and Past Conditions in the Lumber and Shinnle Industries, (\lashin~ton,

D.C., 1914), passim; Louise Tanner, "Industrial Relations in the Loggin~

Camps of the ~:ortht~est from 1900 to 1932," (B.A. Thesis: Reed College,
Portland, Ore~on, 1938), passim.

For the role of the I~.J\-l in the lUMber indus try, see: JaMes
Rat.7an, The IHtI in the Lumher Industry, (Se:ttt1e: Lumber ~-Torkers Industri
al Union, :-10. SOD, 1919), passiM; Industrial Horkers of the h'orld, The
Lunber Industry and Its :lorkers, (Chicago, 1919), passim; Patrick Renshm07,
"The n·T'~ and the Red Scare, 1917-1924," Journal of ConteMoornrv Historv
III (1963), pp. 63-72.
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28they reorganized to resist the joint denands of the I'lH and the AFL.

In order to reRist the workers' der.lands the employers or~an-

ized the Lu~ermen's Protective Association ~nd collected a larr,e war

chest from its members. The LPA ap,reed to fine any member $500.00 per

day who operated less than ten hours per shift. They claimed that this

was justified on national defense grounds in order to maintain naximum

production. 29

Governor Lister also became concerned ahout the Ito1!o1 threat.

He t ..TY'ote to SecretarJ of t.far ~lewton D. Baker that state and local

authorities could not cope wit~ the TI~l threat and asked that federal

protection being sent for railroad bridp.es, power houses and shipyards

be extended to cover irrigation systems and crops. Agreeing, Baker

ordered detachnents of federal troops to be stationed in eastern

W~shington. Lister, however, still felt insecure. After the National

Guard to,9as called up he authorized forMation of a ~.]ashinr.ton State

Guard, as a branch of the mili t ia, to -help in emerp.encies. 'fean~vhile,

hm-lever, he dele8ated authority for the lumber situation to others. 30

At the same time the federal government had established several

bodies to coordinate the war efforts, notably the Council of ~ntional

Defense. The C~D, in turn, had set up subsidiary boards to assure

local cooperation and to deal with p~rticu1ar production bottlenecks.

Thus, the CND had the responsibility of acquiring a sufficient supply

29Gunns, pp. 44-45; Hyman, p. 51.
30Sal tviS, pp. 436-437; Lister to Daker, 3 July; Lister to

!-Iaurice ThOMpson, 9 July; Charles Hubbard to Lister, 7 July 1917,
Lister Papers; Hynan, p. 59.
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of lumber for war production. To i~plement p~rt of this assignment

the CID established an Aircraft Production Board to assure a constant

supply of light-~o1eip,ht spruce from the Pacific ~orth'olest to make air-

plane fusilaRcs. Inmediately, the APB.confronted the fact that, due

to the luoher strike, spruce ?roduction was falling rather than

increasing. FurtherMore labor relations were deteriorating and not

improving. l~en the LPA refused to ne30tiate with the AFL unions,

they joined the I~~~ strike (16 July). The work stoppa3e thus beC3me

~uch wider, 'lith between 40,000 and 50,000 nen refusing to work. By

1 Aur,ust no more than fifteen per cent of Pacific Coast lumber mills

were operating and seventy-five per cent of l1ashin~ton's lumber

production was shut dmoln. 3l

This alarmed both federal and state officials. At President

'~ilson's request Governor Lister appointed a State Council of Defense

to assist the CUD in its efforts to coordinate the uar effort. In

compliance, Lister appointed Henry Slzzallo, president of the Universi.ty

of Hashinp,ton, and Dr. Carlton Parker, a professor of econocics at the

University who was also an expert on lahor relations and the I'~l, to

head the SCD. Despite their best efforts, however, they failed to get

the operators to ner,otiate with the unions. 32

In frustration the Spokane Itn~ threatened to call a general

strike, by 20 August, if their der.tands ~yere not met. Suzzallo re-

sponded by urginr, the local county defense councils, state colleee

3lJohanscn, pp. 477-473,432; Saltvig, p. 438; Clark, pp. 224-227.
32For more on the fornation of the SCD and on the philosophies

of Suzzall0 and Parker, see: Saltvig, p. 439; Hy~an, pp. 54-223;
Carleton H. Parker, The Casual Lnhorcr nnd Other Es~~ys, (Seattle:
University of \-lashinr,ton Press, 1972 ed.), p3ssiT'll; Gunns, p. 45.
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officials, and state agricultural ap,ents to appeal to the men to re-

turn to work. So~e local officials, however, p~nicked and responded

by jailing suspected uobblies and other :lnti-~.,ar dissenters en nasset

The Halla ~-1alla branch of the SCD, inspired by the local Chamber of

Cocmerce, drove the IHH's out of tm-ln, and even sacked the local

Grange headqu:lrters. The WSFL investigated and tried to Mediate

these outrages, throup,h its connections in the SCD and state govern-

ment, but to no avail. The local officials were quite beyond control.

In most cases the perpetrators were never prosecuted. 33

By September 1917 the AFL lumber strike was failing and the

mills 't-lere reopening. The Shingle Heavers and Timber lo1orkers unions

were in ruins. On the other hand, despite the persecutions and

arrests, the n·ll·! was stronner than ever before in the woods. Later,

a federal commission reported that seventy-five per cent of the

workers in the industry had joined. the Il~~. ~evertheless, its strike

funds ,.,ere nearing exhaustion and T:1ora1e l-laS getting 10lo1. Rather than

end the stril~e on the enployers I terms, houever, the I1P.-1 ecp10yed

another brilliant innova tion. In place of the traditional strike',

they "carried the strike to the job." This was a sophisticated form

of the old I\~-l doctrine of "sabotap,e," or the "conscious withdrawal of

efficiency. " ~1hile continuing to "work" the uorkers sloTl1ed dO\oln,

33Sicilar outra~es occurred allover the l!est. }tlnor local of
ficials of the C~D even disrupted T:1eeting5 of AFL unions. They found
it hard to distincuish bet~oleen "r,ood" (i.e., loyal, prO-l.,ar) and "bad"
(i.e., disloyal, anti-Har) tmions. ~Iany of them hated all unions and
were intent on usinp, the war as a cover for their efforts to destroy
then. !fany others had never dealt ~o1ith unions and simply could not
tell them apart.

Hyman, p. 51; WSFL Procs., (1919), pp. 6-7; Saltvi3, p. 440.
For more on anti-I~·nl outrages in Hashington. see: Saltvir,

pp. 440-441; Suzzal10 to J.G. Kelly, 16 AU3. 1917, Lister Papers;
~ 1 Sept. 1917.
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"played dumb," and broke or lost tools. They interfered with produc-

tion in every possible way, while continuinfl to draw paychecks. If

they were fired, they moved on to another job nnd repeated the tactic.

These methods proved very successful in the short run. Production,

especially production of airplane spruce, continued to decline, while

the drain on the Il~w's strike funds slowed. 34

As the production difficulties increased so too did President

\olilson's alarm. In the fall he appointed a commission, '("ith Felix

Frankfurter as secretary, to investigate and mediate the dispute. lie

also appoin ted USFL President E. P. Harsh to the body, '(vhich became

known as the President' s ~'tediation Conmission. In October the P~!C

arrived in the Pacific Northwest and investigated at first hand. It

sug~ested a number of remedies, but this did not produce a settlement

either because the government still had too little leverage with the

employers to force them to make concessions. The P~!C, ho'(vevcr, did

publish a report hi~hly critical of the employers. ~teanwhi1e, despite

all efforts to the contrary, production did not increase. 35

By now the crisis threatened to disrupt the entire ,var effort.

In Seattle the shipyard workers struck in syMp3thy with the lumber

workers' demands. Engineered by the pro-Il~~ radicals in the SCLC,

such a strike \Y()uld have j eapordized the governJTlent' s entire ship-

building program. In the Har Departnent some officers feared that

34Sa l tvig, pp. 438-439; Perlman and Taft, pp. 394-395; UOtold,
pp. 70-75; ~ 25 Aug. 1917; Clark, pp. 227-228.

35"~ellort of the President's !-Iediation Commission to the
President of the United States, 9 January 1918," in N.t·I. Chamberlain,
Sourcebool: on Labor, (Ne'('l York: ~'lcGravl-Hi1l Book Co., 1958), pp. 15
18; Sa1tvi~, p. 410; Gunns, pp. 45-46; \-lSFL Procs., (1918), p. 11;
Hyman, pp. 161-162.
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the Army ,"'ould have to narrison the Paci fie ~orth'-1est ,~ith federal

troops to maintain production. This ,.,ould have prevented American aid

from arriving in time to stave off Allied defeat in Europe. Already

the Russian war effort waR in total disarr~y and near collapRe. In

this danr,erous situation the H::tr Departr.lent sent Colonel Brice P.

Disque to the Pacific Coast to investigate and settle the problem.

~~en war broke out, the Arny had assigned Disque to study the labor

problem in the Pacific Northwest lumber industry. All during the

gathering crisis Oisque had studied the issues, ,~orkin~ closely with

Gompers and other AFL leaders. In the course of their meetings

Disque and Goopers had developed a high re~ard for one another.

Disque had also ~~orked closely with the lumbermen and had come to

respect the~ as well. On the other hand, he had refused to have any-

thing to do with the I~~l. In October, therefore, when Disque arrived

on the Pacific Coast, he was ~",ell-:acquainted with the issues involved

and predisposed to the AFL and lumbermen. 36

After consultin?, with Suzzallo and Parker, Colonel Disque pro-

posed a novel solution for the labor problem in the woods. The solu-

tion owed as much to Disque's pre-war experience as an administrator

36Althouflh Disque came to admire the Jllen he "lorked ~o1ith he also
learned to distrust their notives. He knell th~t both the AFL· and the
LPA wished to use the federal Eovernrnent to further their o~~ interests
and were less concerned with the war effort. Luckily, Disque found the
leaders of the ;\Tashin~ton scn more amenable to the national interest,
a1thoush he found Parker to be too sympathetic to the D·r.-1 and not friend
ly enough to the AFL for his taste. Thus Disque kept his own counsel
and his distance from all factions.

Hyman, pp. 76,86-89,101-104; Vernon H. Jensen, Lunber and Labor,
(:leT" York: Farrar ¢ !l.inehart, 1945), pp. 129-13(); Gunns, pp. 46-47;
Alexander Rin~, Har TiMe Strikes and Th~ir AdiustMent, (Ne~", York, J.92l) ,
passim; Brice P. Disque, "How !-1e Found a Cure for Strikes in the Lumber
Industry of the Pacific ~orthwestJ" SysteI:1 XXXVI (Sept. 1919), pp. 379-384.
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of soldiers and as a prison Harden as to his recent researches and to

the academic viellS of Suzza110 and Parker. Top,ether. they proposed

that the APB set up a military unit to assist in the production of

spruce. Hithin a short while they convinced the APB of tile need for

such an orp.anization. In cORp1iance. the APB created the United

States Spruce Production Corporation and authorized it to cut through

military red tape. make contracts, purchase property, build and operate

lunber mills, roads, and railroads. In effect, the SPC, under Colonel

Disque's command, asserted federal war powers over both enployers and

employees in the interests of expeditinr, spruce production. The most

crucial element of Disque's scheme, hmolever, st ill lay ahead. lIe st ill

needed to get the compliance of the 1umbaroen and the unions to make

his plan ";'1Ork. 37

Using the SPC's authority, Disque first organized the United

States Spruce Production Division, '''hich consisted of loggers and

lumbet'l!len, ~olho had enlisted or been drafted into the Army. Under

Disque's authority, the men Here pressed into service again as lumber

workers. If private enterprize and free labor \.,ou1d not produce spruce,

the SPD could. The Army paid the men civilian wa~es, minus their Army

pay, and charr.ed them civilian mess rates set by the SPC.38

Through the SPD. Disque thus ohtaine~ the 1everaRe he needed

over hoth employers and 'o1orkers to ensure product ion. Yet. he st ill

37Johansen, pp. 478-479; Hyman. pp. 50-67.
38The SPC also set r.laxirnum \-lar,e rates to stop competitive bid

ding for civilian labor and as a quid pro ouo to yin er.lp10yers' conces
sions on hours. working conditions. and living conditions for non-SPC
workers.

By spring 1918. 27.()f)O soldiers were working in the camps and
mills of the Pacific Northwest.

Johansen, pp. 478,4A2; Hyman. pp. 109-112.
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needed to gain their approval in order to achieve peak efficiency.

Neither side trusted the other's intentions, ,~ith r,ood reason. To re-

solve this delemr.ta Disque convinced the src to allm·, him to take a

further novel step. lie had developed the idea of forming a patriotic

organization composed of the three separate eleMents already in place:

management, labor, and the Army, to govern all aspects of production

in the lumber industry for the duration of the tolar. He hoped that the

presence of the Army, servinr, as the balance of potver. would give each

side the confidence they needed to Hork together effectively. DisfJue's

solution \o1Orked. It pleased no one com?letely but for most it tvas

better than the status quo. Only the IH~-1 gained not!ling from the nettl

organization. ~hich becaMe kno~m as the Loyal Legion of Loggers and

Lumbermen, or the "Four L' s". ~..TI1ile Disque organized the Four L' s,

the govemT!lent, with the cooperation of local authorities, began a

largely successful prop-ran of arrestinR every I~~l they could find. 39

Success was assured when. on 25 October 1917. Disque won the

employers' consent to establish the Four L's. Later President r~npers

added his approval. In addition Suzzallo and Parker endorsed the- idea.

The essential element of the Four L' s tvas its unique tripartite govern-

ing body. Employers and employees had equal representation and con-

tributed equally to the finances of the Four L's. In this it resembled

a coalition of company unions. Ordinarily labor was strongly opposed

to company unions on the Rrounds that eMployers tended to dominate

them. Indeed, the AFL continued to criticize the employers' role in

39Hyman • pp. 76-79.86-89.l0l-l0~,ll2-ll8.l24-l26,130-l3l,136;
Jensen, pp. 129-130; Johansen, pp. 482-483; Gunns, pp. 46-47; Saltvip..
pp. 439-440; Binp.. passiM; Suzza110 to J.G. Kelly, 16 Aug. 1917, Lister
Papers.
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the Four L' s. especially the fact that man)' of the so-called employees

on the governinp, body tvere foremen and other employer representatives.

In the case 0 f the Four L' s. hOt·1ever. Di!;que ,von labor's consent by

giving the SPD's officers on the r,overninp, body the balance of po,ver.

By this me~ns the Arny. under Disque's control. maintained industrial

production in the lumber industry.40

The Four L' s undoubtedly helped the lumber \-lorkers by ir.tproving

general living and working conditions. Like most ,rorkers. in any age

or industry. they were more concerned with winning improved conditions

than with union recor,nition. or ideological purity. Thus it was more

important to them that. using the SPD's leverage. Disque. Parker, and

Suzzallo succeeded in pursuarling the le~ding lumbermen in the Four L's

--especially ~'lark !teed. Alex Polson. and the officers of the l~eyerhaeuser

Timber C01'!lpany--to make further concessions' on living and tolorkine con-

ditions. By February 1918 most of the large operators had even ac-

cepted the eight hour day for all their workers and. on 1 ~·farch 1918.

40Ibid. By July 1918 the n.n·1 no longer threatened lumber produc
tion. The AFL unions also suffered. but to a lesser degree. On 1 ~rarch

1918 they abandoned their craft union principles and merged to form a
single industry-wide or~anization. which became known as the Internation
al Union of Tirnberworkers. Despite this, they had little noticeable suc
cess. The '-1orkars preferred to rem:tin in the Four L' s. to1hich had given
them tan~ib1e benefits. The AFL effort '"as too little, too late. De
spite the AFL' s a~reeMent Hith the t.fi1son Adlllinistration. the SPD of
ficers, workin~ as Four L's or~~nizers broke up IUT meetings and
"advised" prospective nembers not to join.

Samuel H. Clay, "The ~Ian 'lho Heads The i Spruce Drive. '" Revie,,,
of Revie':·7s LVII (June 1918), pp. 633-635; ~L'ljor Cuthhert Stearns. et
a1., Histor" of the S.,ruce Production Division, United States Army and
United St;ttes Snrucc Production Corpor:ltion, (Port1:lnd: SPD, 1920),
p. 25; AnonyMous, "TIle Loyal Le~ion of Lo~~ers and LuraberMen," (n.p.,
n.d.), Box 55-16, Speeches and \.Jritinr,s, ~.fSFL Records; IIyraan, pp. 131
134,136-167.186-189,223-227,236,308-310;
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the Four L's was ahle to institute the ei~ht hour day, with time-and-

a-half for overtiMe, throughout the Pacif.ic :~orth,,,est lumber industry.

TI\ese were better conditions than those enjoyed by many AFL unions. 4l

"lith the fot'TIk'ltion of the Four L' s the IHH recognized defeat

in the ,,,oods. ~!any of the n·no! activists then abandoned the industry

altogether and ~igrated to the cities. There, many of them went to

work in the raIlidly-grm·Tinr. shipbuilding industry, "There they attempted

to exploit the chaos which attended explosive p,rowth in that industry.

The roots of this chaos originated prior to American entry into the

war. On 7 SepteMber 1916, after a lone and acriMonious political

struggle, President Hilson signed the Shipping Act of 1916, which

created the United States Shipping Board and authorized it to spend

up to $50 million fur the "purchase, construction, equipment, lease,

charter, maintenance, and operation of merchant vessels in the com-

merce of the United States." The obj ect of the act "las to resurrect

the American merchant marine, which had been in· decline since the

days of the clipper ships.42

The Shippin~ Board, in turn, created the United States

Emergency Fleet Corporation to take charee of the United States' war-

time shipbui1dinR pro~ram. Although American shipbuilding output had

:~Ibid.; Hym.'1n, pp. 186-225.
Bill Hil1iar.1s, "Shipbuildin~ in Ar.terica Prior to 1914," (?-r.A.

Thesis: University of ~'!ashin?,ton, 1978), ?p. 22~26; Arthur S. Link,
Hoodro~1 Hil~on: Confusion and Crisis, 1915-1916. Vol. II, (Princeton:
Princeton University Press, 1964). pp. 15-18; Darrell H. SMith and Paul
V. Betters, The United Stntes Shippinr! Board: Its History, Activitie~t

and Or~aniz~'ltion. (~'!ashin~ton, D.C.: The Brookin~s Institute, 1931),
p. 5; Paul ~·t. Zeis, American Shi"'pi.n~ Policy, (Princeton: Princeton
University Press, 1938), p. 90; Allan :~evins. Sail On, (United States
Lines Company. 196fi), il. 65. See also: Johansen, pp. 483-485, for
Pacific ~orthwest implications.
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been r,rowing rapidly since 1915, the EFC still faced enormous dif-

ficulties in p,earinR up for full wartime 'production. It faced partic-

u1ar1y difficult labor problems attendant on the overnight creation of

a massive ne~o1 industry which ~.,as expanding so rapidly that many of its

facilities could not handle the load. The construction yards were over-

crowded, unsanitary, and inconplete. By October 1917 there were 90,000

workers in the industry, nationally, up from only 50,000 the previous

year. By the end of 1917, the industry had expanded to 150,000 workers

nationally. Proper first aid equipMent Has often lacking. Untrained,

unskilled, and inexperienced workers suffered higher than usual acci-

dent rates. ~~orkers lacked proper eatinR fac'i1ities as well. In ad-

dition, the workers were un!mot~ to each other. Ethnic differences,

misunderstandinns, and prejudices, compounded the difficulties. On the

East Coast more than half of the ~o1orkers to1ere foreign-born and could

speak little Enr,lish. ~~ny native-born workers distrusted then and

suspected them of spying and disloyalty. The officers of the EFC

shared these doubts. Similar probleMS prevailed in the Pacific

, 43
~~orth":'1est•

One of the industry's most vexing problems was competitive

biddinc for labor. The deMand for shipping tl1as so intense and the

skilled labor needed to produce it so scarce 'that shipbuilding companies

enp-aged in ruthless competition to attract a sufficient labor supply.

43P. H. nou~las and F. E. ~'~ol fe, "Labor Admini st ra tion in the
Shipbui1dinr, Industry nurinr, Har TitTle," The Journal of Po1itic.=:l1
Econotlv ;{.,,\VII (>!ay 1919), p. 372; ~levins, p. 65; :J~w York TiMes 17 Oct.,
11 ~·lov. 1917, 7 Feb. 1918; Roy H. Kelly and Frederick J. Allen, The
Shipbui1din~ Innust ry, (Boston and :-le'to1 York: Houghton ~iff1in Company,
1918), pp. 11,231-233; Bino" p. 21.
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They bid feverishly against one nnother. As they did so workers

moved from job to job follmo1ing the best -war.es. The rapid influx of

workers into the indust~J, combined with this uncontrolled shifting

back and forth, led to severe local ho~sinn shortages and over

burdened transportation facilities. As a direct result production

of shippinp, lY'as delayed and inefficient. The internal adminiRtrative

difficulties of the Shipping Board and the EFC, complicated by per

sonality clashes amonn its leadership, did not help matters. 44

The problems which beset the EFC, nationally, also hindered

the production of shipping in the Paci fic ~~orthlY'est and Seat tIe in

particular. In the sprine and suomer of 1917· labor difficulties

mounted. In July and August a nunber of strikes occurred on the East

Coast and shipbuilding vorkers in Seattle and Portland bep,an to con

sider similar actions. In response the Shippinr, Board and the Navy

Department developed serious concerns about their ability to ~eet

product ion schedules. Their prohlems tolere averted, temporarily, \'Then

the EFC convinced Samuel Gom,ers and the leaders of the five interna

tional unions in the AFL' s ~retal Trades Department to enter into an
aBreement with the federal 30vernment to settle these labor disputes

without strikes. In line with this ap,reement the EFC set up a joint

labor-management-Rovernnent body, the Shipbuilding Labor AdjustMent

Board, to settle all wartime labor disputes in the privately-ol~ed ship

yards. The SLAB was also enpOlY'ered to review its lo1a~e, hours, and con-

ditions decisions every six months, if the workers requested it. The

44Ibid •
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three sides then chose V. Everett ~tacy, department store o,mer and

president of the National Civic Fed~ration, to head the body. As a

result the SLAB soon became knmvn as the "H:lcy Board.,,45

Troubles in the shipbuilding proeram ~ultiplled i~ediately.

The main problems 'Jere over ,,,ages. The ~!acy Board wanted to establish

a uniform, national, wa~e scale to stop the competition for workers.

The trouble was that, in the rush to establish the ~acy Board, the

parties had not agreed on who 'las to pay for any wage increases the

~~cy Board granted. East Coast operators refused to pay any part of

a wage increase for ,,,hich they '"ere not compensated and their employees

refused to work until someone paid for a new more lucrative contract.

l-1hen Nacy and the puhlic representatives on the Board agreed 'lith the

labor representatives that the government would bear the costs, how-

ever, the Board's parent body, the EFC, objected. The EFC was worried

that the war,e increases would be more than their budget could stand.

They denanded that the er.tployers pay part of any increases and that

they be e~powered to veto any ~~cy Board wage decision they disapproved.

~~en the employers still refused, the EFC representatives resir,ned fro~

the Board. 46

At the same time, Hestern shipbuilding workers started to com-

plain nore vociferously. ~lestern workers traditionally earned hip,her

45Dou~las and '.-lolfe, pr. 149-151; Binr" p. 295; :ley.-l York TiPles
1-3,12,16-17 July, 1,17,19,21-23,26 AU3. 1917, 16,18 Feb. 1918; l1il1ard
E. Hotchl:iss and Henry R. Sea~er, History of the Shipbui1din~ Labor
AdjustMent ~oaret, 1917-1919, (Ru11etin of the United Stntes Bureau of
Labor Statistics, :io. 283) (~:ashinr,ton, D.C.: f;overnrnent Printin~ Office,
1921), pp. 7-9,11.

46Hotchkiss and Seager, pp. 11-12.
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waRes than Eastern workers because the cost of living was higher in

the Hest. A national l\yage standard lvou1d benefit Eastern workers and

leave Hestern workers relatively disadvantap,ed. In response to a ~tacy

Board invitation, hmo1ever, representatives from the protesting Seattle

and Portland l'lorkers agreed to travel to ~lashinEton, D. C. for talks on

the issue, But. ~.,hen they ~ot there, they found the }!acy Board locked

in its pouer struggle ,.dth the EFC and unable, or unlo1illing. to resolve

the issues in their case. 47

This bureaucratic inactivity outraged the workers on the Pacific

Coast. On 15 September 1917 they struck the t·rooden shipyard in Portland

for higher wages and the closed shop. On the same day labor-mana~ement

nep,otiations in San Francisco collapsed. On 17 September the 25.000

shipbuilding ~vorkers in the Bay area struck for higher wages. In

Seattle, meanwhile, both steel and l~ood shipyard workers struck in

sympathy with the lumber worl~ers' demands for the eight hour day. Al-

together, an estinated 50,000 workers were on strike against the

Pacific Coast shipbuildinB industrJ. This shut dO'o1O almost twelve per

cent of the nation's shipbuilding capacity,48

Over the next few days several independent efforts to settle

the strikes failed. At this point President 'olilson intervened. His

representatives met with Hac)' and Gonpers and upheld the pO~'lers of

the ~~cy Board to make l·rage settlements. They agreed that the EFC

47Friedheim, p. 63; Hotchkiss and Seager, pp. 11-12.15,20-21;
Binr.. p. 22; ~ew York Tines 31 Aug., 3,16-18 Sept. 1917; Johansen,
pp. 484-485.

48Ibid•
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should not be able to veto the Board's Ha8e settlements and that the

government ,.,auld bear all the costs which resulted. Follo\.1ing this

the Administration issued a patriotic appeal to the leaders of the

strikin~ unions and a~ked the rank and file to accept temporary waRe

settleMents. In exchCln~e, the AdministrAtion promised that the ~~cy

Board would start work on a satisfactory pe~nent settlement. Although

the promise satisfied the Bay area workers, those in Portland and

Seattle refused to return to Hork. They were still angry that the

Macy Board had failed to act already.49 Also the radical rank and

file workers ~ere anr.ry that their international leaders had never

asked the~ to ratify their agreements with the Administration. It

took a vi~it to Seattle by the ~racy Board and the leaders of the five

international unions involved to get the ~en back to work. 50

A perfllanent settlement, hmvever, still eluded the Board. At

first it planned to make separ~te settlements for each Pacific Coast

city. But, after visiting Seattle, the Board changed its plans and

decided to make a uniform settleMent for the whole Pacific Coast. This,

the:, hoped, would at least reduce the workers' tendency to r.love from

place to place seeking better ~a~es. The Board then travelled to

Portland and San Francisco, investigating conditions in each place.

Finally, on 4 ~ovemher, the Board announced its long-a~aited settlement,

making it retroactive to 1 Aueust for the Puget Sound district. 5l

49~~eH York TiMes 17-20,22,24-26 Sept. 1917; Hotchkiss and Seager,
pp. 12,15,24.

50Friedheim, p. 64; Hotchkiss and Sea~er, pp. 15,18,24.

SlThe Board's net·, wa~e settlement to1ClS based on a cost-of-1iving
survey conducted ~y it~ statistician, t~. Jett Lauck, in cooper~tion with
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As far as the Seattle workers lolere concerned this "settlement"

was no settlenent at all. TIle prob1en was that on 1 Au~ust, prior to

the creation of the !tacy Board, the Skinner & Eddy Corporation, one

of the largest Seat tIe shipbuilders, had signed an anreement t-lith

their basic crafts workers granting them more than the Hacy Board's

at-lard for an ei~ht hour day. For at least 6,000 tl10rkers in Seattle

there would be no pay raise at all. Despite their dissatisfaction,

however, the nen stayed on the job. mstead, they demanded that the

~~cy Board review its award as provided in its charter by 1 February

1918. 52

It was evident to the Administration that, unless the 11acy

Board did. something furt~er to satisfy the demands of the workers, a

new strike could not be long-delayed. This ,.,as the last thin~ the

EFC or the ~avy needed, so they set about to reorganize the Board. On

8 Decenber the EFC reorganized the.~mcy Board, reducinp. the number of

members, streaMlining its procedures, and creatin~ a board ot review

and appeals to respond to reactions against the Board's settlements.

It also granted the Pacific Coast shipbuilding Horkers a ten per cent

"war bonus". Supposedly, the bonus was to be paid only to those

'o1orkers who worked a full six-day, forty-ei~ht hour week. In practice,

t-lith Carleton Parker and another Univers i ty 0 f Hashington pro fessor,
H. F. O~burn. The net" settlenent fixed the ,·,ages of so-called basic
crafts in steel shipyards at $5.25 per eight hour day. The waees
of the more specialized crafts were to be determined later by special
exa~iners. TIle new settleMent did not affect men already receivin~

higher '-lages.
l~tchkiss and Seager, pp. 15,18-23; Bing, pp. 23-24; Douglas

and ~-1olfe, pp. 156-157.

52!'!arine "1eviet'l, (Dec. 1917), p. 430; Hotchkiss and Seager,
pp. 21-22; Douglas and ~lo1fe, pp. 156-157; :oJew York Tines 5 )love 1917.
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however, this rule was not enforced. Workers received the bonus no

matter hmol lon~ they lo1orked and they cane to re~ard it as part of

their regular pay. And later, on 1 February 1918, the Board officially

abandoned the six-day rule. 53

At the end of 1917 a temporary calm then prevailed in Hashington

State's 1ahor relations. An uneasy balance of forces had eoerr,ed. But

it uas soon in turmoil ap,ain. As 1918 opened, the economic factors

which had governed 1917 ~rew stronger. Again, the labor force grew

sloNly as increasinq nUr.lbers of men entered the military. The labor

force increased by f).89 per cent to 565,000. Heanlolhile employment

increased by 3.57 per cent to 608,000. As a 'resu1t the neBative un-

employment rate ~re~o1 to -7.53 per cent of the lahor force. There

lolere 42,600 nore jobs than lolorkers in the over-he~ted econorn)'. (Table

No.1)

As noted previously, the H~FL benefited treoendously from this

~rolo1th. By July 1918 its me~bership had increased 54.66 per cent over

Decemher 1916 and nO"1 represented 4.13 per cent of the state's lnbor

force. In the latter half of 1918 the ~'ISFL gre~ol even faster. (T'ab1e

~~o. 2)

In 1918, the SCLC also benefited enormously fron the Har.

Total meMbership increased by 37.72 per cent ·to 21,443, more than

double its membership only t~-lO years previously •. Only the Brewery/

53The 1 February 1918 a~olard did not please the Seattle workers
either. By eliminatin~ the six-day rule the ~facy Hoard intended to
give the workers a ten per cent raise. Since most of the Seattle work
ers ';-lere already r,ettin~ the bonus whether they '-lorked six days or not.
they did not actually get any More noney. Thour,h the Men stayed on the
job. t!ley servP-d notice that, ~'lhen the 3v1ard caMe due for revision
a~ain on 1 Au~ust 191R, they l',0u1d denand a "re:l1" "la~e increase.

Hotchkiss and Seager, pp. 13-14,22,98-99.
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Provision Trades and Amusenent Tr~des sections lost rne~bership. The

~tisce11aneous Trades Section, including the Teamsters, gained nearly

3,OflO menbcrs. The ~·taritime and ~leta1 Trade sections each added about

1,000 members and became forces to be reckoned with in the SCLC.

(Table ~~o. 3) These new ~vorkers, houever, soon became a source of pro

found unrest within the labor t'lovenent.

The labor novement was also burdened, in 1918, by the spectre

of Bolshevism. In ~mrch 1917, just prior to AMerican entry into the

war, a revolution had toppled the Czar in Russia. At first this had

gone largely unnoticed in the lmited States. The uproar over American

entry into the war distracted public attention and the new government

of Alexander Kerensky assured the Allies that Russia 110u1d continue to

maintain its Eastern Front. Similarly, the SPA continued to work

against the ~.,ar. Nost of the ne~-l imr:ligran ts regarded the ne~v Russian

government as no improvement over the Czar. The AFL and ~lSFL, on the

other hand, found the democratic trend encouraging and intensified

their efforts on behalf of the war effort. They ~olere relieved that

they no 10n~er were fighting to preserve ~utocracy though they sii11

had the burden of British-French inperialiRm to bear. But, as new i~

mi~rant ~eMbership increased in the SCLC, its conservative leadership

becaMe less and less able to control their m-ln rank and file. 54

Then, on the day after the ~lovember 1917 elect ions, came '-lord

from Russia that Lenin and the Bolsheviks had taken pOvler in Russia,

v.'ith sloRans callin~ for "Bread and Peace". In short order they took

Russia out of the war with Germany, sued for peace, and turned their

54Winslow, pp. 61-63; O'Connell, pp. 7-8.
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attention to consolidatinp. their control of the country. The news of

this electrified the world. To some it seemed that the lost hope of

socialism, dead since 1914, might yet be realized. To others it repre-

sented a threat to all that ~"as holy. The 1917 Allied offensive, the

greatest ever on the Western Front had, after a promisinc beginning,

bogged do~m in the rain and mud. Bled white by yearR of terrible

losses the Allies now feared that the fall of Russia ~'1Ould permit the

Germans to send decisive reenforcements from East to l~est before they,

thenselves, could receive AMerican reenforcements. With the German

unrestricted submarine ~"arfare campaign at its Most effective defeat

seemed a real possibility. With so much riding on the capacity of the

United States to send men and supplies to the Hestern Front quickly

and efficiently, labor's obstructionisrJ or pArochial concerns seemed

treasonous to many. The comaercial press further inflamed these

suspicions when it printed reports that the Bolshevik Revolution was

really a German plot. The press noted that the Ger~ans had permitted

Lenin to cross German-hp.1d territory in a "sealed" trAin, from his

S~'liss exile, for the specific purpose of disrupting the nussian l"ar

effort. A Seattle Tines editorial, entitled "~IAD RADICALS RULE

RUSSIA" described Lenin as a "notorious (;eroan a~ent and traitor to tha

Russian people•••• " It l~as not too great a leap to suspect that the

anti-Tolar radicals in the SCLC and IH~-l Here also German ar,ent!=;, or that

the hTSFL, in its concern for civil liberties, had been duped by the

dissidents, or that those who struck for higher tolap,es and better condi-

tions were trying to undernine the war"effort. 55

55~';inslml, pp. 78-79; ~·reinstein, p. 162; Seattle Times 8 ~ov. 1917.
S~e also: John Lewis r,addis, Russia, The Soviet Cnion, and the United
States: An Interpretive Historv (New York. 1978), pp. 57-87.
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On the other hand, the new imr.1ip,ran t ~eds, 'l1ho nO'11 con trolled

the SP~-1 and ~o1ho ~~ere an ever increasing riinority in the SCLC, were

over-joyed. Vnaware as yet of the true implications of Leninisn, they

saw in the revolution both an end to C~arist oppression of their horne-

lands and justice for the working class. The SP\~ greeted the revolu-

tion '-lith this statement:

He acclain joyously the proletarian revolutions of Russia and
Gemany and approve "Tholehearted1y of the principles of the dicta
torship to the proletariat. l~e further hold that the organization
of the Russian and Gern~n workers in the soviets is the truest and
most direct fort'l of ,,,orkinR class organization, and that it shines
forth a beacon to the workers of the world demonstrating the truest
form of democracy and the Most effective form of workers state.

Shortly aften'Tards the SCLC, through the UR and the Dailv Call, also

endorsed the Soviet Revolution. The HSFL and the conservatives looked

on in horror. 56

The response of the Left and its allies in the labor movement

played into the hands of those businessmen on the anti-labor Right, who

sought to use the fear of radicalism to destroy the labor moveMent,

alarmed the l-1ilson Administration, which was having great difficulties

keepinp. its war production schedules on tine, and it r,reatly complicated

the problens of the labor conservatives and the leadership of the SCLC

"1ho were trying to keep control of a Rreat1y expanded labor Movement.

At the sar.le time, the Adninistrat ion , s respon"se to the Revolution

tended to split the labor movement and the political Left even further

apart. Part of this '"as intentional; part accidental. In large measure

56~"einstein, p. 162; Hinslm-l, pp. 78-79,81; Shannon, p. 119;
Anna Louise Strong, I Ch:ln~e Harlels, (Ne~~ York: Garden City Publishing
Co~pany, 1937), P? 6~,67, passim; Seattle Times 8 Nov. 1917; Seattle
~ 30 Dec. 1917; 26 Jan., 12 ~ov. 1918.
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it proved counterproductive as well.

On the one hand, the danp,er of military collapse caused

President '~ilson to cooperate with desperate French and British ef-

forts to revive the Eastern Front, usin~ a fortuitously placed

Czechoslovakian a~y corps, which had defected from the Austro-

HunEarian amy earlier in the Har and '-7hich '-73S in complete control

of the Trans-Siberian Railroad. l~ilson also agreed to send American

troops to help prevent Allied stores and munitions from falling into

Bolshevik, or Geman, hands and he agreed to help the Czechs defend

the railroad by funnelling arns to them through Vladivostock. Be-

cause arms and supplies would have to flow through Seattle and other

ports on the Pacific Coast to reach the Czechs, they gave added confi-

dence to radical clains that Allied war policy was essentially anti-

progressive and greatly ernbarrassed the pro-Har forces' in the labor

movement. 57

At the sarne tir.te the Administration was forced to respond to

domestic fears that American radicals and revolutionaries might spark

a·rebellion. For exanple, the prominent Seattle ~·tethodist minister,

Reverend ~·Iark !·tatthmls, had '·lritten to Attorney Gener:tl Gregory claim-

in~ that the overthrow of Kerensky had actually been planned in

~eattle and that the ~1hole of the city was in the hands of "vice ar.ents,"

r·1H' s, and pro-Germ:ln radical eleMents. In response Hilson sent his

good friend :lnd confidante, Hugh Hallace. a 'o1ealthy and conservative

57~inston Churchill, ,~o coordinated the Allied efforts to re
create the L~stern Front, described th~se events very fully in his ac
count of Horld :lar I, The l"orld CriRis, (London, 1929), passim.
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Taco~a merchant, to investir,ate. After surveying the situation,

~"al1ace reported that Seattle to1aS, indeed, rife with seditious e1e-

ments which called for a repressive response. Hith such reports

flooding in the ~lilson Adr:tinistration resolved to crush all remaining

socialist and Left-to1in~ opposition to the tl1ar before it ~ot out of

hand. These repressive efforts, too, tended to build up radical sup

port in the trade unions. 58

lIad the ~·alson Administration confined itself to repressive

actions it might have succeeded in forgin~ net'1 even closer bonds be-

tween the Left and the labor movement and deBtroyin~ the influence of the

labor conservatives. Instead, ~vilson took a manifold approach and made

significant gestures to Left-wing o~inion. On 8 December 1917 he de-

livered his far:tous "Fourteen Points Speech," in which he outlined

American ~-1ar aims and peace terMs. The Fourteen Poi!lts t'1ere desi~ed

to disarn his anti-war critics' and-to rally support behind his policy.

To a laree extent he succeeded. In particular the main principle in

his speech--self-deterninntion of all nations--appealed to his strong-

est critics on the Left: the new inrni~rants ,·:rho had opposed the war

for ethnic, or religious reasons and ~'1ho hoped it night lead to the

break-up of the pre-war empires. ~1any of the net., imnigrants be3an to

sec important benefits in the ~l1ar and to edge away from those who still

opposed the '..Tar for ideological or other reasons. This split in the

Left-wing was ultimately responsible for their failure to capture con-

trol of the labor and socialist MoveMents. 59

58Snltvig, p. 451; Weinstein, p. 162; Preston, pp. 155,158-159.
59~"einstein, pp. 162-165; Shannon, pp. 119-121; ~·faldt·TYn A. Jones,

American ITTlT.1i~rati()n, (ChicaBo: University of Chica~o Press, 1960),
pp. 238-246.
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l-lithin days of Uilson's speech the trend among the immigrants

tOl-Iard support of the uar became clear. On 15 ~ecember the Appeal to

Reason endorsed Hilson's position. At the same time the Neto1 York SPA

local voted not to support an anti-war r~lly. The socialist aldermen

of New York City, elected just weeks before on an anti-war p1atfo~,

abruptly decided to su!'port the third Liberty Loan .Drive. Adolph

Germer, executive secretary of the SPA, reported that ninety-five per

cent of the RussiR.n Je,~ish socialists in ;te~o1 York no~., ~.,anted to amend

the party's St. Louis platform. Some heavily Jetolish socialist unions,

such as the Amalgamated Clothing 1-1orkers, also endorsed the war for

the first time. Ironically, the Germans, themselves, helped the pro

war forces in the SPA ~nd the labor movement. Instead of transferring

their troops to the Hast, imtTlediately, they continued their attacks on

the Soviets in order to force them to accept even mo~e draconian peace

terms. These continued attacks convinced some socialists to support

the ~'lar which could now be seen as an effort to defend the revolution

from continued German ar,gression. This was particularly effective a~on~

the new immi~rants in the lanr,uage federations. 60

Cou?lcd wi th a reneHed campaign of repression !'!ilson' s ne~N

policies had a devastntin~ inpact on the radicals in the SP!l and the

SCLC. In January 1918 t!le Justice DepartMent sent Clarence L. Reamus

to Seattle to handle all n~~ prosecutions under the Espionage Act and

to estahlish order out of the chaos created by ovcr-lap~inr. federal,

state, local, and vigilante actions directed a~ainst dissenters
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suspected of eneny synpathies. Rea~us centralized all these anti-

radical activities in his Olm office and reduced the nu~ber of hap-

hazard arrests without \larrants. He also called a rneetin~ of all local

and federal officials concerned in the caMpaign, at ,·]hich it l·las de-

cided to deport all I:r:~ aliens. In fact, he organized a widespread

roundup of I~lU' s and held many of thec for a \07hole year. Reamus, hm07-

ever, was not totally successful in stopping vigilantism and may

actually have encoura~ed it. Early in January 1918 a mob, consisting

of two civilians and about t'~enty sailors, wrecked the H.C. Pig~ott

Printing Company, which published both the Il-nl's Industrial Hor.ker and

the SPt~'s Daily Call. The cob leaders, when arrested, admitted they

had been paid by the Cha~ber of COMmerce. 6l

Despite the numerous arrests, despite the creation of the Four

L's and the Hacy Board, and despite the arrest of many radicals and

6lIn April 1918 the ~ailv ~all, near bankruptcy, ceased publica
tion. Some of its re!10rters, including Harvey O'Connor, Sam Sadler,
and Anna Louise Stron~J joined the staff of the new dailv U~. For a
while the Dailv Call was replaced by International Ueekl~ ~til it, too,
was "padlocked" by the Justice Departnent (1919) for an article ':07ith the
headline: CAPITALIS~[ TOTTERI~Ir;. .

tleinstein, pp. 91,93; Saltvig, pp. 451-452; O'Connor, pp. 95-96;
llins1ow, pp. 65-66; O'Connell, pp. 41-42; Seattle P-I 7 Jan. 1918; UR
6 Jan. 1918; Preston, ,p. 160-179. ---

For the negative consequences of the anti-radical cam?ai~n on
labor's political situation, see: Saltvig, p. 411; HSFL Procs., (1919),
p. 68.

At the same time a recall removed anti-~07ar socialist and paci
fist Anna Louise Stronp, froI!l the School Board. The main argument ar.ainst
her was that she had supported Louise Olivereau, when the latter was
tried for distributin~ anti-war literature.

On the other hand, the situation ~"as not entirel)' bleak for the
pror,rcssives. Two ne~07 labor-endorsed candidates yere elected to the city
council and T.H. nolton won reelection. And following the election
Hanson appointed a pro-?ublic utility superintendent of Public Utilities.
This led, a short ti~e latp.r, to the purchase of the city's near-bankru?t
and decrepit streetcar system from the Stone & !lehster interests. Pro-
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their trade unionist supporters, the public appetite for still More

strinr.ent nethods continued to grow. In April 1918 local authorities

in Spokane rene~o1ed their efforts to obtain state nid to crush the

trade union rnovenent under cover of nell supposed threat from the IH:-1.

They again petitioned Governor Lister, saying they could no lonp,er

handle the situation. hThen Lister responded by B~ing to Spokane and

preparing to take over the city's police powers, however, the officials

changed their tune and suddenly found the means to deal with the

,.,obblies ther.tselves. They had expected hin to put the State Guard at

their disposal, not to take over in person. 62

Aside from Lister, hOHever, very fe~o1 state officials called for

moderation. Anonr, the few who did \lere Dr. Suzzallo and other officials

of the SeD. They uarned the amateur vigilantes to ease u!l on their

efforts to ferret out disloyalty. P.~. Godner, exec~tive secretary of

the ~cn, \!ho had heard reports that some local councils '(vere interfer-

ing with the Il~'s efforts to organize timbenolorkers, warned:

At no time is it le~itirnate for defense committees to reconmend
or employ coercive neasures ahridgin?, the right of citizens t9 as
semble for peaceful purposes. 63

Such re!TIonstrations, of course, had only a Ine"lrginal impact.

The major prob1e~ that the seekers of dislo~lalty faced Has a grm·~ing

ercssives complained about the exhorbitant costs, but it lvas approved by
the voters, anyt:'lay, in ~rovember 1918.

Saltvi~, pp. 452-455; Dickson, pp. 45,136,138,140; P-I 2a,23-24,
26 Feb., 1, 6 ~!:lrch 1918; Star 16 Feb. 1918; UR 23 Feh. 1918;TIncs 2,30
April, 7 Sept. 1918. ----

62Sa1tvig, pp. 455-456; Tines fi,8,10 April 1918.

63r It i ...,a v ~h p.
Papers; ~';~FT.. Procs.,

45(); r.~[. Codner to Fred Ho1fe, 29 July 1918, Lister
(1919), pp. 6-7.
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lack o~ t;tr!1ets. By t!le sur-uner of 1918 the I~r.·l \-las nearly out 0: busi-

ness as an or~~nization. ~~ny of its leaders were in jail, or h3d gone

under~round. T'le second line leac1ership was much less experienced and

not as vigorous. ~~st of the r~nk and file had joined the Four L's or

gone to ~vork in the shi~yarets. At the sane time a Rrmoling number of

socialists were actually supporting the w~ro Thus it was that more

and more of the loyalists' wrath fell on the labor co~servatives and

non-partisans. TIle anti-dissident forces turnec1 more and More of

their attentions on the Non-Partisan Lear.ue. In this effort, they

used all their weapons of terror, prosecution, and propaganda to ~ood

effect. This phnse of the campaign, like the previous phases, was

led by the State Employers Association. 64

It is hard to see any justification for the anti-~L campaign

aside from domestic political considerations. The ~L's progran con-

sisted of toned-dmm socialistic and public mmership proposals.

Chiefly, it ar>pealed to farmers. In addition to public otmership of

utilities, it called for state mmership of all canneries, creameries,

flour mills, and warehousp.s; creation of rural credit banks; exemption

of f3m inprovements froJ'll the property tax; equal taxation of all

property, including that of the railroads and public utilities. The

program attempted to provide.a rallyinR point for the scatte~ed and

demoralized pro~ressive forces. The JLC sponsorec1 a marketing and

64Early in DeceMber 1917 the State Eraployers Association h;t,d
sent dele~ates to a meeting in San Francisco uhich or~anized a western
branch of the "ATIlerica Firs t Leaeuell. The Lea~ue' s purpose '·las to
COMbat the ;.n>L. Hithin days the campai~n had benun, leading to a
physical ass:lult on Al fred Knutsen, state r.tana3ar of the ~WL, and
threats a3ainst other ~WL officials.

Prentis~, Ope cit.; Saltvi~, pp. 456-457; ~ 13 April 1918;
Johansen, p. 494.
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transportation bill initiative which would have established the NPL's

program on a regional basis. by allowing cities. counties. and port

districts to operate mills. warehouses, cold storage plants, and grain

elevators. and to market farm products. The WSFL, the Grange, the

Farmers Union, the Commonwealth Club of Washington, and the Women's

Legislative Council all endorsed it. Ole Hanson, Thomas Murphine,

Seattle's new superintendent of Public Utilities. and other progres-

sive politicians, including George Cotterill. the father of public

ownership in Washington, also endorsed it. although they refused to

endorse the NPL. 65

The JLC also proposed two other initiatives, in line with the

NPL's program, which were designed to attract labor support. These

consisted of an initiative to restrict the use of anti-labor court in-

junctions and a non-partisan election law bill. The former would have

prevented judRes from enjoining trade unions from picketing struck

establishments. The latter was a bill which had failed twice before.

Even h peacetime these bills would have faced uphill struggles. Dur-

ing wartime the challenge proved insurmountable. The NPL was subjected

to numerous vigilante attacks and its leaders were constantly threatened

and harrassed. 66

These attacks on labor's non-partisan, progressive allies de-

manded a unified response. Although both the WSFL and the SCLC were

65MOrl an , pp. 177-178; Sa1tvig, pp. 457-459; ~ 16 March. 20,27
April, 8 June 1918.

66For more on the anti-NPL campaign, see: WSFL Procs., (1919),
pp. 6-7,69; Saltvig, pp. 459-460; Morlan. p. 206; Seattle P-I 20 Aug.
1918; ~ 15 June 1918; Lister to Fred W. Lewis. secretary.-wishington
State Grange, 1 July 1918. Lister Papers.
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stronger and more thoroughly organized than ever before, the conflicts

between them made cooperation on behalf of the NFL impossible. On the

one hand, while the SCLC adopted a resolution demanding t~at Re~

be removed for indicting and prosecuting NFL, SPW, and anti-war SCLC

leaders and strengthened its political welfare committee by hiring a

full-time secretary to keep track of its affairs, a sizeable WSFL

faction, led by its conservative leadership, was unprepared to be seen

working with anti-war and radical groups. They did not want to get

in trouble with the federal government during wartime. It was too

dangerous and it ran counter to AFL policy. Also they disliked

William Bouck and his faction of the Grange, which was most vocal in

support of the NPL program. And, they did not want to be associated

with the"SCLC's pro-SPW wing, which also supported it. Finally, the

WSFL had never been a strong supporter of the NPL, although they had

supported the NPL's anti-injunction initiative and its marketing and

transportation bills. Thus, WSFL President William Short, a member

of the SCD, a vigorous supporter of the war and leader of the labor

conservatives, called the SCLC's resolution against Reamus "nonsensical"

and expressed his confidence in the federal prosecutor. 67

The relations between Short's group and the leadership of the

SCLC, never good, deteriorated rapidly after this. Short, a British

immigrant who had risen to power through }line Workers District No. 10,

was a protege of AFL President Gompers. An excellent debater, he had

no sympathy for the idealistic labor radicals or their revolutionary

67 "
Sa1tvig, pp. 411-412,460-461; Dickson, p. 46; Minutes, 3 April

1918, Box 8, Records; f:l 6 Feb., 15 }~rch, 5 Sept. 1918; ~ 6,20 April,
13 July, 24 Aug. 1918.
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sentiments. He was allied with Frank Farrington, president of the

Illinois Mine Workers District, and was thus a deadly enemy of John

L. Lewis in the UMW. After being appointed to the WSFL's presidency,

following E.P. ~~rsh's resignation, he stepped up the WSFL's support

for the war and its opposition to the SCLC's radicals. During the

summer of 1918 he even accompanied Compers and other labor leaders on

a tour of Allied countries in-Europe to promote labor support for the

war. On his return he became even more active on behalf of the war

effort and reported to Gompers that he had been talking "almost con-

stant1y about our mission abroad." In July 1918, with the support

of the non-Seattle locals, he was reelected president of the WSFL.

His Ercendency thus represented the growing isolation of the SCLC in

the lolSFL.68

The WSFL's pro-war stand, however, conflicted sharply but only

with the SCLC's anti-war position and with the Seattle Metal Trades unions

economic needs. As 1918 progressed the breech widened. Support for

the war made it awkward for the WSFL to press for redress of grievances

within the Macy Board, the Four L's, and the newly created National War

Labor Board, which had been set up, under former President William H.

Taft and Senator Frank P. Walsh, as an overall arbitration board. The

NWLB's motto was "no strikes or lockouts during the war." In return

for a pledge not to strike, the government had promised not to fire

workers for union membership or for "legitimate" trade union activities.

Employers and government alike had constantly violated this agreement

68Short to Gompers, 3 July 1918, Box 35; 6 Aug. 1918, Box 38,
USFL Records; '-ISFL Procs., (1918), passim; (1919), p. 9.
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but. lacking the strike weapon, the WSFL could only issue useless de-

nunciations. This opened the WSFL to severe criticisms from the SCLC's

leadership and affiliated Left-wing local unions. 69

Similarly, when the International Union of Timberworkers pro-

tested to Short that Colonel Disque's SPD officers were interfering

with their efforts to recruit among the timberworkers, all Short could

do was to forward these "well-founded" complaints to Gompers, with the

comment that Disque's

."attitude(s) toward labor organizations (are) out of all
harmony with Government policy and menaces (the) future peace
of (the) Timber Industry,

The IUT, said Short, was eager to cooperate with the government, It

promised not to strike. or interfere with production and asked only

that the Four L's let them organize. Short blamed the IUT's eclipse

on "Disque and (a) few employers (who are the) only menace," On be-

half of the WSFL's executive board, he requested that Gompers seek to

have Disque removed. Short followed this up with protests to the

secretaries of War and Labor, but these were futile gestures. Gompers

was a firm support of Disque and the Administration was hyper-sensitive

to employers' fears of organized labor,70

In response to the WSFL's complaints the Labor Department sent

E,P. Marsh to Portland. where he met with officials of the Oregon and

Washington State federations of labor and with Colonel Disque. At the

conference all the parties agreed that the Four L's had no right to

69Weinstein. p. 46; Anonymous, "L.L.L.L."; Short to Gompers,
6 Aug. 1918, Box 35, WSFL Records; WSFL Procs., (1919), p. 9; Hyman,
pp, 264-268,282-283,310-321.

70I bid.
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interfere with the IUT. Further Disque agreed to issue orders to stop

the interference and promised that, when the war was over, he would

disband the Four L's. The interference, however, did not stop. It

continued right up to the Armistice and beyond. Neither did the Four

L's disband at the conclusion of the war. When, on 6 December 1918,

the Four L's held its first convention in Portland. Disque and his

chief of staff. Colonel Stearns, brushed aside the objections of the

workers' representatives. The convention, packed by the mill owners.

lumber operators, superintendents, and foremen. voted to continue on

as a peace time organization and to retain its military supervisors

as long as the Army allowed the SPD's officers to remain. 71

Short. who attended the convention, was incensed and called

for an immediate AFL campaign to organize timberworkers. In a bitter

letter to Frank Morrison, secretary-treasurer of the AFL. he accused

the Four L's of prearranging the convention's program and of over-

representing employers, foremen, and SPD officers. In derision he

suggested that they rename themselves the "Last Lap in the Lumbermen's

Lunacy" and accurately prophesized that they would decay due to their

own internal fallacies. In a speech to the WSFL convention (1919) he

said of the convention:

No meeting of the German Junkers during the rosiest days for
them could have presented such a spectacle of utter lack of under
standing of the spirit of a new day that is here--and here to stay-
than that presented by that convention. 72

7lAnonymous, "L.L.L.L."; Short to Frank Morrison, secretary
treasurer, AFL, 13 Dec. 1918, Box 35, WSFL Records.

72In the short run labor's anger came to nought. The AFL cam
paign never materialized. The AFL, distracted by more pressing events
failed to respond. Not until the 1930's did the AFL build an effective
organization in the woods and mills. Many workers, however, remembered
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The radicals in the SCLC. on the other hand. had never agreed

to the no-strike pledge and they felt no inhibitions about criticizing

the l~SFL for not striking. Although they were under massive attack

for their radicalism. they had benefited tremendously from the war.

The radical SCLC unions had been swollen by the influx of new-

immigrants. eX-Il~'s. migrant workers, and rootless young men who

sought war-related work to escape the draft. This melange of indi-

vidualists had not had time to assimilate the hard lessons of trade

unionism. They had more easily absorbed the easy romantic notions of

the wobblies and the revolutionary labor Reds. The IWW's idea of a

general strike to overthrow the capitalistic system especially appealed

to them. They were most numerous in the industrial ~~ritime and Metal

Trades sections, which had grown most rapidly due to the war. The

radical Seattle Boilermakers Local No. 104, for example, had grown

from 500 members in 1918, to 5.900 early in 1919. The Bolshevik revolu-

tion had provided the radicals with a model. The idea that revolution

was not only necessary but possible and, perhaps, imminent, rapidly took

hold and spread. The moderate, progressive, experienced trade union

leaders had increased difficulty controlling this mass of new members

that the AFL had not come to their aid in their time of need. This
feeling contributed to the greater success achieved by the Congress of
Industrial Organizations.

Short's prediction about the Four L's, however, did come true.
After the war the Four L's membership declined rapidly as it came more
and more under the domination of the employers. By 1926 only about
10,000 members remained. By the 1930's it was a mere shadow of its
former self. Most of the remaining members worked in the sash and door
factories, ten per cent worked in the woods, none remained in the'
shingle mills.o

WSFL Proce., (1919), pp. 18-19; Short to Morrison, 13 Dec.
1918, Box 35; l~rsh to H.W. Call, 17 April 1926, Box 25-13, WSFL
Records; Hyman, pp. 283-284.
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gripped with the fire of revolution. The more concessions they made

to the Left. the more they were attacked by the employers and con-

servative trade unionists. the more the radicals argued that no compro-

mise was possible. and the weaker their leadership became. It was a

truly vicious cycle.

James A. Duncan. the red-haired. Scottish-born leader of the

progressive trade unionists and secretary of the SCLC, was the key

figure in trying to restrain the wilder passions of the Left. His

industrial union reform proposals. which he had been championing in

the AFL since 1914, were designed to satisfy both sides: to unify the

non-Marxist. non-revolutionary elements of the labor movement. without

abandoning democratic principles or progressive reform. So far, this

had proved an unworkable dream. Opposition from the international

unions and Samuel Gompers defeated him every time. Each time he reco~

mended compromise. the radicals would propose some new revolutionary

scheme, which the conservatives would reject out of hand, leading to

the break-down of ta1ks. 13

The factor which lent extreme urgency to Duncan's task was the

prospect of post-war depression. What would happen when the govern-

ment stopped ordering new ships? Would the radicals be in a position.

by that time. to touch off a revolution? Would the conservatives re-

tain enough authority to defeat them? Would Duncan and his middle fac-

tion be strong enough to hold the trade union movement together? It

was Duncan's misfortune that he attempted to unify these mutually

73Johansen. p. 484; Sister Maria Veronica, p. 3; Thompson, p.
110; Winslow, p. 75; ~ 18 June 1918.
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antagonistic forces. For even as he was planning to unify the

movement, the radicals were plotting to take it over for themselves. 74

The radicals' campaign had three main aspects. The first

took the form of an independent political campaign to elect a more

amenable State Supreme Court. The second took the form of a drive

to support upward revision of the Macy Boards' 1 February 1918 award

for shipyard workers. The third took the form of a drive to aid

Tom Mooney, the San Francisco radical labor leader convicted of the

Preparedness Day Parade bombing who was now languishing in San Quentin

under a death sentence. Each aspect was designed to embarrass the

labor conservatives and build radical support in the rank and file.

In 1917 the state Supreme Court had upheld the use of the in

junction, as a weapon to prevent peaceful picketing, if the struck

employer claimed that he was suffering irreversible damages to his

business. This was an apparent effort to void the intent of the

Clayton Anti-trust Act (1914) by which the federal government seemed

to sanction peaceful picketing. In response the WSFL had vowed to

·elect a new slate of pro-labor judges in the November 1918 elections.

In August, the WSFL's executive board, hoping to put this policy into

action, met with representatives from the Grange and the Farmers

Unions and agreed to endorse a slate of five candidates. Then, on

28 September the JLC met in Seattle to mobilize its forces and plan

its campaign. It endorsed the WSFL-Grange-Farmers Unions slate. It

also endorsed all the city, county, state, and national candidates en

dorsed by the central labor councils. Further, it decided to put

74Ibid.
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advertisements in all the major papers of the state on behalf of the

court candidates. In other words, the WSFL's campaign promised to be

quite vigorous. The SCLC's radicals, however, refused to abide by

this policy. Supported by the~, the SCLC put its own slate of candi-

dates in the field, including l~alter Thomas Mills, the socialist

organizer whom the JLC had endorsed in 1916. As a result of this

division, the JLC campaign collapsed. In analyzing the outcome at the

WSFL's 1919 convention President Short reflected that the vote for

}tliis was sufficient to defeat two of the WSFL's candidates and to en-

sure the election of two anti-labor candidates responsible for the in

junction rulings. 75

The radicals actions also had the effect of disrupting negoti-

ations in the shipbuilding industry. On 1 August 1918, soon after the

last great German offensive of the war had been stopped in its tracks

and while the situation on the Western Front seemed to lie in the

balance, the contract between the ~mcy Board and the Pacific Coast

Metal Trades District Council. which represented the Seattle shipyard

workers, expired. The men continued to work without a contract. while

their leaders negotiated a new six month wage scale, but progress did

not come easily. The Macy Board was still pursuing the dream of a

uniform. national wage scale for the industry. This. the Pacific Coast

75Similarly, despite the WSFL and JLC endorsements, the well
financed Republicans defeated the Democrats' congressional ticket. C.C.
Dill, who had voted against the war. was ousted from office. On the
other hand, eight trade union members won seats in the legislature,
mostly as progressive Republicans. Four came from King County, two from
Pierce County, and one each came from Spokane and Raymond. Six were
elected to House seats; two won Senate seats.

Call, p. 44; t-lSFL Procs., (1919), pp. 7-8,52.
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shipyard workers continued to reject. They insisted on regaining

their traditionally higher wage rates. Meanwhile, inflation had

eaten away at their standards of living and added to the urgency of

their demands. They argued that because of the higher cost of living

in the West, and because of the greater efficiency and productivity

of the Western shipyards, they deserved higher wages than Eastern

workers. Thus, they requested exemptions from the national wage

scale. 76

Finally, on 31 October 1918, the t~cy Board made what it

called its final offer and denied the wage raises demanded by the

Pacific Coast workers. The workers were stunned. The ~ condemned

the Board's actions in harsh terms:

The Macy Board award is a disgrace and a shame and a slap in
the face to the loyal and patriotic shipyard workers of the
Pacific Coast who have made possible the realization of the ship
ping board's program by getting out the ships, no matter what the
difficulties they went up against.

The Seattle treta1 Trades Council formally protested the Macy Board's

award and stood by its original demands for higher wages and better

conditions. The state government then attempted to mediate this

potentially devastating dispute. At the last moment the state's 1n-

dustrial Relations Commission held several conferences in Seattle to

deal with this and other pressing labor issues affecting the shipyards

and the waterfront, but did not get very far. While they achieved a

temporary settlement of a Longshoremen's dispute, they made no progress

on the shipyard workers' complaints. A strike seemed imminent. 77

76Johansen, pp. 484-485; Friedheim, pp. 55-80; UR 24 Jan. 1919.
770 'Conne11, p. 52; ~ 31 Oct., 1 Nov. 1918; WSFL Procs., (1919),

p. 10.
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The war's end, however, delayed efforts to put more muscle be-

hind the shipyard workers demands. The radicals began to move into the

second phase of their campaign, whipping up enthusiasm for a strike.

While the progressives sought desperat~ly to keep control of the situa-

tion and the conservative forces stood on the sidelines hoping that

they would find a way to regain some influence among the rank and file,

the radicals sized the initiative. The efforts of the leadership to

keep control were greatly complicated by the reemergence of the radicals'

third inflammatory issue: the Tom Mooney case. lh exchange for con-

tinued AFL support Tom Mooney had agreed not to press his case for a

new trial, or a pardon, during the war. With the Armistice, however,

this agreement lapsed and radicals in many states renewed their cam-

paign for a retrial. On 20 November the SCLC, under the influence of

the radicals, voted 155 to 0, after "lengthy and stormy debate," to

send one last appeal for "j ustice" to Governor l-lilliam D. Stephens of

California. The SCLC also voted to hold a referendum of all a£fili-

ated unions on the question of whether to call a national general strike

on Mooney's behalf if the governor did not act promptly. Thus, in the

closing days of 1918, the radicals advanced on three fronts to upset

the political plans of the conservatives and responsible trade union-

ists in the labor movement who cautiously opposed their efforts to

set the stage for revolutionary actions. 78

Meanwhile, the shipyard workers were considering their response

to the Macy Board. On 23 November the Metal Trades Section locals began

C .
. p ::~j~ -.::, 78Minutes, 20 November 1918, Box 8, Records.

.. \,
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to vote on whether to authorize a strike. Three days later, while the

votes were still being counted. the Metal Trades Council rejected the

award and demanded that the t~cy Board be dissolved on the grounds that

it was:

••• incapable of understanding and recognizing the rights of
workers, un-American, bureaucratic, and arrogating to itself
powers not conferred on it by law.

On 30 November the Council appealed the award to the arbitration

board. 79

The Council also joined in the chorus calling for a general

strike on behalf of Tom Mooney. It soon became apparent that the SCLC

locals were overwhelmingly in favor of the Mooney strike and under

ever ;~tronger radical direction, the SCLC began to organize the

machinery for a strike. Suddenly, however, on 4 December. the Tom

Mooney Defense League. which had been coordinating Mooney's defense

from San Francisco. requested a postponement. Instead of an immediate

strike, they said that Mooney had endorsed a plan to call a National

Labor Congress. in Chicago. on 14 January 1919, to devise more effec-

tive means of protest. The SCLC leadership, which had been opposing

the strike as a highly risky adventure, seized upon this as a means of

delaying the radicals' headlong rush into an ill-planned general strike.

They joined the radicals. despite the strong protests of Gompers and

conservative unionists, and voted to endorse the new idea. The radicals

then beat a tactical retreat and abandoned their general strike proposal

for the time being and endorsed the Mooney Congress idea instead. Thus.

790'Conne11. p. 52; ~ 23.27 Nov. 1918.
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for the moment at least, the radical threat subsided. The SCLC leader-

ship began to make plans to elect delegates to the Congress and de-

voted more energy to restraining the Metal Trades workers. As we shall

see, however, cny relief the leadership might have felt was entirely

misplaced. 80

The shift in the SCLC's plans. however, did not put William

Short off his guard. He knew that the Left-wing campaign had not yet

run its course and the Metal Trades Council's strike-authorization

vote was still in progress. He remained an aggressive. combative. AFL

partisan. Evidence suggests. however, that while he retained ultimate

confidence in his ability to defeat the radicals, he was greatly

worried about the short-term future and criticized the SCLC's policy

of making concessions to the radicals. On 29 November, in a prophetic

letter to Gompers he wrote that. since the Armistice. the SCLC had

gone "Bolsheviki mad" and had fallen "temporarily" under the control

of the Im~, by which he meant all radicals.

Hell may start popping here any time. They are determined
to have a general strike. if not over "llooney." they will attempt
it over something else. The situation is quite serious because
it may leave a wreck of what has been one of the best movements
in the country.

Short explained that, during the war, the Il~~ had infiltrated quite a

number of their members into different unions and a few of them had

80Minutes. 27 Nov., 4 Dec. 1918. Box 8. KCCLC Records. See
also: Minutes, 11,18 Dec. 1918 for election of delegates to the
MOoney Congress. The SCLC progressives who had at first seen the
Congress as a way out of a general strike elected a number of their
leaders, including Duncan. as delegates. The Machinists elected their
ablest leader, James A. Taylor. as their delegate. The total SCLC
deleRation included several dozen of its best. most reasonable, most
experienced leaders.
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been elected as delegates to the SCLC and as union officers, and:

••• since the "Hooney" agitation has started they attend the
meetings in droves and applaud their speakers who are delegates
and are leading the fight from within. They have succeeded by
such tactics to overawe the more timid delegates (i.e., the non
partisan, conservative trade unionists).

He complained that they ref~rred to AFL officers as "Labor Kaisers" and

talked about "lifting scalps". He believed there was danger ahead

and that the movement was in for a shaking up, but, he predicted that:

•••when the crash comes, there will be some scalps lifted, but
it won't be the ones they have in mind•••

We will have to clean out a few Judases, but it can't be
done until after the crash; but it will be done. I have weathered
storms of this kind before, and I will be at the helm yet wOfn the
sea calms, but some of my former friends won't be on board.

The proximate cause of the "crash," which Short had predicted,

was not long in coming. On 10 December the Metal Trades Council

counted the results of its referendum vote. The next day the Council

announced that the membership had voted overwhelmingly in favor of a

strike if the arbitration board rejected their appeal. The only real

hope remaining for averting the strike lay with the arbitration board,

but, on 26 December, this was dashed when the board rejected the Metal

Trades Council's appeal. An industry-wide strike again became imminent. 82

The role of the SPW in the troubles of the labor movement are

quite clear. The party, now entirely in the hands of the radical new

immigrants, had accepted the Marxist-Leninist line. The SPW's December

1918 convention called for a municipal program for a workers' city

81Short to Gompers, 29 Nov. 1918, Box 35, WSFL Records.
82Friedheim, pp. 64-68; Anna Louise Strong, et al., The Seattle

General Strike, (Seattle: SCLC, 1919), pp. 8-12; O'Connell, p. 52.
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government which, it claimed, was:

••• modelled very directly after the Russian method of municipal
administration ••• an industry government of workers which will
eliminate bourgeois control and disenfranchise the useless
members of society.

Party members in the SCLC introduced several related resolutions in-

spired by the Soviet experience. In the fevered atmosphere of the time

they received a serious hearing. The SCLC adopted a socialist

"Reconstruction Program" and endorsed Hulet Wells' anguished call for

an amnesty for all political prisoners. At the same time the SCLC

unanimously passed a resolution opposing continued American inter-

vention in Russia; denounced the American blockade of the Soviets;

and demanded that the United States extend trade credits to the

Bolsheviks. The SCLC also created a Bureau of Russian Information

to plan a fact-finding trip to the Soviet Union. Generally, the SCLC

worked closely with the SPW and other radicals at this time to pro-

mote the Revolution. By the last days of 1918 all sides were prepar-

lng for the test of strength to come early in the coming year.

Never before had the revolutionary forces been so strong or so well

prepared. Never before had the conservatives been so isolated.

Never before had the swing groups in the middle been so doubtful, so

weak, so divided. B3

B3A similar process occurred, nationally, in the SPA. After
the Armistice the power of the Left-wing new immigrants grew rapidly.
By early 1919 they constituted more than half the party membership.
Most of the party's top leadership posts, however, remained in the
hands of the old leaders. Just as the SPW and radical leaders plotted
to take control of the SCLC and WSFL, the national Left-wing plotted
to take control of the SPA. On 7 November 1918 the Slavic Language
Federations of Chicago formed the Communist Propaganda League. About
a week later Boston's Lettish Federation began publishing a journal,
Revolutionary ABe, edited by Louis Fraina, a communist propagan-
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dist. The paper soon produced a "Manifesto and Program of the Left
Wing" (February 1919). Also in February. soon after Lenin issued his
call for creation of the Third International. the radicals in the New
York City SPA local organized the Left-wing Section of the SPA. with
its own press. officers. and dues systems. It was in effect a matura
tion of the language federations. Like the SPW. they denounced the
SPA and criticized its failures to turn tolorld War I "into a civil war-
into a proletarian revolution." They attacked the SPA's Old Guard
leadership as "social patriots" and called for "mass actions of the
revolutionary proletariat" to overthrow the capitalist state and re
place it with a government "of the Federated Societs." Similarly,
they called on the SPA to organize "Workmen's Councils" to take over
control of industry; to repudiate all national debts; to expropriate
banks. railroads, and foreign trade; to abandon "immediate demands"
and "agitate exclusively for the overthrow of capitalism and establish
ment of socialism through a proletarian dictatorship" similar to that
of the Russian Bolsheviks and the German Spartacans. Unlike the SPW's
new immigrants, however. they never succeeded in capturing the party
machinery.

Winslow, pp. 73-74,77-78,83-84,87; O'Connor. p. 149; DeShazo.
p. 40; Philip Foner. The Bolshevik Revolution and Its Impact on the
American Labor ~IDvement, (n.p., n.d.), p. 37; Shannon, pp. 126-131;
Glazer. pp. 34-35; Mark Litchman to twses Horitz, 28 Nov. 1918.
Litchman Papers, University of Washington Library.



PART TWO:

Labor and Politics: The Struggle Over

A Labor Party, 1919-1925



Chapter 5:

The Clash of Ideologies:

The Year of the Left-wing, 1919

Section One:

The Seattle General Strike, January, March 1919

In 1919 prosperity reached new peaks. The rate of increase,

however, slowed. The labor force increased by only 0.17 per cent to

566,(:.'10 and total employment declined by 4.73 per cent to 578,000.

This decline may actually have helped the economy for without it in-

flationary pressures would probably have been much worse. As it was

the consuner price index in Seattle and the Lower Columbia region were

far above the national averages. Despite the fall in employment so

many jobs had been created by the war that Washington State still had

a negative unemployment rate for the year of -2.12 per cent. (Table

The labor movement continued to benefit from economic growth.

In t~e year ending in July 1919 membership in WSFL affiliates in-

creased by 125.09 pe~ cent, a rate of increase unsurpassed before or

since. In that month the WSFL had 53,544 paid-up members and repre-

sented 9.2S'per cent of the state's total labor force. (Table No.2)

l"Indexes of Business," Pacific Northwest Industry, (Feb. 1952),
pp. 108-111;' Johansen, pp. 476-490,626-628; Sale, pp. 104-105.
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The SCLC, however, grew scarcely at all. Membership in its

affiliated unions increased by only 1.25 per cent to 21,712. Member-

ship in the Maritime and Metal Trades sections fell sharply as did

membership in the Miscellaneous Trades locals. The Printing Trades

Section, too, lost members. Only the Brewery/Provision Trades, the

Building Trades, and Amusement Trades sections gained significantly.

(Table No.3)

In large part these statistics help explain the conflicts in

the labor movement. While some workers were suffering--the radical

new immigrants in the SCLC--others were enjoying ever greater benefits

--the conservative older immigrants in the WSFL. (Tables No. 4 and 5)

They 'le1p explain why important elements of the SCLC moved ever closer

to the political Left. why the political Left became ever more radical,

and why different parts of the labor movement differed on the impending

termination of the wartime shipbUilding boom.

In Seattle the fear of economic disaster caused the radicals

to press their ideological advantages. Some of the socialist-inspired

unions actually began to organize on the Soviet model. In January

1919, for example, the Metal Trades Council established a Bolshevik-

style Soldiers, Sailors, and Workingmen's Council to organize return-

ing veterans and workers to "strike a blow against the capitalist

class." With the financial aid of the SCLC the SSWC published its own

weekly newspaper, The Force, edited by Arne Swabeck. 2

The SSWC organized demonstrations against American interven
tion in Russia on behalf of the anti-revolutionary forces of Admiral
Kolchak.

Winslow, pp. 40,86; Strong, p. 67; Draper, p. 139; DeShazo,
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The radicals in the Metal Trades Council were encouraged to

even ,more radical acts by the Pacific Coast Metal Trades District

Council, which represented the Pacific Coast locals of the five AFL

international metal trades unions which had relations with the Macy

Board. On 9 January 1919 the District Council voted to break off nego-

tiations with the Macy Board and allow local metal trades councils to

negotiate directly with their employers, many of whom were willing to

grant the raises the workers demanded. This tended to further reduce

the restraints on the radicals.

The moderate forces in the SCLC were weakened, the radicals

strengthened, and the uncertainties compounded when, on 10 January

1919, the large Seattle delegation to the Mooney Congress departed

for Chicago. This removed the wisest, most experienced, and most

responsible labor leaders from the scene at a critical moment. In

their absence the rank and file in the SCLC became a volatile, leader-

less body. The convening of the legislature in the same week also

sapped the SCLC's leadership. It distracted the attention of William

Short and the rest of the WSFL's conservative leadership from events

in Seattle and left the conservative cause in the hands of C.W. Doyle,

the SCLC's business agent. Doyle, a former contender for the world

heavyweight championship and a regular Republican, had little influence

with the rank and file and none with the radicals. 3

p. 40; Report of Agent 106, 29 July 1919, Papers on Industrial Espio
nage, University of Washington Library; ~ 26 Jan., 12 Nov. 1918.

3The WSFL leadership cannot be blamed for being diverted by
the legislature. It was their primary function to serve as a legisla
tive lobby and numerous anti-labor proposals were threatened. Working
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In the absence of these moderating forces the radicals ac-

ce11erated their revolutionary time-table. The absence of an effective

opposition provided them with ideal conditions in which to employ their

tactics effectively. As a result the tension in the SCLC grew acute.

Outside the SCLC tensions also mounted. On 12 January Machinists Union

Local No. 79 held a joint demonstration with the SPW to protest contin-

ued American involvement in the Russian civil war. When Walker C.

Smith, an I1VW orator, declaimed:

Our system of government must change. The sooner it changes,
the better. I would that it could change without bloodshed, but

with Governor Lister, and after his incapacitation, working with Lt.
Governor Louis Hart, Short and his allies managed to achieve several
important goals. The legislature agreed to an upward revision of work
men's compensation benefits, defeated the harshest of the anti-labor
bills, and passed a compromise anti-syndicalist bill which the '~SFL

hoped lo1ould control the ~-1 threat while sparing "legitimate" trade
unions. The legislature also established an Industrial Code Commission
to review and recommend reforms of labor law and administration. It
also passed a watered-down accident prevention bill.

Meanwhile, in Chicago, Duncan was elected chairman of the
Mooney Congress. The Congress voted to call a national general strike,
for 4 July 1919, to free Mooney. This never came to pass because
California's governor commuted }woney's death sentence.

For more information on the HSFL's role at the 1919 legislative
session, see: Tripp, pp. 110,145-148,151-154,156-159,160-162; WSFL
Procs., (1919), Legislative Agent's Report, pp. 1-18; General Report,
pp. 145-146,151,211,223-224,233-234; Saltvig, p. 468; Call, pp. 21,28,
44; Winslow, pp. 73-74,77; O'Connor, p. 149; Douglas R. Pullen, "The
Administration of Washington State Governor Louis F. Hart, 1919-1925,"
(Ph.D. Dissertation: University of Washington. 1974), pp. 18,22,27-30,
38.69,95-96; Minutes, 11 June 1919, Box 60; F. }forrison to Short, 8 Nov.
1919. Box 4-7; J.S. Korby (1) to Short, 12 June 1919, Box 31-15; Short
to Lee Guard, 11 April 1919. Box 35, WSFL Records; Minutes. 26 March

~ } 1919, Box 8. Records. See also Minutes, 27 Nov. 1918; 27 Jan., 14 May
1919; OR 16 Dec. 1919; 3 Jan. 1920; Seattle Times 14 Jan. 1919; Spokane
SR 10,14,15 Jan. 1919.
-- For more information on the Mooney Congress. its outcome, and
its impact 'on the SCLC, see: Minutes, 26 Xarch, 7,9,14,16 April, 14
}my. 4.25 June, 6,13,27 Aug., 1,15,22,29 Oct. 1919, Box 8, Records;
F. Harrison to Short, 6 Nov. 1919, Box 4-7, WSFL Records~

For more infOrMation on the role of the radicals in the SCLC in
Jan. 1919, see: O'Connell, pp. 61-63; UR 10,13 Jan. 1919; Star 15 Jan.
1919. ------
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if not. the less bloodshed the better. Hail to the Bolsheviks,
hail to the 'Revolution.'

the police "Red Squad." led by Captain W.H. Searing. ordered the

crowd to disperse. The mention of bloodshed and revolution was too

inflammatory for public consumption. ~~en the crowd refused

to disperse the police charged. This led to a scuffle in which

Captain Searing's nose was bloodied. The incident and others like

it raised public fears to a new level of intensity.4

Meanwhile the efforts of the Seattle Metal Trades Council to

negotiate with local employers broke down. At first Charles Piez.

vice-chairman of the EFC in charge of supplying the shipbuilding yards

with steel. seemed to agree to let the unions negotiate directly with

theij· employers. Then he refused to acknowledge his pledge and

worked behind the unions' backs to sabotage their efforts. The Metal

Trades Council learned of this perfidy when it "mistakenly" received

a telegram from Piez intended for the Seattle }leta1 Trades Association,

the employers' group. In the telegram Piez threatened to cut off

steel shipments for the Association's yards if they agreed to the

workers' terms. lie threatened to cut off their contracts if they de-

parted from the EFC wage quotations. Unable to resist such pressures

the employers gave in. Finally. on 17 January, the Metal Trades

Council voted to strike if the employers did not come to terms by

21 January. In the following days the employers made no move to

4A number of similar distrubances occurred at approximately the
same time between police and protestors demonstrating against the use
of American arms to suppress the Soviet revolution: against persecu
tion of domestic radicals. dissidents, union members, new immigrants,
and Eastern and Southern European aliens.

For more on these events, see: Friedheim. pp. 18-20; P-I 13,
14.17 Jan. 1919;~ 3 Jan. 1919; Daily Bulletin 14,18 Jan. 19197
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conciliate the workers and as a result the metal trades struck all the

shipbuilding yards in Seattle and Washington State on the appointed

day.S

The next day, on 22 January 19~9, the metal trades delegates

to the SCLC asked the SCLC to endorse a sympathy strike of all locals

in tho Seattle area to compel the EFC, the Macy Board, and the employ-

ers to listen to the shipyard workers' demands. They also believed

it would demonstrate the growing might and solidarity of the labor

movement. In the absence of the SCLC's ablest leaders no one spoke

against the proposal. Doubtful unionists were swayed in favor of a

sympathy strike by the mounting ferocity of the employers' propaganda

attacks on the labor movement in general and by their efforts to under-

mine the leadership of the labor movement. It was left to Hulet Wells,

just out of prison for his anti-draft activities, to provide the clinch-

ing arguments in favor of a resolution calling for a membership refer-

endum on the question:

I am confident that the shipyard workers could win alone.
But if they did, all the little labor-hating bosses in the city
would say, "they (the shipyard owners) don't know how to handle
their men. I can handle my men all right." But if we win it
with a universal strike, every union in the city will get the
benefit of the victory.

On 26 January 1919 the SCLC adopted the metal trades' referendum

resolution. The resolution called for rank and file membership approv-

al of a sympathy strike of all affiliated locals, to begin on

1 February 1919, "unless the present strike is settled before that

5Johansen. pp. 484-485; Friedheim, pp. 73-75,78-79; O'Connell,
pp. 64-65; WSFL Procs., (1919), pp. 19-20; ~ 17 Jan., 3 Feb. 1919;
Sale, p. 127.
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time."6

The vote in favor of the referendum alarmed Short and the

WSFL leadership. Short had noticed the unfavorable legislative reac-

tion to the earlier disturbances in Seattle and feared further erosion

of labor's position at Olympia if the SCLC's affiliates actually

joined the shipyard strike. The strike by 30,000 shipyard workers

in Seattle, Tacoma, and Aberdeen was bad enough. The threat of a

general strike increased his alarm. l~en the Tacoma and Aberdeen

central labor councils voted to submit the issue to referenda he wrote

to Gompers of his increasing anxiety:

The whole situation is pregnant with serious danger not only
to the Metal Trades organization, but to the entire labor move
l'.~·nt. For several months past the I.loT.H. who had gone into
the shipyards and other l~ar-essentia1 industries by the thousands
during the progress of the war to escape military service, have
been showing their hand.

Short urgently asked what help the AFL could offer if the l~SFL estab-

lished its own semi-weekly or daily publication to counter the radical

propaganda. Without such aid, he promised darkly, the IWW would soon

control the entire state labor movement. 7

Conditions in the SCLC confirmed Short's fears. In the absence

of the leadership order broke down. The radicals and Il~'s packed the

galleries of the SCLC and disrupted debate. C.W. Doyle, who presided

6priedheim, pp. 79-80; O'Connell, pp. 65-66; UR 23 Jan. 1919;
Minutes, 22 Jan. 1919, Box 8, KCCLC Records; Sales, p:-128.

7In his eagerness to stir up the AFL on his behalf, Short wildly
exagRerated the influence of the IWW. The I~~ was, indeed, present and
very vocal, but most of the pro-strike agitation was ,coming from non-I~~

radicals in the metal trades locals. Most were probably affiliated with
the SPW. Short found it useful to categorize all his enemies as I~~'s.

Friedheim, pp. 81-88; Short to Gompers, 22 Jan. 1919, Box 35,
WSFL Records; ~ 1 Jan. 1919; Winslow, pp. 90-91.
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over the SCLC's sessions, could not control the unruly delegates.

\~en the news reached Chicago that a general strike referendum was

in process in Seattle, Seattle's delegation to the Mooney Congress im-

mediately recognized that they were needed at home. They rushed back

to Seattle to try to save the situation but they arrived too late to

avert the referendum. Afraid to be left behind by their own rank and

file they desperately sought ways to bring order out of the chaos,

but with little success. 8

l~ile the referendum proceeded the Metal Trades Council pledged

that they would not return to work until the members of all the other

organizations participating in the strike had returned to work with

their pre-strike conditions intact. This proved to be an unnecessary

encouragement. The vast majority of SCLC locals voted to endorse the

sympathy strike, some by enormous majorities. By 29 January only two

small locals, of the Gas Workers and the Federal Employees unions

which were forbidden by law from striking, voted against the strike.

Later some small conservat'ive unions also opposed the strike: the

Web Pressmen, the Photoengravers, and most importantly, the Electrical

Workers voted not to strike. Although some locals protested that they

would be violating their charters if they broke valid contracts it

soon became evident that the referendum was being passed. 9

8Ibid.
9Minutes, 29 Jan., 5 Feb. 1919, Box 8, KCLC Records; Sales,

pp. 128-129; O'Connell, pp. 66-67; Friedheim, pp. 116-121. The Tacoma
CLC voted to support a sympathy strike, but not as strongly as the
SCLC did. In Tacoma the referendum passed 4,160 to 1,605. The Tacoma
Tribune estimated that over half of those who favored the sympathy
strike were members of the swollen Metal Trades Council unions who,
although not directly involved in the shipyard dispute, were deeply
sympathetic to those who were. Many others in non-MTC unions, however,
opposed the strike. In fact, only 16 unions endorsed the strike; 21
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Meanwhile, however, the international unions concerned began

to inundate the SCLC and its affiliates with orders opposing and

countermanding the strike vote. On 2 February the SCLC's General

Strike Committee called a mass meeting.to determine what the Council's

next course of action should be. The Committee, in the words of Anna

Louise Strong, was

••• composed of more than three hundred delegates from one hundred
and ten unions. (It) met all day Sunday, February ,2, 1919. They
faced and disregarded the national officers of craft unions, who
were telegraphing orders from the East. They met the threats of
the Seattle Health Department to jail drivers of garbage wagons
if garbage was not removed, by agreeing to permit the collection
of "wet garbage only" on special permit under the strikers' control.
They rejected as strike slogan the motto, "We have nothing to lose
but our chains and a whole world to win" in favor of "Together We
Win." For they reasoned that they had a good deal to lose--jobs
at good wages with which they were buying silk shirts, pianos, and
homes. They wanted solidarity but not class war. Then so little
did they realize the problems before them that they fixed the
strike for the following Thursday at 10 A.M. and adjourned to meet
on Thursday evening after the strike should have started, meantime
referring any new problems that might arise to a rather hastily
elected "Committee of Fifteen."

The demand for an immediate walk-out came from the radicals who feared

that any delay would give the employers time to organize a counter-

attack and allow the conservative unionists time to dissuade some

unions opposed it; and four refused to put the issue to the membership
at all. ~ine unions took no action whatsoever. On 5 February, despite
these divisions, the Central Labor Council endorsed the general strike
by a vote of 65 to 27. It did so under strong pressure from its radi
cal secretary, A.L. Dickson. Unlike the SCLC unions, Tacoma unions
showed little initial enthusiasm for the strike: only the Meat Cutters,
Timber Workers, Barbers, Street Carmen, and about five per cent of the
Retail Clerks walked out with the MTC unions. The Brewery Workers,
Moving Picture Operators, Tailors, Gas Workers, Printing Trades, Team
sters, Cereal and Flour Mill Workers and Carpenters continued to work.
The city continued to function normally. By 7 February, when federal
troops arrived to keep order, some of the radical strike leaders were
reported to have fled the city. By 10 February the local labor move
ment was in full rebellion against Dickson's leadership. WSFL Proes.,
(1919), pp. 19-20; Friedheim, p. 204; Tacoma News-Tribune 3-15 Feb. 1919.
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locals from joining the strike. The moderates, who hAd at first tried

to prevent the strike and then had tried to guide it, delay it, or

limit its ambitions, were shouted down at the radicals' instigation.

They feared to press their point lest they lose all credibility. At

a time when ordinarily conservative unions were eager for a general

strike they were frightened that the rank and file would go over to

the radicals. lO

The lack of enthuasiam of the leadership for the strike, in

fact, proved to be a great weakness. It produced confusion and dis-

array on all sides. No one could speak with authority about what the

strikers actually hoped to achieve. Nowhere is this confusion more

evid~nt than in an editorial which appeared in the ~ on 4 February,

two days before the strike was to begin. Written by staff writer

Anna Louise Strong, the editorial was designed to explain how the

labor movement intended to conduct the strike and what they intended,

and did not intend, to achieve by it.

There will be many cheering and there will be some who fear.
Both of these emotions are useful, but not too much of either.
We are undertaking the most tremendous move made by LABOR in

this country, a move which will lead--NO ONE KNOWS WHERE:
We do not need hysteria.
We need the iron march of labor.
LABOR \-IILL FEED THE PEOPLE.
Twelve great kitchens have been offered, and from them food

will be distributed by the provision trades at low cost to all.
LABOR WILL CARE FOR THE BABIES AND THE SICK.
The milk-,~agons and the laundry drivers are. arranging plans for

supplying milk to babies, invalids, and hospitals, and taking care
of the cleaninR of linen for hospitals.

LABOR l-lILL PRESERVE ORDER.
The strike committee is arranging for guards, and it is expected

lOSale, p. 129; Friedheim, pp. 46-50,106-107; O'Connell, pp. 65
66; ~ 13 Jan. 1919; Times 27,28 Jan. 1919.
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that the stopping of the cars will keep people at home. A few
hot-headed enthusiasts have complained that strikers only should
be fed, and the general public left to endure severe discomfort.
Aside from the inhumanitarian character of such suggestions, let
us get this straight--

NOT THE WITHDRAla1AL OF LABOR POWER, BUT THE POlalER OF THE
STRIKERS TO }Ul~AGE WILL WIN THIS STRIKE.

What does ~'fr. Piez of the Shipping Board care about the clos
ing down of Seattle's shipyards, or even of all the industries of
the Northwest? Will it not merely strengthen the yards at Hog
Island, in which he is interested?

When the shipyard owners of Seattle were on the point of
agreeing with the workers, it was Mr. Piez who wired them that,
if they so agreed--

HE WOULD NOT LET THIDI HAVE STEEL.
Whether this is camouflage we have no means of knowing. But

we do know that the great eastern combinations of capitalists
COULD AFFORD to offer privately to r-fr. Skinner, Mr. Ames, and
Mr. Duthrie a few millions apiece in eastern shipyard stock.

RATHER T~~ LET THE WORKERS WIN::
The closing down of Seattle's industries, as a MERE SHUT-DOWN,

will not affect these eastern gentlemen much. They could let the
yhole northwest go to pieces, as far as money is concerned.

BUT, the closing down of the capitalistically controlled in
dustries of Seattle, the WORKERS ORGANIZE to feed the people, to
care for the babies and the sick, to preserve order--THIS will
move them, for this looks too much like the taking over of Po\a1ER
by the workers.

Labor will not only SHUT DOWN the industries, but Labor will
REOPEN, under the management of the appropriate trades, such
activities as are needed to Jreserve public health and public
peace. If the strike continues, Labor may feel led to avoid pub
lic suffering by reopening more and more activities.

UNDER ITS OH~ HA!'lAGEMENT.
And that is why we say that we are starting on a road that

leads--
NO ONE KNO'a1S HHERE! 11

Inst~ad, Miss Strong's editorial convinced many that Seattle was

headed for revolution. It caused a wave of panic and suspicion in

the middle classes and official quarters. In fact, however, it meant

no such thing. Rather, a close reading of the editorial reveals that

llFriedheim, p. 111; Ault and Strong were later arrested for
publishing the tI\-1ho Knows Hhere" editorial. But the Democrats, fear
ing the loss of labor votes to the Farmer-Labor Party, convinced the
federal government to drop the charges. Winslow, p. 105; Strong,
I Change Worlds, p. 84.
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the strikers had neither clear-cut goals, nor any clearly defined

enemies. The editorial, however, clearly left the impression of

radicalism. After it appeared none of Seattle's political authorities

were willing to negotiate on any terms .less than absolute surrender of

the labor position. Even if they had been willing to do so there is

little evidence that they had the power to redress labor's grievances.

These powers were in the hands of politicians and businessmen in the

East. 12

At 10:00 A.M. on 6 February 1919 the Seattle general strike be-

gan. On that moment Seattle came to a complete standstill. Nothing

moved. As a sign of labor's solidarity and economic power the general

strike was a complete success. The workers simply went home and

stayed there. Except for emergency services the economic life of the

city came to a halt. 13

Local politicians soon saw which way public opinion wafted.

Mayor Ole Hanson saw the strike as an opportunity for political gain

and attempted to capitalize on the latent fears of revolution by pro-

claiming the strike as a Bolshevik revolution and announcing his in-

tention to crush it. The day after the strike began he sent this

notice to the Committee of Fifteen:

I hereby notify you that unless the sympathy strike is
called off by 8 o'clock tomorrow morning, February 8, 1919, I
will take advantage of the protection offered this city by the
national government and operate all the essential services.

12Sa1e, p. 130; Friedheim, pp. 111-112,134-135; Winslow, pp.
97-98;~ 10 Feb. 1919.

13Sa1e, pp. 130-131; Friedheim, pp. 107-109,134-135; Winslow,
pp. 97-98; Seattle Times 10 Feb. 1919; Star 10 Feb. 1919. For more
information on the strike, see: Johanse;;-pp. 485-486.
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The middle classes and the city's business community breathed a col-

lective sigh of relief and acclaimed Hanson as their savior, a title

he accepted with delicious pleasure. In fact there was never any

danger of revolution. The next morning the Committee of Fifteen recom-

mended that the strike be declared a success and urged all the workers

to return to work. The leadership seemed to favor the proposal but

the rank and file rejected it that evening. The next day the strike

continued but, on Monday, the Committee renewed its suggestion to end

the strike. The Committee had begun to notice cracks in the facade of

labor solidarity. This time the workers were more amenable. On

Monday the strikers had begun to drift back to work and by Tuesday

the ot,trike was over. 14

Thus ended the first, premature, effort by the Left-wing to

seize control of the labor movement. In many respects it resembled

a failed coup d'etat. The Left had rushed headlong into the strike

without adequate preparation, without proper goals, and without lead-

ership. Not surprisingly it had collapsed. In its wake the radicals

who had inspired the strike faced retribution from a number of dif-

ferent sources. After the strike ~e daily press resumed its attacks

on the labor Left with all its pre-strike fury. Calling on employers

to cooperate with the labor conservatives to rid the SCLC of its

radicals the Times said:

l4Hanson later attempted to profit by his notoriety. He went
on a well-publicized speaking tour and even entertained the notion of
running for a place on the Republican national ticket in 1920. He also
published a book glorifying his own role in the strike, entitled
Bolshevism v. Americanism, (Golden City, N.Y.: Doubleday, Page, & Co.,
1920). Sale, pp. 131-132; Friedheim, pp. 140-145; Minutes, 12 Feb.
1919, Box 8, KeCLC Records.
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A handful of radicals put Seattle in the position of staging
a revolution against the government of the United States. These
radicals must go and it is the business of employers TO SEE THAT
THEY DO GO by cooperating with conservative labor in the
reconstruction.

And the normally pro-labor Seattle~ said:

Temporarily misled by a gang of criminal, unAmerican leaders,
Seattle union labor can be depended upon not only to repudiate
the false leadership, but to see that punishment goes with
retribution. 15

The conservative unions, although they did not achieve their

goal of ridding the SCLC of its radical menace, did succeed in weaning

a number of unions away from their flirtation with radicalism. The

AFL, embarrassed by the strike which had slowed down the organizational

drive in the Eastern steel industry, began to urge its international

unions to supervise their Seattle locals more closely. Some interna-

tional officers even arrived in Seattle, in person, to conduct a

review. 16

l5Such attacks did, indeed, inspire an anti-radical movement in
the SCLC. The Produce lolorkers introduced a resolution "urging that
Council request Local Unions to bar 'Reds' as delegates." After about
ninety minutes of debate the SCLC voted down the resolution on the
grounds that "it would appear that we were following the instruction
of the Chamber of Commerce and (Mayor) Ole Hanson to 'Clean House.'"
The conservatives were more successful when they worked through the
AFL chain-of-command. After the strike A.E. ~liller, of Steam Engineers
Local No. 40, who had served as chairman of the Hetal Trades Council's
conference committee during the strike, was expelled from his interna
tional union for his activities. The international also instructed his
local to dismiss him from all his elective offices. But here too, the
radical locals fought back and refused to comply. Instead, they en
dorsed Miller's stand.

Minutes, 5 ~mrch 1919, Box 8, KCCLC Records; Short to Gompers,
9 April 1919, Box 35. lolSFL Records.

16Friedheim, pp. 139-140; Interview with Dave Beck, 25 Feb.
1976, Seattle, Washin~ton, The Author's possession; Short to Gompers,
9 April 1919. Box 35, WSFL Records. See also: Footnote No. 15.
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The strike also embarrassed the WSFL. In addition to compli-

eating its legislative responsibility the general strike made it more

difficult for the WSFL to maintain contact with the Metal Trades

Council and resolve the disputes of the shipyard workers. The.ship-

yard workers kept calling upon the WSFL to "endorse" the strike, which

the WSFL could not do. 17

After the end of the general strike many of the locals which

had struck to support the shipyard workers found that, despite the

promises of the Metal Trades Council, they were forced to accept

poorer terms than they had had before the strike. Soon, even the

wealthy metal trades locals were in the same position. After the

failure of the general strike the Metal Trades Council began to run

out of money. Finally, on 9 March, the Council voted to return to work

under a temporary truce agreement with the employers and the Macy Board

which provided for pre-strike conditions. After striking for more than

a month the shipyard workers had failed to gain a single one of their

demands. The truce was scheduled to last until the end of March at

which point the Macy Board's October 1918 award was due to expire. 18

After the expiration of the truce the negotiations, between

the Metal Trades Council and the WSFL on the one hand and the employers

and the I-racy Board on the other hand, began again. The Hacy Board, no

more flexible than before, insisted on terms which Short believed would

mean a $40 million wage reduction for Seattle shipyard workers.

l7Short to Morrison, 3 Feb. 1919, Box 35; ~inutes, 9 Feb. 1919,
Box 60, WSFL Records.

l80 'Connell, pp. 85-86.
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Finally, on 26 August, after much pulling and hauling, the two sides

hammered out a settlement which provided for an across-the-board eight

per cent wage increase for all the men in the industry. Had this

agreement gone unchallenged the shipyard workers might have saved face.

The next month, however, in fulfillment of Piez's earlier threats, the

EFC and the ~avy Department informed the shipbuilders that they "would

not permit the builders to pay the (eight per cent wage) increase."

This, in turn, forced the shipbuilders to renege on their 26 August

settlement with the shipyard workers. 19

On the other hand, the EFC did promise not to stand in the way

1f the builders, themselves, wished to grant the increases. This

opened the way for local settlements on the Pacific Coast. In Seattle

the' builders agreed to pay the workers' demands, but in Tacoma, where

most of the Todd Company's cost-plus contracts for the Navy and EFC

were in progress, this did not occur. In response the Metal Trades

called strike, beginning on I October and lasting for eleven weeks.

This time the strike ended in complete defeat. The men agreed to re-

turn to work on the company's terms. By this time, however, it was

too late. The government had cancelled most of its shipbuilding con

tracts and the Pacific Northwest's shipbuilding industry lay in ruins. 20

Writing to Gompers in the spring of 1919 Short summed up the

consequences of the metal trades general strikes:

••• The general strike that they (the radicals) had planned for
the last six or eight months has been had and, of course, proved
a fizzle. Yet the men who were responsible for this catastrophe

19Minutes, 7 May 1920, Box 60; Short to Woll, 2 May 1919, Box
35, WSFL Records.

20Ibid•
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are still exercising a dangerous influence on our ~wvement here,
and it is going to require a great deal of hard up-hill courageous
fighting to restore t2i Labor ~ovement of this vicinity to the
right channels again.

In short, these strikes opened a near fatal breech in the

solidarity of the labor movement. They finally drove the conserva-

tives into open rebellion against the SCLC's Left-wing policies. They

forced those moderates who endorsed the policies of the Left-wing but

who wanted even more to remain in the AFL to choose between their

friends and their principles. All the old wounds rubbed raw by the

war opened and bled again.

In the wake of the strikes a further wave of anti-radical re-

pression began. Actually, it was a continuation of the wartime repres-

sion. E.B. Au1t and Anna Louise Strong were arrested fur their part

in the "NO ONE KNmolS WHERE" editorial. Although they were soon re-

leased others were not so lucky. The SPW and Il~.f, for example, were

among the less fortunate groups. Shortly after the strike Mayor

Hanson ordered a police raid on the Equity Printshop, which published

both the Industrial Worker and International Weekly, and on all the IWW

and SPW halls in Seattle. The justification for this campaign was that

MOrris Pass and Harvey O'Connor, two SPW members, had distributed a

leaflet during the general strike urging the workers to take over their

industries. The police dragnet also picked up Aaron Fis1erman, F.M.

Cassidy, and twenty-six other SPlol officials and members. All were

charged with trying to overthrow the city, state, and national govern-

ments, and with conspiracy and criminal anarchy. On the advice of their

21Short to Gompers, 9 April 1919, Box 35, WSFL Records.
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attorney. George Vandeveer. they all left town on bail. returning only

when the charges were dropped. 22

At the same time conservatives within the radical unions be-

gan to reassert themselves. When the Metal Trades Council formed an

organization known as the Federated Unions of Seattle to oppose the

efforts to conciliate their international union officials. The con-

servatives convinced the SCLC to declare the FUS a dual labor organiza-

tion and cause its dissolution. The see-saw battle between these

forces continued for the next four years. 23

222'~inslow. pp. 104-105; Strong. p. 84; Freedom 29 ~mrch 1919.
30 'Connell. pp. 87-88.117; Thompson. p. 78; DeShazo. p. 71;

~ 12 May 1919.



Section Two:

The Open Shop Hovement, Spring 1919

Another consequence of the general strike was the reinvigora-

tion of the employers' open shop drive. The general strike drove the

employers into a frenzy. The largest and most powerful of these organ-

izations, the Waterfront Employers Association, the Metal Trades Assoc-

iation, and the Master Builders Association. had expected the unions

in their industries m honor their contractual obligations and not

join the strike. When they did strike the employers were stunned and

resolved to destroy the labor movement. On the other hand there is

evidence that even before the general strike they had begun planning

such ,:1 campaign. Regardless of whether the strike inspired their

anti-labor campaign or whether it merely provided the occasion for

its implementation the employers began a concerted drive to eliminate

unions soon after the workers returned to their jobs. 1

On 12 March. a month after the collapse of the strike, the

various employers associations in Seattle united and incorporated

themselves as the Associated Industries of Seattle. AIS declared it-

self to be a non-profit organization dedicated "to promote harmony be-

tween employer and employee." It did not mention that it aimed to

promote such "harmony" by destroying the labor movement but merely

announced its opposition to the closed shop on the grounds that it

restricted a worker's freedom of contract. AIS thus represented a

lThe events in Seattle should not be seen in isolation. Short
ly after the Seattle strike a wave of bombings and strikes occurred
throughout the nation. These touched off a new wave of anti-labor. anti
radical, anti-immigrant repression, known as the "Red Scare."

Friedheim. p. 160.
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continuation of the employers' traditional anti-labor policies, but

in a new, better-organized and more sophisticated fora. The employers

had learned much from the repression of dissidents during the war and

had developed new contacts in governrne~t. They now wished to employ

these new techniques and influence against the labor movement. 2

In ordinary times the labor movement could withstand such ef-

forts to destroy it. But these were not ordinary times. The internal

2In many respects the AIS drew its inspiration from the Los
Angeles Merchants and Manufacturers' Association, the fountainhead of
the open shop in the West.

Friedheim, p. 14; Taft, Organized Labor in American Historv,
p. 364; Savel Zimand, The Open Shop Drive, (New York: Bureau of In
dustrial Relations, 1921), pp. 18-20; Seattle Daily Bulletin 15 Jan.
1919; P-I 5 Jan. 1919; Times 22 Jan. 1919.

---For more on the strategy of AIS, see: O'Connell. pp. 96,128;
Winslow, pp. 98-99,1056; Zimand, p. 16; ~ 15 Dec. 1920; William M.
Short, History of the Activities of the Seattle Labor Movement and
Conspiracy of Employers to Des:.··oy It and Attempted Suppression of
Labor's Dailv ~ewspaper, the 'St~ltt1e Union Record, (Seattle, 1919),
p. 19; "How Seattle Fights Unfair Labor Unions," Iron APze VCI (21 Oct.
1920), p. 1055.

For more on the early organizational efforts of AIS. see:
UR 24 Oct. 1919.
-- For more on AIS' use of blacklists, lock-outs, strike-
breakers, company unions, and propaganda, see: O'Connell. p. 129;
"How Seattle Fights Unfair Labor Unions," ope cit.; Zimand, p. 15;
UR 15 Oct. 1919; Short, p. 10.
-- For information on AIS' methods of internal discipline, see:
O'Connell, pp. 132-133; UR 15,16 Dec. 1920; Thompson, pp. 68-69.

For the regionar-and national implications of the AIS cam
paign, see: Harren S. Gramm, "Employer Association Development in
Seattle and Vicinity," (M.A. Thesis: University of Washington, 1948).
passim; Sister Maria Veronica, p. 8; John D. Hicks, The Republican
Ascendancy, 1921-1933, (New York: Harper & Row, 1960), p. 68.

For the degree of success achieved by AIS, see: UR 6,20
Jan. 1920; Friedheim, pp. 156-160; Joseph S. Jackson, "TheColored
Marine Employees Benevolent Association of the Pacific, 1921-1934,"
(~.A. Thesis: University of Washington, 1939), pp. 4-5,21,30-35.

For AIS' use of industrial espionage. see: O'Connell, pp.
135-136; Report of Ap,ent 106, 27 June 1919; Report of Agent 17, 29
June, 4 July 1919; Report of Agent 172, 3 }~rch 1920, Papers on In
dustrial Espionage, University of Washington Library. See also: Roy
J. Kinnear Papers, 1881-1959, University of Washington Library, for
examples of industrial espionage.
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disarray of the labor movement, heightened by the war and intensified

by the general strike, weakened the labor movement's defenses. While

the SCLC was attempting to respond to the AIS challenge it was also

trying to fend off the efforts of the remnants of the wobblies to sub

vert the AFL. Following the failure of the general strike the Im~ had

begun to organize a drive in Seattle to destroy the AFL. They had

concentrated their efforts among the industrial metal trades and mari

time trades workers, who had proven to be the most sympathetic to

their cause. They had even established a dual trade union, Shipbuilders

Industrial Union No. 325, to organize the shipyard workers and had tried

to get the longshoremen to join their Marine Transport Workers Union

No.8. They had also tried to get building tradesmen to join Construc

tion Workers Industrial Workers Union No. 573 and to get provision

trades workers to join their Hotel, Restaurant, and Domestic Workers

Industrial Union No. 1100. The Il~~ even saw AIS as a potential ally

in the struggle to destroy the AFL in Seattle. This effort failed

largely because the employers looked upon the Il~~ with even less favor

than they did the AFL and because the Boilermakers began a vigorous

anti-Il*l campaign in the shipyards to weed out those IWW's "two-card

men" who belonged to both the AFL and the I'~~. The dual attack, how

ever, took an inevitable toll. 3

The question of how to respond to AIS's challenge was made

more difficult by the ideological splits in the trade unions. The

radicals in the SCLC and the Tacoma Central Labor Council wished to

hit back hard.. They may have hoped to provoke the employers into

3Friedheim, pp. 160-161.
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over-reacting and producing a revolutionary situation. They argued

that the middle classes had abandoned the labor movement during the

war and that there was no longer any need to seek their support

through moderation. They believed that labor should reject its

policy of incremental economic progress and non-partisan politics.

Labor should abandon all compromises short of workers' control of the

economy and should endorse the SPW or create an entirely new political

party of its own. To this purpose they obstructed the efforts of the

conservatives to appease the employers and those of the SCLC's progres-

sive leadership to mediate the disputes within the labor movement.

Their obstruction prevented development of a unified labor strategy.4

Part of the strength of the radical line was that it was

highly plausible. Any effort to challenge their proposals brought

the response that such efforts would merely play into the hands of

AIS and the Chamber of Commerce. Their charges were made all the

more believable due to the growing anti-radical campaign in the com-

mercial press. Since the press also played a critical role in the

dissemination of AIS propaganda this gave the impression that labor

and the radicals faced a mutual enemy. The Seattle Times attacked

both labor and the Left when it criticized the ~:

Bolshevism must be stamped out. Seattle labor unions have
··a real problem on their hands in the anarchist newspaper "Union
Record."

The Times blamed all the SCLe'a internal and external troubles on

the ~'s "Bolshevism" and claimed that the ..!lli. had misrepresented

4Saltvig, p. 474; Winslow. p. 73; Friedheim, p. 159; UR 29 }my
1919; Hinutes. 5 March 1919. Box 8. KCCLC Records.
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Seattle labor during and after the general strike. Such arguments had

the added effect of encouraging the labor conservatives to move even

further away from the radical position and to undermine the ~'s sup-

port within the SCLC. When, late in May 1919, the SCLC officially en

dorsed the SPl-1 open ideological '-Tarfare broke out in the SCLC. 5

With the radicals in charge of the SCLC's political policies

for the first time their enemies lost no ti~e in organizing a resist-

ance movement. In April 1919 the fourteen major non-AFL railroad

unions initiated a drive to establish a progressive alliance with the

WSFL and the Grange to endorse major party candidates in the 1920 pri-

mary elections. The Railroad Brotherhoods had benefited enormously

during the war from government operation of railroads and now wished

to prevent the return of the railroads to their original owners. In

June 1919 the Railwaymen's Political Club's executive committee in-

structed their fraternal non-voting delegates to the WSFL convention

to propose such a "Triple Alliance." Opposition to the plan within

the WSFL, naturally, centered in the Left-leaning central labor coun-

ei1s in and around the Puget Sound region, particularly the SCLC

which did not want to see a revival of labor's ties to the major

parties. Support for it centered in the WSFL's executive board and

was coordinated by William Short. As a result the WSFL's 1919 con

vention shaped up as a test of strength between the labor factions. 6

~Ibid .. ; Times 30 }larch 1919.
Saltv!g, p. 474; ~ 7 June 1919.



Section Three:

The One Big Union Movement. Sprin~-Summer 1919

It was at this point that the One Big Union movement appeared

to further complicate labor's political and organizational struggles.

In addition it brought the AFL even more directly into the fray. The

One Big Union idea originated in the Winnipeg general strike which

followed upon the heels of the Seattle general strike in May-June

1919. Essentially. the idea was to reorganize the AFL by abolishing

all craft distinctions. In their place. the aBU proponents proposed

to create a single organization in each industry. One can easily see

how this idea appealed to the industrial unionists in the SCLC. It

was r,lrnilar in intent to Duncan's repeatedly unsuccessful proposals

to create twelve industrial departments in the AFL. It also resem-

bled the doctrines of the Knights of Labor. the WF1f. the SPW. and the

Il~. In the weeks after the Winnipeg general strike the OBU idea swept

the western provinces of Canada and invaded Puget Sound. l

The SCLC's industrial unionists were so receptive to the idea

that. on 28 May 1919. the SCLC endorsed a Metal Trades Council resolu-

tion commending

••• the strikers in Winnipeg and other points in Canada for their
splendid demonstrations of courage and solidarity and instructing
(the) secretary to communicate (the) same to our fellow-unionists

lWith their effort to organize dual industrial unions in the
SCLC already in decline, many former n~~'s seized upon the OBU idea to
revive their fading fortunes. For example, Joseph Taylor, president
of the ILA's Pacific Coast District, strongly supported the OBll. Pre
viously he had supported the non".

Friedheim, pp. 27.170-171; Call, p. 16; The Rebel Worker, (1
March 1919). p. 1; Schwantes, "Leftward Tilt ...... p. 21; Local No. 38.
12 protestors to O'Connor, 2 July 1920; O'Connor to Taylor. 25 August
1919. Box 15-63. WSFL Records.
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across the line. 2

Writing to Gompers, Short described the tense situation in

the labor movement:

••• (The) situation in (the) entire .labor movement here (is) ex
tremely dangerous. Disruption may set in at any time. Advocates
of one big union similar to British Columbia (are) active. (They)
plan to control (the WSFL) state convention in June and replace
(the) present officers with officers favorable to this policy and
for (a) Mooney strike, July fourth.

Short also reported that the Seattle Metal Trades Council had called

on the SCLC and all metal trades locals to elect pro-OBU delegates to

the convention and send them to a pre-convention caucus to agree on a

slate of officers. He further reported to Gompers that the Machinists

had already elected thirty-one delegates pledged to the OBU. Short

complained that his efforts to combat the OBU were rendered more dif-

ficult by the Seattle-Tacoma labor press which, as in the general

strike, favored the "disruptionists" and supported the OBU. Worst of

all, he said. the OBU had a real chance to succeed because:

•••A.F. of L. supporters are laying down and allowing (the) reds
to run wild. (I) am fighting almost alone here. Something must
be done immediately with (the) Hetal Trades Section. 3

As revealed by the note of panic in Short's message the situa-

tion was serious. Nevertheless. Short exaggerated his difficulties,

since he had received some support. Reverend ~Iark A. Matthews. in a

letter to Gompers. revealed. for example. that James A. Taylor. WSFL

vice-president in the Seattle district and an organizer for the

2Schwantes. "Leftlo1ard Tilt ••• ", p. 21; Minutes, 28 May, 25
June 1919. Box 8, KCCLC Records.

3Short to Gompers, 9 May 1919. Box 35. WSFL Records.
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Northwest District Council of Machinists, was working strenuously

on behalf of the AFL in the Metal Trades Council. Matthews called

upon Gompers to suggest to William H. Johnston, president of the

International Association of Machinists, that he support Taylor by

appointing him as an international organizer because he was the only

man in the Council

•••who is successfully combatting disruptionists and irration
alists generally. Reds fear him and are laying plans to have
him taken out of their way•••• He is needed in Seattle until
(the) general situation can be cleared up.4

At the June 1919 WSFL convention in Bellingham the aBU

forces put their plan into action. They were only partially success-

ful, however, and failure to achieve complete victory spelled ultimate
.

defeat for it gave the conservatives in the AFL and the WSFL time to or-

ganize a counter attack. Nevertheless it was a hard fight, perhaps the

hardest in the history of WSFL conventions. Never before had the Left

been so powerful. The aBU forces managed to defeat C.P. Taylor, the

WSFL's Left-wing but anti-aBU secretary-treasurer, and succeeded in

replacing him with L.W. Buck, another pro-SPW leftist more to their

liking. The next day they also passed a resolution, introduced by

Harry Wright, an aBU leader and member of Tacoma Longshoremen's Union

Local No. 38-3. The resolution "recommended" that each affiliated

local be allowed to vote on whether to form one big union along in-

dustrial lines. If a majority of the rank and file approved, the

WSFL would issue a call for a constitutional convention to be held in

Seattle within sixty days to discuss the reorganization of the WSFL.

4Matthews to Gompers, 29 May 1919, Box 35, WSFL Records.
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However, and this proved to be their greatest failing, the aBU forces

failed to unseat l~illiam Short or the other conservative officers of

the WSFL's executive board. Short was reelected by a vote of 444 to

278 over F.B. Clifford, the OBU-endorsed candidate. And, as Short re-

ported to AFL headquarters after the convention, the new secretary-

treasurer, though "very progressive," was no "ultra-radical" and con-

cluded that, "I believe that we will be able to keep him within proper

bounds ...... Thus, Short tried to minimize the impact of the OBU on

AFL headquarters. To this end he explained that the OBU resolution

had been passed on the last day of the convention when, "a large

portion" of the "Conservative element having left," the "Reds" were

in practically complete control. Even then, Short argued, the reso1u-

tion had passed only because a mjaority of the delegates could not

deny the rank and file the right of voting on the issues. If only the

AFL did nothing drastic to prejudice the case of the OBU the WSFL's

own leadership would be able to convince a majority of the rank and

file to vote against it. In summation Short said that the results of

the convention gave him increased confidence in the wisdom of the

workers. Although the situation remained "delicate" he hoped the

failure of the OBU in t~estern Canada might have a "sobering effect on

our Movement."S

SAt the same time the convention may have reduced the pressure
on the conservative unionists by approvin~ a resolution which called on
the WSFL to approve a referendum on the question of creating standing
Departmental Committees in the WSFL siMilar to the SCLC's trade sections.
The referendum passed. It establiRhed three standing committees: Metal
Trades, Building Trades, and ~isce11aneous Trades. Each conmittee con
sisted of three delegates: one from Eastern Washington; one from the
Seattle area; and one from the Tacoma area.

WSFL Procs., (1919), pp. 121,131; O'Connell, p. 178; Pullen,
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Short had read the signs accurately. Despite the surprising

show of strength exhibited by the OBU forces the conservatives and

progressives had managed to hold together on a number of important

points. The convention had considered the issue of a political a1-

1iance with the Railroad Brotherhoods and the Grange. Most of the

700 delegates to the convention appeared to support the idea. The

chief opposition came from pro-OBU, pro-SPW forces in the large de1e-

gations from Seattle (250) and Tacoma (112) unions which wanted the

WSFL to create an independent third party on the model of the British

Labor Party, or to endorse the SPW. Others, who distrusted the motives

of the Grange, like C.p. Taylor, also objected. But the opposition was

weak and divided on the issue. In the end some radicals reluctantly

accepted the idea of a triple alliance because it did not exclude the -

extab1ishment of a labor party at a later date. As a result the con-

vention adopted the special recommendations of its Committee on Triple

Alliance "to secure remedial legislation through political solidarity••• "

with the Grange and Railroad Brotherhoods. The vote was 600 to 85. 6

Thus it was that, despite the efforts of the OBU and pro-SPW

forces, the WSFL decided to continue along a non-partisan path. It

p. 32; Cravens, pp. 84-88; UR 14 June, 30 Dec. 1919; Friedheim, p. 156;
C.W. Doyle to Short, 7 June:l9l9, Box 9-20; Short to Lee Guard, 29 July
1919, Box 35; Minutes, 9 Jan. 1920, Box 60, WSFL Records.

6The convention also approved committee recommendations to
establish joint committees with the Grange and Railroad Brotherhoods
to settle organizational details, subject to ratification by each
organization's executive officers, and to establish a joint twenty-one
member state central committee (consisting of seven delegates from each
group) to set up local and county committees.

WSFL Procs •• (1919). pp. 68.97-98,133,140-141; Cravens, pp.
84-89; O'Connell, p. 158.
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was indeed a remarkable victory for Short and his allies. The only

trouble was that it did not look like a great victory. When the

WSFL failed to command decisive influence on the executive board

Short's victory looked even less notable. Although the WSFL had by'

far the most members of the three organizations. the others dominated

the Board and received veto powers over all its actions. As a re-

suIt of the disparity of influence in the Washing on State Triple Alli-

ance. the WSTA remained a dead letter. There was little follow-up work

on the county level and the local officers remained isolated from one

another. Another result was that the ~lSTA never developed into a true

statewide orp,anization. It always retained a split personality. The WSFL

operated chiefly in Western Washington. while the Grange and the

Railroad Brotherhoods confined themselves to Eastern Washington. This

was complicated by the fact that in each of the other two organizations

strong factions continued to oppose the WSTA.7

Still. the WSTA remained as a clear signal that the labor move-

ment did not wish to engage in an independent political movement if it

could avoid it. To make the WSTA into an effective political weapon

was a more difficult task. Nevertheless, Short and his non-partisan

allies in the l~SFL tried. Their first problem was how to eliminate. or

reduce. the internal opposition to their political leadership· from the

OBU forces and for this he needed cooperation from the AFL.

Unfortunately for Short and his allies, during the summer of

1919 Gompers was not on hand to provide the necessary support. He was

7For the early organizational activities and leadership of the
State Triple Alliance, see: WSFL Proes •• (1919), p. 20; Cravens. pp.
84-89.154-155; Crawford. pp. 270-274; Minutes. April-October; 1919,
Box 8. KCCLC Records.
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out of the country, travelling through Europe in support of the

International Labor Organization. In the weeks which followed the

WSFL convention Short was forced to deal with the AFL through Lee

Guard, Gompers' personal secretary. Guard did not understand the

delicacy of the situation. This greatly complicated Short's problems.

To Guard it appeared that Short had proven himself an incompetent

leader who had let events get beyond his control in the general strike

and in the OBU uproar. In mid-July Guard received a letter from H.O.

McCarthy, of the Seattle Engineers Union, which made these fears seem

all the more real. The OBU, said McCarthy,

••• is progressing in Hashington--16 municipally employed crafts in
Seattle have entered into organization of O.B.U. during (the) last
few days and consummation (is) expected this week. That this will
succeed there can be no doubt, and I have reason to believe that
several locals of carpenters here are arranging for affiliation of
O.B.U.

The liashington State Federation of Labor has a 'Red' for (a)
Secretary now, which means that the A.F. of L., as represented by
the Washington State Federation will be used to spread 'Red' prop
aganda among the members of the A.F. of L. at the expense of that
institution. In plain English the A.F. of L. is being used in
this State to dig its own grave on its own time, and as is intended
will get the credit for its own destruction.

And while those things happen those of us who could interfere,
look on.

Should you think of writing me, I might give you considerable
facts concerning the movement, including the fact that, if radi
cals are allowed to proceed without opposition for another six
weeks, there will be very few conservatives to work with here.

Understandably alarmed, Guard forwarded the letter to Short and asked

his advice. 8

Short attempted to refute HcCarthy's analysis. He was afraid

that if the AFL responded too aggressively to the proposed OBU refer-

endum it ~ir,ht backfire to the detriment of the conservatives. It

BCuard m Short, 19 July 1919, Box 3-11, WSFL Records.
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might look like external interference in local matters. He wrote to

Guard:

While it is true that the I.W.W. (i.e., the OBU forces) have
secured a tremendous hold in sections of our movement. in Washington,
yet, I think, there is no particular reason for the alarm that might
be caused if McCarthy's letter were not taken with a grain of salt.
For instance, the sixteen municipally employed crafts in Seattle
which are referred to in McCarthy's letter, have amalgamated for the
purpose of getting unity of action in securing badly needed increases
in wages right now, but they have in no way severed their connections
with their separate internationals, or with the A.F.L., and only a
very small minority of them have any intention of ever doing this.

In addition, Short terced the charge that several carpenters locals were

planning to join the OBU "silly":

The one solid rock in the whole Labor Hovement of our State
against which all appeals of the O.B.U. always break is the
Carpenters. They have a few radicals in all of the locals, it is
true, but they have fewer of them than any other Organization, and
the least dan§er in the whole situation will come from their
Organization.

In the context of the times, however, Short's logical arguments

did not carry much weight. The AFL's reaction to the OBU threat is

only comprehensible in view of national and international events which

followed when, early in 1919, Lenin issued his call for a Third

Socialist International to replace that destroyed by World War I. lie

called on American socialists to reject their Right-wing national lead-

ers, whom he compared inaccurately to the European social democrats

who had supported the war. He further demanded a massive uprising of

the American proletariat. The SCT..C and other J..eft-wing organizations

seemed to support their revolutionary sentiments. They voted to send

delegates to the International's inaugural meeting in Moscow and, at

9Short to Guard, 29 July 1919, Box 35, WSFL Records.
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the 1919 AFL convention, Janes Duncan, the SCLC's delegate, intro-

duced a resolution expressing sympathy for:

••• the noble defensive fight waged against tremendous odds by
the workers of Russia for the right to work out their·o,m
salvation without outside interference •••

He demarded an end to the American intervention, a lifting of the

blockade, and the extension of credit to the Soviets. Under the lead-

ership of Gompers and the conservatives the convention defeated the

resolution but grew alarmed at the SCLC's independent line and began

to take steps to bring the SCLC locals into agreement with AFL policy.lO

Lenin's call for a proletarian revolution also increased the

divisive pressures within the SPA. As noted previously, the Reds in

the :,PA, based in the foreign language federations, had begun to

organize independently to take over the leadership of the NEC in the

fall of 1918. By Hay 1919 the distance between the Left-wing new im-

migrants and the Old Guard's older immigrants was unbridgeable. In

the last '''eek of ~lay the NEC met and voted to suspend seven of the

Left-wing foreign language federations frol!l the party. Although the

NEC left room for a reconciliation few of the 25-30,000 members af

fected ever returned to the SPA. ll

10Winslow, Pl'. 84-85,100-101,109-110; Taft, The AFL in the Time
of Gompers, p. 456; Philip Foner, The Bolshevik Revolution, (~e" York:
International Publishers, 1967), p. 37.

llFor nore information on the consequences of Lenin's Interna
tional on the SPA and on the suspension of the radical, pro-Bolshevik
Russian, Lettish, Lithuanian, Hungarian, Ukranian, South Slavic, and
Polish foreien lanp,uage federations, from the SPA, see: Glazer, Pl'.
40-41; Shannon, Pl'. 136-137.

For more on the widening splits in the SPA durinp, the summer
of 1919, and on the efforts of the Left-wing to organize a united front
against the party's Old Guard, see: Shannon, Pl'. 140-141.

For more information on breakup of the Left-wing, the formation
of pro-Soviet cOl!lnunist parties, and on the conservative counterattack,
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By the fall of 1919 the SPA had split into four different

groups. One of these four had already disintegrated but another had

split again. By the end of the year the SPA's Old Guard retained

the loyalties of only a rump faction of the Party and was much

reduced in viRor. The competition for support among the dif-

ferent Left-wing factions and parties weakened the political influ-

ence of the Left as a whole. It filled the air with radical rhetoric,

but prevented coherent, unified action. Above all, it frightened the

social democrats into an alliance with the labor conservatives, based

on loyalty to the AFL. Depending on the influence of new or old immi-

grants in their memberships, bcal parties followed the national pattern.

In view of these political upheavals on the Left it should come

as no surprise that the AFL saw the aBU issue as simply another mani-

festation of the communist effort to capture or destroy the labor

movement by infiltration tactics. They knew of the successful

efforts of the SCLC's radicals to endorse a labor party and reject non-

partisanship. From Short they had learned that the general strike and

Mooney strike proposals had the same intent. Undoubtedly, they as-

sumed that the aBU represented yet another attempt to subvert the AFL

on behalf of these revolutionary ends. The AFL had more than mere sus-

picion to back up its beliefs. In the SCLC's annual elections radicals

won all of the top offices except business agent. In the important

battle for vice-president, Phil Pearl, the radical dele~ate from the

Barbers Union, won despite desperate resistance from the conservatives.

see: Ibid., p. 141-142. For more information on the 1919 SPA convention
and the conflicts between rival communist factions, see: Ibid., pp. 137
138,141-148; See also: Glazer, PP. 38-46, for a discussion of the role of
the new immi~rants in the communist parties in the 1920's. For informa
tion on the movement of an SPW majority into the Communist Labor Party,
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After failin~ to win a majority of the votes against two opponents in

the first round of ballotinR he defeated ~!.E. Weisfeld by a narrow mar
l""'"

gin in the ~ttin-off. Thus. Short was unable to convince the AFL's

leadership that they should view the OBU threat with ~reater sanguinity.12

'''hile the HSFL' s executive board reluctantly planned the OBU re-

ferendum. the AFL's executive council broke with Short's policy and is-

sued a harsh condemnation of the OBU referendum resolution and followed

this up with a second, equally harsh, blast. Showing a stunning lack of

confidence in Short, the council called the WSFL convention's actions

"radical" and "illegal" and thre~tened to revoke the WSFL's charter if

the latter did not quash the referendum. The AFL argued, with some justi-

fication but without much discretion of sympathy for Short's position.

that the referendum infrin~ed upon the jurisdictions of the internation-

al unions. 1~ny internationals. thereupon. joined the attack and ordered

their local affiliates not to participate in the vote. The ~SFL also re

ceived numerous private letters condemning it for passin~ the resolution. 13

The AFL's condemnation greatly complicated the ~SFL'9 problems.

In response. Short called an executive board meeting to consider a re-

sponse to the AFL's ultimatum. On the one hand they had to consider

the AFL's threat to revoke their charter. On the other hand, however,

they had also to consider the influence of the radicals. AlthouRh the

OBU resolution had no support on the executive board and had relatively

little at the local level except in Seattle and Tacoma the WSFL rank

and file jealously guarded its independence and autonomy. To bow

see: Winslow. pp. 6,95-96.111-113; Shannon, pp. 148-149; Weinstein. Pp.
194.226; Seattle t~ 31 Oct. 1920; 7 July 1923; Agent 106, June 1919, Pa
pers on Industriar-Espionage.

12Minutes. 23,30 July 1919. Box 8. KeCLe Records.
l~inutes. 12 July. 16 Aug. 1919. Box 60, WSFL Records; Schwantes.
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too meekly to the AFL's dictate might hand the OBU forces the very

weapon they needed to weld the fractious Left-wing into a legitimate

voice of the rank and file.

The WSFL executive board's decision in the matter marked a

parting of the ways in the labor movement. '~en the board voted to

bow to the AFL's will on the grounds that they had "no other choice"

they raised lqralty to the AFL above their loyalties to the political

sympathies of the rank and file. They had time and again proclaimed

their loyalty to the AFL. Now they would have to live by their com-

mitment. The prospect, however, was not pleasing to them. In protest

to the AFL, the board complained about the AFL's lack of "courtesy"

and of not

••• being consulted in connection with any act of our Federation
that might in any way (have) violated the laws of the American
Federation of Labor, before any decision was reached by your
Executive Council.

The WSFL accused the AFt of lacking confidence in them and in relying

upon

••• opinions and advice of your organizers, and keeping the
executive officers of the Federation in complete ignorance of
your contemplated action. 14

The AFL's attacks on Short and the WSFL leadership greatly

e1!lbarrassed the l-1SFL. In agreeinR to comply with the ultimatum

the executive board could not accept the validity of the charge

that it had condoned a secessionist movement. On the contrary.

it protested that it had tried hard to preserve labor unity.

In fact, the board argued, while a true dan~er still existed, the worst

"Leftward Tilt••• ". p. 21; WSFL Procs., (1920), pp. 11-12.

14WSFL Procs., (1920), pp. 11-12; ~!inutes, 14,16 Aug. 1919, Box
60,. WSFL Records.
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had already passed. By quiet efforts the board claimed that it had

effectively isolated the aBU forces and undermined their arguments.

The board pointed out that. while the original wording of the OBU

resolution had an obvious secessionist intent •

••• yet the vigorous fiRht conducted against it had forced the
proponents of the resolution into the issuance of a public state
ment to the effect that no secession was contemplated. but merely
a conference to discuss closer cooperation between the different
organizations within the laws of the separate Internationals and
the American Federation of Labor. Had the conference been held
it would have been controlled and confined to such limits. and no
act countenanced that would have in any way violated such laws
and rules.

Accusing the AFL of blundering into an already-improving situation and

creating a crisis which would require "most delicate handling" to

avoid serious injury to the labor movement, the board requested that,

in the future, "you ask our advice" before taking actions concerning

Washington State. 15

Then the board voted to lay the WSFL-AFL correspondence before

the membership and send a letter to every affiliate explaining why

they had been forced to accept the ultimatum. Further. they enclosed

a resolution for the locals to endorse saying that the OBU had not

been intended as a secessionist movement and that this impression had

been the result of "mistaken language." They also called a conference

to achieve "closer affiliation and cooperation," discuss labor's pro-

posals to nationalize certain industries and complain about the high

cost of living. These were obvious efforts to mollify the aBU enthus-

iasts in lieu of a statewide referendum and constitutional convention.

Cautiously, however, they limited representation at the conference to

15I bid.
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one delegate from each affiliate. By this means they limited the in-

fluence of the radicals in the large Seattle and Tacoma locals and

magnified the influence of the smaller, more conservative locals out

side the urban areas. 16

The executive board's plan for a conference had the desired ef-

feet. l~en the board's letter reached the locals it became clear that

most locals had no stomach for a fight with the AFL. Only in Seattle

and Tacoma did significant pro-OBU forces still have influence. Even

there, many pro-OBU elements had not lost their loyalty to the AFL.

Many union leaders feared that they would lose political influ~nce if

the radicals succeeded in adopting an OBU system. Unlike those who

had r~enly proclaimed the OBU to be a secessionist movement they did

not want to lose touch with the national labor movement. They may have

favored the principle of industrial organization but, as practical

labor leaders, hesitated to divide the labor movement at such a critical

moment in its history.17

The crucial figure in the outcome of the OBU controversy was

James A. Duncan, long the leader of the industrial union forces in the

SCLC. The OBU activists probably hoped that they would be able to con-

vince him to join them because he had supported similar reorganization

plans for many years. In addition he agreed with the Left on many

other doctrinal points. As recently as the Mooney Congress he had

16Ibid.
l7Friedheim, pp. 27-28; Schwantes, "Leftward Tilt ••• ", pp. 21

22; ~ 12,14,19,21 Aug. 1919; Minutes, 14,16 Aug. 1919, Box 60, WSFL
Records; Minutes, 13 Aug. 1919, Box 8, KeeLC Records.
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been in the forefront of the effort to convince the AFL to adopt an

industrial form of organization. Now, however, he warned the radicals

in the SCLC that they were getting too far ahead of the rest of the

American working class and that to mai~tain solidarity with the AFL

they should restrain themselves. When the radicals refused to forego

what they saw as their golden opportunity he broke with them and

carried a large faction of the SCLC with him. Thus, after a pro-

longed debate, the SCLC voted to endorse the WSFL's surrender to the

AFL. The vote was ninety-five to fifty-seven. Duncan's forces made

the difference. This vote represents the high tide of regional

parochialism in the Washington State labor movement. It represents

the last time when loyalty to the AFL was a question in serious

dispute. 18

Even after the SCLC voted to remain loyal to the AFL many

locals and many individuals refused to accept the decision. Gradually,

however, as the implications of the SCLC vote became clear, responsible

union leaders regained influence over their locals. Some hotbeds of

OBU sentiment continued to simmer, adopting new tactics. The Seattle

Longshoremen's Union Local No. 12-38, for example, began a boycott of

ships hound for the counter-revolutionary forces in Russia with arms

and munitions. By summer the situation was so serious that the SCLC

had to ask President Short to intervene to straighten out the factions.

Short managed to get the ILA to cooperate, but was notably unsuccesful

in getting the local's factions to do likewise. 19

l8Ibid :
19Minutes, 2 July, 27 Aug., 22 Oct. 1919, Box 8, KCCLC Records;

Report of Agent 106, 3,5,15 June, 3,20 Aug., 28 Oct., 17,26 Nov. 1919,
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Meanwhile, Short was busy organizing anti-radical campaigns

throughout the WSFL in an effort to regain his credit with the AFL.

The case of Tacoma is illustrative. The Tacoma leadership continued

to plot how to force out, or humiliate .the conservatives who re-

mained within the body. To a far greater degree than the SCLC

they retained their independence of action. The AFL re-

tained so few loyal supporters in Tacoma that they. did. not even

know how many locals there were in the city. Only gradually, over a

period of years, did the AFL advocates eliminate the OBU and other

radicals from their positions of authority.20

On 30 October 1919 the conference suggested by Short and the

executive board to replace the aBU constitutional convention convened

in Seattle and adopted several resolutions. The delegates voted to

endorse the "Plumb Plan" to nationalize the nation's railroad system

instead of returning it to its original owners. They also voted to

endorse the farmers' nationalization plans. In view of growing evi-

dence that employers were planning a coordinated attack on organized

labor they also voted to support the SCLC in its efforts to resist the

assault. They also called for closer affiliation with the AFL and for

industrial reform within the craft structure. They asked the

Papers on Industrial Espionage; '-ISFL Proes., (1919), p. 48; Winslow,
pp. 87-88,101-102; Short, p. 17; Friedheim, pp. 18,158,160.

20For more on the efforts to root out OBU radicals in the Tacoma
Central Labor Council, see: Short to F. Morrison, 8 Oct. 1919, Box 35;
F. Horrison to Short, 8 Nov. 1919, Box 4-7; Dickson to Gompers, 18 Oct.
1919; Gompers to Short, 27 Oct. 1919, Box 3-11; Local 038-12 to O'Connor,
25 Aug. 1919; ·2 July 1920. Box 15-63. WSFL Records; Minutes. 2 July 1919,
12 May 1920. 6.27.28 April 1921, Box 8. KCCLC Records.
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international unions to submit referenda to their members on industrial

unionism, interchangeable transfer cards for union members, an AFL

benefits plan, and a waiver for all the crafts in a given plant, to

negotiate blanket ar,reements with their employer instead of having to

ner,otiate separate agreements for each craft. 2l

As expected, these pleas fell on deaf ears. The conference was

primarily intended as a face-saving device for the defeated OBU forces.

Labor had little influence on the Republican Congress' determination to

return the railroads to their corporate owners. Neither did the

Administration lend much assistance. The AFL took no action on any

of the proposals until the 1930's because the internationals were too

jealous of their own power to allow the AFL to administer a huge bene-

fits program for the rank and file and distrusted their own locals too

much to allow them much latitude in negotiating contracts. Such free-

dom might undermine the authority of the internationals to set condi-

tions and approve contracts. 22

l-lith hindsight these resolutions can be seen as embodying an

inevitable trend. At the time they appeared to be futile gestures.

The Old Guard of the AFL, like the Old Guard of the SPA, did not want

to step out of the way in favor of the new immigrants in the less-

skilled, 10lJer-paid, industrial trades. They intended to hold on to

power in the labor movement as long as they could. Thus, the

2lThe HSFL did prove somewhat responsive on the issue of the
Plumb Plan and the other nationali7.ation schemes and supported them
throughout the 1920's, but only in the context of non-partisan politi
cal action and within the AFL structure. Also, the HSFL did lend val
uable assistance to the SCLC in its open shop fight.

t,SFL Procs., (1920), pp. 11-12.

22 Ibid •
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resolutions represented the failure of the radicals to achieve any of

their goals on behalf of the new immigrants. 23

On the other hand, the defeat of the Left opened the way for a

Center-Right rapprochement. Although the WSFL had, by the end of 1919,

thrown back the radical challenge, it had yet to establish its o,~

post-war political direction. Despite the formation of the Triple

Alliance the t~SFL had yet to create effective political institutions

with which to carry out its ends. It needed a sense of direction, a

sense of control emanating from the top which was not provided by

Compers. Labor's national policy evolved in stately disregard for

policies in the state labor movements. For example, on 13 December

1919 •. the AFL's executive council held preliminary discussions with

its international union executives at AFL headquarters in Washington,

D.C. to plan a joint program with Railroad Brotherhood and Farmer

organization leaders. Yet, a month and a half later, Short and the

WSFL had received no Buidance from AFL headquarters. Although Short

wrote to Washington requesting inforoation, apparently he received

none. Thus, as the 1920 presidential campaign season dawned, labor

was quite unprepared to conduct a coherent campaign. 24

23Ibid.
24Gompers to Short, 1 ~ov. 1919, Box 3-11; Short to F. MOrrison,

31 Jan. 1920, Box 35, WSFL Records.



Section Four:

The Centralia Massacre, Fall-Winter 1919-1920

The costs of labor's internal divisions, its economic weak

ness, and its political isolation were soon apparent. By the fall of

1919. when the employers were ready to unleash their anti-labor cam-

paign, labor had not yet begun to prepare its defenses. Only too

late did labor realize the magnitude of the employers' plans. And,

just when labor began to realize its danger, it was thrown on the de

fensive by the so-called Centralia Massacre. In the end the labor

movement survived, but primarily because the onset of the post-war.re

cession forced the employers to call off their offensive.

Twice, during the summer of 1919, the local bravos of the

American Legion had raided the Im~ headquarters in Centralia, a small

lumber town which served as the county seat of Lewis County. Twice,

the patriotic veterans had run the blind local agent of the Seattle

~ out of town. The second time, he was beaten and threatened with

death if he returned. They also raided his home searching for TIVW or

radical literature, destroying books, clothing, and furniture in the

process. Despite these efforts to intimidate him, he and the Il~~'s re

mained in Centralia. All these efforts represented a merging of the

wartime campaign to destroy all dissenters with the new anti-radical,

anti-labor campaign to support the employers' open shop "American

Plan. "I

In the fall of 1919 the tensions between the remnants of the

II~ and the American Legion in Centralia grew even more acute. Rumors

lO'Connor, p. 120; WSFL Procs., (1919), p. 151.
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began to circulate that the townspeople were going to "get" the

wobblies for refusing to leave. These rumors increased after the

Im~ relocated its hall and vowed not to be displaced. The rumors

soon became quite specific. The anniversary of Armistice Day,

11 November 1919, was said to be the target date for tar-and-feathering,

or lynching the Im~'s as an appropriate finale for the day's parade and

celebrations. 2

By now, this was normal fare for the wobblies. Throughout

their t~lve year history they had been subjected to a long litany of

similar jailings, beatings, raids, railroadings, an,d "massacres." The

police had seldom protected them. The courts had provided no recourse.

Indeed, the wobblies even seemed to have encouraged official over

reaction, since it justified their radical doctrines. 3

Usually, when the wobblies had fought back it was with songs,

speeches, and demonstrations. This time, however, they reacted dif-

ferently. On the advice of Elmer Smith, a local labor lawyer with

radical leanings, they decided to defend their constitutional rights,

through force of arms. On the date of the scheduled Armistice Day

parade and celebrations several of the It~4's, armed with rifles, took

up positions across the street from their hall in two hotels. Several

others took positions on a nearby hill. Thus situated they held the

20 'connor, pp. 172-173; "Partial List of Prisoners," One Big
Union, Vol. II, (!-larch 1920), pp. 12-14; "Partial List of IWtoi deportees,"
One Big Union, Vol. II, (June 1920), p. 39.

3See , for example: Robert C. Eckberg, "The Free Speech Fight of
the Industrial Workers of the "lorld at Spokane, Hashington: 1909-1910,"
(M.A. Thesis: trlashington State University, 1967); Charles LeHarne, "The
Aberdeen Free Speech Fight of 1911-1912," Pacific Northwest Quarterly
LXVI (Jan. 1975), pp. 1-12. See also: Clark, Smith, and Tyler.
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street in front of the hall in a deadly crossfire. There they waited

for the legionnaires' parade, which was designed to pass in front of

the hall, despite its out-of-the-way 10cation. 4

At this point the various versions of what happened began to

diverge. Only this much is certain. lfuen the legionnaires reached

the I~~ hall, they stopped and reformed their ranks (as if to charge

the hall?). Suddenly shots rang out. Several legionnaires fell dead

or wounded. Then the legionnaires rushed the hall, capturing its oc-

cupants, except for one or two who escaped by a rear entrance with

legionnaires in hot pursuit. 5

More than this cannot be established. Who shot first? Who

fired the fatal shots? These questions remain unanswered to this day.

Some witnesses said that the legionnaires' parade stopped in front of

the hall and rushed the door even before the first shots were fired.

This was the account an Associated Press reporter phoned in to the

Seattle !=I. Other witnesses said the Im~'s fired the first shots

from their places of concealment while the marchers were still trying

40 'Connell, pp. 102-103; Seattle UR 12 Nov. 1919. See also:
Walker C. Smith, l~as It Murder?, (Seattle:-1922); Frank Wa1kin, A Fair
Trial, (Seattle, 19201); Ralph Chaplin, The Centralia Conspiracy,
(Seattle?, 1920), which view the event from the I~~~ point of view. See
also: The Federal Council of Churches, et al., The Centralia Case,
(Brookly, 1930); and the American Civil Liberties Union, The- Issues in
the Centralia Murder Trial, (New York, 1920), which give a liberal in
terpretation to the event. In addition m the several general works on
the Il-ll-l, already cited, Robert L. Tyler's "Violence at Centralia, 1919,"
Pacific Northwest Quarterly VL (Oct. 1954), pp. 116-124, gives the best
academic account. The four murdered legionnaires included: Warren O.
Grimm, the local post commander; Ben Casagranda, Dale Hubbard, and Arthur
McElfresh. The 11 wobblies tried for the murders were: Eugene Barnett,
John Lamb, D.C. Bland, Bert Bland, Britt Smith, Ray Becker, James
McInerney, Elmer Smith, Mike Sheehan, and Loren Roberts. See Federal
Council of Churches, pp. 7,30.
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to reform their ranks. Probably no one will ever know what actually

happened. What is certain is that the shootings did occur--on both

sides--and, when the firing stopped, five of the legionnaires lay

wounded, two of them mortally hurt. 6

After the firing stopped the legionnaires entered the hall

and pursued those wobblies who fled out the rear entrance. Soon all

were in custody. One of the fugatives, however, refused to surrender.

Wesley Everest, a war veteran, led his pursuers on quite a chase and,

when cornered in a rapidly moving stream, turned and shot to death

his closest pursuer before being subdued himself. He was dragged back

to the county jail and placed in a cell with the other nvw's.

That nir,ht, at about seven o'clock, the lights in Centralia

failed. t{hile they were out, a ~roup of men broke into the jail and,

under the cover of darkness, silently removed Everest from the cell.

They took him to a place near where he had been captured and, after

torturing and mutilating him, hanged him from a bridge. The next day,

when the corpse was discovered, no undertaker would accept it. Instead,

it was dumped back into the cell holding the other It~~ prisoners.

Later, four of the wobblies were forced to bury their comrade. 7

Within days, the events of 11 November had touched off a state-

wide uproar which quickly engulfed every part of the labor movement.

No one, it seems, could avoid using the issue for partisan purposes.

The day after the killings, for example, the SCLC adopted a resolution:

6
7Ibid •
Pullen, pp. 32-33; O'Connell, pp. 104-105; Federal Council of

Churches, pp. 13,18.



••• deploring (the) Centralia tragedy and the causes that lead up
to it, and callin~ upon all true Americans to arouse themselves
to the suggested violations of the law and see to it that every
principle of the constitution be upheld and kept inviolate.

At the same time the]! sent two reporters to Centralia•. Their account

of the previous days' proceedings squares, essentially, with that first

published in the~. Meanwhile, Harry Ault published an editorial

on the "tragedy" in the ~ which had an even more inflammatory impact

than Anna Louise Strong's "NO ONE KNOWS ,mERE" editorial had had. The

editorial, entitled "DON'T SHOOT IN THE DARK:", said:

"Violence begets violence.
Anarchy brings forth anarchy.
And that is the answer to the Centralia outrage.
And the reason for it is found in the· constant stream of

laudation in the kept (i.e., commercial) press of un-American,
illegal and violent physical attacks upon the persons of those
who disagree with the powers that be.

"The rioting which culminated in the deaths of three of our
returned service men at ~ntralia last night was the result of
a long series of illegal acts by these men themselves*--acts
which no paper in the state was American enough to criticize
except the Union Record.

"The attempt of the Post-Intelligencer in this mornings'
edition to make the Union Record responsible for the troubles
(by having encouraged the I~v hostility) and to incite an attack
upon this paper by the vicious element of this city is merely an
indication of the depths of depravity to which that paper has
fallen.

"The Union Record points to a career of more than 20 years
in which it has consistantly and insistently fought for the
preservation of the laws of this country BOTH BY TIlE RICH ~~D

THE POOR. It is because the Union Record has insisted upon the
observation of the law by the rich that it is now being assailed.

"The Union Record, unlike its cOMpetitors, has never printed
a line advocatin~ that anyone be "stood up against a stone wall
and Shot," it has never advocated nor countenanced physical
violence for redress of grievances. On the contrary the Union
Record has, during its entire lifetime, pointed out the legal,
orderly, American way of bringing order out of our present
chaotic industrial system, and has set human life above any and
every other consideration.

"Organized labor has no connection with nor has it any sym
pathy for the perpetrators of the violence at Centralia, NO
MATTER l~OM THEY }~y BE, and from the facts at hand both sides
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have earned the severest condemnation of law-abiding people.*
"We advise all to await with us the development of the

truth about the whole affair,"8

The logic of this editorial, which seemed to place equal

blame on the wobblies and the dead legionnaires, did not satisfy

IIColonel" C.B. Blethen, the rabidly patriotic editor of the Seattle

Times and a prominent figure in the employers' open shop campaign,

That morning, Blethen went to Robert C, Saunders, the aged and some-

what vacillating United States District Attorney in Seattle, and con-

vinced him that Au1t's editorial constituted a federal crime, Saunders,

moved by Blethen's fury, decided to arrest Ault, Miss Strong. and the

chief officer3 of the ~--four altogether, Charging them with sedition

unde~~ provisions of the wartime act. Saunders also subMitted an af

fadavit to Robert W, McClelland. the United States Commissioner in

Seattle. in order to get a search warrant to seize evidence belonging

to the~. Early that afternoon the Deputy United States Marshall.

Edwin R. Tobey. served the warrants on Ault and the other £! workers,

He impounded all the paper's printing machinery, records, unopened

mail, including the personal letters from the desks of the staff. and

carried them all away to the federal building as eVidence,9

This reaction greatly worried the leadership of the WSFL which

had belatedly recognized the existence of an organized, coordinated

open shop movement. In the words of Short:

8*emphasis added. Minutes. 12 Nov, 1919. Box 8, KCCLC Records;
Seattle ~ 12 Nov, 1919.

9Seattle Times 13 Nov. 1919; O'Connell. pp, 105-107; Earl W.
Shimmons. liThe Labor Dailies," American ~·fercury XV (Sept. 1928). pp,
85-93; Ault to H.W. Stone, Jr., 14 Jan. 1938, Ault Papers, University
of Washington Library.
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The murder of several returned servicemen at Centralia,
101ashington, by the I. '01. W. the other day, is raising h--- in
general here,'and the reactionary press is up in arms and
with full-page editorials attemptin~ to connect the labor move
ment of our state up with the tragedy. '~e will have to handle
matters very carefully, but will be able to take care. of the
situation alright. lO

Under the direction of the open shop forces the Centralia

"massacre," as it soon became known, quickly became a statewide crisis

for the labor movement. Mobs closed down all the Il~~ halls. The

police rounded up radicals, trade unionists, and suspected aliens,

wholesale. To avert further violence and to protect the remaining

prisoners from being lynched, Governor Hart ordered the national

guard on alert in Centralia and Spokane. Seeking to retain his con-

servative credentials and business support, hOl~ever, Hart sought to

place all the blame on the I'~'s and called for strict enforcement

of the recently-passed Anti-Syndicalism Act. Hart's position is

clearly related to his campaign for reelection. He could not afford

to allow room for his closest rival for the Republican gubernatorial

nomination, Roland H. Hartley, to attack him on the Right. Deflecting

popular, conservative animosity from his Administration, while not at

the same time advocating a return to lynch law, proved to be a deli-

cate maneuver. ll

lOShort to F, Morrison, 13 Nov, 1919. Box 35, WSFL R~cords,

llOne of Hart's suggestions was creation of County Loyal Leagues,
on the pattern established by the national, state, and local Councils
for Defense, which had been so effective in keeping the lid on wartime
labor and radical dissent. The members of the Leagues would be sworn
to defend American principles and work through established procedures
to end the "red menace." Hart obviously hoped to divert the super
patriots from their immediate goals and perhaps to moderate their meth
ods in the process while, at the same time, retaining their political
support.

Pullen, p. 34.
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Blethen and the super-patriots continued their attacks.

Isolated and divided the labor movement had few weapons with which

to respond to the maelstrom of anti-radical and anti-labor sentiment

evinced by the popular press and local establishments throughout the

state. With the ~ closed down labor's voice was silenced. Still,

there were some signs that labor was willing to cooperate in the

common interest. To protect the.~ from further attack was obviously

a major concern. Soon after the raid on the ~'s offices, the Private

Soldiers and Sailors Council offered their services as guards. Their

aid may have prevented the complete destruction of the ~'s office and

property in the days which followed. 12

Physical protection, alone, however, did not suffice. So long

as the government remained in unfriendly hands no amount of physical

protection could prevent irreparable harm to the paper. For example,

as soon as the paper was charged with sedition, the Seattle postmaster

barred the ~ from the mails. Since the ~ earned much of its income

from out-of-town editions and sales, this proved to be a crushinr, blow

from which the paper never truly recovered. 13

Despite the dangers and the threats, however, the ~ made

desperate and surprisingly successful efforts to stay in business.

Ault realized that the UR was a vital link in labor's defenses and

that union members throughout the state relied upon it for information

and advice. t~en, on the evening of 13 November, Tobey returned the

12o 'Connell, p. 106; Simmons, passim; Winslow, p. 86; Theodore
Draper, The Roots of AMerican Communism, (New York, 196~), p. 139;
!:l 4 Jan. 1919; Friedheim, p. 13; Report of Agent 106, 29 July 1919,
Papers on Industrial Espionage.

130 'Connell, p. 107.
,
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~'s confiscated material to Ault, he hurriedly assembled his staff

and issued an "extra" edition. In it he printed the SCLC's resolu-

tion condemning the Centralia violence and an editorial which tried

to put some distance between the legitimate labor movement and the

I\~~. Ault charged that the commercial press had distorted the facts

by publishing fragmentary passages from the ~'s stories. 14

The ~'s continuing signs of life seem to have maddened" Blethen

further. On 14 November Tobey returned to the ~'s offices and, using

the same warrant from the previous day's raid, searched the premises

again. This time, however, he locked the doors when he left, posted

guards, and ordered the employees to leave. IS

Ault, however, proved equal even to this test of his resource-

fulness and managed to keep the]! in operation. Using the presses of

the Fremont Colleague, a small suburban weekly, he issued 25,000 copies

of an abbreviated, four-page edition of the ~ which longshoremen

ha,~ked through the streets crying "Liberty Smothered: ,,16

Meanwhile, Blethen changed his tactics. lIe began to use his

economic power by buying up the ~'s newsprint supply. The paper,

which had been struggling all along without an assured supply of news-

prin , was seriously hurt. Ault would now have to purchase his

14UR 13 Nov. 1919.
15QiConne11, p. 109; Short to Gompers, 14 Nov. 1919, Box 3S,

WSFL Records.

l6Besides being an accurate description of recent events, the
cry "Liberty Smothered:" was a pun. It referred to the fact that,
during the war, super-patriots had tried to exterminate all things
German or German-sounding. Among those words which the patriots de
spised was "hamburBer". They renamed the meat patties "Liberty Steak".
In waitresses' slang, therefore, a hamburger with onions became known
as "Liberty Smothered".

O'Connell, pp. 107,125.
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supplies at market prices above those which his competitors paid. At

the same time the Times and !:l and the~ all lowered their news

stand prices from five to two cents per copy forcing the ~ to follow

suit. This deprived the poorly capitalized labor paper of vital re-

sources at a critical time. The ~ needed every penny to fight the

sedition charges pending against its officers and employees, to fight

to regain its mail privileges, and to fight for labor against the

employers' widening open shop campaign. Indeed, Blethen's attacks on

the ~ may be seen as an integral component of the employers'

strategem.17

It is not hard to understand why the employers seized upon the

pret(>.~t of the Centralia "massacre" to launch their open shop campaign,

or why they directed their initial assaults at the ~, or why the

popular press led the fight. The popular press spoke for those in-

terests allied in AIS and the other employer associations behind the

American Plan. They played the same role in the employers' organiza-

tion as the .!!!i played in the labor movement. Not only did they dis

like the UR's ideological role, they also disliked the UR's economic- -
competition. At a time when most Seattle newspapers had been losing

money for years the ~ was drawing readers and advertising revenue away

from them. At the same time they disliked the ~ for its role in local

politics. Before the Centralia "massacre" the .!U1 was conducting a

vigorous campaign for labor-supported candidates in the up-comln~

School Board and Port Commission elections. In fact, George P. Listman,

president of the ]!'s board of control and prominent in several other

l70 'Connel1, pp. 10R,114-l15; Sister Maria Veronica, pp. 7-11.
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labor-financed enterprizes, was one of labor's School Board candidates.

His arrest on sedition charges undoubtedly had a negative effect on

his campaign.18

Thus, the Centralia "massacre" 'put labor on the defensive.

The absence of liberal voices in the community protesting the treat-

ment meted out to the "legitimate" labor movement, if not the IHW,

seemed to justify the radicals' doctrine that the working classes had

nothing in common with the bourgeoisie. It also tended to discredit

those labor conservatives, like George P. Listman, who advocated

Gompers' non-partisan political approach. It weakened the AFL loyal-

ists by showing how ineffective the AFL was in protecting labor's

interests and strenghthened the radicals. Although only a few months

before the'conservatives had sidetracked the OBU forces the repres-

sive response to the Centralia "massacre" revived interest in indus-

trial unionism and an independent labor party.19

Only occasionally did the labor movement go on the offensive

in this period. The employers were practically unchecked, but some-

times they went too far. On 15 November the Seattle Business

Chronicle published an editorial entitled "TIlE THING--THE CAUSE--THE

CURE" which advocated violence and vigilantism as a cure for labor

radicalism. The editorial was clearly directed at the labor movement

as a whole although it concentrated on the radicals in the SCLC and

drew its inspiration from the Centrali;l "massacre". Such an open

threat was too blatant even for the police to ignore. Acting on a

l80'Co~ne1l, pp. 108,133-134; Short to Gompers, 14 Nov. 1919,
Box 35, WSFL Records.

19Cravens, pp. 94-95.
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complaint from the Seattle l1etal Trades Council the police arrested

!£'s publisher, Edwin Selvin, for sedition and confiscated that issue

of the paper. A week later Selvin was rearrested and charged with

criminal syndicalism as well. 20

It was at this point that the l~SFL concluded that it would

have to take some action lest it begin to undermine its hard-won

authority among the rank and file of the labor movement. President

Short concluded that the labor situation and the political environment

were so dangerous that outside help was needed. He suggested that

labor send a representative to Washington, D.C. to explain the situa-

tion to the AFL and the officers of the international unions. He also

requested that the AFt's executive council schedule an emergency meet-

ing to discuss the problems. Two days later, at the unanimous request

of the SCLC. Short himself left for Washington, D.C. On the trip Short

took with him representatives of the~, the SCLC. and the State Depart-

ment of Labor and asked the AFL officers to meet with him as soon as he

arrived. 21

In Short's absence the anti-labor campaign continued unabated.

On 2 December a Seattle grand jury indicted Ault and the other UR of-

fieers under the Espionage Act but dismissed· the sedition charges

against Selvin after he apologized. 22

20Se1vin was quickly freed on bond, pending a hearing on his
case which was appended to those of the UR's officers and employees.

O'Connell, pp. 110-111. --

2lShort to F. ~~rrison, 18 Nov. 1919; Short to Gompers and
Morrison, 20 Nov. 1919, Box 35, WSFL Records; ~rinutes. 19 Nov. 1919,
Box 8, KCCLC Records; O'Connell, p. 113.

22The criminal syndicalism charges against Selvin, however, still
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Meanwhile, in WashinRton, n.c., Short frantically sought to

ease the Post Office's ban on the~. With the help of AFL leaders

he managed to get William H. Lamar. the solicitor of Post Office

Department, to remove the blanket rest~iction and convinced him to

bar only particular offensive issues from the mails. TIlis meant the

~ could return to full scale operation. It was clear to everyone on .

the labor scene. however, that there had been a coordinated effort to

use the Centralia violence to crush the labor movement. 23

To a certain extent the events in Seattle and Washington. D.C.

tended to obscure the proximate cause of the uproar, the Centralia

"massacre." In fact, as later events proved.' the "massacre" had

merely been the incendiary spark which touched off a carefully pre-

pared bonfire planned by the employers. Afterwards it served them as

a perfect justification. Still both sides focussed considerable at-

tention on the proceedings in Centralia for on the outcome rested the

validity of their other positions. As a result large numbers of anxious

on-lookers.• reporters, and national guardsmen. swarmed around Centralia,

especially near the court house. Soon the quiet village had a '~oom

town" atmosphere. 24

stood. The jury's lenient treatment of Se1vin is not surprising.
Ebeneezer Shorrock. Listman's opponent in the School Board race, was
the foreman of the grand jury.

~ 19 Nov•• 3 Dec. 1919; O'Connell, p. 112.

23Gompers, at Short's request, had also agreed to ask Attorney
General A. ~itche11 Palmer to intervene on behalf of the It~~ and the
OR without success.
-- O'Connell, pp. 115-116; Gompers to Short, 15 Nov. 1919, 20
Nov. 1919; Palmer to Gompers, 17 Nov. 1919, Box 3-11, W~FL Records.

24UR 2,8,14.16,20 Jan. 1920. For evidence of local hostility to
the Il~~, see: Aberdeen World 14 Nov. 1919; E1ma Chronicle 20 Nov. 1919;
Montesano Vidette 14.21 Nov. 1919. For evidence of the American Legion
"running" Centralia. see: Centralia Daily Chronicle l2.21,24.Nov. 1919;
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It also became apparent that the accused wobb1ies could not

receive a fair trial in Centralia's fevered atmosphere. The unruly

mob of spectators who camped out on the courthouse steps, who jammed

the courtrooms, and who were obviously biassed against the defendants

prejudiced the case of the imprisoned men. 25

In addition, the court itself showed bias. Elmer Smith, chief

counsel for the wobblies and George Vandeveer, the famous Seattle

labor lal~er who had volunteered his services to the defendants, were

both arrested on trumped-up charges a week before the trial was

scheduled to begin. Judge John M. Wilson, in particular, showed

partisanship. First he agreed to grant a change of venue to nearby

Mont~.,no. Then, possibly due to outside pressure, he reversed himself.

Then, despite the fact that many local newspapers carried numerous

articles prejudicial to the defense, l~i1son ruled that they were inad-

missable as the basis for a second request for a change of venue on

the Brounds that only new evidence, discovered since the previous denial

of a venue change, could be admitted. Although a coroner's investiga-

tion failed to produce any evidence to show that any of the eleven ac-

cused wobb1ies had been personally responsible for any of the killings,

despite evidence that they fired in clear self-defense, and despite

evidence that several of the deceased had previously attacked and de-

stroyed the defendants' property and threatened their lives, Wilson

allowed the trial to continue. 26

and Pullen, pp. 34-35.

25Ibid.
26I bid.
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The accused. of course. suffered under the terrible pressure

and constantly feared for their lives but. in general. seemed to bear

up well. At their arraignment. on 27 December. they all pleaded not

guilty to charges of first degree murder and, when they gave their

first press interview two months after the tragedy. they seemed we11

groomed. cheerful. and un-afraid to the reporters. 27

The defendants may have been encouraged when the court finally

did agree to grant a change of venue to Montesano. This also led to

the appointment of a new judge. But, while it removed one element of

the forces aligned against them, it did not help the defendants very

much. In addition to their other problems the wobblies found it hard

to produce a valid legal defense for their actions on 11 November.

The defense tried to argue that the defendants had not planned to kill

anyone. as the prosecution contended, but had merely been trying to

defend their lives and property from an expected raiding party. Even

an impartial jury might have doubted this explanation in vieto1 of the

fact that the wobb1ies had not confined themselves to defending their

own property, but had also stationed snipers in adjacent buildings.

It is not surprising, therefore, that the jury did not believe, or

was "influenced" not to believe, their story. The presence of federal

troops. assigned to keep order in ~ontesano during the trial, may also

27Not all of the men bore their tribulations with equanimity.
Loren Roberts, the only defendant who admitted firing his weapon, was
driven insane by the pressure, particularly by the memory of Wesley
Everest's mutilated remains. His co-defendants and jailers alike held
this view. Nevertheless, Judge Wilson denied a motion to try his case
separately on -grounds of insanity.

~ 14,26 Jan. 1920.
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have influenced the jury, since they were always in plain sight. 28

Thus, despite evidence to support miti~ating circumstances, de-

spite the change of venue, despite the mental condition of one of the

defendants, in ~mrch 1920 the jury found all but two of the defendants

guilty. In so doing they ignored the fact that the prosecution never

actually proved that the IWW "snipers" had been following anyone's in-

structions. In addition. the jury found two of the defendants guilty

of third degree murder, a crime for which they had not been tried.

Although it is clear that few participants in the proceedings were

debating the finer points of law, or logic, this forced the judge to

order the jury to reconsider their verdicts and come up with more ap-

propriate results. After reconsidering their judgments the jurors re-

turned a second time. This time they found seven of the defendants--

Eugene Barnett, John Lamb, D.C. Bland, Bert Bland, Britt Smith, Ray

Becker, and James ?·lcInerney--guilty of second degree murder. Although

the men had not been tried for this crime, either, the jury may have

felt constrained to find the men guilty of something in order to satisfy

public opinion. They also found Loren Roberts guilty, but insane, a

verdict for which no legal precedent existed. In his case the jury may

have been trying to be lenient. Indeed, there is some evidence that

the jurors were looking for a way to obtain leniency for the men with-

out at the same time placing their own lives in jeopardy. And, in

28The federal troops arrived in ~ontesano on 25 February 1920.
They remained until the trial ended. The prosecutor had invited them
without consulting either the sheriff or the court. The troops bivou
acked near the courthouse, within sight of the jurors. \~en Vandeveer
tried to object, the judge over-ruled him. The American Le~ion was
also in prominent attendance. They paid numbers of ex-soldiers to at
tend the trial, paying them $4.00 per day to pack the courtroom, wear
ing their uniforms.

Federal Council of Churches, pp. 7,29.
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fact. they appended a request for leniency to their verdict. 29

The jury found only two of the defendants, Elmer Smith and

Mike Sheehan. not guilty. The case against Bert Faulkner. the re-

maining defendant. had been dismissed previously for lack of evi-

dence. If the jury actually hoped to ameliorate the judge's sentences,

however, it miscalculated. The judge ignored the jury's recommenda-

tions and sentenced the seven men guilty of second degree murder to

terms ranging from twenty-five to forty years. 30

On the other hand, a jury of labor representatives. appointed

by the SCLC at the request of the ~etal Trades Council to observe the

trial. found the defendants not guilty and reported that the press

had d.i.storted the actual trial testimony. For this reason and be

cause of the nature of the trial and its participants the case did

not end with the sentencing. Liberal groups. such as the American

Civil Liberties Union. joined with labor and church groups to lobby

for a new trial. pardons. or commutations of the sentences. Several

such campaigns. some sponsored by the IWW and supported by the SCLC

and WSFL. were launched during the 1920's to gain the prisoners' re-

lease. They were of no avail. Several of the men died in prison and

the others refused to accept less than full pardons. As late as 1939

the case remained a principal cause celebre in liberal and labor

29Loren Roberts spent a Rhort time in an insane asylum. Then.
the State moved him to Walla Walla with the other I'~v prisoners. In
Au~ust 1930 a judge finally freed hiD after ruling that he had re
gained his sanity.

Federal Council of Churches. pp. 7.30.

3Orbid.
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circles, 31

31Minutes, 14,28 Jan, 1920; 3,17 ~~rch 1920, Box 8, KeCLC
Records; American Civil Liberties Union, The Record of the Fi~ht for
Free Speech in 1923: the ~orks of the A.C.L.U•• January to December
~, (~tew York, 1924), pp. 10,16; Ralph Chaplin, The Truth About the
Armistice Day Tragedv, (Chicago, 1924), passim; IIFrom a Centralia
Prisoner," Christian Century XLVI (8 ?lay 1929), p. 619; and Albert F,
Gunns, "Ray &cker, the Last Centralia Prisoner," Pacific Northwest
Quarterlv LIX (April 1968), pp. 88-89; Johansen, p. 487.



Section Five:

The Open Shop Offensive, October 1919-September 1920

While the Centralia case wound its way through the courts to

its unhappy conclusion the open shop campaign in Seattle gained momentum

on its own. Since the formation of AIS labor had known ~at the em-

p10yers were up to something but they suspected neither the scale nor

the vehemence of their efforts. At first labor hoped that AIS's propa-

ganda calling for "fairness" in labor-management relations might pres-

age more leniency than they had previously experienced. They were en-

couraged to believe this by statements from AIS's leadership such as

the following by Frank Haterhouse, president of AIS:

••• The Associated Industries of Seattle is by no means opposed to
trade or labor unions or to organized la~or; but it is unalterably
opposed to the closed shop, which system means that a working man
cannot seek a job tnless he belongs to some particular union, and
an employer can't comply. l~e are for the open shop, the fair
square American plan of industry which permits the union man, as
well as the non-union man to find a job. l

It was not until October 1919, just before the open shop cam-

paign was scheduled to burst forth in public, that labor realized the

full extent of what was to come. In that month Hilliam Short naively

proposed to Frank Waterhouse that the WSFL and AIS cooperate to re-

ducc industrial inequities. He proposed that the two organizations

hold joint conferences to work out plans to adjust industrial disputes.

Short realized his error when Waterhouse summarily rejected these

overtures and said that AIS did not recognize l~SFL unions as the sole

bargaining agents of their employees. At the same time Short reported

lFriedheim. pp. 160-161; Winslow, pp. 98-99; Short, p. 19.
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in growing alarm to Frank Horrison that the WSFL was in the "throes

of a general open shop fiRht especially in (the) building and print-

ing trades." The employers. he wrote. had cut off communications

with the labor movement. Herman A. Horowitz, chairman of the Seattle

Employing Printers Association, for example, had written to the chair-

man of the SCLC's Printing Trades Section:

In reply to your communication of the twentieth instant I
beg to inform you that Seattle is an open shop town, insofar as
the offices controlled by the Employing Printers Association are
concerned. I assure you that should any vacancies occur in any
of our offices, we would be glad to consider any and all appli
cants regardless of union affiliations ••• 2

Such rejections quickly disabused Short of any illusions he

may have entertained regarding the policies of AIS. He immediately

called on the international officers of the printing and building

trades unions to help their local organizations in the emergency and

asked for an extraordinary meeting of all presidents, business agents,

and secretaries of the WSFL's Seattle affiliates to consider the

alternatives. The meeting had a special urgency since many of the

locals concerned were already involved in strikes and had their backs

to the wall. Also, since the SCLC was so wracked by its internal

disputes it was virtually useless as a coordinating body.3

The conservatives in the SCLC vigorously supported these

proposals and added their own. The Seattle Joint Council of Teamsters

2Short. p. 15; Dickson. pp. 54-55; Short to Morrison. 23 Oct.
1919; Short and L.lv. Buck to Compers. 31 Oct. 1919, Box 35, l-1SFL Rec
ords; Hinutes, 29 Oct. 1919, Box 8. KCCLC Records. See also: tVins10w,
p. 99; ~ 30 Oct., 15 Dec. 1919; usn Frocs., (1920), pp. 7-8.

3Ibid •
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No. 28 moved adoption of a resolution to hold SCLC meetings in

"executive session" in order to "expedite business" and to prevent

the radicals from packing the galleries and obstructing adoption of

coherent po11cies. 4

With the support of those SCLC leaders who remained loyal to

the AFL the conservatives also managed to convince the delegates to

the extraordinary meeting that the SCLC-needed a much more effective

decision-making structure. As a result. the delegates created a

special sub-committee patterned after the committee which had conducted

the general strike and also referred to as the Committee of Fifteen.

or the Strategy Committee. The Committee of Fifteen, like its pre-

decessor during the general strike, consisted of delegates from each

of the SCLC's trade sections. It was given wide latitude in formulat

ing the SCLC's response to the open shop campaign.5

By so husbanding and focussing their energies in the hands

of a few responsible union leaders, Short and his allies hoped to

achieve the unity previously lacking under the democratic, but chaotic,

4Shortly thereafter the WSFL's executive board voted in "special
session" to request the AFL to call a special convention to consider an
offensive and defensive alliance against the nationwide open shop
campaign.

Ibid.

5The Committee was authorized to direct the defense of the
entire Seattle labor movement, without reference to the SCLC as a whole.
Later the SCLC endorsed this delegation of its authority. In addition,
central labor councils throughout the state copies the Seattle formula.

Operating independently from the SCLC, the committee had powers
to solicit funds from affiliated organizations, to meet daily, and to
publish its own propa~anda. Its most significant power, however, was
that of strike sanction. With this power, the committee could deny
labor support to any local which struck in violation of its contract,
without good prospects of victory. It could also deny support to locals
whose struggle the committee did not consider essential to the labor
movement.

Ibid.
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methods then in force. 6

The committee may have served an ulterior purpose as well. It

provided a counter-balance to the radicals in the SCLC. An important

provision of the committee's charter was that. unlike the General

Strike Committee. it contained non-SCLC members. \~illiam Short and

L.W. Buck were given ex officio positions on the committee. By this

device Short and his allies gained increased influence over the policy

of the SCLC and strengthened the hand of the conservative faction in

the SCLC.7

In another move which also increased the power of the conserva-

tives the SCLC adopted a recommendation which changed the executive

board's regular meetings so that they no longer conflicted with the
-10

SCLC's sessions. This enabled Duncan and Doyle to turn over t~ the
".-

executive board:

••• such matters as will facilitate the business of the council and
give speedy action to matters of vital interest to the unions af
filiated. The board (is) to act in conjunction with and in harmony
with the Committee of Fifteen.

It greatly eased their problems in controlling the radical forces in

the council. B

Quickly the committee went to work. One of its first acts was

60ne of the committee's first actions was to allocate half of
its total resources for the Union Record Defense Fund. Without the
ability to promul8ate its point of view, the labo~ movement could not
counter that of the employers.

Ibid.

7Later. early in 1920, when four new members were added to the
committee, most came from the conservative craft unions •

.!ill. 26 Jan. 1920.

Bl-finutes, 5 Nov. 1919 t Box 8. KeCLC Records.
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to appeal to local union members to contribute one day's pay per week

to finance the struggle. The committee declared that labor's three

main Roals were attainment of the union shop, defeat of the American

Plan. and support of the ~ in its leg~l battles and financial dif-

ficulties. By this technique the committee hoped to raise $10.00 per

week per union member on strike (or as much of the balance as the

strikers' own locals could not provide). At the same time the commit-

tee tried to persuade some employers to sign union contracts. The com

mittee also sought the aid of the international unions. 9

Despite enormous difficulties the committee did achieve some

successes. For example, it convinced the Shoe Repairmen's Union to

call off their strike against their employers on the grounds that it

was a needless drain on the SCLC's resources. Mainly, however, the

committee served as a counter-propaganda device. The committee tried

to associate AIS with the eastern capitalists who were commonly sup-

posed to be planning the destruction of the local shipbuilding in-

dustry. It printed advertisements which compared AIS's anti-labor

campaign with that currently being waged in the big steel strike by

"Judge" Elbert Gary, head of United States Steel Corporation. The

committee char~ed that Seattle's employers were trying to adapt

9The comnittee's efforts were only partly rewarded. In several
cases employers did sip,n union contracts in spite of the AIS pressure.
but the international unions proved to be nearly as much of a hindrance
as a help. For example, t·:-hen tLc in tl~mational officers of the print
ing trades unions arrived in Seattle to ne~otiate ,~ith the job printers.
they agreed to a open shop settlement. rfust importantly. the building
trades were forced back to work under open shop conditions.

O'Connell, pp. 113.132; Friedheim, p. 160; Thompson. p. 67;
.!!1i 15.31 Dec. 1919; ~']SFL Procs •• (1920). p. 8; ?finutes, 19 Nov. 1919,
Box 8. KCCLC Records.
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Judge Gary's ethnic divide and conquer tactics to Seattle. It also

attacked AIS's claim to represent public opinion. l~en AIS boasted

that it had 1,700 members in Seattle alone the committee pointed out

that this was only a small fraction of Seattle's 400,000 residents

and that it was even a small fraction of the 6,000 businessmen in

Seattle. The committee demanded that AIS reflect on these facts be

fore they contemplated speaking for the whole city a8ain. lO

The significance of these developments lies in the growing co-

operation bett"een the committee, the~, the SCLC, and the l-lSFL, which

lay behind them. The committee supported the ~'s fund drives and

the SCLC's legislative funds. In return" the SCLC became more conserva-

tive. It shrugged off old policies and moved closer to the WSFL's

line. On 6 ~ovember, for example, the SCLC discharged all committees

still working on the Mooney case and ordered them to stop fundraising.

On 19 November the SCLC adopted a resolution expelling all It~-l's from

its affiliate~ and it barred reporters for the radical Forge and

International Weekly from SCLC meetings. The SCLC also banned all

"obnoxious literature" from the Labor Temple. The key factor begin-

ning to be evident since the aBU vote was the support the leadership

lent to the conservative initiatives. To a large extent they had

abandoned the radicals. ll

l~Gary was leaaer of the national open shop forces.
]! 6,7 Jan. 1920.

lIlt would be a mistake, however, to read too much into this
cooperation. It was largely the function of necessity. As soon as
the open shop campaign subsided, the radical forces returned to their
anti-conservative policies. Similarly, the effect of the Centralia
"massacre" was to drive the centrist forces closer to the Left. And
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One should not forget the context of these events: the

Centralia case, the prosecution of the ~, the persecution of known

or suspected Il~~'s aliens, or Bolshevik sympathizers. Throughout this

period, for example, the Seattle police, citing Ordinance No. 39,993--

the so-called "anti-red law"--made frequent "sweeps" of working class

taverns, pool halls, and "flophouses" during loihich they picked up 2Oy-

one who looked suspicious. On just one day early in 1920. for example.

the ~ reported on a hearing in the cases of four American-born union

men and seven Russians who had been arrested by Sergeant P.F. O'Keefe's

"red squad." The union men arrested included a ~ newsdealer, tloiO

longshoremen (one of whom was a delegate to the SCLC), and one Peter

Smitl~~ who had been arrested for selling copies of the Force. 12

In a typical "sweep" the police picked up as many as several

many of the SCLC's anti-radical moves were for public consumption only.
UR 6,7 Jan. 1920; O'Connell, p. 113; F. Morrison to Short,

6 Nov. 1919, Box 4-7, HSFL Records; Hinutes, 19,29 Oct. 1919, Box 8;
S Nov. 1919, Box 15, KCCLC Records.

12rhe clear object of these arrests was to harrass the radicals
and the union men and aliens, not to really punish them. The police
court judge did not mete out stiff sentences. He reduced bail from
$250.00 to $100.00 and continued the cases for three weeks. Usually,
in such cases, the charges were later dropped. Still, the sentences
were sufficient, due to the poverty of the accused, to cause signifi
cant hardship. Similar events occurred in other cities across the
nation, coordinated by the Justice Department.

Another anti-radical ordinance, introduced in the city council,
in July 1919, would have allowed the city to abate as a common nuisance
any building "owned, leased, rented, or occupied, or••• used as the head
quarters or meeting place of the Industrial l~orkers of the World or its
kindred affiliated organizations, or its aRents, or any organized branch
of any anarchistic organization." It failed to pass due to the objec
tions raised by Council President W.D. Lane and pro-labor councilmen
R.B. Hesketh, T.H. Bolton, and O.T. Erickson. Since the ordinance
carried the emerp.ency clause it required seven out of nine council votes
to pass. Thus, the four councilmen who opposed it were able to block
its passage.

~ 10 Aug. 1919, 6 Jan. 1920; Friedheim, p. 173; O'Connell,
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hundred vagrants, workers, union members, aliens, and I'~~'s and held

them over-night for questionin~. The next morninp, they usually re-

leased most of the prisoners, except for a few who were found to be

genuine criminals, illegal aliens, or radicals. By far the most

numerous group harrassed in this manner were the new immigrants and

it rapidly became an important issue to them. One of the few organiza-

tions to support the civil rights of the immigrants was the SCLC. In

response to such abuses and to protests from the leaders of Seattle's

Russian community the SCLC appointed a five-man committee to investi-

gate the raids on alleged radicals in Seattle and throughout the

country. The scope of this committee included all violations of con-

stitutional rights. A similar committee was set up to investigate

the slaying of John ~~rtin, a union auto driver, by a strike-breaker

employed by the Seattle Taxicab Company, but none of these committees

achieved any apparent results. 13

After the dismissal of the charges against the ~ and its

officers so~e of the steam seemed to go out of the open shop drive,

Probably the employers be~an to feel the impact of labor's propaganda

counter-attack. Still, it was not until mid-1920 that the open shop

drive really began to wane and then it was probably due more to the

onset of a massive economic slowdown than anything else. At-the same

p. 98; Business Chronicle VII (2 Aug. 1919), p. 110.

13In one raid, on 6 January 1920, the UR reported that Police
Chief Joel '''arren had raided the offices of the IHW's Defense Co~mittee,
organized to help the imprisoned defendants in the Centralia case and
confiscated "everything in the place."

~ 6,8,22 Jan. 1920; Friedheim, p. 173; O'Connell, pp. 60-61.
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time, however, labor's propaganda campaign was skillfully designed to

exploit the economic liabilities of the employers. 14

Finally, in Septe~ber 1920, the employers called a complete

halt to their open shop caMpaign, attributing the present low levels

of production to the high cost of living rather than trade unionism

alone. They even accepted part of the blame, alonR with the unions,

for the slowdown. In a conciliatory report entitled Profitism,

Slackism, and You. the Seattle Chamber of Commerce and Commercial

Club recommended scientific ~nagement. an humane approach to labor-

management relations. and a shop committee system. instead of the

American Plan. Wit~ a huge sigh of relief the labor movement accepted

this reversal of AIS's policy as a welcome move in the right

direction. 15

l4For more on labor's efforts to show that the open shop was
responsible for the depression. see: UR 21.23.26 Jan., 12,22,25.31
~~rch. 2 April 1920; O'Connell, pp. 122;135-140.

For the URIs successful propaganda attack on Seattle's
banks, see: Shore-to MOrrison. 5 March 1920, Box 35, l~SFL Records;
~ 31 March, 2 April 1920; O'Connell. pp. 135-140.

l5The end of the campaign did not mean adoption of the closed
or union shop. The employers did not immediately recognize their
employees' right to bargain collectively. Instead, it meant that they
gave up their forward strategy. Instead of a wholesale attack on the
labor movement. they conducted piecemeal. selective attacks against
targets of opportunity. In the 1920's they were far more successful
using these tactics than they had been with their open shop drive in
1919-1920.

O'Connell. p. 143; ~ 11 Oct. 1920.



Chapter 6:

The Conservatives Lose Control:

The Rise of the Farmer-Labor Party, 1920

In 1920, Washington's economy continued to grow. Most of this

growth, however, was concentrated in the first half of the year.

After mid-1920, economic activity declined rapidly affecting both in-

dustrial and agricultural sectors of the economy. The major causes of

this recession were the cancellation of r,overnment shipbuilding con-

tract:- and the first post-war harvest in Europe. The first resulted

in the loss of thousands of urban jobs; the second led to a major re-

duction in wheat prices. production. and exports. ~feanwhi1e, however,

the wartime inflation continued to roar ahead. By mid-1920 the

Seattle consumer price index was 17.6 per cent higher than in 1919.

Then came the crash between ~~y 1920 and July 1921. The University

of \.rashington' s College of Business Administration estimated that the

cost of living for a Seattle family of five dropped by twenty per

cent. 1

The post-war recession came at a bad time, just as the e~onomy

was forced to absorb thousands of returning veterans. In 1920 the

state's labor force grew by 2.12 per cent to 578,000, faster than at

IDorothy O. Johansen. Empire of the ColuMbia: A Historv of the
Pacific Northwest. 2d edt (New York: Harper & ROH, 1967), pp. 487-489,
626; College of Business Administration, University of \vashington.
"Report of Change in Cost of Living in Seattle from May 1920 to
November 1921," t-lashington State Federat ion of Labor Records.
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any time since 1910-1911. In the meantime the n~ber of jobs available.

which had declined sharply in 1919 from its wartime peak, declined

again by 1.38 per cent to 570.000. But whereas the decline in emp10y-

ment in 1919 had merely cut into the negative unemployment rate. that

of 1920 produced a positive unemployment rate for the first time since

1916. Unemployment increased by 164.41 per cent to 7,700. This. how-

ever, represented only 1.33 per cent of the labor force. Toward the

end of the year unemployment began to grow more serious. Between 1919-

1921 the number of production workers engaged in manufacturing in the

state declined by about 50,000. }IDst of these were members of new im

migrant groups. (Tables No. 1 and 5)2

Though most of the workers thrown out of work by the recession

were not organized, membership in WSFL and SCLC unions fell sharply

too. The bulk of this decline. however. occurred in the second half

of 1920. As late as June 1920, membership in 'olSFL unions had increased

by 5.53 per cent, over 1919, to a new peak of 55.544, or 9.56 per cent of

the state's labor force. (Table ~o. 2) By that time there were 334

local organizations affiliated with the HSFL. 3

Overall. the SCLC fared less well than the h'SFL. Since most

of the shipbuilding workers lived in Seattle, the recession struck there

2Johansen, p. 627; United States Department of Labor, Bureau of
Labor Statistics. Union Scale of \.J;tp,es and Hours of Lahor, ~1ay 15, 1921,
No. 302 (l.Jashinp,ton, D.C., 1922), p. 19; lnion Scale of Ha?es and Hours
of Labor, ~fav 15, 1922, ='10. 325 (Hashington, D.C., 1923), pp. 61-63; and
Retail PriceR, 1913 to Decenher 1921, No. 315, (Washington. D.C., 1922).
pp. 15.50-51; !·!ayor Caldwell to H. 'I. Short, 17 Sept. 1921; R. Kinnear to
Short, 18 Jan. 1922, Box 21-51; Short to H.l-l. Fox, 30 Jan. 1922, Box 35,
WSFL Records; .Seatt1e UR 10,16,17 Jan. 1920-Jan. 1922.-

~lsn~ Procs •• (1919), p. 59.
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hardest. Yet, here too, the rapid growth of SCLC membership early in

1920 concealed the drop later in the year. By June 1920 membership

in SCLC unions stood at 21,501, down only 1.23 per cent from the pre-

vious year. Virtually all of the losses were concentrated in the

}feta1 and ~mritime Trades sections, although the Miscellaneous and

Printing Trades sections also lost members. The Brewery/Provision,

Building, and Amu~ement Trades sections actually gained members.

(Table No.3) One important effect of this was to weaken the radical

new immigrants in the SCLC, vis-a-vis the old immigrants. (Table No.5)

In June 1920 there were 132 SCLC-affi1iated locals, an in-

crease of 7 over 1919. Of these, hm~ever, only 66 were affiliated

with the WSFL. Most of the 66 non-WSFL locals and many of the WSFL

locals (perhaps as many as half) were small radically oriented

locals. They contained large numbers of new immigrants, who suffered

severely in the recession. Their declining strength and economic

prospects led them to advocate ever-more-radical solutions. At the

same time their growing relative strength encouraged the conservative

unions to resist their demands. 4

Politically, the conservative and moderate craft unions tried

desperately to revive the progressive, non-partisan coalition. It

represented, for them, the only alternative to one of the socialistic,

or communist splinters. In 1919, as we have seen, they joined with

the Grange and the Railroad Brotherhoods to form the Washington State

Triple Alliance to coordinate their political activities. Unfortunately,

4Ibid ,·; Membership and Per Capita Tax Records, 1907-1957, Box II,
King County Central Labor Council Records, University of Washington
Library.
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personal and orr,anizational rivalries weakened the WSTA and prevented

unified action. Similarly, policy differences, particularly over

Prohibition, rent the organization. '~ile a large majority of the

Grange strongly supported Prohibition, a large majority of the WSFL

opposed it. The many Protestant fundamentalist groups in the Grange

endorsed Prohibition, while the many Catholic and immigrant groups

in the lolSFL opposed it. A minority of lvSFL Protestants, especially

those led by James Duncan in the SCLC, supported Prohibition. S

The problems inherent in the lolSTA for the labor movement soon

became apparent. In Seattle, the local WSTA organization was con-

trolled by Duncan and his allies in the SCLC. They were intent upon

transforming the WSTA into a third party. However, a large minority,

perhaps a majority, of the union men in Seattle remained committed to

one of the existing parties, or to the WSFL's non-partisan approach.

The conservatives warned Duncan and his allies that they might split

the labor movement if they moved too far in this direction, but they,

under increasing pressure from the Left in the wake of the general

strike, the Hooney controversy, the OBU affair, the Centralia "massacre",

Spu1len. p. 180; Norman H. Clark, The Dry Years, Prohibition
and Social Change in Washington. (Seattle: University of Washington
Press, 1965). pp. 147-148.

For more on the lack of political coordination and organiza
tional efforts of the WSTA, see: Executive Board Minutes. 9,10,12.13
Jan. 1920. Box 60. WSFL Records; Minutes, 21,28 Jan •• 4 Feb. 1920.
Box 8, KCCLC Records; Hamilton Cravens. "A History of the Washington
Farmer-Labor Party, 1918-1924." (M.A. Thesis, University of Washington,
1962), pp. 60,100-101; Hashington State Federation of Labor, Proceed
ings of the 1920 Convention, (Olympia. 1920). pp. 22-24.

For more on the personal conflicts and distance between WSTA
leadership groups, see: Robert Leslie Cole, "The Democratic Party in
Washington State, 1919-1933: Barometer of Social Change," (Ph.D.
Dissertation, University of Washington. 1972), pp. 110-111; WSFL
Procs., (1920). pp. 22-23. -
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and the open shop fight, felt they had to demonstrate their Left-wing

sympathies.

The campaign began late in 1919, when the King County Triple

Alliance first began to organize. In December 1919 the KCTA endorsed

}frs. Lorene '~islo1ell '''ilson and George P. Listman for the school board

and J.A. ~rcCorkle for the port commission. Later, the WSFL endorsed

the slate. Listman and Wilson, running on a common platform, called

for "academic freedom," endorsed the right of teachers to organize and

have a greater say in school policies and their own conditions. They

endorsed equal pay for female teachers, oppos~r! the so-called "merit

system" of determining salaries, promised to place telephones in the

schools and to resume the school building program. 6

In the city council races, the SCLC had endorsed a full nine-

man slate of candidates, including the three labor-endorsed incum-

bents: O.T. Erickson, W.D. Lane, and Robert Hesketh. The radicals

in the SCLC, however, succeeded in placing Ben F. Nauman, of the

Hoisting Engineers Union Local, on the list. He had been chairman of

the general strike Committee of Fifteen and was currently city Boiler

Inspector. C.L. Gallant, another radical, was also on the list. For

mayor, the SCLC endorsed James A. Duncan, their secretary. Politically,

Duncan resembled a social democrat. That is, he advocated radical eco-

nomic and political parties, but only within the structure of the AFL and

the existing political system. Except for the fact that he was a

were basically conservative in their ap
socialist orator and president of the KCTA
Their major problem was that their pro-
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deeply religious man (sanctimonious in the view of his enemies) he

might have been a social democrat. In addition he strongly supported

Prohibition. 7

On 9-10 January 1920 the KCTA endorsed the entire SCLC slate.

The problem was that most of the candidates, including all of the in-

cumbents, were very uncomfortable with this support, fearing that it

might jeopardize their chances. They did not wish to be associated

with a potential third party. They did not want to be associated with

Duncan or prohibitionism. They did not want to jeopardize their sup-

port from the WSFL. Thus, the incumbents and most of the candidates

endorsed by the KCTA tried to put distance between themselves and the

Alli~~ce. Hesketh, for instance, repudiated the KCTA's endorsernent. 8

Duncan, on the other hand, welcomed the KCTA's support. This

so angered the incumbents and their conservative allies that they re-

fused to endorse him. On 23 January, all three of the conservative

incumbents boycotted a large Duncan-for-~myor rally sponsored by the

KCTA. The commercial press used this split to advantage, congratulating

the labor movement for not supporting the radicals. The Seattle Times,

7Labor was on the defensive from the beginning of the campaign.
For exarnple, in November 1919 the KCTA's school board candidate, G.p.
Listman, who was also president of the UR's board of directors and in
volved 'vith many other labor-run enterp~ses, was arrested on sedition
charges stemming from a UR editorial on the Centralia massacre. Despite
his conservative credentLals, his KCTA support condemned him in the
eyes of the Establishment.

Mary Joan O'Connell, "The Seattle Union Record, 1918-1928: A
Pioneer Labor Daily," (M.A. Thesis: University of l-lashington, 1964),
pp. 100-101; Cravens, p. 95; ~ 10 November 1919, 1,8 January 1920.

BThe main issues in the council races were: park improvement
bonds, street construction bonds, and t-lest \.]aterway bridp,e bonds.

Short to Gompers, 14 Nov. 1919, Box 35, WSFL. Records; Cravens,
p. 90; O'Connell, pp. 151,153; Times 17 Jan. 1920; ~ 20-23 Jan. 1920.
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for exanple, heartily endorsed Hesketh's candidacy because he was

"leading the fight ap,ainst the element in the Central Labor Council

which has trailed along with Secretary James A. Duncan." Soon after-

ward, however, the KCTA began to back away from its position and

denied that it had actually endorsed any candidates at alL 9

Duncan faced two opponents in the mayoralty primary. C.B.

Fitzgerald, the incumbent m.~yor, had acceded to pOl"er when Ole Hanson

had decided to resign. Fitzgerald, a Catholic, was extremely conserva-

tive and "on the support of the organized husinessl'len. He also had

the support of C.B. Blethen, publisher of the Times, who especially

approved Fitzgerald's virulent anti-union policies. In return,

Fitzgerald reserved his greatest praise for "Americanism" and the

American Plan, the employers' code words for the open shop. Hur;h

Caldwell, the other candidate, althour;h nearly as conservative as

Fitzgerald, refrained from overt attacks on the labor movement and

refused to spend all his time attacking Duncan. lIe down-played his

anti-labor policies. This anr;ered Blethen, who felt that all of the

Establishment candidates should suhmerge their own interests in the

battle to defeat Duncan. Caldwell ignored these attacks and ran his

own car.>paign. lO

As a result of the split in the anti-labor forces, Duncan ran

9\<1 • .1. Dickson, "Lahor in Ilunicipal Politics: A Study of Labor's
Political Policies and Activities in Seattle," (:-1. A. Thesis: University
of Washington, 1928), pp. 86-87,108-136,138; O'Connell, pp. 153-151,,157;
Times 12,27,29,31 Jan., 2,3,5,9 Feb. 1920; UR 26 Jan. 1920; P-I 15 Feb.
1920.

100'Connell, pp. 154-155; ~ 4,20 Jan., 5 Feb. 1920; UR 14,26
Jan., 10,12 Feb. 1920.
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ahead of Fitzgerald in the primary, to the dismay of Blethen and the

employers. In addition, the three labor-endorsed councilmen and the

two ~adical challengers won places on the general election ballot.

Labor's position looked formidable indeed. This did not last long.

When the race narrowed to Duncan and Caldwell, Blethen and the employers

abandoned their attacks on Caldwell and endorsed him. Caldwell's press

support solidified. Meanwhile, Duncan's liabilities increased. Instead

of a divided opposition, he faced their combined forces alone. The

Times and the !:l renewed their attacks on him and published Caldwell's

condemnation of him for leading the general strike, for opposing the

war, for attending the ~~oney convention, and for plotting to split

the AFL by defending the "red" element in the SCLC. The Times

editorialized:

Never in all the history of Seattle has the sky been so
threatening, the horizon so black. Duncan's election would, of
course, be followed by a general strike•••• Soviet government in
Seattle would last just long enough for federal troops to arrive,
but meanwhile, the City would be set back at least 100 years.

In fact, the chances that Duncan would win the election were very slim.

As the campaign progressed his forces had lost cohesion while those of

his opponent had gained strength. Blethen's rhetoric served mainly to

ensure his defeat. It also inspired a rumor that Duncan favored "the

Soviet form of government," which would lead to the "nationallzation

of wornen." Unable to do much to counter the main features of Caldwell's

campaign, Duncan's forces did manage to respond to the latter charge

after a fashion. Through the ~ they said:

Nationalization of women, did you say, Messrs Caldwell and
Blethen? NOT ON YOUR LIFE: Already your kind have exacted too
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much of that sort of toll. Duncan and his forces are going to
try and stop it. GET THAT STRAIGHT.

Behind these brave words, however, the Duncan campaign became ever more

demoralized.~l

In the general election Caldwell defeated Duncan by a vote of

50,873 to 33,777, the largest margin ever given a Seattle mayor. The

New York Times analyzed the result as a rejection of the "Russian

gosne1," but it was more than that. In retrospect, the failure of the

conservative unionists, many of them Catholic, to support him probably

cost Duncan the election. Not only was Duncan a strict Presbyterian

and a strong prohibitionist, he was also a British immigrant. Thus,

Irish voters opposed him on religious as well as ethnic grounds. The

returns showed that Duncan ran behind Erickson in both labor and non-

labor precincts alike. Of the 103 members of the predominantly

Protestant Street Carmen's Union who were eligible to vote in 1920,

however, 62 (or 68.1 per cent) voted for Duncan, while only 19 (or

31.7 per cent) voted for Caldwell and 12 (or 11 per cent) did not

vote. Following the election, when Denzil Cline interviewed many of

the union's members and asked them to explain their voting behavior,

their responses clearly show the ethnic basis of their political af-

filiation. They also show that both Duncan's and Fitzgerald's class,

or economic interest group, approach led to their defeats. Most of

the street carrnen--1ike the population at 1arge--had an anti-Catholic,

anti-immigrant bias. In the primaries, they ignored Fitzgerald's

anti-labor appeal, but not his religion. Said one street carman:

I know I didn't vote for Fitz, for he is a Catholic and I

110'Conne1l, p. 156; Times 25-29 Feb. 1920; ~ 1 March 1920.
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wouldn't vote for a Catholic if I had to vote for a horsethief.
Anyway there are plenty of good men without voting for a Catholic.

Fitzgerald's Catholicism may also explain his weak performance in the

wealthier neighborhoods, were a pro-business candidate would expect to

do best. Similarly, Duncan's Presbyterian and British background hurt

him among certain groups of workers. One of the street carmen voted

against him, he said, because he hated Englishmen:

I voted against Duncan because of the attitude he took and
not because he was too radical. I thought there were plenty of
good Americans in Seattle without going to England to get a man
for mayor.

One can easily attribute sucb motives to Irish-American labor voters.

On the other hand, one street carman of English ancestry supported

Duncan on the basis of his "personality," which may be another way of

expressing ethnic sympathies. The same man supported an Anglo-American

alliance of F.np,lish-speakine people to rule the world. 12

/

The failure of the conservati"es to support the SCLC-KCTA

candidates outrap,ed Duncan and his follOl,ers. In return, they vowed

not to cooperate fully with the HSTA. This played directly into the

hands of the Left-wing. On 14 April, the SCLC voted to affiliate with

the National Labor Party, which was co~itted to fielding an independ-

ent slate of national candidates in the fall elections. The NLP ",as

based on the model of the British Labor Party. At the same time, ho",-

ever, the SCLC did agree to support the HSTA's state campaign,13

l2 0 'Connell, p. 157; Dickson, p. 108: Denzil Cline, "The Street
Car ;'len of Seattle," C·I.A. Thesis: University of \'ashington, 1926),
pp. 132-133,148-149; Seattle Star 3 '.larch; :-lew York Times 4 ~!arch; UR
5 ;·larch Ina. -- -

l3The SCLC's decision spelled ruin for the SPI·I.
most of its membership had left to join the communists,
Labor Party. Host of those who remc'1ined later tried to

By June 1920
or the National
cooperate ",ith
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The SCLC's decision ruined the plans of both the radicals and

the conservatives. '~en they heard of it, the conservatives, especially

those in eastern lolashington, lolere outraged. They were aghast that the

"reds" thought they could manipulate the HSTA, 'olithout giving it their

wholehearted support. ~olhen the WSTA failed to take immediate action to

expel the KCTA, a number of NPL organizations, including those in

Spokane and Vancouver, voted to disband rather than cooperate with the

KCTA. Though serious, these remained localized secession movements. l4

A slightly more serious split occurred in the Grange over the

formation of the WSTA. At its June convention, Grangemaster William

Bouck got into an ideological battle with the conservative Yakima

grangers. The conservative grangers favored a non-partisan political

policy, but opposed farmer-labor political cooperation as both un-

workable and undesirable. Bouck and his followers in the Puget Sound

region agreed to endorse non-partisanship, but leaned toward a

separate. unified "producers" party. The conservatives, who regarded

Bouck's proposals as extremely radical, introduced a resolution censur-

ing him for trying to impose his political will. With the support of

some conservatives. who saw in the anti-Bouck resolution the outside

interference of the National Grange leadership, Bouck turned back the

censure effort by a wide margin. but the conservatives did not give up.

Using their influence in the National Grange, they sought to reverse

the State ~ranBe's policies. The conflict which this produced limited

the Farmer-Labor Party.
Barbara Hinslow, "The Decline of Socialism in Washington:

1910-1925," ¢I.A. Thesis: University of Hashington. 1969), pp. 95-96.,

14cravens, pp. 102-104.

/
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the influence the Grange as a whole was able to employ on behalf of

the WSTA.15

Heanwhile, the state's Democratic Party was destroying it-

self, splitting into eastern and western regional factions, and the

third party movement gained momentum, drawing off support from the

non-partisan progressive forces. 16

The third party activity reached a peak in July 1920. In

early July, the National Labor Party, meeting in Carmen's Hall,

Chicago, agreed to fuse with the Committee of 48, a Left-wing

splinter of the Democratic Party. It consisted, primarily, of liberal

businessmen, professionals, and "labor oriented" intellectual reformers.

Though not large, numerically, it had a significant political follow-

ing. This convention, chaired by James A. Duncan, who was also a

National Labor Party vice-president, voted to change the name of the

party to the "Farmer-Labor Party." The primary motive behind the

formation of the FLP was to avoid political extremism, of both Left

and Right, without having to associate with the two major parties. FLP

partisans viewed the Democratic and Republican parties as hopelessly

l5Although the convention defeated their resolution, the con
servatives took their case to the national Grange convention. There
they succeeded in passing a resolution censuring Bouck and ordering him
to stand trial at the Grange's 1921 convention in Portland.

Cravens, pp. 64,67,71,154-155; Crml7ford, pp. 270-274; Hashing
ton State Grange, Proceedings of the Thirty-second Annual Session,
(Seattle?, 1921?), pp. 17-25; ~ 3,4 June 1920.

16The only good news the non-partisans received in this period
came from the Railroad Rrotherhoods. On 16 ~1ay their convention voted
to actively support the HSTA and agreed to participate in a joint con
vention with the WSFL in July to decide on a political program for the
fall.

For more on the Democratic Party, see: Cole, pp. 18-25; Pullen,
pp. 55-56; Cravens, pp. 125-126; WSFL Procs., (1920), p. 24.
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committed to the status quo, unable, or unwillinr, to succor the work-

ingman. They wanted to show that democracy could work, without the

dictatorship of the proletariat: that workers could find much in com-

mon with farmers and other "producers." They wanted to show that

Gompers and the labor conservatives ''1ere wrong in their assertion that

no labor party could survive in the United States. 17

While the radicals in the SCLC, who had formerly supported the

SPW, moved more and more into the communist ranks, the SCLC leadership

became evermore involved with the newly formed FLP. The problem with

this was that it ran counter to the non-partisan policy of the AFL and

the l-lSFL, which continued to insist that the SCLC support the WSTA.

The J~adership was caught between these two forces. They had earned

the hatred of the Left by agreeing to submit to the AFL on the OBU

question; if they were to persist in third party activities, they would

also bring doun upon ther.1selves the wrath of the Right. The HSFL lost

no time in making them aware of their choices. On 27 June, the WSFL's

executive board voted to support a resolution at the Federation's

Spokane convention, endorsing the WSTA and "repudiating any and all

dual movements." The convention, itself, proceeded to affirm the AFL

position. l~en it met in early July, it overwhelmingly approved the

l7In October 1919 a WashinRton state chapter of the Committee
of 48, led by C.J. France, Stuart A. Rice, and W.D. Lane of Seattle,
had been formed to oppose President Wilson's labor and economic
policies.

It should be noted that the FLP actually contained few
farr.1ers at this time. The designation "Farmer" 'o1as primarily a propa
r,andistic device since few farmers' organizations sent representatives
to the convention.

O'Connell, pp. 159-160,174; Cravens, pp. 112-113;
Labor and Farmer P~rties in the United States, (New York:
School, 1928), pp. 392-394; Selig Perlr.1an and Philip Taft,
Labor in the United States. 1896-1932, 4 vols., (New York:
Millan Co., 1935), IV, p. 528; ~ 12 July 1920.
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board's recommendation. Further, it voted to approve a special

assessment on all affiliates to fund the WSTA. It also reelected

Short, Buck, and an even more conservative slate of district vice-

presidents to the \~SFL's executive board. Although the convention

voted to endorse labor candidates in the state elections, it rejected

all efforts to endorse the FLP. In a letter to Gompers, shortly after

the convention, Short credited his careful preparations for the con-

servatives' success.

The situation••• in this state renders it extremely unwise to
open a convention without a definite program outlined in advance,
and full preparation made for the carrying out of the same •••

Short did not want a repetition of the OBU referendum resolution fiasco.

"lole had." he went on,

••• a splendid convention; undoubtedly the best ever held in our
state, and in striking contrast to the one a year ago. The A.F.
of L. advocates lo1'ere in complete control •••• The Administration
was vindicated in everything it had done. He were unanimously
elected amidst the greatest enthusiasm ever shown in one of our
conventions; I was presented with a bouquet of roses.

Short. however, neglected to point out that part of this harmony de-

rived from an implicit compromise between the conservatives and the

FLP forces by which the conservatives would support the FLP's labor

candidates who won primary elections.18

The following week (19-22 July). the 'o1STA held its first public

convention in Yaki~a to formulate its campaign program for the November

l80 'Connell. in her thesis on the UR, misinterprets the conven
tion's actions Wten she concludes that a 'V;te. overuhelmingly in favor
of a resolution calling for labor candidates in the state elections,
was a defeat for the conservatives and COMpel'S non-partisan policies.
Aften~ards Go~pers even congratulated Short on his triumph.

WSFL Procs., (1920). pp. 88-89,98,101,109-110; O'Connell, p.
159; l1inutes, 27 .Jtme 1920, Box 60, HSFL Records; Short to Compers,
13 July 1920. Box 35; Gompers to Short, 22 July 1920, Box 3-12, WSFL
Records.
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elections. Simultaneously, the NPL, the Railwaymen's Political Club,

and the Committee of 48 held conventions in nearby halls. A number

of schismatic NPL locals also sent "unofficial observers.,,19

At the '-7STA convention, the '~SFL leadership proposed a joint

non-partisan program together with the Grange, NPL. and RPC and had

high hopes of getting rank and file approval. Instead. the radical

third partyists sabotaged Short's non-partisan policy and convinced

the WSFL delegates to endorse the FLP. Short and the WSFL. already

committed to the l~STA. had no choice but to go along despite their

distaste for the FLP, but the Grange, RPC, and NPL had no such ties

and walked out. Short's dream of a unified non-partisan campaign

was dead •.

The next day, in an effort to recoup something fron the

disaster, the two factions agreed to a hastily worked-out compromise:

the NPL and the eastern l-1ashington labor leaders, would enter the

Republican primaries in eastern Washington, while the WSTA, supported

by the WSFL's and Grange's Puget Sound locals, would organize their

third party in 'oles tern '~ashington. Then, in the general election.

the t-1STA would support the NPL's winning candidates and the ~PL would

support the FLP's nominees. The dream of a state-wide. proBressive

19The WSTA was the largest of the four organizations hoping to
cooperate politically. So far, its rnenbership was restricted to WSFL
members. 180 delegates from 23 counties attended, mainly from western
Washington. The ~PL was represented by one delegate fron each of 35
counties, mainly from eastern t~ashington. ~fost of its delegates were
grangers, but it also included some Spokane trade unionists. The RPC
was SiMply an extension of the Railroad Brotherhoods. Its strength
paralleled the NPL. The Committee of 48 was the smallest and least
important of the organizations. Its members came primarily from
Seattle.

Cravens, pp. 112-113; Pullen, p. 57; O'Connell, p. 161;
WSFL Procs., (192l), p. 5.
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coalition to capture the Republican primaries, however, was dead.

Divided, both groups suffered, b~t the NPL-RPC group in eastern

Washington suffered most. rts two top candidates for state office

refused to run on the grounds that they supported the FLP. Similarly,

many of the NPL's county organizations, and even its state executive

committee, endorsed the WSTA policy of backing the FLP.20

At the same time, Short's failure to control the WSFL's

political policies, for the second year in succession, tried the

patience of the AFL national leadership. They demanded an explana-

tion for his failure. In a letter to Gompers, soon after the conven-

tion, Short tried to excuse his behavior. He said that he had op-

posed the decision to put a third party in the field

•••with all the vigor at my command, but was voted dmm on the
question, due to the fact that the trade unionists, as usual,
were mostly at home, while all of the third partyists who could
worm their way in were on hand as delegates.

He explained that though he still believed that the non-partisan route

would have been more successful, he had reluctantly agreed to support

the FLP. The workers had spoken and "the dye (sic) t>las cast. II He had

taken the only route left open to the conservative leadership: to

20For more on the efforts to achieve compromise, see: ~
Procs., (1921), pp. 5-6.

The disagreement over political policies split the progressive
forces from stem to stern. The RPC and the Horkers NPL also voted to
stay in the Republican primaries. }fuch of the HSFL's strength in
eastern Washington also refused to go along with the decision of the
'''STA.

In the wake of the WSTA convention, the eastern groups
caucussed and drew up their own program and nominated Robert Bridges
for governor-and Elihus Bowles for Lt. Governor. They also adopted a
platform calling for the eiBht hour day, public o~mership of public
utilities, nationalization of telephone and telegraph companies, the
release of political prisoners, and non-partisan election laws.

WSFL Proes., (1921), pp. 5-7; Cravens, p. 117; O'Connell, p.
161; Pullen, pp. 57-58; ~ 19,23 July 1920. For more on the efforts
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unite with the third partyists as best they could and hope for the

best. Though he doubted they could win any state-wide races, he still

hoped that they might have a creditable showing and win a few legisla

tive and local races. 2l

On primary day, the FLP held its first state-wide convention.

After more than a month of organizinr" twenty-two county units, pri-

marily from western Washington, representing 40,000 dues-payers, pri-

marily from the HSFL, sent 153 delegates to the meeting. The Railroad

Brotherhoods, committed to non-partisanship, refused to take part.

The most active groups included the WSTA, the Committee of 48, certain

NPL units, and the \·lorkers' NPL. Despite their reluctance to engage

in third party tactics, the Short-Coates coalition from the WSTA

dominated the proceedings. They pushed through the unit rule which

ensured the nOMination of a balanced ticket. Robert Bridges and

Elihus Bowles, who had declined to run in the Republican primaries

for the ~PL, were selected as the FLP's candidates for governor and

It. governor, respectively.22

to establish a cooperative arrangement between pro- and anti-FLP forces,
see: Minutes, 22 July 1920, Box 60, HSFL Records; HSFL Procs., (1921),
pp. 6-7; Cravens, pp. 117-118; Pullen, pp. ~-58; ~ 31 July, 2 Aug. 1920.

2lShort to Gompers, 28 Sept. 1920, Box 35, WSFL Records.

22S.J. Smyth, like Bridges and Bm-lles a member of the :-lPL, won the
nomination as commissioner of public lands. James A. Duncan, of the
lo1STA; ~o1illiam lJollck, of the Gran~e; HOr.ler Bone, a former S)cialist; the
Rev. Sidney Strong, father of the radical journalist Anna Louise Strong;
and ~1rs. >linnie Ault, 'o1ife of the editor of the UR \-1On nOJ1linations as
candidates for conr.ress. C.J. France, of the Co;mittee of 48, won the
senatorial nomination and EII':ler Smith, the nJ~'l' s attorney, \010n the nomi
nation for attorney-general, but Inter withdrew to run for Lewis County
prosecutor.

Cravens, pp. 129-130; O'Connell, pp. 161-162; Seattle!=l 14
Sept. 1920.
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Then, after the convention chose its presidential electors, it

adopted a platform similar to that agreed upon in Yakima. It was also

in line with the National FLP's "declaration of principles." In ef-

feet, the FLP called for enactnent of a full range of progressive

legislation. 23

In the primaries the main surprise was Governor Hart's

unexpectedly narrow victory over Roland Hartley for the Republican

nomination and the weakness of the Democrats. The 19,612 votes

won by John A. Gellatly, the fifth place finisher in the Republican

gubernatorial primary, was ~reater than the combined total of all

four candidates in the Democratic gubernatorial primary, won by W.W.

Black, of Everett, with a mere 9,735 votes. The primary results made

it crystal clear that the general election contest would be between the

Republican and FLP candidates. 24

In Washington, the Republicans merely needed to avoid taking

strong positions to win. Their tactics worked to perfection. The

Republican campaign was based on frequent, but vague, references to

Hart's "record," slim as it "o1as. They emphasized reform of the

23The FLP's platform called for revision of the election laws to
enfranchise migratory workers, a constitutional amendment to allow amend
ing the state's constitution by the initiative, laws to encourage coop
eratives, home rule for first and second class cities, a "bone dry" pro
hioition law, tax exemptions for farm and home improvements under $400,
a ban on long-term harbor-area and tide-land leases, increased state
support for schools, especially for rural schools, more democratic con
trol of schools, "impartial and accurage teaching of civics. economics.
history, especially industrial and social history," bonuses for veterans,
mandatory reapportionment of the state's legislature, and proportional rep
resentation therein.

Cravens. p. 130; O'Connell. pp. 160.161. The Rand School of Soc-
ial Sciences, American Labor Yearbook, 1919-1920 (New York, 1920), pp. 438-4j9.

24cravens, p. 123; O'Connell, p. 162; UR 10 July 1920. For more
on the national politics in 1920, see: David-X. Shannon, America Be-
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bureaucracy, aid for rural areas, and attacks on the radicalism of the

FLP. The Republicans claimed that the FLP was being more help to the

I~M than either farmers or labor. They also attempted to use ethnic

divide and conquer tactics against the FLP.25

Robert Bridges and the FLP countered these charges by trying

to link the Republicans to "special monied interests," and accusing

them of trying to enslave workers and farmers through high railroad

tariffs, among other means. 26

The attacks on the FLP had a cumulative negative effect but

not so great as that caused by the division--or lack of enthusiasm for

the party--within the ranks of labor. Short, for example, though

p1edr[:d to support the FLP and its candidates, believed that only

Bridges had a real chance of success. In his view, the rest of the

FLP ticket had no real chance to win. Gompers refused to have any-

thing to do with the FLP campaign and would not endorse any of its

candidates, even those supported by the lolSFL. He argued that it ,.,ould

be considered an endorsement of the FLP tickets in other states and

that it might jeopardize the AFL's traditional non-partisanship. He

complained that it would take away votes from pro-labor candidates in

the major parties. Heanwhi1e, in the Republican race, Roland H.

Hartley, the defeated gubernatorial candidate, endorsed Hart. 27

The most difficult problem the FLP faced, however, was that

tween the Wars: 1919-1941, (Boston: Houehton ~ifflin Co., 1965), pp.
14-15,31-32; Cole, pp. 26-27.

25Pu11cn, pp. 65-68; Cravens, pp. 121-132.
26I bid.
27Short to Gompers, 28 Sept. 1920, Box 35; Compers to Short,

6 Oct. 1920, Box 3-12, WSFL Records; Gunns, p. 58.
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presented by the anti-Japanese issue. This issue, in various forms,

was prominent in all the Pacific Coast states. An anti-Japanese

initiative, to ban aliens ineligible for United States citizenship from

purchasing land, or even acting as guardians for their American-born

children, had narrowly failed to qualify for the 1920 ballot. t~en

W.t~. Black, the Democratic gubernatorial candidate accused Bridges of

havin~ leased some of his lands to two Japanese farmers, the FLP was

placed in a difficult moral and political situation. Due to the

onset of the economic recession anti-Japanese feeling was particularly

strong among workingmen fearful of low-wage Japanese competition. At

the same time many small farmers were also opposed to leasing or sell

ing J:tnd to Japanese truck farmers since this under-cut already low

agricultural prices. Similarly, many pro-soviet radicals had become

very anti-Japanese as a result of Japanese attempts to exploit the

Russian revolution by extendin~ their influence in Siberia. 28

The problem for the FLP arose from the fact that it had a

racial equality "principle" in its platform. The prudent position

would have been to avoid taking a strong public stand on this issue.

Yet when the Democrats did bring it in to the open, Bridges and the

FLP courageously met it head on. Bridges came out against discrimina

tion and alien exclusion laws. Brave as this was, it probably cost

the FLP its last, slim, chances for victory in the election. It split

the remaining forces in the FLP still further. One FLP state commit

teeman even refused to continue to support Bridges. It also provided

280 'conncll, pp. 163-165; UR 7 Oct. 1920; Times 7,11,24 Oct. 1920.
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welcome grist for the anti-FLP press. The Seattle Times took to re-

ferring to the FLP as the "Japanese Labor Party," suggesting that

Bridges should be expelled from the FLP for favoring "throwing open

America's gates to hordes of immigrants from Asia.,,29

The FLP forces, however. did not conduct a real education

campaign on the issue. It made few attempts to justify its policy,

morally justifiable though it was. Instead, the FLP tried to point

out that leaders of other parties had done just as bad or ''lorse. The

pro-Bridges Seattle~, for instance. charged that Black had leased

hotel property to several Japanese. Bridges also explained that he

had leased his land to the Japanese strictly as a wartime food

production measure. At the same time, he argued. no race should suffer

discrimination merely because it was industrious. 3D

The most serious consequence of the anti-Japanese uproar was

that it upset the FLP's grand strategy of ignoring the Decocrats and

attacking the Republicans. It forced the FLP to devote its precious

resources unproductively, attacking a party which could not win. The

Republicans, of course, were not slow to take advantage of the situa-

tion. The Republican state central committee ran advertisements in

the ~ quoting Bridges' opposition to JapRnese exclusion and charged

that he favored leasing land to Japanese and supported unrestricted

immigration. 31

The FLP attempted, sporadicRlly, to focus on the Republicans,

but were unsuccessful. Such attempts did not succeed. On 27 October,

29 Ibid•
30UR 18 Oct. 1920; Pullen, pp. 67-68.
3lO'Conne11, pp. 164-165; ~ 30 Oct. 1920; Pullen, pp. 65-67.
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when Parley P. Christiensen, the National FLP's presidential candidate,

arrived in Seattle to campaign, the reporters who confronted him were

priDari1y interested in his position on immiRration restriction. In

self-defense Christiensen was forced to reveal that ~ational FLP policy

endorsed even stricter immigration laws. 32

The election results confiI'T:led labor's worst fears. Hart

carried the five urban counties, to1here the FLP to1aS strongest, by 50.6

per cent of the vote. Bridges and Black trailed with 32.7 per cent

and 16.2 per cent, respectively. In eastern Hashington, especially in

the wheat producing regions, Hart won by an even greater margin. Only

in the western Washington lumber counties did Bridges get mote support

than Hart. He also had greater support among the less prosperous

small farmers, loyal to \lilliam Bouck. The prosperous wheat farmers,

who supported Hart, distrusted the agricultural radicalism of Bouck and

the NPL. They feared the immigrant, working-class groups which sup-

ported the FLP. Black's support carne primarily from urban, immigrant,

and Catholic voters, who could not support the FLP's stand in favor

of prohibition. 33

320 'Conne11, pp. 162-166; Pullen, pp. 67-68; ~ 1,2,5,16,26-30
Oct. 1920; Ti~es 27 Oct. 1920; !:I 29 Oct. 1920.

33In addition, the FLP had to deal with the fact that'labor
voters were extrene1y hard to mobilize. Earlier in the year, for ex
ample, Secretary ~cConnel1 of the Spokane Brick and Clay Workers Union
Local No. 305. explained part of the problem. In a letter to Short he
explained that he could not organize a non-partisan political campaign
comr.1ittee "on account of our local being most all foreigners and they
don't seem to understand. I am getting class in citizenship started,
it may help some."

Beyond the fact that many immigrants, anti-Japanese groups,
Catholics, wets, and non-partisans, refused to support the FLP, the
party also faced the problem of official discrimination. Certain legal
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Following the election, the FLP were apprehensive. Though

they had succeeded in replacing the Democrats as the major opposition

party in the state, they had failed to win many elections. All their

state-wide office-seekers had lost. FLP candidates had won only two

House seats and one Senate seat in the legislature. Hben the editor

of the Literarv Diraest asked ~ editor Harry Ault to comment on state-

ments from the Republican leadership attacking Samuel Gompers, Ault

replied:

The recent statement of Johnathan (sic) Bourne of the repub
lican publicity headquarters anent the quote autocracy quote of
Gompers ••• if it at all expresses the attitudes of the managers of
the••• party, means, ••• (there will be a) policy of repression and
suppression of all ideas in conflict with those of the ruling
class (;) then indeed the election has been a blow from ~o1hich labor
,.:1.11 find it hard to recover•

••• all thought of securing remedial action through either of
the old parties must be given up and a new party, the nucleus of
which has already developed in the Farmer-Labor party, take its
place as the champion and representative of the producers.

Ironically, in view of Gornpers' stand against the FLP, Ault believed

that labor should renew its efforts to build up the FLP despite its

failures in 1920. The WSFL conservatives. on the other hand, who had

been dragged into the FLP against their wills. and the radicals. who

had successfully sabotaged efforts to compromise on a non-partisan

obstacles prevented registration of potential FLP voters. Until the
~ protested, for example, voter registration offices in Seattle only
opened from 8 o'clock in the morning until 5 o'clock in the afternoon.
By the time many urban workers got off the job, the office was closed.
Another such regulation required the children of naturalized citizens
to present their parents' citizenship papers when they registered.
The UR protested this, but to no avail.

-- Pullen, pp. 69-71; ~ 5,6 Nov. 1920; McConnell to Short. 11
June 1920, Box 3-12, WSFL Records; Johansen. pp. 614.617,622,623.494.
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34policy, had different ideas.

340 'Conne11, p. 170; Ault to 1. 7 Nov. 1920. Ault Papers,
University of Washington Library; Cole. p. 40.



Chapter 7:

The Radical Coup d'Etat

The Labor-Capitalist Controversy, 1921

In 1921 the economic downturn acce11erated. Production and

export of wheat dropped sharply. Coal production fell from 3,757

thousand tons to 2,422 thousand tons. The value added by manufactur-

10g fell sharply. In particular the food industries suffered a

sharp reduction in their share of the value added by manufacture.

In w(',l3tern l-lashington department store sales fell by 13. 79 per cent.

The shut-dolYn of the shipbuilding industry ~emoved much of the region's

purchasing power. As a result, consumer prices began to decline from

their 1920 peaks. The Seattle consumer price index fell 16.5 per

cent. l

The workingman bore a large part of the burden of the reces-

sion. The labor force did not grow so rapidly as in 1920, increasing

only 1.03 per cent to 584,000, but total employment in the state fell

sharply by 9.12 per cent to 518,000. Although employment had been

falling since 1918 this was the sharpest drop yet. Unemployment in-

creased by 758.44 per cent to 66,100 or 11.31 per cent of the labor

force. (Table No.1) Between 1918 and 1921, the total number of

production workers employed in manufacturing industries in Washington

1Johansen, pp. 488-489,626-628; "Indexes of Business Activity,"
pp. 108-111.
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fell from approximately 130,000 to approximately 75,000. 2

The labor movement declined even more than the economy at

large. ~Iembership in 'o1SFL unions fell from 55,257 in June 1920 to

39,910 in June 1921, a decline of 27.77 per cent. The 'olSFL's per cent

of the labor force fell to 6.83. (Table No.2) The number of WSFL

affiliates fell from 334 to 284, a decline of 14.97 per cent. 3

The SCLC, similarly, faced retrenchment. Total paid-up member-

ship declined by 27.67 per cent to 15,335, the 1917 level. The Mari-

time Trades lost almost half their membership. The ~etal Trades lost

nearly 1,000 members. The hardest hit, however, were the Building

Trades Section unions, which lost more than 3,000 members. All of the

other trade sections lost members. (Table No.3)

The recession, the rise in unemployment, and the decline in

union membership changed the balance of forces in the Seattle labor

movement. l~ile the total number of SCLC affiliates fell by 5.64 per

cent to 117, the total number of SCLC affiliates also affiliated with

the 'olSFL fell by 12.12 per cent to 58. Despite the decline in member-

ship in radical unions, especially those in the }mritime and Metal

Trades sections, their relative political importance actually increased.

This was to have a dram~tic impact on the internal struggle for con

trol of the SCLC. 4

After the failure of their efforts to take over the labor move-

ment, in 1919 and 1920, the radicals were in an awkward position. They

2Johansen, p. 627.
3WSFL.Procs •• (1921), p. 40.
4Ibid., p. 40; Membership and Per Capita Tax Records, 1907

1957, Box II, KCCLC Records.
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needed to evict the labor conservatives from their positions of influ

ence in the SCLC quickly, before any further erosion of their support

occurred. Also, they would need the support of at least some of the

AFL loyalists to do so. In other words., they needed a cause which

would isolate the labor conservatives and split the AFL loyalists.

As luck would have it, such a cause 'o1as easily at hand: the "labor

capitalist enterprises."

The question of operating and managing the SCLC's labor-owned

firms had long been a bone of contention between Left and Right in the

SCLC. As far back as 1902 and 1903, the question of the management

of the UR had led to turmoil in the council. Since then, the SCLC

had acquired a number of other such firms, including the Trade Union

Savings & Loan Association, and the }{utua1 Laundry, among others.

These firms were being run by SCLC-appointees, supposedly in the in

terests of the labor movement. The Left, including many AFL loyalists,

however, accused many of the managers of being "labor-capitalists,"

of using the SCLC's endorsement to squeeze profits for themselves out

of gullible workers who thought that by patronizing such firms they

were helping other workers. The most prominent of these labor-capital

ists were E.B. Ault, managing editor of the~, George p. Listman, of

the Trade Union Savings & Loan, and Frank Rust, of the Mutual Laundry,

but many other prominent labor conservatives also had investments in

labor enterprises. Indeed, several of the most prominent were in

volved in half a dozen or more different concerns in one capacity or

another. 5

5Cravens, p. 145; Earl Shinnnons to E.B. Ault, 90 page memo,
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Of all the labor-capitalists. Ault ,~as the most important.

He held the key ideological-propaganda position in the SCLC. So long

as Ault remained as managing editor of the £!' the labor-capitalists

were safe. This irritated the Left. Ault had once been a member of

a socialistic commune, had helped Titus publish The Socialist, and

been an important member of the labor Red faction in the SCLC. Since

the war, however, he had become more conservative. He had sunk much

of his own money into the £! to convert it into a daily operation and

was indebted to many of the other labor-capitalists who supported the

paper as members of its board of control. He. himself. served on the

boards of their other enterprises. Thus. Ault had tried to mediate

between the extremists in the interests of preserving the unity of the

labor movement. Only thus could the £! remain viable. 6

Ault had antagonized the radicals who wanted the SCLC to en-

dorse a socialist or communist party. to form a third party of its

own, or to reform itself along industrial lines. The great expense

of the UR worried the SCLC leadership, who wondered where all the money

was going. And the conservatives. who had never fully forgiven Ault

for endorsing the general strike and the FLP. did not trust him. He

thus served as a convenient target of opportunity for the Left. 7

In June 1920 the SCLC had voted to authorize an inves'tigation

of possible conflicts of interest in the labor-owned firms. In July

it had approved a five-man committee, consisting of L.W. Buck. Phil

Pearl. M.J. Kennedy. F.W. Clifford, and lvilliam Mc~ally. to conduct

1924. pp. 45-46. Ault Papers.

6Ibid •
7Ibid.
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the investigation. All five had long been deeply involved in radical

politics and McNally had long been one of Ault's loudest critics on

the ~'s staff. lIe continually opposed Ault's moderating influence.

Due to the pending election campaign, however, the investigation was

delayed. 8

After the elections, the radicals, led by Phil Pearl of Seattle

Barbers Union Local No. 195, renewed their examination of the labor-

owned firms and their inter-locking directorates. Their first move

was to convince the SCLC to create a three-man Labor Legal Bureau De-

partment, ostensibly to help defend the SCLC from external attack.

In December 1920, the SCLC approved the plan. In addition to Pearl,

the LLBD's executive committee consisted of two other radicals, Paul K.

Hohr and lo1illiam McNally, and a token AFL loyalist, Jean Stovel. The

first two were to play significant roles in the coming controversy.9

The investigating committee's first action was to hire Mark

Litchman and George Vandeveer, two crusading Left-wing labor lawyers,

to represent the committee. Vandeveer, who had earlier advised dis-

gruntled stockholders in labor-owned firms who had found that their

shares were not negotiable, was assigned to conduct the preliminary

investigation into the labor-capitalist issue. He soon proved to the

committee's satisfaction that their suspicions were justified. He and

Litchman then took over tactical direction of the radical forces in

the SCLC. lO

8cravens. p. 145; O'Connell, pp. 182-184; Minutes, 14,21 July
1920, Box 8, KeCLC Records.

9Minutes, 15,22 Dec. 1920, Box 8, KCCLC Records; O'Connell, p.
198.

10Cravens, p. 145.
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At the same time, labor conservatives also began to attack Ault

and the ~ for their excessive radicalism. The Northwest Painters

Conference, for example, approved a resolution which accused the ~ of

acceptin~ advertisements from non-union firms. \~at was worse, how-

ever, ,..ras that its reporters wrote "for sensation rather than for the

best interests of the paper and the local labor movement in launching

attacks on people who Labor must deal (with) during their term of

office." The painters also complained that radicals on the UR's staff

altered articles submitted by conservatives to "suit the fancy of some

of the employees of the lrnION RECORD."ll

The conservatives never had the time or energy to take on the

labor-cap~talists. ~~ile the radicals were single-mindedly establish-

ing their case against the labor-capitalists, the SCLC's leadership,

together with the WSFL's officers, were distracted by a number of

critically important events. In addition to the immediate economic

crisis, the conservatives faced a herculean task in protecting the

labor movement against the Republican-dominated 1921 session of the

legislature. Afterwards, Short termed the session:

••• one of the most reactionary and anti-labor sessions that has
occurred in our state for many, many years, and we have been totally
unable to secure any consideration at its hands for any of the labor
legislation introduced there, and have been forced to fight every
inch of the way to prevent their taking away from labor many of the
gains made in a legislative way durinp, the last ten years. (We)
failed to get acceptance (of a) Federal Vocational Rehabilitation
Act for industrial cripples.

In addition the legislature gave:

••• no serious consideration for tolorkmen' s Compensation award in
creases or amend~ents to the law. Every labor bill of any char
acter was either immediately buried in committee or indefinitely

110'Connell, pp. 184-185; Resolution, 28 Feb. 1921, Ault Papers.
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postponed. In fact it was with the most extreme difficulty that
we even secured a hearing before the proper committee on our
bills.

The prospect for remedial legislation was so had that when a repre-

sentative of the Federal Department of Vocational Rehabilitation

visited Olympia during the session to examine the situation first

hand, Short reported that he "simply threw up his hands and said:

'No Use,' and left the state.,,12

At the same time, the WSFL was embroiled in the throes of an

internal election campaign. The 1920 convention had approved a number

of referenda, amending the constitution, which were designed to limit

the influence of radicals at future conventions. The campaign to

pass these measures took much time and effort. 13

l2Minutes, 2 Feb. 1921, Box 8, KCCLC Records; Short to John B.
Andrews, 9 March 1921, Box 35, WSFL Records; Pullen, p. 95; Tripp, pp.
239-240.

For more on the legislative session, which also approved the
governor's Administrative Code Commission bill, thus creating the State
Department of Labor and Industries, and for information on the WSFL's
long, unsuccessful effort to get the courts to declare the Act uncon
stitutional, see: ~'[SFL Procs., (1920), pp. 29-30; Tripp, pp. 239-244;
Pullen, pp. 94-95,98-99,103-104; UR 15-17 Jan. 1921; Minutes, 10 May,
7 Nov. 1920, Box 60, WSFL Records;:State ex reI Short v. Hinke1y, 116
Wash. 6 (1921); State ex reI Brislat·m v. }feath, 84 \-lash. 304 (1915);
State ex reI Robinson v. Reeves, 17 Wash. (2d) 210 (1943).

13The most important of the referenda provided for the election
of WSFL officers by referendum, rather than at the conventions. Another
provided for the recall of WSFL officers. A third provided a method of
filling vacancies on the executive board. A fourth changed the method
of paying per capita taxes. A fifth provided for the creation of de
partmental councils similar to the SCLC's trade sections. These had just
recently been authorized by the lrrL. Finally, a sixth referendum, provid
ing for the consolidation of the offices of president and secretary!
treasurer, had been added to the ballot, early in 1921, This measure was
desi~ed both to save money and to eliminate a traditionally Left-winR pos
ition on the executive board. By the 1921 convention all the referenda had
been overwhelmingly approved despite Sec. L.W. Buck's desperate efforts to
save his job by invalidating the referenda.

For more on the campaign, see: WSFL Procs., (1920), pp. 85-
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In the fall of 1920, while the SCLC's radicals were organizing

mass demonstrations to protest risin~ unemployment and the Wilson ad-

ministration's obdurate refusal to release political prisoners, or to

recognize and establish trade relations with the Soviet Union, the

SCLC's investigating committee began to focus on the management of the

~ which, of all the labor-capitalist enterprises, appealed to them

as the most vulnerable.

The investigation divided the ~'s staff, already beset by

political and financial conflicts, into pro- and anti-Au1t factions.

One group of workers. in the circulation and editorial departments,

whom Ault had had to reprimand for incompetence and over-zealous

propagandizing during the election campaign, saw this as an opportunity

to get back at Ault. l~en Ault dismissed several newsboys, they ap-

pealed to their union, to the Printing Trades Council, and to the SCLC.

They lodged counter-charges that Ault refused to address legitimate

employee grievances. 14

Another group of radical staff members, who opposed Ault's

moderating influence on the~, also joined the attack. Both groups

funnelled anti-Ault information to the investigating committee. This

produced a wave of fear and distrust amon~ the staff members. Bill

87,96,100,103,111; (1921), pp. 11-12,40-42; (1922), p. 16; Minutes,
26 June, 1920; 6 March, 27 April, 15 July 1921, Box 60; Short to W.T.
Morris, 25 April 1922; Short to F. Morrison, 4 Aug. 1921; Short to John
J. Manning, 8 Oct. 1921, Box 35, \~SFL Records; ~ 15 April 1921.

l4Minutes, 5,12,19 Jan. 1920; 19,26 Jan. 1921, Box 8, KCCLC
Records; O'Connell, pp. 181-182; Ault to Joe Corbett, n.d.; Corbett
to Ault, n.d., Ault Papers; Litchman to Reb Slater, 25 June 1921,
Litchman Papers, University of Washington Library; t~il1iam McNally to
Ault, 17 Jan. 1921; Employees of Circulation Department to Ault, 23
Jan. 1921, Ault Papers; SCLC, In the ~~tter of the Seattle Union Record,
(Seattle, 1921).
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Swenson, a conservative staffer, suspected that Joe Havel, the ~'s

accountant, was the prime conduit for unfavorable information about

the paper. In a letter to Ault he charged that Havel:

•••was part of the cabal that has Pearl for its floor· leader
and whose purpose it is to get you out of the Record ••• (Havel)
is one fellow I would have banked on with my life. However
in these days of intrigue one can't trust anyone it seems.l~

Ault and the other labor-capitalists, of course, were not en-

tirely innocent of the charges against them. Some had been guilty of

making profits at the expense of the labor movement. Ault's main

crime, however, was not self-aggrandizement. He had not, like some of

the other labor-capitalists, feathered his own nest, or used the SCLC's

endorsement to solicit funds from union members to finance risky under-

takings. Instead, Ault had been too optimistic and extravagant. In

1918, when the ~ became a daily, labor's future looked bright: mem-

bership was climbing rapidly and all the trends looked good. As late

as mid-1920, the labor movement appeared in good financial shape.

Ault had gambled that it would continue to fare well and purchased a

second press, moved to a new, larger location, and hired more workers.

When the economic collapse came, he failed to cut back quickly enough.

As union membership fell, and as more and more locals went out of

business, sales declined. Since, even in good times, the ~ relied

upon the trade unions to make up its operating deficit by contributing

a percentage of their revenues, this had a catastrophic effect on the

resources of the paper. On top of the open shop campaign, this placed

the ~ in desperate shape. The refusal of the big department stores

lSO'Connell, p. 184; A.W. Swenson to Ault, S Feb. 1921, Ault
Papers.
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to advertize in the ~ hurt. The UR had also suffered an estimated

cash loss of $25,000 when its plant was seized following the Centralia

massacre and in subsequent court actions. The combination of these

factors led many ordinarily loyal AFL trade unionists. to suspect

that the radicals' charges had some element of truth, as indeed they

did. If Ault expected the trade unionists to make up his losses with-

out a close inspection of his financial affairs, he was mistaken.

They would demand an exact accounting. 16

On 2 February 1921, the investigating committee made its pre-

liminary report to the SCLC. It was highly critical of the UR's

management, but it also aimed at much wider tar~ets. Its main recom-

mendation.was that all of the paper's employees work full-time and

not use time paid by the ~ to further their private business, whether

labor-endorsed or not. This struck directly at the labor conservatives

who made up the interlocking directorates of the labor-owned firms.

It revealed, for the first time, that if the radicals succeeded in

destroying Ault, they would soon thereafter begin on the other 1abor-

capitalists.

The committee's other recommendations were similarly motivated.

It recommended the establish~ent of monthly departmental meetings of

the L~'s staff to consider employee suggestions and provide for an

appeal mechanism if the manager did not respond. Not only would this

have provided radical staff members with regular opportunities to

l6Sister Maria Veronica (M.J. O'Connell), "The Seattle Union
Record," (Research Report: University of '~ashington School of Communi
cations, 1963), pp. 7,10-12; George W. Ficks, et al., "Report to the
Officers and Members of Typographical Union No. 202 by the Committee
Appointed to Investigate the Control and Management of the Seattle
Union ~ecord," Ault Papers; O'Connell, pp. 244-246.
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vilify the responsible officers, it would have provided them with a

constant supply of charges with which to attack Ault in the SCLC.

To the conservatives and the labor-capitalists, this looked suspicious-

1y like the "Soviet" form of government. Then, in yet another slap

at Ault and the labor-capitalists, the cow~ittee recommended that no

one working in labor-owned firms should be allowed to get a majority

of his income from profits, rents, interest, or dividends. In other

words, everyone in these firms should be wage-workers. This provi-

sion was designed to prevent labor conservatives from directing labor

owned firms. 17

Suddenly recognizing the potential danger to their own posi-

tions, the labor conservatives, led by the labor-capitalists, rallied

their forces. Uniting behind Ault, they organized to fight off the

radical challenge. Although the conservatives still did not approve

Ault's own radical rhetoric, they supported him in this case because

"the enemy of my enemy is my friend."lB

With the support of the conservatives, Ault lashed back at

his antagonists. He would not give up his beloved paper without a

hard fight. Gradually, over a period of a month and a half, he drove

the radicals on to the defensive. He fired several of the more radi-

cal .!!! staffers who opposed his policies and succeeded in getting

several radical SCLC delegates recalled by their locals. Slowly, the

17p•J • Pearl and F.B. Clifford, "Partial Report to the SCLC,"
2 Feb. 1921, Box 7, KCCLC Records.

18WSFL Procs., (1919), p. 22; lfinutes, 6 11arch 1921, Box 60,
WSFL Records; Winslow, pp. 102-103; Anna Louise Strong, I Change
Worlds, (New York: The Garden City Publishing Co., 1937), p. 87.
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votes in the SCLC on the conduct of the investigation began to go his

way. Then. on 16 ~mrch. Au1t's defenses showed signs of crumbling.

The radicals. with the support of many concerned AFL loyalists. con-

vinced the SCLC to discuss the investigating committee's final re-

port in open session. This was a great blow to Ault and the labor-

capitalists. They would have to defend their complex and often un

profitable business ventures in public. 19

A major reason for the success of the radicals' early

maneuvers was the inaction of the llSFL. No sooner had the legis la-

ture adjourned and the referenda campaign been completed than a whole

new series of woes arose. On 16 March. United ~ane Workers District

No. 10 initiated a strike against all of the state's coal operators.

This strike. idling more than 2.000 miners. involved nearly ten per

cent of the WSFL's total membership. The miners. who had long been,
the strongest. most loyal. least radical industrial union in the AFL.

claimed the bulk of the WSFL's attentions.

The miners were forced to strike when the operators refused

to live up to a national agreement negotiated through the National

Bituminous Coal Commission and accepted by the m~l's national 1eader-

ship and by the larRest coal producers in the east. Despite efforts

to arbitrate the dispute. and despite determined llSFL efforts to aid

the strikers. only a few mmll coal operators in Washington agreed to

19The three employees Ault fired were: A.B. Callahan. an old
SPW red. who had worked on Dr. Titus' old paper; Floyd Kaylor. the city
editor; and Jake Lighter, a mechanical department employee. The two
recalled newswriters delegates were: Callahan and Barbara McLoney.

O'Connell. pp. 54-55.187; Minutes. 16 ~mrch 1921. Box 8.
KCCLC Records.
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settle. The larger operators continued to produce coal with imported

strikebreakers, or simply closed down. Considering the low price of

coal and the growing competition from imported petroleum products,

many of the mines would probably have shut down even without a strike.

The only way many of them could stay in operation was if they managed

to reduce labor costs.

The strike was long and bitter. Workers from allover the

state made generous contributions of time, effort, and scarce re

sources to help the strikers and their families keep up the fight.

They collected food and clothing. They held rallies. The WSFL

carried the strikers on the membership statistics even though they

could not afford to pay their per capita taxes. In the end, it was

all in vain. After two hard years on the picket lines, the miners

were forced to return to work on the operators' terms. In many cases

the locals, themselves, had ceased to exist. Those which survived

lost their contracts, saw their working conditions erode, and were

forced to accept unilateral wage reductions. Soon intramural rival

ries arose which further decimated the union as various factions sought

to escape the blame for the defeat. The miners' bitterness was in

creased by the partiality of the courts, which favored the operators.

The operators especially benefited from a state supreme court ruling

that the Anti-Injunction Act, which Short and the labor lobby had won

in 1919, had in no way altered the common law governing trade unions.

In effect, this ruling upheld the court's previous decision. in the St.

Germaine case (1917). which banned virtually all picketing. The

court's action was also consistent with that of the United States
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Supreme Court in American Steel Foundries v. Tri-City Trades Council,

which practically negated the impact of the Clayton Anti-Trust Act.

As a result of this confluence of factors, District No. 10 collapsed

and did not begin to revive until the 1930's.20

The mine strike was not the only labor dispute which distracted

the WSFL from protecting its interests in the SCLC. Shortly after the

mine strike began on 18 April, the Pacific Coast Seamen's Union struck

in response to the ship owners' unilateral decision to cut wages. The

ship owners imported strikebreakers--"scabs"--main1y unemployed Blacks.

Again, the courts prevented picketinp,. By 6 June, the strike had been

broken. In place of the union, the employers instituted their own

hirit~3 halls and the open shop. The seamen, like the miners, did not

recover until the 1930's.21

Then, on 1 May, the International Typographical Union began a

20For more on the strike, its origins, its consequences, and its
national ramifications, see: Philip Taft, Ornanized Labor in American
History, (~ew York, 1964), pp. 315,349-350; John D. Hicks, The Republican
Ascendency, 1921-1923, (New York: Harper & Row, 1963), p. 69; "Indexes
of Business Activity," PP. 108 - 111; Tripp, p. 247; WSFL Procs.,
(1920), Executive Council's Report, pp. 10-11; (1921), p. 11; (1922),
pp. 5-6,77-78; (1923), pp. 18-19; (1924), pp. 12,26-27; (1926), p. 68;
Official Yearbook of Or~anized Lahor, State of lo1ashinBton, 1930,
(Seattle: Washington State Labor News, 1925-1944), pp. 33,38; UR 1-30
Jan., 30 Aug. 1920; Pacific Coal Co. v. District 10 U.H.H., l22Wash.
423 (1922); United ~ine 'yorkers v. Coronado Coal Co., 259 U.S. 344
(1922); Coronado Coal Co. v. United Uine Harkers, 268 U.S. 295 (1925);
Minutes, 14 Aug. 1919, 5 }~rch 1921, Box 60; Resolution ?, 14 May 1921,
Box 34-1, WSTI~ Records; See also: Boxes: 8-7,8-11,8-13,8-14,8-32;
9-3,9-20;12-18;17-12,17-13,17-32;23-6;34-8;35;36-19, lo1SFL Records;
Minutes, 29 Oct., 5 Nov. 1919; 21,28 Sept., 5,12,19,26 Oct., 16,23 Nov.,
7 Dec. 1921; 15 Feb. 1922; 6 June 1923, Box 8, KCCLC Records.

21J. S. Jackson, "The Colored :·larine EMployees Benevolent Associ
ation of the Pacific, 1921-1934; or, Implications of Vertical ~IDbi1ity

for Negro Stewards in Seattle," (M.A. Thesis: University of Washington,
1939), pp. 20--; ~ 1 ~lay-6 June 1921; ~ 1 May-6 June 1921.
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nationwide strike for the forty-four hour week. Several Seattle

plants were among those struck, including those of the Pacific Type

setting Co. In response, the company sued Philo Howard, president of

the ITU, and the officers of the Seattle Typographical Union Local

No. 202. The company argued that the local should not have struck its

plants since it had a valid contract with the union which did not

specify the forty-four hour week. It asked the court to award it

$20,000 in damages. The lower court, which was not controlled by the

employers, ruled in favor of the union, on the grounds that the ITU

should not have been made a party to the suit, since it did not have

a valid contract with the company. Thus, the strike continued but,

like the other strikes, ended badly for the union. The men ultimately

returned to work on an open shop basis. Later, on 5 June 1923, the

state Supreme Court overruled the lower court's decision and ordered

the case retried. This time Local No. 202 was found guilty and fined

$500 in damages for violating its contract. 22

The inability of the lolSFL to focus on the labor-capitalist

controversy gave added importance to the SCLC's moderate "swing"

group, who remained loyal to the Aft. They wanted the ~ to promote

radical causes and the l~SFL to support a third party and· they were con

cerned about the financial condition of the UR and the other 1abor

capitalist enterprises. It soon became clear that, as in the past,

the key figure in the SCLC--the man who held the balance of power--was

James Duncan. The radicals hoped that he and his followers would side

22WSFL Procs., (1923), pp. 46-48; (1924), p. 7.
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with them as he had done in previous disputes such as the Mooney strike

and FLP campaign. Unfortunately for them, they had forgotten Duncan's

unwavering loyalty to the AFL. He had been the deciding factor in

getting the SCLC to back do,~ in the OBU referendum. While he agreed

with the radicals on many ideological points, he treasured the unity

of the labor movement. So long as there was no conflict between these

purposes, he and the moderates were willing to work with the radicals.

When these purposes conflicted, he invariably broke with the radicals

and endorsed the AFL position.

The critical moment in the labor-capitalist controversy oc
C~eJ

curred when the radicals came to Duncan for his support and/refused

them. From this point onward, they could not win. Rather than

accept defeat, however, they decided to appeal to the rank and file.

With their hopes of gaining control of the ~ stifled, they had no

alternative if they wished to continue the battle. Without Duncan's

support, however, it was a futile exercise. Though they succeeded in

/ convincing Machinists Union Local ~o. 79 to recall Duncan as their

SCLC delegate, the conservative Auto }~chinists Union Local No. 289

soon granted him new credentials. Duncan never missed a single SCLC

session. 23

With victory already in the wind, the WSFL then joined the

battle on Ault's behalf. Despite his ideological disagreements with

23The radicals, in a desperate effort to publicize their side of
the story published a leaflet entitled In the Hatter of the Union
Record, which probably reached relatively few readers. A copy of the
leaflet is in the Ault Papers with a marginal note: "8 lies in 17
statements."

O'Connell, pp. 188-189,192,207; Cravens, pp. 146-148; Minutes,
23 Feb., 18 !·1arch 1921, Box 8, KCCLC Records; Reb Slater to Mark
Litchman, 22 March 1921, Litchman Papers; ]! 17 }mrch 1921.
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both Ault and Duncan, Short helped them round up support among Provision

Trades and Building Trades section delegates. He had become increasing-

1y active in the controversy as soon as he realized that he might be

personally vulnerable. In a crucial ~scalcu1ation, the radicals had

charged that Short was among those who had "suspicious" interests in

a $15 million labor bank. By late March, Ault and his new-found

allies were nearing complete success. More and more unions recalled

their "Leftist" SCLC delegates and elected pro-Ault, conservatives

and moderates in their place.

As the radicals' position deteriorated, Ault's counter-charges

against them grew more extreme. He swore that he would publish the

~ privately if they succeeded in convincing the SCLC to withdraw its

support. Meanwhile, the unity of the radicals began to fray. Some

of them appear to have lacked the "killer instinct." Phil Pearl, for

example, sought to rebuild the facade of labor unity when it became

obvious that his side could not win. He urged the radicals to avoid

personal attacks on Ault and even tried to reach an agreement with

Ault to "wash dirty linen in private." It was, hOlo1ever, too late for

reconciliation. Ault would hear none of it. 24

The SCLC's public sessions on the labor-capitalist controversy

seethed with bitterness during this period. Sometimes the participants

could not restrain themselves. On 23 ~mrch, for example, William p.

Dyer, circulation manager of the ~ and Ault's ally, nearly got into a

fist fight with t-lilliam HcNa1ly of the investigating committee, lo1hile

they were both on the floor of the council. They had to he separated

240 'Conne1l, pp. 189-190,192; Shimmons to Ault, 90 page memo,
1924, Ault Papers, pp. 49,52; Litchman to Slater and Brewster, 22 Harch
192·1, Litchman Papers; Minutes, 21 March 1921, Box 8, KCCLC Records.
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forcib1y.25

On 24 March, when the SCLC renewed its consideration of the in-

vestigating committee's report, the council was in even greater tur-

moil. This time the committee introduced its final, complete report.

Essentially, it repeated the criticisms offered in the preliminary re-

port and expanded upon the solutions also offered therein. Following

the reading of the report, the SCLC debated whether to accept it.

Bill Swenson, who defended the ~'s management, and Phil Pearl, who

spoke for the investigating committee, led the debate. Surprisingly,

the radicals won the day.

In the debate, Pearl tried to argue that the SCLC's businesses

were making profits from unsuspecting workers. He also criticized the

inefficiency and mismanagement of the ~'s plant and operations. This

brought shouts of "Liar" and "Lie" from Au1t and Charles tol. Doyle,

the SCLC's business agent and a conservative leader. Their supporters

in the galleries joined in the uproar, but they were dro'~ed out by

the radicals and I~n~'s who outnumbered them there. Joe Havel, the

radical delegate from the Office Employees Union, also made a lengthy

speech against the ~'s management. Finally, amidst general confusion

and disorder, the SCLC voted to adopt the committee's report by a vote

of 100 to 94, with 153 not voting. The absence of many moderate dele

gates helped wreck Au1t's plans. 26

250'Connel1, p. 190; In the ~!atter of the Union Record.
26As a result of his speech the office employees recalled Havel

and their other radical delegate, William HcNally.
Minutes. 24,30 March 1921, Box 8, KCCLC Records; O'Connell,

pp. 190-191; Cravens. pp. 147-148; Mark Litchman to Eugene Belmont,
27 May 1921, Litchman Papers.
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The radicals' success getting approval for their final report,

with only a few insignificant amendments, was real but short-lived.

Short, Duncan, and their conservative and moderate allies continued to

work behind the scenes. SCLC President Jack Mundy and Business Agent

c.w. Doyle proved especially helpful. While Ault and Short tried to

build up support for the labor-capitalists, Mundy and Doyle combined

to obstruct implementation of the radical-inspired resolutions. When

the radicals discovered this they were so angered that they began ef-

forts to recall the two from their SCLC offices. On 30 March, they

introduced a resolution signed by forty-seven SCLC delegates demand-

ing that the SCLC's officers enforce the SCLC's resolution approving

the 1;lvestigating committee's report. They demanded that Mundy, Doyle,

and Ault comply with the decision of the council, resign, or face dis-

missal. They also asked that the ~'s board of directors remove Frank

Rust and George P. Listman from the board. In a show of utter disdain,

Mundy and Doyle used their influence to have the matter referred to

the resolutions committee. The resolutions committee, however, did

not want to become enmeshed in the controversy and ducked the issue,

sending it back to the whole council. Meanwhile, the labor-capitalists

reorganized. 27

This time the labor-capitalists recognized that they would

have to make some concessions to the loyal doubters in the council

if they wished to fend off the radical challenge. Thus Ault and Rust

prepared letters in which they detailed their various business

27}tlnutes, 30 March 1921, Box 8, KCCLC Records; O'Connell, pp.
191-192,194-195; Harvey O'Connor, Revolution in Seattle, A ~femoir, (New
York: Monthly Review Press, 1964), pp. 85-86; Resolution, 30 March
1921, Box 7, KCCLC Records.
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affiliations and reported their intentions concerning them. Neither

agreed to resign from any of their posts. Rust did. however, agree

to forbid the United Finance Company to use his name in their promo-

tions and Ault agreed to instruct "those so-called private institutions

with which I am connected to cease the use of my name on stationery,

printed matter, or in any other way that might be construed as pro-

motion '-lork." He did so, he said, not as an admission of guilt, or

because the enterprises did not deserve his support, but in order to

erase any doubt about where his loyalties lay. The labor-capitalists

had done their lobbying well this time. tfuen these letters were

read, an out-pouring of support came from conservative unions. The

Seattle Joint Council of Teamsters No. 28, Electrical Workers Union

Local No. 1117, Mine Workers District No. 10, Auto Mechanics

Union Local No. 289, and several other locals endorsed the ~'s manage-

ment and condemned the SCLC's actions of 24 March. The only leaders

to support the radicals were the secretary of the Tacoma Central Labor

Council and a reporter for the Tacoma Labor Advocate. Sensing that

victory was now his, Ault moved for a quick vote on the reconsideration

of the radicals' resolution. His timing was perfect. The SCLC voted

102 to 123, with 127 not voting, against the resolution. Then, the

SCLC voted to discharge the investigating committee. 28

28Actually, very few delegates switched sides. Those who had
opposed the committee's report on 24 }~rch, did so a~ain on the 30th.
During ~~rch, both sides had picked up support among the uncommitted
delegates. In the final analysis, however, the labor-capitalists had
picked up more new support amon~ those who had not voted on 24 March.

Ault to SCLC: F.A. Rust to SCLC, 30 March 1921, Box 7; Uinutes,
30 ~farch 1921, Box 8, KCCLe Records; State Hine Horkers Executive
Board to Ault, 6 April 1921, Ault Papers; Shimmons to Eugene Belmont.
27 May 1921. Litchman Papers; ~ 31 ~mrch 1921; Cravens, pp. 148-149.
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The votes of 30 Harch left the conservatives and their pro-

AFL allies in complete control of the SCLC--for the time being. They

inmediately set out to consolidate their gains. The SCLC sent a letter

to Gompers, asking him to rule on the constitutionality of the radicals'

24 March resolution. Gompers replied by return mail that the 24 March

resolution was, indeed, unconstitutional since the SCLC had no juris-

diction over its members outside business interests. Gompers' posi-

tion added to the radicals' discomfiture. With the pressure off, Ault,

who had previously attacked Short as a "slave to Gomper's (sic) views,"

began to identify himself more closely with the AFL position. On

2 April, he published a front-page editorial in which he promised,

"We \':i 11 fight to the ultimate limit every attempt to turn this paper

to either the I.\o1.W. or the Communist party."

The radicals' most imaginative response was to establish a

sixteen-member "Committee of lOa," which was designed to rally radical

support against Ault and the labor-capitalists. They also began to

publish a weekly newsletter, entitled Save the Record, in which they

attacked the ~'s leadership and which they mailed to all AFL locals

in the state. In response the ~ published a counter-circular and

conducted a further housecleaning of those with radical sympathies.

In the end the radicals' efforts came to nothing. Their efforts to

destroy the labor-capitalists had suffered a mortal blow. They soon

abandoned these fruitless efforts to take over the SCLC and its labor

enterprises. 29

29Cravens, pp. 149-150; UR 7 ~·fay 1919; 2 April 1921; Save the
Record, 14 April 1921, Ault Papers; O'Connell, pp. 96,177,193,202-203;
Circular Letter from the ~'s board of directors, 19 Dec. 1921, Ault
Papers.
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l~ith the radicals in retreat the SCLC set out to reorganize the

~. On 27 April, the council elected a new board of directors for the

~. This time, it consisted largely of AFL loyalists. The paper's

financial situation, however, did not improve. !1ark Litchman felt

that, without unified support from the labor movement, it would soon

die. The cut-off of support from radical unions hurt badly. So did

increased operating costs. On 16 April, the ~ had moved into its

expensive new building. The total cost of the move--up to $35,000--

was added to the $12,000 operating deficit incurred in 1920. The de-

pression and l~illiam Randolph Hearst's purchase of the faltering !:l

made the future seem bleak indeed. 30

Thus, the consequences of victory were dire. Though the WSFL

and the conservative unions increased their support for the~, they

could not replace the support that had been lost. Ault was forced to

reduce the size of the paper. Indeed. he was reduced to:

••• paying a little on one bill, getting a creditor to wait a
little longer for his money, contracting a new debt here to
pay on an old debt there••• hopinp" praying, that he (Ault) may
be able to stave off the day till slow moving labor responds
to our appeals for funds. 31

To raise money Ault began a campaign to enlist his o~~ "Commit-

tee of 1,000" who would contribute $10 per month to the~. The SCLC

offered to help by presenting Ault with a $500 Liberty Bond and by en-

dorsing a $2 assessment on each member of each affiliated organization.

In addition seven other unions contributed in amounts up to $2,000.

301iinutes, 27 April 1921, Box 8, KCCLC Records; O'Connell. p.
196; Ault to Edward Nolan, 25 April 1921, Ault Papers; UR 18 April 1921;
Litchman to Belmont, Slater, and Drowett, 25 April 1921:-Litchman Papers.

3lO'Connel1, pp. 195-197.202-203; Litchman to Belmont, 4 June
1921, Litchman Papers; Shimmons to Ault. 90 page memo. 1924, Ault Papers,
p. 49.
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The aggregate amount, however, did not sienificantly ease the paper's

plight. As long as the radical unions, such as }mchinists Local No.

79, refused to contribute no real solution was possible. It may have

been impossible even with unified support. 32

As a result of the divisions within the SCLC, its offer to en-

dorse a $2 increase in the per capita tax came to nou~lt. Although a

majority of the membership supported an increase--the vote in favor

was 935 to 888--the measure did not get the necessary two-thirds

majority to amend the constitution. Only 31 of the 109 affiliated

locals sent in their returns at all. In the final vote, twenty

three locals favored the measure and fifteen opposed it. 33

In addition to the troubles it caused the~, the labor

capitalist affair also had a negative impact on labor's political

fortunes. Indeed, the SCLC was fortunate that 1921 was a quiet polit-

ica1 year. Otherwise, the damage might have been much greater. As

it was, the SCLC was active in only two city council races. The

council, hoping to concentrate its efforts, endorsed the candidacies

of C.W. Doyle, its business agent, and T.H. Bolton, the incucbent labor

councilman. The problems arose on 2 March when Painters Union Local

No. 300 objected to the fact that Bolton was accepting the support of

the Seattle ~, even though the~ was attacking Doyle. They

asked that the SCLC force Bolton to repudiate either the Star or the

SCLC, and instruct the ~ to publish Bolton's response to the order.

320 'Connel1, pp. 195-196,199; UR 25 April 1921; Shimmons to
Ault, 90 page memo, 1924, Au1t Papers~p. 53; ~finutes, 1,15,29 June
1921, Box 8, KeCLC Records; Ault to Carpenters No. 131, 28 June 1921;
John von Carnop to AuIt, 14 June 1921, Ault Papers.

3~inutes, 20,27 July 1921, Box 8, KCCLC Recqrds.
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This was an obvious attempt to embarrass the SCLC's conservative lead-

ership and to alienate the moderate AFL loyalists. The moderates and

conservatives, however, held together. easily preventing passage of

the Painters' resolution. 34

The election results were predictable. Doyle managed to win

the nomination, but failed to win in the general election. Bolton was

not even renominated. The only ballot proposition that labor endorsed

also failed. This was the nadir of labor's political fortunes. 35

At the same time, the labor-capitalist controversy spread to

the WSFL. The conflict could not be isolated within the SCLC,

particularly in view of the role Short played in support of the SCLC

conservatives. This was particularly true of the ~ which, like many

other labor enterprises, served a statewide labor constituency. Many

of its readers, contributors, and investors were located in out-lying

areas of the state. They relied upon the ~ for much of their informa-

tion. Although the non-Seattle unions were overwhelmingly conserva-

tive, their main interest in the SCLC's ideological struggle was to

see that it did not destroy the paper. Thus, when Phil Pearl, the

radical vice-president of the WSFL's Seattle district, introduced a

resolution in the WSFL's executive board condemning the 1abor-capital-

ists for advertising themselves as cooperatives or labor-owned concerns,

the other vice-presidents had more than one reason to be concerned. In

response, Short appointed a three-man committee to investigate the

charges and counter-charges. However, he also took the precaution of

34Ibid., 5 Jan., 9 Feb., 2 March 1921.
35Dickson. pp. 136,138,141.
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packing the committee with prominent labor conservatives and AFL loyal

ists. The committee then invited members of the SCLC investigating

committee and anyone else who t~as interested to testify before it. The

radicals, recognizing that the committee was stacked against them, re

fused to appear when the committee opened hearings in Seattle.

Thus, when the committee went ahead on its own, it found no

evidence to justify the accusations against the ]!'s management, or

those of the other labor-related firms. It blamed the whole conflict

on factionalism in the SCLC.

l~en the committee made its report to the 1921 WSFL convention,

it recommended that, in view of the ~'s importance to the state labor

moveli~nt as a whole and in view of the SCLC's inability to support the

paper, it was the responsibility of the lvSFL to rescue the paper.

They recommended that the WSFL should offer to help support the ~t in

exchange for a louder voice in its management and editorial policies.

To accomplish this end the committee recommended that ownership of

the ~ should be extended by the creation of 50,000 new shares of

common stock, which would be sold to non-SCLC unions. The committee

hoped that wider o~mership would lessen the impact of ideological fac

tionalism within the SCLC. Incidentally, it would also increase con

servative influence over the ~'s editorial policies. Realizing this,

the SCLC's moderate delegates at the convention, led by James Duncan,

tried to water dot~ the proposal. After a difficult struggle, they

managed to amend the committee's proposal to limit the sale of each

$1 share of voting stock to those who had already purchased $20 worth

($10 per share) of non-voting stock. Despite continued objections
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from Pearl, the convention approved the amended proposal. Soon, the

SCLC also approved. 36

The convention destroyed the radicals' last chance for state-

wide influence within the WSFL. Willi~m Short won reelection over

L.W. Buck, the Left-winger whose job as secretary-treasurer had just

been eliminated by statewide referenduc, by a 'Ote of 7,179 to 1,854.

Short's supporters also won all the vice-presidential contests. Phil

Pearl lost to V.E. Blomberg, Short's ally in the Seattle district. by

a vote of 1.375 to 3,124. Both Short and Blomberg ran with the sup-

port of the SCLC. Thus, after the 1921 convention, the WSFL was once

again completely and unalterably in the hands of its "old regime"--

the conservative. non-partisan, craft unionist. native-born, old
-

immigrant groups--who, with the recent support of the AFL loyalists

and other non-communist forces in the SCLC, were committed to keep the

WSFL aligned with the AFL. After the 1920 election, the radicals had

lost their chance to control the WSFL's political policy. After the

labor-capitalist controversy. they began to lose their influence in

the SCLC. They still held on in a number of 10cals--main1y in the

Puget Sound area--but, there too, their numbers began to fade. Their

dream of a radical labor movement was dying. 37

All this. of course, was not immediately clear to the radicals.

After the WSFL convention, they renewed their efforts to win control

360'Conne11, pp. 198-204; ~inutes, 27-28 April 1921, Box 60;
Short to All Local Unions, 21 Harch 1922, Box 35, lolSFL Records; lolSFL
Procs., (1921), pp. 14-15,68-69,71-72,75-76; (1922), p. 85; }Iinuteg;
30 Nov., 7 Dec. 1921, Box 8, KCCLC Records.

37Minutes, 16,23 Feb., 16 ~~rch, 18 May 1921, Hox 8, KCCLC
Records; '-1SFL Procs., (1921), pp. 42-43; (1922), p. 17; UR 8 June 1921;
Litchman to Slater, 25 June 1921, Litchman Papers; Crave;;, p. 150.
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of the SCLC and reverse the decisions in the labor-capitalist case.

They put up a complete slate of candidates in the SCLC elections and

issued a pamphlet charging the incumbents with forming an interlock-

ing directorate. It was a bitter. losin~ caMpaign. The incumbents

all won reelection. The radicals still held on to a few offices but,

as in the WSFL. they never again presented a serious challenge to

the conservatives. The moderates. on the other hand. still faced

problems. In the wake of their defeat, the radicals reserved their

harshest criticisms for those who remained loyal to the AFL. From

their few remaining sources of infl~ence. particularly in the Tacoma

Central Labor Council, they poured out their wrath on James Duncan

and the other loyalist leaders. On 9 December, the Tacoma Labor

Advocate published an article by Bruce Rogers which criticized both

Duncan and Jean Stovel, the SCLC's women's organizer and a forMer

meMber of the investigating committee. lilien the SCLC. thereupon,

barred Rogers from his SCLC seat. on the grounds that the ITU had

suspended his local for non-paynent of its dues and assessments,

Rogers blamed Duncan for the SCLC's actions. When asked to admit that

he had written the article he:

••• replied that he was (the author), and further chareed Secretary
Duncan with posing as a little tin Jesus, hypocritically usin~

religion to further his own selfish end and to cover up his
crookedness. 38

The changed balance of power in the SCLC soon becar.te apparent.

It is appropriately symbolized by two constitutional amendments adopted

38Cravens, pp. 149-152; UR 15 April, 28 July 1921; Litchman to
Slater, 25 June, 21 Dec. 1921, Lrtch~an Papers; O'Connell. p. 202;
~tinutes, 18 Oct. ,. 1 :lov. 1921; ~ Shop Steuard Records, Aul t Papers;
Labor Advocate 8 :lov•• 9 Dec. 1921, 3 Feb. 1922, and passim; ~1inutes.

4 Aug. 1920, 3 Aug., 21,28 Dec. 1921, Box 8, KCCLC Records.
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in September 1921, after the SCLC elections. The first, to hold SCLC

business meetings in executive (i.e., private) sessions, passed 90 to

68, with 182 not voting. In protest. several radical unions withdrew

from the SCLC. Walker C. Smith. the I~~ and Left-wing socialist who

represented the Cleaners and Dyers Union in the council, demanded a

referendum on the issue, but the SCLC rejected his plea. At the same

time, the amendment won plaudits fro~ the conservative trade unions.

Electrical Horkers Union Local No. 46, which had withdratm from the

SCLC at the end of the general strike, asked to reaffi1iate. In the

weeks which followed more radical unions protested, or withdrew. from

the SCLC, but their absence only served to increase the relative

powe)~ of the AFL loyalists and conservative trade unionists who, in

the absence of the radicals could control the council's sessions. 39

The loyalists were also reenforced by the SCLC's actions in

response to an n~~ boycott of the "Our House" cafeteria, which employed

both Il.n-l and AFL workers. When the IWhT struck the cafeteria, the AFL

workers remained on the job and crossed their picket lines. l~en the

n~ol pickets physically attacked some of the union employees on several

occasions, the SCLC voted, angrily, to adopt an anti-radical constitu-

tional amendcent. The proposed amendment functioned like a test, or

exclusion act. It amended the delegates' oath, or obligation of office,

to read:

I further renounce any and all allegiances that I may now have
to any labor organization whose Hork or objects in any manner con
flict with the AMerican Federation of Labor and that I will not
join or aid any such organization as long as I am a deleRate to

39Minutes, 14,21,28 Sept., 5,11 Oct. 1921, Box 8, KCCLe Records.
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this Council, but will strive at all times, while a delegate for
the upbuilding of the American Federation of Labor.

The clear intent of this amendment was to drive out the Il~~'s, commun-

ists, and other radicals from the SCLC. The moderates hoped, by this

means to eliminate the remaining challenge to their authority -from the

Left. They succeeded, but in doing so played into the hands of the

conservatives. 40

Later in the same day, Ault and Duncan succeeded in passing

resolutions which limited the number of visitors permitted in the

galleries and which required the SCLC to adjourn its sessions by

11 o'clock in the evening. Both these actions helped appease the

conservatives' anger at the radicals' use of dilatory tactics and

demogoguery in the labor-capitalists controversy. The next week, when

Walker C. Smith was called to appear before the SCLC's strike and

grievances committee and explain his case against the AFL unions in

the "Our House" dispute, he failed to show up and refused to say when

he would do so. In the first test of the new constitutional amend-

ments, the SCLC voted to force his resignation or recal1. 4l

The radicals made one last, futile effort to recoup something

from the labor-capitalist debacle, this time by means of their own

constitutional amendment. They introduced their own proposed amend-

ment to the delegates' oath which required the new delegates to declare

that they did not employ labor for profit. Their effort did not get

far. The chair ruled that the proposition was unconstitutional and,

40Ibid., 28 Sept. 1921.
41cravens, pp. 151-152; UR 13,17,19 Aug., 15 Sept. 1921;

Minutes, 14,21,28 Sept. 1921, nOi 8, KCCLC Records.
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on appeal, the council sustained the chair by better than two to one. 42

As for the Labor Legal Bureau Department, which had supported

the radicals throughout the controversy, it became an instrument of

the SCLC's conservatives. The change came suddenly. In July, the

LLBD requested that the WSFL convention endorse its activities. In-

stead, the convention filed the Bureau's letter in order, it said, "to

avoid undesirable controversy." Angered, the SCLC voted to invite

Short to appear before the council to defend his position, or be

"declared unfit and unworthy of further confidence." Later, the

Tacoma Central Labor Council made a similar threat. Both were merely

the result of wounded pride and neither pressed the issue. In

Augusr. however, after Pearl was defeated for reelection, even the

pretence of support for the Bureau faded. The council ordered the

bureau to drop its activities on behalf of radical causes. Thus ended

the radicals' efforts to drive the conservatives out of the labor

movement. 43

42Minutes. 12 Oct. 1921, Box 8. KCCLC Records.
43Ibid., 20 July, 10,28 Aug•• 12 Oct. 1921; O'Connell. p. 198.



Chapter 8:

The Conservatives Regain Control:

Back to Progressivism, 1922

By mid-1922, in the ei8hth quarter of the economic recession,

conditions began to iMprove. Although wheat production and exports

continued to decline in response to falling prices, industrial produc-

tion began to edge upward. Coal production increased about 7.39 per

cent, despite the mine strike. l~estern Washington department store

sales increased by seven per cent. Gross postal receipts increased

by 9.14 per cent. In eas tern Hashington, ho~"ever, the economy con-

tinued to lag, hurt by the poor market for wheat. In Seattle the

consumer price index 'fell by 6.26 per cent. l

As a result of the economic turn-about the pressure on the

labor force eased. The labor force increased by 1.19 per cent to

591,000 while employment rose by 5.59 per cent to 549,000. As a re-

suIt unemployment fell by 37.21 per cent to 41,500, or 7.02 per cent

of the labor force. (Table ~lo. 1) At the same time the total number

of production workers engaged in ttanufacturing industries also began

to recover. Though wage levels remained depressed the future looked

brighter. 2

This ray of light did not greatly benefit the labor moveMent.

lJohansen, p. 626; "Indexes of Business Activity," PP. 108-111.
2Johansen. p. 627.
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By June 1922 the HSFL had lost 42 per cent of its membership in the

previous twelve months. In the previous two years it had lost 69.77

per cent of its members and could claim only 23,117 members, or 3.91

per cent of the state's labor force. Even this figure was misleading

since it included between 1,000 and 2,000 striking mine workers 'o1ho

paid no dues. (Table No.2) Over the same period the number of

WSFL affiliates fell by 8.09 per cent to 261 10cals. 3

The SCLC did not suffer as severely as the WSFL in the twelve

months preceding June 1922. Hembership fell by "a mere" 17.47 per

cent, to 12.665. The biggest losers were the Haritime and Hetal Trades

sections. ~fembership in the former declined from 762 to 270, and in

the latter from 2,149 to 1,110. }tost of the other sections also lost

members. }leanwhile, the total number of affiliates declined by 6.83

per cent to 109, as a number of radical locals withdrew from the

council. At the same time the number of HSFL affiliates affiliated

with the SCLC also declined by 7.40 per cent to 54. 4

In addition to the administrative code bill, opposed by labor,

the 1921 session of the legislature had passed three nnti-labor bills

which labor had opposed bitterly but unsuccessfully. Instead, the

labor lobby resolved to try to have the bills held up for a referendum

on the 1922 ballot. The first of these anti-labor bills, which col-

lectively became y.Jlotm as the "anti-radical bills," would have

changed t!le primary lmvs and required candidates to sign statements

supportinr, their party's platform. It was designed to limit the

. ~WSFL Procs •• (1922), p. 37.
Ibid.; Hcmbership and Per Capita Tax Records, 1907-1957, Box

11. KCCLC Records.
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ability of progressives to run in the Rep~lican Party primary against

the wishes of the party leadership. The second anti-radical bill

would have required all voters to declare their party affiliation nnd

vote only in that party's primary. The third bill was not specifically

directed against radicals, or the labor movement, but it would have

had a similar impact on the political Left. This was the so-called

Certificate of Necessity Bill. Supported by the state's private power

companies, it resembled ~easures introduced in 1915 and 1919, but

which had failed to reach the floor due to progressive opposition.

It would have required publicly owned electric utilities to get a

certificate in order to build, expand, maintain, or operate its

facilities where a private company already provided similar services.

It also repealed a section of a 1911 law exempting public utilities

from the jurisdiction of the Public Service Commission. 5

These bills flew in the face of nearly everything the labor

movement stood for. ~~ny times the t~SFL convention had ~one on record

supporting liberal reform of the state's utility and election laws.

They now believed that the Republican Establishment was set to destroy

the last vestiges of labor's ability to make its political weight

felt. In 1920 the WSFL had not been able to take part in the

Republican primaries. Instead, it had endorsed the FLP against the

better judgment of its leadership and over AFL opposition. In 1922,

with the radical threat diminished, the leadership vowed that nothing

would deflect them from a non-partisan course again. The problem was

5Pu1len, pp. 298-301.341; Washington State Legislature. Session
Laws of 1921. (Olympia, 1921), pp. 682-699.
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that, although the labor movement was united on the need to defeat

the anti-radical bills, there was wide disagreement over the means to

that end. 6

Following the passage of the anti-radical bills, the tvSFL

called together the leaders of the Grange, RPC, FLP, and the ~ to

organize referendum campaigns. \01. D. Lane, t07ho served as the HSFL' s

attorney, was the principal spokesman against the first anti-radical

bill (l-1hich became known as Referendum 15 B). He described it as a

"vicious" bill which would make it nearly impossible to launch a nelq

party. Opponents of 15 B and the other election law bill (which be-

came known as Referendum 15) worked closely with those who opposed

the Certificate of Necessity Bill. The opposition to the Certificate

of Necessity Bill was spear-headed by Seattle and Tacoma public

utility officials and was coordinated by J.D. Ross, superintendent of

Seattle City Light, and Homer Bone, an FLP legislator from Tacoma.

Together they organized a highly effective campaign to defeat the

bill. Ross felt that if the bill survived private companies would

eventually control all power production in the state and would be able

to prevent public utilities from opening new markets for power. This

lent urgency to the campaign. 7

The campaign against the Certificate of Necessity Bill re-

ceived '-1idespread support. The £:1, the..!!3., the. Spokesman-Review, and

6WSFL Procs., (1919), pp. 123-124,130-131,134,151; (1920), p.
92; Uinutes, 10 ~·tay, 7 Nov. 1920, Box 60, \-ISFL Records.

7pu1len, pp. 301,341; Minutes, 5,30 March, 6,27 April 1921,
Box 8, KCCLe Records.
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a number of the state's political leaders, including ~layor Charles

Fleming of Spokane, opposed it. The ~~SFL's executive board became

very actively involved in the canpaign to defeat the bill and ap-

pointed a committee to work with the Certificate of Necessity Bill

Referendum Committee. 8

Those who supported the referendum (which became known as

H.B. 174) included the Seattle Times, the Everett Dailv Herald, and

several smaller papers, in addition to the private power companies •

. They failed, hOl-1eVer, to unite all the private power companies behind

the bill. Certain eastern Washington power companies, such as the

l-lashington lIater PO'Jer Company of Spokane, had their Olm plans to

develop the state's water power resources and suspected that the bill

would benefit out-of-state-based companies, like the Stone & t-1ebster

interests. Thus. in the end, all three referenda went down to defeat

in the November 1922 elections. 9

In addition to these signs of political resurgence. the non-

partisan leadership in the labor movement continued to make headway

against the third party and dual-union radicals in the labor movement.

In Bremerton the central labor council passed an anti-radical resolu-

tion similar to that approved by the SCLC. It required all delep,ates

to swear oaths to represent their organizations truly and to ·renounce

all allegiances which conflicted with the principles of the AFL. In

8
9Ibid •

Referendum 15B lost by a vote of 60,593 to 164,004; Referendum
15 lost by a vote of 57.324 to 140,299; and the Certificate of Neces
sity Bill lost by a vote of 64,800 to 154,905. After years of constant
defeats, these victories greatly encourap,ed the non-partisan progres
sive forces.

Pullen, pp. 301-302,350-351; Minutes, 13 April 1921, Box 8,
KCCLC Records.
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a letter to Short, the secretary of the council commented, "This leaves

us comparatively clean and the loss (of several radical delegates who

withdrew from the council rather than sign) will undoubtedly prove to

be a gain in the end." Hean~o1hile, in .the SCLC, the AFL loyalists

(i.e., the moderate-dominated Center-Right coalition) remained in

control. 10

However, the sense of peace and harmony which thereupon

enveloped the labor movement proved to be short-lived. True, labor

had survived the worst ravages of the American Plan and the post-war

despression. But it had not yet recovered its nerve. Labor was too

uncertain about its OtoTn internal cohesion as yet to venture into new

organizational endeavors. Allover the state labor played a waiting

game. After being locked out all the summer of 1922 the Anacortes

Longshoremen's Union Local turned in their charter rather than con-

tinue the fight. In Everett efforts to organize the auto drivers,

newsboys, mild condensary workers, and timber workers all failed due

to the continuing inability of radicals and conservatives to work to-

gether harmoniously in the face of unified employer opposition. Ef-

forts to convince suspended radical locals to reaffi1iate also

failed. The state's Culinary Crafts Council reported hard struggles

in every region of the state. In Hoquiam the Tailors Union Local had

only six members left after losing a strike. In 'Raymond the labor

movement was at a "low ebb." In Roslyn businessmen said they to1ere

willing to negotiate with union representatives but, no sooner had

lOLeonard to Short, 13 April 1922, Box 13-43; Fiske to Short,
17 March 1922, Box 9-1; Phil J. Pearl to Short, 22 May 1922, Box 7-10,
WSFL Records.
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talks begun bettJeen the employers and the unions' three-man bargain-

ing committee than the union negotiators started getting lay-off

notices from their employers. In Tacona the Building Trades Council,

for the second year in a row, struck the Puyallup State Fair for re-

fusing to employ union labor. And in 'olalla "lalla the central labor

council's secretary reported to Short that:

Everything seems as dead as h--- and we are anxious to revive
things in general before the spring season arrives. Something
has simply not to be don (sic), and a few of us old heads dont (sic)
feel like tackling it alone but will give every aid and assistance
to an organizer.

Please dig us up one and direct him to lolalla l-lalla care of your
humble servant and we will all appreciate it.

But when Short, himself, arrived in Halla lolalla to help revive the

council, the local leaders could get no one to attend union meetings

and Short addressed nearly empty halls. ll

The WSFL attempted to respond positively to these needs, but

without much success. The leadership was limited by their refusal to

adopt the extensive reforms advocated by their radical and moderate

colleagues. The moderates could do nothing on their Olvn without draw-

ing fire from the AFL. And the radicals were more interested in de-

stroying the WSFL and everything it stood for than in improving the

present lot of the labor movement. Despite these limitations the

WSFL did try to extend support to its needier affiliates. On 1 August

1921, in response to the wave of strikes already noted, the executive

ll}~ryott to Short, 19 Jan. 1923, Box 15-63; Leonard to Short,
13 April, 16 Sept. 1922, Box 13-43; O.F. Wcffer1ing to Short, 3 June
1922, Box 43-1; Sturm to Short, 27 June, 18 Sept. 1922, Box 23-5; F.B.
Norman to Short, 26 Feb., 21 }~rch 1922, Box 19-17; R. Flummerfe1t to
Short, 14 April 1922, Box 1-36; Hesketh to Short, 7 Jan. 1922, Box 13
32; G.L. Hc~urphy to Short, 3 June, 28 Aug. 1922, Box 35; Clarke to
Short, 6 Feb. 1922, Box 9-29; Short to Fred Lewis, 17 Aug. 1922, Box
35; Short to HcHurphy J 22 Aug. 1922, Box 35, tolSFL Records.
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board had agreed to let locals in financial difficulties (e.g•• the

miners). due to strikes or unemployment. to reaffiliate with the WSFL.

without having to pay all the back taxes normally required. Then. on

7 January 1922. the board extended the six month deadline they had

placed on this dispensation--until the end of February 1922. Such ef-

forts had little over-all effect, though they may have helped a few

locals. In November 1922, when O.K. Sweeney. the lo1SFL vice-president

for the Walla Halla-Yakima district heard that Short proposed to visit

eastern Washington, he tYrote;

I. See by the (Spokane) Labor t-1orld you are going to be on
this side of the state before long we hope you will get dOlYn in
this corner while over here. All you kneed (sic) to fetch with
you is A. shovel all we kneed (sic) is some one to bury us.

We are all shot to pieces ••• 12

Earlier. at the WSFL's 1922 convention. the delegates had ap-

proved an organizational campaign for eastern l-lashington, the first

such campaign in the WSFL's history. It was designed to combat the

rapid decline in the HSFL' s membership in eastern t.Jashington. Short

requested the assistance of an AFL organizer for the campaign, but

Coopers dismissed this possibility as "utterly out of the question"

and said that if the AFL managed to preserve its own organization,

"It will be doing well." In addition, most international unions re-

j ected Short's pleas for help. Lacking external support, int'ernally

divided, facing strong and unified opposition. the state labor move

ment seemed on the verge of disintegration. 13

12WSFL Proes., (1922), p. 18; Sweeney to Short, 26 Nov. 1922,
Box 9-29, WSFL Records.

13WSFL Proes., (1922), p. 83; Sullivan to Short, 22 Aug. 1922;
Ford to Short, 23 Aug. 1922, Box 11-40; Short to O.A. Dirkes, 7 Sept.
1922, Box 35, HSFL Records.
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Then, as if things were not already had enough, a major new

statewide labor-management conflict broke out into the open. On

1 July 1922 the Railroad Brotherhoods struck their employers. The

strike, which was part of a nation-wide strike of the Federated Shop

Craft Unions, resulted from the railroads' efforts to roll back wage

raises granted by the Railroad Labor Board on 1 ~~y 1920. The rail-

roads had succeeded once before, on 1 June 1921, in reducing wages.

" This time the workers refused to accept the cuts without a fight.

With the railroad workers on strike, all of the major industrially

organized unions in the state were on the picket line. By fall of

1922, however, the Railroad Brotherhoods were forced to return to

work on 'their employers' terms. Like the miners, longshoremen, and

other industrial unionists, their organization was severely hurt. l4

By this time the labor movement had begun to take an in-

creased interest in politics. The use of anti-labor injunctions by

employers in the mine, typographical, and railroad strikes provided

an impetus for political activity. As intra-union tensions eased,

some important unions, including the Teamsters, began to reaffiliate

with the SCLC. In the absence of the more extreme radicals the WSFL

non-partisans and the AFL-loyalist leadership in the SCLC wielded in-

creased influence. Unlike 1920 they kept the SCLC from endorsing any

of the three declared mayoral candidates. Rather, the SCLC

14 For more on the strike and its resolution, see: Philip Taft,
Organized Labor in hnerican History, pp. 376-380; Hicks, p. 72, O'Connell,
p. 221; ~ 7 July-13 Sept. 1922. See also: '~SFL Procs., (1922), p. 77;
Minutes, 11 Jan., 14 Aug. 1919; ~linutes, Everett Central Labor Council,
13 Sept. 1922, Box 9-4; Short to Trumby, 22 March 1922, Box 35; O.A.
Dirkes to Short, 19 Sept. 1922, Box 1-51; R.~. Perkins to Short, 6 Nov.,
21 Dec. 1922, Box I-53, '~SFL Records; Minutes, 2,9,23,30 Aug., 20,27
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concentrated on defeating the one strongly anti-union candidate,

l-lalter F. Xeier. Meier was a former associate of the Stone & Hebster

"power trust's" attorney, and he strongly supported the Certificate

of Necessity Referendum. The Union League Club, which was closely

tied to AIS, endorsed him. The SCLC had fewer obj ections to the t\'lO

other men in the race: State Senator Dan Landon, a pro-business,

conservative Republican lawyer; and Dr. Edwin J. Brown, the former

leader of the SPA Yellows, ~o1ho was now practicing as an "advertising

dentist." Since 1912 Brown had been a member of the Democratic Party.

Of the three candidates Brown was the most popular in labor circles.

A number of locals endorsed him, although Landon also ~'lon some labor

support. IS

This tactic had obvious benefits. It prevented labor's op-

ponents from "ganging up" against it. In the primaries Meier ''las

eliminated by a margin of thirty-tlolo votes and in the general election

Brown went on to defeat Landon by 12,000 votes out of 69,000 cast.

According to Cline, the Street Carmen supported Bro\Jn far more strongly

than they had supported Duncan. Brown did not antagonize the "l'lets."

or the political Establishment. Of those Street Carmen eligible to

vote, 91.2 per cent supported him. In addition, labor's favorite

candidates for the port co~mission and two labor-endorsed women won

city council seats. Again, these victories would not have been pos-

sible without the support of non-labor groups, particularly the

Sept., 25 Oct. 1922, Box 8, KCCLC Records.

1511• Dail to Short, 7 April 1922, Box 23-79; Short to Ellis,
21 Nov. 1922, Box 35; Duncan to SCLC locals, 6 April 1922, Box 9-10,
WSFL Records; ~inutes, 3 ~tay 1922, Box 8, KCCLC Records; 0' Connell,
p. 214; Cline, pp. 133-134.
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League of l~omen Voters. Their successes in the Seattle mayoral elec

tions greatly encouraged the non-partisan forces in the SCLC. 16

Shortly after the municipal elections, however, the SCLC's

difficulties ~yith the lvSFL and AFL resumed. On 12 April Hulet 'veIls

returned from his mission to ~IDSCOW, where he had attended Lenin's Red

International. In his report to the SCLC he recommended that the

AFL affiliate with ~e International. This outraged the supporters

of the AFL in the SCLC. It again placed the moderate leadership in

the SCLC in jeopardy. Hany of them agreed t-lith the policy obj ectives

if not the tactics of the Left and kn~~'that their rank and file mem-

bers did so as well, but did not want to violate their oaths of

loyalty to the AFL. Gompers immediately sought to remind them of the

fact and accused Hells of violating the SCLC's new loyalty oath be-

cause, l-lhile in ~loscow, lo1el1s had denounced the AFL. The AFL' s

executive council now de~nded that the SCLC reaffirm its loyalty to

the AFL and repudiate ~.;rells, the Soviets, communism, and the n·r..].

Still further, it ordered the SCLC to send no more anti-AFL delegations

to AFL conventions and demanded that the SCLC give up its claims to an

independent political policy.17

Behind the charges, the AFL's policy was to bring the SCLC and

WSFL back into the non-partisan fold. Despite the vicissitudes of the

l60 'connell, p. 214; UR 5 May 1922; Dickson, pp. 136,138; Cline,
pp. 133-134.

l7Minutes, 12 April 1922, Box 8, KCCLC Records; Winslow, pp. 85,
100-101; Philip Taft, The A.F.L. in the Time of Compers, (Ne"N York:
Harper and Bros., 1957), p. 456; Short "to Hilliam F. Kramer, 22 June
1922; Short to James W. Kilne, 6 July 1922, Box 35; J.W. Kline to Short,
27 June 1922, Box 7-27, WSFL Records.
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previous two years and the revitalization of the leadership of both

the USFL and the SCLC. both still endorsed the FLP officially. The

AFL thus sought to use the opportunity provided by Wells' return to

force the SCLC to renounce the FLP and follow the AFL's political

policy. For example, it wanted the SCLC to give up its strong stand

in favor of prohibition. These "outside" attacks on the SCLC's

policies split the leadership. It drove the industrial unionists

and the regional loyalists even more firmly into the third party

camp. It increased the isolation of the AFL loyalists. Although the

AFL worked with the international unions and the WSFL to make life

difficult for the pro-FLP leadership in the SCLC, they failed to oust

the latter fron their local offices. The FLP forces continued to work

with the radicals, who had resigned or been expelled from the SCLC,

to build up the third party.IS

vfuile these larger matters shook the labor movement, one

should not ignore the smaller but still important issues which con

cerned the labor movement. Throughout the 1920's labor continued to

face local problems of significant proportions. One such case in

volved labor's relations with the John Danz Theater Com~any, which

operated a chain of theaters in Seattle. In the 1920's movie

theaters were among the fastest grm~ing businesses. To a large extent

they cut into the demand for live performances. At the same tine,

they were attempting to reduce their labor costs and avoid union recog

nition. This led, inevitably, to labor conflict. In Seattle, it broke

out in June 1922, when the SCLC complied wit~ a request from Musicians

l8I bid.
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Union Local No. 76 to p13ce the John Danz Company on the unfair list

for refusinB to employ sufficient projection room workers and live

performers. Eventually, this strike became the lonp,est strike in

Seattle's history. It did not end unt~l 1935, after thirteen years

of picketing, violence, injunctions. court battles, harrassment and

dogged determination on both sides. l9

19The strike might have ended much sooner had the courts sup
ported either side more consistently. In the summer of 1922, for ex
ample, the King County Court ruled that picketers could not sell news
papers outside the struck theaters which called attention to the un
fair conditions within the theaters. In September 1923, however, King
County Superior Court Judge Walter French denied Danz's request for a
permanent injunction against the union. The judge ruled that, in up
holding the Anti-Injunction Act (1919), Danz had not proved "irreparable
damage ll to his business.

Despite such victories, the struggle continued. Danz appealed
French's verdict to higher courts. This resulted in one of the most
significant decisions in the history of the state supreme court. In
1925 it reversed Judge French's decision. The majority argued that the
Anti-Injunction Act, which French had presumed to have legalized IIpeace
fu1 picketing," did no such thing. The judges held that "peaceful pick
eting" was a contradiction in terms and hence meaningless. By this de
cision, the court upheld its previous rulings in the St. GerMaine case
(1917), which the Anti-Injunction Act had been intended to overturn.

Throughout the 1920's Danz defied the union. He continued to
resist even though other Anusement Trades unions joined the }lusicians'
strike. He stayed in business and even flourished. Supported by em
ployers' associations from as far away as Los Angeles, Danz hired gun
men to obstruct the pickets and rough up union Members. He even hired
people to stand in line to buy tickets to his shows when real customers
were scarce.

As a result of his outside support and the favorable court rul
ings, the unions' strike against Danz dragged on year after year. It
was not until the ~ew Deal that Danz was forced to come to terms. In
December 1934, the National Recovery Administration audited the Danz
Company's books and found that it owed its striking employees $20,000
in back salaries. Several months later, with the assistance of the
mayor, the union finally convinced Danz to recognize them and sign a
contract.

Minutes, 28 June, 30 Aug., 6,20 Sept., 15 Nov., 6 Dec. 1922;
2 }fay, 6,20 June, 18 July, 12,19 Sept., 10,24 Oct., 7,14,21,28 Nov.,
12,26 Dec. 1923, 30 Jan., 6 Feb., 30 July, 15 Oct., 17 Dec. 1924; 4,11
11arch, 1 April, 29 Sept. 1925; 3 Aug. 1927, 4,11,18 Jan., 8,15 Feb.,
6,13 June 1928, 21,28 Aug., 9,16,30 Oct., 27 Nov. 1929,15 Jan., 12
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Prior to the start of the 1922 election campaign, President

Short began to organize the WSFL's political campaign. He was deter-

mined that the \~SFL not repeat its endorsement of a. third party.

Having defeated the radicals in the SCLC with the solid support of the

AFL and the SCLC loyalists, Short was determined to push through a non-

partisan progressive pro~ressive program. Labor's successful campaign

to get the most conservative, anti-labor pieces of legislation passed

by the 1921 legislature placed on the 1922 ballot, had greatly stimu-

lated interest in non-partisanship. The successes in the 1922 munici-

pal campaign in Seattle had also served to stimulate interest in non-

partisanship. The campaign to eet the referenda on the ballot went so

successfully, in fact, that Short was encouraged to venture further

into the direct legislation approac~. He began to solicit ideas about

using the initiative process to enact those programs which the lcgis-

lature had refused to enact and to help build up a non-partisan coali-

tion for the 1922 elections. One of Short's strongest supporters, out-

side t~e WSFL's executive board, and his Most influential political

adviser, was Fred B. NorMan. ~orman, the HSFL's legislative agent in

OlyMpia, had been a capable labor legislator. As a member of the House

from Raymond he had been instrumental in preventing much harsher anti-

labor actions at the 1919 session. Until s~.,ept out of office in 1920,

he had served as chairman of the House Labor Committee. Since he was

a strong AFL loyalist, a progressive Republican, and an astute

Feb. 1930; 14 June, 2 Aug. 1933; 12 Dec. 1934; 3,10 April 1935, Box 8.
KCCLC Records; Tripp. pp. 263-264,293-294; HSFL ProcR., (1925). pp. 6-7;
(1930), p. 9; Danz v. American Federation of ~1usicians, 133 \o1a5h. 186
(1925). See also: S~ort to J. Webber, 26 Oct. 1923, Box 36; Short to
1, undated, Box 35; Short to J. Taylor, 3') Harch 1925, Box 36-34; A.G.
Bixby to Short, 20,27 Hay 1925, Box 21-61. HSFL Records.
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politician, Short turned to him to develop labor's political program

for 1922. 20

After many internal consultations, and discussions with the

Grange and Railroad Brotherhoods, the lvSFL agreed to support a series

of initiatives in an effort to enact a progressive program without

recourse to the legislature. Originally, labor proposed to concen

trate on a limited number of proposals, including initiatives to in

crease workmen's compensation benefits and another to limit the use

of anti-labor injunctions. The Railroad Brotherhoods strongly sup

ported both measures. Soon, hm'lever, the HSFL' s hopes dimmed. In

order to maintain a broad political alliance, labor was forced to

adopt many more initiative proposals, some of which were not very

popular among trade unionists. As these took more and more time and

effort, the lISFL's enthusiasm for the campaign flagged and dissipated.

Then occurred an event which rendered irrelevant the entire campaign

as far as labor was concerned. Norman discovered a typographical

error in the printed copies of the workmen's compensation initiative

which had already been distributed to collect signatures. Instead of

providing for 5.2 weeks of compensation for each one per cent of dis

ability, the printed bill, by omitting a decimal point provided for

fifty-t~olo weeks of compensation. Noman, in alarm, reported his dis

covery to Short, who soon learned that industry analysts were also

aware of the error and were lying in wait for the initiative's advocates

should they collect enough signatures to place it on the ballot. In

20Yearhook, (1927), p. 23.
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the end, the HSFL was forced to begin its campaign allover again, with

a new bill and a new ballot n~ber. By then, however, no hope for

passage remained. 2l

At the same time that the t~SFL '.s initiative proposals were

falling apart, the Grange's internal problems grew worse. Although

State Grangemaster William Bouck continued to support pro-labor

policies, he l~as more closely tied to the radicals and third party forces

in the SCLC than to the conservatives and AFL loyalists. The Yakima

grangers, on the other hand, supported the conservative, pro-business

policies of the national Grange. After the 1920 state Grange conven-

tion had supported Bouck's policies, the Yakima grangers had appealed

their case to the national Grange convention, which had obliged by

passing a resolution censurin~ Bouck and suspending him as grange-

master. This interference had outraged the state Grange. Although

they had appeared to bOlY' to the wishes of the national Grange conven-

tion, replacing Bouck with Fred ~elson, the Grange's state executive

committee had appointed Bouck to another position from l~hich he re

tained effective control over the state organization. 22

2lFor more on the initiative campaigns, see: F.B. Norman to
Short, ? Jan•• 26 Feb. 1922, Box 19-17; ~valker to Short, 24 April 1922,
Box 26-34; }~ude Swetman to Short, 12 April 1922, Box 8; 2 May 1922,
Box 11-58; 3 ?fay 1922, Box 35; 25 Aug. 1922, Box 18-18; J.R. Hont30mery
to Short, 12 Feb. 1922, Box 43-1; G.E. Hedges to Short, 12 Feb. 1922,
Box 43-1; Cooper to Short, 27 April 1922, Box 13~38; l~i1liam F. Dau to
Short, 29 April 1922, Box 23-21; O.F. Hefferling to Short, 30 Jan. 1922,
Box 43-1; Short to C. D. Buckley, 1 ~1arch 1922; Short to O. A. Rhinard,
3 }~rch 1922; Short to Fox, 30 Jan. 1922; Short to J.R. Justham, 15 Feb.
1922; Short to F.B. Norman, 3,28 ~~rch 1922; Short to Frank J. Wa1kin,
28 March 1922, Box 35; ~Iinutes, 7 Jan., 9 April 1922, Box 60, lolSFL
Records; ~1inutes, 1 Feb. 1922, Box 8, KCCLC Records; ~'lSFL Procs., (1922),
pp. 7-10,41-43; Pullen, pp. 150-155,167,203-206.

22cravens, p. 155; Crawford, pp. 272-279; ~ 27 July 1921.
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Bouck, however, had demanded more than effective control. By

September 1921, he had openly begun to organize a secessionist move-

ment of his supporters in the state Grange. But although Nelson and

the other grangers sympathized with Bouck and resented outside inter-

ference, they did not want to break with the national Grange. They

feared that the national Grange would grant a new charter to the

Yakima organization to set up a rival state organization, if Bouck did

not desist. l~en Bouck refused to stop his secessionist activities,

Nelson and a majority of the state organization broke with him. ~~en

the 1921 state Grange convention formally expelled Bouck, he had taken

about one-third of the membership with him. By December 1921, his

organization had ab~ut 7,000 me~bers and had taken the name l~estern

Progressive Grange. By the end of 1921 the Grange had split into two

factions: the conservative Yakima branch and a majority of those

progressives who remained loyal to the national Grange remained within

the original body; the pro-labor third partyists, mainly from the

Puget Sound area, had left to form their o~~ organization. 23

.The split in the Grange angered the l~SFL. Now both of labor's

non-partisan allies, the Railroad Brotherhoods and the Grange, were on

the verge of ruins. Bouck's secession, in particular, angered Short

since it added to the ability of the third partyists to disrupt his

non-partisan proposals. Short could only see Bouck's secession as

part of an over-all plot to destroy the progressive coalition. Immedi-

ately after the split in the Grange, Short began to direct a drumbeat

of criticism against the splinter group.24

23cravens, pp. 155-156; Crawford, pp. 279-284,290-291.
24For more on Short's campaign against Bouck, see: Short to
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Short might have gotten even further involved in the Grange

split had not Frank Goss, the new state secretary of the Grange,

gradually stemmed the rate of defections to the lfPG and reaffirmed the

Grange's alliance with the WSFL. Goss even began to regain support

among independent farmers with a campaign to limit property taxes by

the initiative. This initiative did not have labor's full support,

because it promised to place more of a burden on urban taxpayers, but

in general Goss' political policies did appeal to the WSFL. From the

beginning, Goss had doubted Bouck's third party tactics on the grounds

that there was no legislative remedy for what ailed agriculture. In-

stead, he favored market-oriented economic action, through independent,

cooperative efforts. He emphasized expansion of producer, marketing,

and consumer cooperatives. Like Short, he favored non-partisan tactics,

so long as it was consistent with the national Grange's conservative,

anti-reform policies. By 1922, the Grange's drift to the Right had

proceeded so far that the state convention voted to remain independent

of any political party. In effect, they voted to continued their op-

position to the FLP. The WPG, on the other hand, unanimously endorsed

the FLP and reelected Bouck. 25

The split-up of the Grange, the labor-management dispute in

H. Arends, 3,9 Dec. 1921, Box 35, HSFL Records.
For infomation on Bouck's retaliatory efforts t see: ~~G to

H. Arends, 3 ~larch 1922, Box 34-1, HSFL Records.
See also: Short to All Affiliates, lD April 1922, Box 35;

C.A. Doyle to Short, 2 ~lay 1922, Box 34-1, WSFL Records.

25Cole • pp. 66-67; Cravens, pp. 64,164; Pullen, p. 163; A.S.
Goss to Short and Duncan, 15 July 1922, Box 34-1, ~-1SFL Records; UR 10,
16 June 1922.
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the Railroad industry, and the continuing rift in the labor movement,

made cooperation in the 1922 election campaign exceedingly difficult.

Nevertheless, Short tried. The only basis he could see for a success-

ful progressive campaign was a renewal.of the Triple Alliance of 1919.

All factions could agree on one major goal: the need to defeat Senator

~iles Poindexter, the incumbent conservative Republican. But they

could not agree on tactics. The SCLC leadership, led by Duncan, wanted

to work throu~h the FLP; the AFL loyalists, led by Short, refused to

repeat what they S~l as the errors of 1920. 26

In ~mrch 1922, reeling from the failure of the l~rkmen's com-

pensation initiative, Short began to mobilize support along non-

partisan lines focussing on the need to defeat Poindexter. Short's

first move was to try to delay a WSFL decision until he had his forces

lined up. He asked all WSFL-affiliates to defer taking any political

actions until after the ~/SFL convention in July. This had a two-fold

result. It inhibited the evolution of a third party "bandwaEon" and

it placed the onus for dividing the labor movement squarely on the

pro-FLP moderates and their radical allies outside the labor movement:

they could not afford to wait until after July to organize their

campaign. Soon a number of WSFL affiliates, including Mine Workers

District No. 10, and some of the largest SCLC orp,anizations endorsed

Short's policy. The only major objection in District No. 10 came from

26Cole , pp. 63-68; Cravens, p. 159; For more on Poindexter's
record and his relations with the labor movement and the progressives,
see: Cole, pp. 56-57,67,79; Clark, The Dry Year~, pp. 184-188; H.W.
Allen, "Hiles ·Poindexter: A Political Biography," (Ph.D. Dissertation:
University of ~/ashington, 1959), p. 565, passim; Fred C. HOlo1e to Short,
22 July 1922, Box 10-59; Call to Short, 9 Sept. 1922, Box 23-46, WSFL
Records; ~'1inutes, 12 Nov. 1919, Box 8, KCCJ"C Records.
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President ~{artin J. Flyzik, who was jealous of Short's influence with

the mine workers and had pushed for support of the FLP. 27

Although the SCLC continued to support the FLP, Short claimed

that all of the other western '~ashington central labor councils, with

the possible exception of the Everett Central Labor Council, also ac-

cepted his guidance. The demand for practical results, especially in

eastern Washington but also in other areas of the state which were

wracked by strikes and economic dislocation, gave a powerful impetus

to the non-partisan forces. By the spring of 1922, the SCLC's third

partyists, who still supported the FLP, were becocing increasingly

isolated. 28

On 9 April, the l~SFL's executive board met in secret joint

session with the executive boards of the Grange and the Railroad

Brotherhoods. After discussing the disappointing progress of the

initiatives, they also discussed (informally) the coming political

campaign. Unable to agree on formation of a statewide campaign

organization, each member of the progressive alliances promised to

work together for passage of the initiatives and the defeat of

Poindexter through its existing political rnechanisms. 29

27For more on Flyzik's motivation and the action of District
No. 10's state convention, see: O'Connell, p. 215; WSFL Proes., (1922),
p. 11; Short to O.F. l~efferling, 21 March 1922. Box 35. WSFL Records.

See also: Joe T. Clemente to Short, 3 ~ov. 1922, Box II-I,
WSFL Records.

28Short to Wefferling, 21 ~mrch 1922, Box 35, l~SFL Records;
Cravens, p. 160; Cole, p. 70.

29~~SFL Procs., (1922), pp. 10-12; Minutes, 9 April 1922, Box 60,
WSFL Records.
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Meanwhile, the FLP recognized its growing isolation and took

steps to gain allies. In mid-April, the leadership held a conference

with representatives of the SPlol, the SLP, and the newly formed

l~orkers' Party (Communist). Like the non-partisans they agreed

on the need for united action, but they agreed on little else. Two

weeks later the same representatives met again. The FLP again made

friendly overtures, but the k~ delegates demanded numerous political

concessions in return for their political cooperation which the FLP

could not accept. The meeting adjourned before the delegates could

reach any accomodation. 30

The failure of the remaining third party forces to agree on a

joint program placed the FLP in a poor tactical situation. It gave

Short and his allies a tempting target. He was not ~low in seizing the

initiative. Soon after the joint executive board meeting Short began

a campaign to negate the influence of the third partyists in the labor

movement. In accordance with the decision of the meeting he sent a

letter to all l~SFL affiliates urging them, again, not to decide on

their political policy until after the HSFL convention. The longer

they held off their decisions, the harder the FLP's organizational

problems became. 3l

The FLP fought back bitterly, but ineffectively. For the next

two months the labor movement was rent by the attacks and counter-

attacks of the warring factions. The SCLC responded to Short's letter

30Cravens, p. 160; UR 4 May 1922; Litchman to Slater, 25 May
1922, Litchman Papers.

3lWSFL Procs., (1922), pp. 10-12; Cravens, pp. 161-162; ~ 20,
24,27 April 1922; Hinutes, 19 April 1922, Box 8. KCCLe Records.
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by arguing that, until the WSFL convention decided othen~ise, the FLP

remained the WSFL's authorized political orp,an and that, hence, there

was no need to wait until the convention before endorsing it. The

Tacoma Central Labor Council joined the SCLC in endorsing James Duncan

as the FLP's candidate for Poindexter's Senate seat. It went even

further. After rejecting Short's advice, the Tacoma Central Labor

Council also endorsed the l·W. Thereupon, Short charged that the

central labor councils were usurping the HSFL's functions as labor's

statewide policy-making body.32

These battles aggravated the old fissures in the labor move-

mente The Seattle Building, Amusement. and Culinary Trades councils,

together with the Teamsters Joint Council No. 28, demanded that the

SCLC reverse its stand on the FLP. The Boilermakers Union Local

No. 104, the Teamsters, and the Building Trades Council also censured

the SCLC for its divisiveness and endorsed Short's position. On the

other hand, support for the FLP came from numerous, smaller locals and

central labor councils and 'iPG affiliates. Carpenters Union Local

No. 131 was the only large local to support the SCLC's stand. Together

with the SCLC, the Carpenters even sent delegates to the FLP state

convention. 33

Even as the HSFL's attack on the FLP mounted in intensity,

the communists attacked from the Left. They felt that they were the

rightful party of the Left. Attacked on both flanks, the FLP re-

treated further into political isolation. Most of the blame for this

32Ibid •
33Cravens, p. 162; ~ 24,27 April 1922; ~linutes, 19,26 April,

3.10,17.24,31 ~~y, 7 June 1922, Box 8, KCCLC Records; Short to ~cMonnies.

1 June 1922, Box 35, HSFL Records.
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must rest with James Duncan. Duncan refused to have any truck with

the communists. At the same time, he insisted on reforming the WSFL

and AFL along industrial lines and rejected any effort to adopt non-

partisan policies. He further complicated his position by supporting

prohibition, which was highly unpopular among many union members,

particularly those of Catholic, J~~ish, and eastern or southern

European origin. t~ithout his energy--intel1ectual and moral, as well

as physical--the FLP could not have lasted as long as it did. Yet his

refusal to endorse a candidate with progressive principles in one of

the major parties' primaries, ensured the destruction of the FLP.

Duncan egotistically refused to allow professional politicians to

control the business of reforrn. 34

The FLP held its 1922 state convention in Seattle, on 3-4 June.

It was far less dynamic than its primary day convention in 1920. De1e-

gates from only nine western Washington counties attended. Only King

and pierce counties sent full delegations. Only a few Grange locals

sent delegates. A WP delegation from Seattle and Tacoma attended under

orders to extract political concessions in return for their cooperation.

lVhen the FLP refused to grant all of their demands, they walked out of

the meeting.

The FLP had invited Short to attend their conventions, but he

refused on the grounds that the convention would deal with a definite

political policy and the WSFL had voted to defer such decisions until

after the l~SFL's ovm convention. Thus, Short argued, there was nothing

34Co1e , p. 70; Cline, pp. 148-149; Call, pp. 60-61; ~unutest 21
Dec. 1921, Box 8, KCCLC Records; ~ 1,13,17 Jan. 1920.
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for him to discuss. It would only be a ~o1aste of time. Instead,

Short sent the FLP a personal warning against attecpting to split the

progressive forces. He repeated his requests that they defer their

political policy and appoint a comcittee to meet ~o1ith the non-partisans

after the HSFL convention. He Wirned that failure to comply would

ensure the reelection of Poindexter and incur the undying wrath of

all progressive elements.

E.B. Ault and D.C. Coates, brother of the editor of the Spokane

Labor ~~orld, supported Short's recommendations. The latter introduced

a resolution favoring deferral of a political policy. Duncan. however.

was in no mood to cooperate and under his influence. the party rejected

this course. Instead, the convention passed a resolution. introduced

by Duncan. ~o1hich pledged the FLP to place a full ticket in the 1922

primaries. The only concession Duncan offered to Short was to approve

appointment of committees to visit the WSFL and Grange conventions to

lobby for the third party route. The debate on Duncan's resolution

was extremely bitter. Both sides knew the stakes. 35

The failure of the FLP convention to endorse his policy con-

vinced Short that the non-partisans could win in 1922 only if they

could agree on a common program and a slate of candidates. In a

letter to the state secretary of the NPL. he said victory was possible

if they agreed on a program

••• probab1y along the lines adopted by your recent convention. we
will still have enough progressive forces aligned to make a big

35For More on the 1922 FLP convention and party platform. see:
Cravens, pp. 162-164; ~ 26 Hay, 3.5,6,16 June 1922; Litchman to Slater,
25 Nay. 21 June 1922. Litchman Papers; HSFL Procs •• (1922). pp. 12-13.
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showing in the elections and get sornewhere--something that is i~

possible for the Farmer-Labor Party, under present circumstances.

At the same time, the linited support flowing to the FLP encouraged

Short to loosen up on his injunction against pre-conventi~n policy

discussions. For example, he accepted an unofficial invitation from

Benjamin C. Marsh, of the national Farmers' Council, to attend a con-

ference of progressives in Yakima. }fursh, who was also a representa-

tive of the national Committee for Progressive Political Action,

urgently wanted the WSFL to adopt a non-partisan policy.36

Short attended the conference, '-1hich began on 7 June, tOBether

with C.L. Gallant, vice-president of the WSFL's third district (tvalla

Walla-Yakima). They intended, primarily, to keep an eye on develop-

ments, but also hoped to influence the development of a grand progres-

sive coalition. In addition to Short and Gallant, delegates from the

Women's Legislative Council, the League of Women Voters, the PTA, the

HCTU, and the Grange also attended unofficially. At the convention,

the delegates found that there was full agreement on the need to defeat

Poindexter and for better organization. To achieve this they voted to

call a conference in Seattle m all wage earners and producers organ-

izations to work out a unity program. To ensure full WSFL cooperation

the conference was scheduled for shortly after the WSFL convention. 37

36rhe CPPA 'o1as an organization, originally established by the
National Leadership of the ~~L and the Railroad Brotherhoods, to encour
age support for progressives in the major parties.

Short to ~irs. A. L. Packard, 2,6 June 1922, Box 35, HSFL
Records; Cole, pp. 70-71; Shimmons to Ault, 90 page memo, 1924, p. 66,
Ault Papers; usn Procs" (1922), pp. 13-14; UR 16 June 1922; See also:
Kenneth C. Hackay, The Progressive ~toveT:lent oT1924, (New York: Columbia
University Press, 1947), pp. 66-72, passim.

37The delegates also voted to begin interviewing prospective
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These events set the stage for the WSFL convention which

Short had spared no effort to control. Though he did agree to let

FLP representatives address the convention he pursuaded the executive

board to endorse a non-partisan policy before the convention. So

determined was he to ensure that no third party enthusiasts be

allowed to disrupt his plans that he even refused to allow certain

non-'-1SFL locals, 'olhose credentials might be disputed, to attend the

convention. For exa~lc, when Spokane Locomotive Engineers Union

Local No. 17 asked permission to attend, Short refused. He explained

that, while he had nothing against admitting Railroad Brotherhood

locals to the convention, the AFL had just ordered all central labor

councils and state federations to admit only locals of AFL interna-

tiona1 unions. If he admitted Local No. 17, Short said:

••• there will be certain delegates at our coming state convention
who will be advocating that we function thru the Farmer-Labor
Party, etc., and who will seize upon any pretext to unseat dele
gates opposing such a policy and, of course, would have this
latest communication from the A.F. of L. to sustain them. I
think we are going to be able to take care of the situation in
good shape (without your assistance).

Indeed, he was correct. 38

On 10 July, the HSFL convention met in Bremerton. Numerous

fraternal delegates from progressive organizations attended. In his

candidates and appointed a committee to meet secretly with John C.
Kennedy and ~frs. Wis'o1el1 1-1i1son of the FLP, to convince them to join
the CPPA campaign. This effort collapsed when the FLP refused to
compromise.

Kennedy, forcerly a socialist alderman in Chicago, had been
prominent in the FLP since moving West following the break-up of the
SPA (1919).

Ibid.; See also: James l-leinstein, "Radicalism in the Midst of
Normalcy," Journal of Ar.1erican History 52 (March 1966), pp. 773-790.

38Short to Kennedy, 7 July 1922; Short to E.S. Harrington, 29
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keynote address, Short stressed the need to defeat Poindexter. On the

third day, after completing its routine business, the delegates Got

dOlm to the task of approving a political prograI:\. J. C. Kennedy, "ho

as chairman of the FLP was the party's leading delegate to the conven-

tion, took the floor to argue for \,SFL' s endorsement. lie said that,

after forty years of trying, the non-partisan method had failed to

achieve the AFL's goals. It "as time to give up and try something

that might work: an independent third party controlled by the

"producers. ,,39

On the 14th debate began in earnest. Though the outcoMe "as

never in doubt neither side showed any restraint. Frank Cotterill,

of the Seattle Building Trades, a Democrat, a leading conservative

unionist, and the brother of George Cotterill, led Short's forces on

the convention floor. lie introduced a resolution endorsing the

executive board's proposed non-partisan approach. JaMes Duncan, the

SCLC's other delegate to the convention, and Frank Turco, a radical

frOM the Seattle BoilerMakers Union Local No. 104, rose to object.

They charged that Short was tryinp, to "stearn-roller" the convention

against the "ishes of the rank and file. Frank Clifford and L.\'.

Buck, t"o other pro-FLP delegates, supported Duncan and Turco. In re-

sponse, Short and \·lillian Coates, editor of the Spokane Labor ",orld,

defended Cot terilI. JaI:\es ~kCabe, the Railroad Brotherhood's fraternal

delegate, also endorsed Cotterill's resolution and warned that it was

June 1922, Box 35; llinutes, 9 July 1922, Box 60, ',SFL Records.

39Cravens, pp. 165-166; O'Connell, p. 215; L~ 1,7,10,12,13
July 1922.
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"folly" to enter the race against the Republicans. 40

On the next day the debate continued. Coates reintroduced

Cotterill's resolution and it passed by a vote of 110 to 48. Host of

the FLP's support came from SCLC delegates. Yet, despite the fact

that the SCLC had already endorsed the FLP, a majority of the SCLC's

delegates voted to endorse a non-partisan policy. The vote of the

SCLC delegation was forty-nine to twenty-five in favor of non-partisan-

ship. This represented a stunning defeat for the SCLC's third party-

ists. Afte~~ards the SCLC bitterly censured those delegates who had

voted against the FLP but, by then, it was too late. In any case

they could not have turned the tide by the~selves. The only

question now was: would the moderate third partyists accept their

defeat and work together with the non-partisans to ensure a progres

sive victory with the defeat of Poindexter. 4l

Following the vote on Cotterill's resolution the convention

approved a resolution giving the executive board the power to meet

with other progressive leaders to put the policy into effect. Duncan,

perhaps sensing the failure of the third party plan, perhaps still

hoping to influence the HSFL campaign, then offered his support for

the WSFL's policy, but it was too late. Short refused to meet with

him, or any other FLP representatives. Later he claimed that the

FLP leaders had refused to accept the convention's decisions and not

only withheld their support in the primaries, but openly opposed him

"in every way possible." Duncan's offer might have been merely tactical,

40Ibid.
41WSFL Proes •• (1922). pp. 11-14.59-65.73.84; Cravens, pp. 166

167; Cole, p. 71; ~ 14 July 1922.
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it is true; nevertheless, it is only fair to point out that it takes

two to quarrel. The essential fact was that, following the WSFL con-

vention, the two largest factions in the labor movement remained

divided politically.42

Following the convention the labor conservatives took control

of the WSFL's political policy in earnest. After twenty years of

struggle against third partyists of various character the conserva-

tives had won undisputed control of labor's political fortunes. They

had not yet eliminated the last vestiges of radical power, but they

no longer needed to fear these isolated pockets of resistance to the

AFL. Though the SCLC's moderate third party faction, led by Duncan,

retained power in the SCLC. the vote at the WSFL convention showed

that they were becoming an isolated minority there too. The question

now was: could the conservatives"maintain their alliance with the non-

labor progressives long enough to \o1in an election143

As a first step in the campaign, the WSFL agreed to join the

Committee for Progressive Political Action. On 16 July, together

with the other progressive organizations in the state, the WSFL

announced formation of a state CPPA. Benjamin Harsh, by no~" l~est

Coast coordinator of the national CPPA. attended. One of the CPPA's

first actions, following its organization, was to ban the SPW, SLP,

l'1P, and HPG from membership. 44

42Ibid •
43cravens, pp. 167-168; ~ 17 July 1922; Ault to Albert F.

Coyle, 27 Sept. 1922, Au1t Papers.

44Ibid•
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Short then began a damage control operation to shore up what

remained of the WSFL's forces. He convinced the Spokane Brewery Work-

ers Union Local, ,.,hich had withdrawn from the WSFL over the convention's

refusal to approve of a resolution favoring "light" wines and beers, to

reaffiliate. Short explained that the resolution had failed to pass

due, primarily, to Duncan's parliaDentary maneuverin~s and the con-

vention's exhaustion following the major debates on political policy.

He suggested that he would support a membership referendum as a suit-

able alternative. In other words, Short explained that now that

Duncan's power had been broken, there was no need to remain outside

the 'olSFL.45

By July the FLP had fallen into dire straights. Only six

county units remained. Only one daily paper, the~, gave it any sup-

port at all and that was lukewarm. Still, J.C. Kennedy had insisted that

the FLP would field a full slate of candidates in the fall. The

question the party had faced ,was, who? The FLP no longer had a list of

well-known personalities to choose from. In the end Duncan had agreed

to file for the senate seat because he was virtually the only man left

in·the party who had a state-wide reputation. TIlough he faced no op-

ponent in the primary, his campaign 1I1ent nowhere. By 1922 he had be-

come rather shop-worn. The lack of enthusiasm stirred up by Duncan

mirrored the fortunes of the party as a whole. Its only new endorse-

ments caMe from a few of the striking railroad shopcraft unions and

from the Seattle Boilermakers Union Local No. 104, which bravely

45ailes to Short, 21 July, 9 Aug. lQ22, Box 7-49; Short to
Hiles, 25 July 1922, Box 35, WSFL Records.
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voted to "take its stand with the Producers."46

The De~ocrats, meanwhile, noninated C.C. Dill of Spokane to

run for Poindexter's senate seat. Formerly, Dill had represented the

fifth congressional district in Congress. In 1918, however, he had

lost his seat as a result of his vote against the war. Dill had close

ties to prohibition and agricultural organizations. At the same time

he was on friendly terms with the Spokane T~SFL forces. Since

Poindexter's vote, following the election of 1918, in favor of seating

Truman H. Newberry, Dill had been actively seeking the nomination.

Newberry, a conservative Republican, had defeated Henry Ford in the

}tlchigan Republican prioaries and had gone on to win in the general

election. His campaign had been largely financed by the liquor lobby

and he had violated the Corrupt Practices Act. The unsuccessful

challenge to his seating became a cause celebre among prohibitionists

and progressives. Poindexter's vote made him extremely unpopular

among Washington's progressives, who had been the major source of his

strength in 1912 and 1916. Thus Dill and the Democrats felt that they

had a good chance to take the senate seat away from the Republicans

for tm first time in history. 47

From the beginning it was clear that Poindexter's support was

unenthusiastic. His only chance for victory depended on the progres-

46cravens, pp. 169-170; Shimmons to Ault, 90 page memo, 1924,
pp. 65,67; Ault to A.F. Coyle, 27 Sept. 1922, Ault Papers; Minutes, 29
Aug., 6 Sept. 1922, Box 8, KCCLC Records; ~ 18 July 1922.

47Cl ark, The Drv Years, pp. 186-188; Cole, pp. 56-63. See also:
Nary Lou Krause, iiprohibition and the Reform Tradition in the 'olashington
State ~natoria1 Election of 1922, II (~.A. Thesis: University of Wash
ington, 1963), passim.

For more on Dill's primary strategy, see: Cole, pp. 62,68;
Clark, The Dry Years, pp. 186-188.
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sives: if they failed to unite behind a single candidate and divided

the anti-Poindexter vote, he could still win the Republican nomination.

At first, Poindexter's enemies seemed prepared to oblige him. In the

great tradition of American liberalism~ the progressives could not

agree on a single candidate to oppose Poindexter in the primaries. In

late July the executive boards of the WSFL, Grange, Railroad Brother-

hoods, NPL, and the several women's groups involved in the CPPA, met

in Seattle to iron out their differences. Marsh, Short, and the

WSFL's executive board, favored endorsing Col. George p. Lamping for

the nomination. Lamping, who had been a progressive candidate for the

gubernatorial nomination in 1920, was a favorite of laborites allover

the state. Formerly a loyal follower of Theodore Roosevelt and an of-

ficer in the Spanish-American war, Lamping had had a long career as a

progressive Republican. The women's groups, however, objected to him

on the grounds that he was a wet. They threatened to leave the con-

ference if the CPPA endorsed him. Fearing to alienate the women,

whose vote-getting powers had been proven in the recent Seattle

municipal elections, the conference abandoned him. Labor was disap-

pointed but, to maintain unity, went along with the decision even

though they believed he would have been Poindexter's strongest

opponent. 48

Several of the women's groups favored Mrs. Frances H. Axtell

of Bellingham. Before 1912 Hrs. Axtell had been active as a

48Short to Edward Keating, 17 July 1922; Short to O.R.
l-lefferling, 20 July 1922, Box 35, '-/SFL Records; Ault to A. F. Coyle,
27 Sept. 1922, Ault Papers; l-lSFL Procs., (1923), pp. 5-6; Cravens, p.
169.
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progressive Republican. Then, between 1912 and 1916, she had been

prominent in the Bull Hoose, or Progressive Party. It was in this

period that she made strong enemies among Republican conservatives.

She compounded the number of her enemies, in 1916, when she switched

over to the Democrats and served as a minor bureaucrat in the Hilson

administration. This alienated nany party loyalists, both progressive

and conservative. Since the war she had returned to the Republican

party and had become ever more active in various women's clubs. She

had been prominent in their successful effort to elect candidates to

the Seattle City Council in the 1922 elections. Axtell's most power-

ful outside support cane from the Railroad Brotherhoods, the only

labor organizations with surplus funds to spend in the elections.

These were powerful qualifications. In fact, the CPPA needed ~rs.

Axtell more than she needed them. l~ a result Short convinced the

WSFL's executive board to endorse her candidacy, even though it was

against their better judgment. It was the biggest mistake of his

career. 49

Follo\o1ing the conference the HSFL began to gear up its cam-

paign on behalf of the CPPA, as well as for its referendum and initia-

tive measures. It quickly ran into a brick wall of resistance. The

chief problem was that neither Lamping, nor Judge Austin E. Griffiths,

another progre'ssive running for the Republican senatorial nomination,

would agree to bow out of the campaign. Like Hrs. Axtell, but in con-

trast to Lamping, Griffiths was running as a strong prohibitionist.

49cravcns, pp. 168-169; O'Connell, p. 215; Clark, The Dry
Years, pp. 186-188; Shimmons to Ault, 90 page memo, 1924, p. 66, Ault
Papers.
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This tended to divide the "dry" progressive opposition to Poindexter.

Other problems were nearly as vexing. For example, the women's

vaunted vote-winning prowess proved chimerical outside of Puget Sound.

From nearly all corners of the state labor leaders reported absolutely

no enthusiasm for their candidate. Fred Noman warned that t if the '''SFL

did not switch its support to Lamping and Axtell lost, it would come

back to haunt those labor conservatives who had promised victory

through non-partisanship. It lvou1d give those who had supported the

FLP at the convention a chance to say "I told you so. "SO

This led the HSFL's executive board to ask the CPPA's executive

council to ask Mrs. Axtell to step aside in favor of one of the other

two candidates. In response, the CPPA arranged a mid-campaign con-

ference, attended by all three major candidates, but they could reach

no agreement. Judge Griffiths refused to accept any other solution

than the withdrawal of the other progressive candidates in his favor.

That evening a second effort to persuade two of the candidates to

withdraw also failed.

By now. the labor leaders in the CPPA were becoming desperate.

They could not &ford to let the non-partisan progressives campaign

fail and began to take action to force Axtell's withdrawal. A

conference of Spokane CPPA ~aders, dominated by representatives from

the Spokane Central Labor Council, passed a unanimous resolution de-

manding that Short call conferences of CPPA labor leaders in Seattle

and Tacoma to petition the state CPPA leadership to demand Axtell's

50C1ark, TIle nry Years, pp. 186-188; F.B. Norman to Short.
17 Aug. 1922, Box 19-17, HSFL Records.
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withdr~~a1 and agree upon a candidate better-able to unite the pro-

gressive forces. Othe~~ise. they proposed that the l~SFL go it alone.

The state CPPA, ho,~ever, proved tmable to break the impasse. 51

The failure to unite behind a ~ingle candidate in the

Republican primary nearly dashed the ~~SFL's hopes for political suc-

cess. It created renewed bitterness in the recently amicable rela-

tions between the l~SFL and the Railroad Brotherhoods. It destroyed

the last shreds of confidence between Short and }~ston, the presidents

of the respective organizations. ~{aston, who was also state chairman

of the CPPA, had supported the FLP in 1920 and still favored the third

party route. He 'lanted the CPPA to run its own candidates in the

elections. ~len he charged that Short had been the one to originally

support Axtell's candidacy and that he had betrayed the progressive

cause by calling on the CPPA to d~p her in favor of Lamping, Short

exploded in anger. Short, who saw }~ston's charges as part of a new

third partyist effort to destroy the non-partisan cause, responded

vigorously. In a letter to the president of the Bellingham Central

Labor Council he branded the charges as "malicous lies" and

"absurdly lDltrue.'~ He accused Haston of "double dealing and under

handed nork " and violating private confidences. In retrospect, he

ruefully admitted, he should have let the "women ,~alk" because nearly

everyone else at the conference supported Lamping. 52

5lFor more on labor's unsuccessful efforts to obtain Axtell's
withdrawal. see: Short to B.G. Beebe, 11 Sept. 1922, Box 35; ~1inutes,

CPPA Executive Council, 3,23 Aug. 1922, Box 10-61, WSFL Records; Shim
mons to Ault, ·90 page memo, 1924, p. 67; Ault to Coyle, 27 Sept. 1922,
Ault Papers; Litch~n to Slater, 18 Sept. 1922, Litchman Papers; WSFL
Procs., (1923), pp. 6-7. ----

52For more on the W~FL-Railroad Brotherhoods split, see: Short to
J.S. Houghton, 6 Sept. 1922, Box 35, WSFL Records.
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In the wake of the '-1SFL-Railroad Brotherhood split Short's

anger at ~~ston grew. In a letter to the secretary of the Montana

CPPA he said that the Hashington State CPPA had:

•••busted up ••• over this man George I. l~ston••• and one or two
women ,.,ho refused to listen to reason of any kind and who we
later became thoroughly convinced were not playing the game on
the level.

There was every indication that the whole program had been
formed to line our forces up behind a candidate so thoroughly
weak that there was no hope of any other result accruing than
the renomination of Poindexter•••• (Maston and the others)
proved so vile in their lying and misrepresentation of the
people ••• earnestly trying to save the situation••• (that the
l~SFL could never 'l1ork with them again).

Luckily, concluded Short, the Grange and a majority of the Railroad

Brotherhood's rank and file still supported a genuine "constructive

program. ".53

The primary results confirmed nearly all of labor's worst

fears. After a lackluster campaign Poindexter triumphed over his

three progressive opponents, though his margin of victory was lower

than in the past. Lamping came in second, while Hrs. Axtell and

Judge Griffiths trailed badly. 11 the Democratic primary Dill \von

the nomination easily. James Duncan received the FLP nomination. 54

Poindexter's primary victory, however, proved to be a blessing

53Short to Maston, 7 Sept. 1922; Short to W.H. Johnston, 13
Dec. 1922, Box 35; Short to Dorman. 25 Sept. 1923, Box 36. WSFL Records.

54Poindexter••• 84,695
Lamping • • • • 56.189
Axtell••••• 23.555
Griffiths • • • 23.257
For more on the primary results. see: Cravens, pp. 175-176;

Washington Public Documents. Biennial Report of the Secretary of State,
Abstracts of Votes Polled, 1922 Prirnar] Election. (Olympia, 1923);
Short to C. Leonard. 19 Sept. 1922, Box 35. HSFL Records.
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in disguise for the labor movement. C.C. Dill, whose astute flexibil-

ity in the primaries had made him few enemies, reaped the rewards arising

out of the progressives' defeat by offering to join their cause. Faced

with the alternative of endorsing Duncan or Dill, most of the progres-

sives, including those in the WSFL, chose to support Dill. Only a few

progressives refused to join his camp. One of these was William Short.

In a move designed to protect the ~ from being torn apart by the rival

supporters of Dill and Duncan, he agreed to remain neutral in the ca~

paign. In fact, ho~~ever, Short was neutral in name only. He actually

favored Dil1. 55

With nowhere else to turn progressive support soon flowed in

ever greater volume in Dill's direction and, as a result, he defeated

Poindexter in the general election. It l~as the greatest victory for

the Democrats and the progressives since the war. In addition, the

Democrats picked up support in the state legislature and came close to

unseating the Republican incumbent in Dill's old congressional district.

Though the FLP also picked up a few legislative seats, it was an other-

wise disappointing year for them. Duncan came in a poor third in the

senatorial contest.

55A•W• Johnson to Short, 21 Sept. 1922, Box 14-25; Short to
~~rwick, 6 Oct. 1922; Short to Justham, 2 Nov. 1922; Short to C.W.
Cotton, 12 Oct. 1922; Short to W.D. Schrnidtman, 17 Oct. 1922; Short to
Leonard, 12 Oct. 1922; Short to Duncan, 9 Oct. 1922, Box 35; O.A.
Dirkes to Everett Central Labor Council, 17 Oct. 1922, Box 9-24;
Schmidtman to Short, 10 Oct. 1922, Box 8-58; Leonard to Short, 10,17
Oct. 1922; Duncan to Short, 6 Oct. 1922; ~linutes, Everett Central Labor
Council, 1 Oct. 1922, Box 9-4. WSFL Records; Ault to Coyle, 27 Sept.
1922; Report of NeAotiation Committe, 28 Oct. 1922, Au1t Papers; ~inutes,

1,4,11,18 Oct. 1922, Box 8, KCCLC Records; O'Connell, p. 217; Cole, pp.
71,75-78; ~ 2 Oct. 1922; WSFL Procs., (1923), pp. 6-7.
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Immediately after the election Dill moved to bolster his ties

with the labor movement. He got in touch with Short and thanked him

for the part he played in the election. This was a particularly zra-

cious gesture in view of Short's official neutrality. Later, Short re-

ported to Fred Norman that they had agreed that the Duncan campaien

had actually proven to be an

••• asset, because ••• the extrene left wing radical vote would
go to the Socialist candidate if Duncan were out, and••• if
he could be kept in and held do~~ to about thirty thousand
votes he ~"ould take the "red curse" off the campaign, because
the minute he ,,,as wi thdra','11 the red Bolshevik hue and cry
would be raised immediately throughout the state against Dill.

Norman estimated that such a "hue and cry" would have cost Dill the

votes of 40,000 or 50,000 farMers and professional people. As it was,

Dill was able to run as a:

••• clean people's candidate, standing between Poindexter on the
one side--the avowed candidate of the special interests--and
Duncan on the other--the standard bearer for the red radicalists.

In the labor movement, too, the conservatives regarded the election as

a· personal victory for Short over the extremists on the Right and the

Left. Especially sweet for Short ~l1ere the accolades he accepted for

his personal triumph over his arch-enemy, James Duncan. It mattered

not a whit that this triUMPh gained as much through inadvertence as

through political acuity.56

5~.B. Norman to Short, 11 Nov. 1922, Box 19-17; B. Farrimond
to Short, 11 Nov. 1922, Box 12-30, WSFL Records; Cole, pp. 72-83,210;
Cravens, pp. 183-184; Pullen, pp. 349-350; O'Connell, pp. 217-218;
Washington Public Documents, Biennial Report of the Secretary of
State, Abstracts of the Votes Polled, 1922 General Election, (Olympia,
1923), passim.

The general election results were: Dill•••••• 130,375
Poindexter••• 126,556
Duncan. • • •• 35,352

Especially note: Short to Norman, 21 nov. 1922; Brackinreed
to Short, 18 Nov. 1922; Sweeney to Short, 26 Nov. 1922, Box 35,
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Nationally, too, the election results buoyed the progressives

and disheartened both the conservative RepublicRns and the Left, the

socialists and the communists. In December 1922 the national CPPA

held a conference in Cleveland to go over the election results and

plan for the future. They were in an optimistic mood after succeed-

ing in eliminating a number of die-hard conservative Republicans from

congress and assumed a political policy of "watchful Haiting" with

regard to the actions of the major parties. The CPPA was less cir-

cumspect with the Left. The CPPA also voted to exclude the commun-

ists from the CPPA and to have nothing whatever to do with them in

the future. All these actions must have gratified the AFL's conserva-

tive craft union leadership. It is certain that they pleased Short and

the leadership of the HSFL. Happy that the conference had "rejected

the credentials of the 110rkers Party and other communistic and revolu-

tionary factions," Short saw the CPPA's action as a justification of

his own policies. 57

The failure of their third party campaign left the moderates

in the SCLC dismayed. The only course for them seemed to be to re-

align thenselves with the conservative non-partisans. Following the

election Duncan led an effort to send SCLC delegates to the

CPPA's Cleveland conference. But until he offered to pay

the deleRates' expenses, out of his Olnt pocket, however, he could

l~SFL Records.

57Short to H. II. Johnston, 13 Dec. 1922, Box 35, l-lSFL Records;
~Iinutes, 6 Dec. 1922, Box 8, KCCLC Records; Cravens, p. 198; David C.
Saposs. Left-win~ unionisM, (New York: International Publishers, 1926),
pp. 37-44; James Oneal, American Communism, (New York: Rand Book Store,
1927). pp. 161-164; Hacy..ay, pp. 66-72.
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find no one willing to attend the conference. Finally, he convinced

Joseph Little, ~ radical who was goinp, to Chicago as a delegate to

the national metal trades amalgamation conference, to represent the

SCLC at the CPPA conference. This "effrontery" amused Short and the

"real boys in the movement." They were astonished that the SCLC,

which had repudiated the CPPA and its policies, which had not only

endorsed the FLP, but provided the candidate to head its ticket, now

wanted to "cooperate" with the CPPA. They rejoiced at the problems

of the third partyists. 58
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